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History

Since its inception in 1989, SAP has built an 
excellent reputation in the School of Earth 
Sciences, and has organized seven extremely 
successful trips. SAP is open to all students of 
Stanford University, although students with a 
background in Earth Sciences would !nd the 
trips most bene!cial.

Support

 The aim of SAP is to subsidize the cost per 
person to the greatest extent possible. In this 
way, Earth Science students are a"orded the 
opportunity to visit a geologic location in the 
world that they otherwise may never have the 
chance to visit.

How can YOU help the project? In order for the 
SAP trips to be possible, we need your help. We 
need your donations to the project so that the 
trips can be adequately subsidized for students. 
Alternatively, we are always in need of outside 
expertise if you can o"er assistance in that 
regard, in the form of geologic guides or infor-
mation. Please contact us if you would like more 
information about how you can interact with us 
and contribute to the success of these projects.

In addition to seeking outside !nancial support 
and technical expertise, we also organize the 
annual SAP Chili Cook O" scheduled for Novem-
ber 14, 2008 during which we raise funds 
through a ra#e. We are planning to also orga-
nize the 2nd annual School of Earth Sciences Pi 
Day celebration on March 13, 2009 as a fundrais-
ing event.

Outreach

SAP participants desire to share their excite-
ment and experiences with other Stanford 
students as well as the public. This will take 
place before, during, and after the trip to 
Iceland. Before the trip, we will welcome all 
students and community members to be 
involved with our Iceland Geology seminars. 
During the trip, we will interact with Icelandic 
geology experts and students to share in a 
cultural exchange and bene!t from the exper-
tise of locals. After the trip, we will share our 
knowledge and experiences through the !nal 
compilation of an Icelandic geology !eld 
guidebook available online to all interested 
individuals. There are also plans in 2009 to 
produce a short educational video for elemen-
tary school students describing the basics of 
Icelandic Geology.

All photos of Iceland kindly provided by 
Emily Pope, a Geological and Environmen-

tal Sciences graduate student.
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Itinerary

Day 1:  Arrival; Reykjanes Peninsula (Reykjavík)

Day 2: !ingvellir, Gulfoss, Geysir (Reykjavík)

Day 3:  Hellishei"i, Heimaey (Heimaey)

Day 4: South Iceland Seismic Zone; Hekla (Klaustur)

Day 5: Lakagígar (Klaustur)

Day 6: Skei"arársandur, Skaftafell (Höfn)

Day 7:  Geitafell (Höfn)

Day 8:  Eastern Fjords (M#vatn)

Day 9: Dimmuborgir, Krafla (M#vatn)

Day 10: Jökulsárgljúfur, Tjörnes Fracture Zone (Húsavík)

Day 11: Flatey Fault, Akureyri (Sæberg)

Day 12: Borgarnes, Reykholt, Húsafell (Reykjavík)

Day 13: Reykjavík; Departure





Presidents’ Foreword

Stanford, California, August 2010

The guidebook you see in the following pages represents the culmination of the Stanford Alpine Project’s 
most recent trip to Iceland, which occurred in September of 2009. Countless hours were spent by eleven 
Stanford students and one professor, finding, organizing, and putting together the massive number of 
pages that follow. It includes excerpts, figures, and information gleaned from the most relevant papers and 
Icelandic field guides we could find while we prepared for our trip. It also includes many of our own 
photos, as well as GPS locations that we hope will help others find the locations of the outcrops 
mentioned in this text. An entire year after the trip was spent formatting, adding information about costs, 
modifying recommended routes, and inserting tips to help future geologists organize their own trips to 
Iceland.

Needless to say, this guidebook was a massive undertaking. We’re exhausted, but glad to have a final, 
revised version of our guidebook that we are proud to give to anybody who is interested in the geology of 
Iceland or who is planning a trip there.

A PDF version of this guidebook, complete with searchable text and high-resolution versions of some of 
the figures, is available at SAP’s website at http://pangea.stanford.edu/groups/SAP/ . Feel free to pass this 
guidebook along to others who can make use of it. If you’re so inclined, we’d love to hear about your 
experiences in Iceland with our guidebook; SAP’s most up-to-date contact information can always be 
found at our website.

SAP was founded by students in the Stanford University School of Earth Sciences in 1989. Following the 
Loma Prieta Earthquake, the students organized a sale of office furniture that was to be replaced during 
restoration and used the funds for the first SAP trip to the European Alps in 1991. Since that time, SAP 
has continued to organize educational earth science trips to international locations every 2-4 years. Other 
destinations include the Canadian Rockies in 1993, Alaska in 1995, South Africa in 1997, New Zealand in 
1999, Great Britain in 2002, Baja California in 2004, and Guatemala in 2005. Although membership in 
the group has traditionally been comprised primarily of graduate students in the geosciences, SAP 
welcomes students of all backgrounds and at all levels who have a committed interest in earth science.

Preparations for the trip to Iceland began in the 2007–2008 academic year with fundraising through bake 
sales, our annual Pi Day and Chili Cook-Off, and various other activities. Academic and logistical 
preparations followed in 2008–2009 in seminars led by our faculty advisor, Professor Simon Klemperer 
from the Department of Geophysics. These culminated with each student’s writing a guidebook day based 
on pre-existing field guides and literature review for the area and arranging accommodations, tour 
reservations, etc., for the day in question. Following the trip, these guidebook days were revised to reflect 
what we saw and learned on the ground; this volume contains the final result of those revisions.

The expedition lasted fourteen days, from September 1st to 14th, including travel between Stanford and 
Iceland; there were twelve participants. The total cost of the trip came to approximately $1880 per person, 
including airfare, rental cars, food, lodging, and miscellaneous museum and tour fees. Participants 
contributed $700 each toward their expenses, with the remaining costs defrayed by fundraising and 
support from sponsors. We lodged in hostels, at some of which we had to provide our own bedding; 
contact information and nightly rates are provided at the beginning of each day. We cooked most of our 
own meals and packed lunches, but some of our hostels provided breakfast, and on a few occasions we ate 
out. Our overall food expenses came to $140 per person for the whole trip. We rented two Toyota Hiace 
vehicles, which seated 6 people plus luggage very comfortably, from Bílaleiga Akureyrar. The cost of the 
vehicle rental, including mileage charges and gas, was $5330.



This trip would not have been a success without the help and generosity of many individuals. First and 
foremost, our thanks are due to Simon Klemperer, our indefatigable faculty mentor, who helped us stay 
on target and encouraged us to hold our work to high standards. We are indebted to several Icelandic 
geologists who provided us with invaluable assistance. Stefán Arnórsson, Professor of Geochemistry at 
the University of Iceland, helped us arrange our rental cars. !ráinn Fri"riksson of Iceland Geosurvey 
guided us on our first day at Reykjanes and was a great resource to us in writing the guidebook, as was 
!orsteinn (Thor) !orsteinsson of the Iceland Meteorological Office, who guided us in Borgarfjör"ur on 
Day 12. Halldóra Hreggvi"sdóttir, manager of Alta Consulting, and her family showed us great kindness 
and hospitality in inviting us all to dine at their home upon our return to Reykjavík.

We also wish to thank the Dean’s Office of the School of Earth Sciences and the Departments of Energy 
Resources Engineering, Environmental Earth System Science, Geological and Environmental Sciences, 
and Geophysics for their generous support of our trip. The Graduate Student Council, The Axe and Palm, 
the Stanford Bookstore, Bytes Café, Aquarius Theater, The Café, Cafe Sophia, Keeble & Shuchat 
Photography, Avenue Florist, and Village Stationers all sponsored our fundraisers for the Iceland trip.

Last, and absolutely and positively not least, we’d like to thank anyone who has contributed to our efforts 
by so much as donating even a dollar at our bake sales, in return for our scrumptious, freshly-baked 
cookies or our T-shirts. Believe it or not, donations from our bake sales comprise a not insignificant 
portion of funding for our trips.

Following the success of the Iceland trip, SAP will continue to enable enthusiastic geoscience students 
explore the world beyond our borders. Planning is currently underway for our next adventure, which will 
take us to the Himalaya of northwestern India in the late summer of 2011!

Have fun perusing the pages of this guidebook, and we hope you find it as valuable as we did.

     Simone Manganelli, SAP President 2008–2009

     María Helga Gu"mundsdóttir, SAP President 2009–2011



Introduction: General Information.
Compiled by: Kyle Anderson

with contributions from

María Helga Gu!mundsdóttir (Icelandic culture)
Simone Manganelli (igneous petrology)

Mark McClure (geothermal energy)
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Geologic History

Fig. 0.1. Geologic time table from Iceland. (Hoskuldsson et al., 2008)
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Fig. 0.2. Plate motion and hotspot location. (Lawver, 2002)
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Geologic Setting and Geophysics

Fig. 0.3. “Iceland is an elevated plateau in the middle of the North Atlantic, situated at the junction between the 
Reykjanes and Kolbeinsey Ridge segments. Also shown: the axis of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (heavy solid line), the 
North Atlantic basalt plateau (black) and their submarine equivalents (dark grey). The line with the dots shows the 
position of the Iceland mantle plume from 65 million years to the present day.” (Thordarson and Larsen, 2007)
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Fig. 0.4. Topography of seafloor surrounding Iceland, clearly showing Iceland hotspot swell, Mid-Atlantic Ridge, 
Greenland-Scotland Ridge, and “V-shaped ridges at the MAR south of Iceland”. (Sigmundsson, 2006)
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Fig. 0.5. Iceland and the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Icelandic rift in dark gray, and extension of hot spot at 400 km depth 
shown as a black triangle. SiSZ = South Iceland Seismic Zone, TFZ = Tjörnes Fracture Zone, and V = Vatnajökull 
ice cap. (Bergerat and Angelier, 2008)

Fig. 0.6. GPS velocities 1999-2004. White arrows from REVEL plate model. (Sigmundsson and Saemundsson, 
2008)
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Fig. 0.7. “The principal elements of the geology in Iceland, outlining the distribution of the major geological sub- 
divisions, including the main fault structures and volcanic zones and belts. RR, Reykjanes Ridge; RVB, Reykjanes 
Volcanic Belt; WVZ, West Volcanic Zone; MIB, Mid-Iceland Belt; SISZ, South Iceland Seismic Zone; EVZ, East 
Volcanic Zone; NVZ, North Volcanic Zone; TFZ, Tjörnes Fracture Zone; KR, Kolbeinsey Ridge; VB, Öræfi 
Volcanic Belt; and SVB, Snæfellsnes Volcanic Belt.” (Hoskuldsson et al., 2008)
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Fig. 0.8. “(a) A stylised cross section showing the general structure of the Icelandic crust from the Snæfellsnes 
peninsula across the West Volcanic Zone. Loading by volcanism tilts the strata towards the volcanic zones forming a 
shallow syncline centred on the spreading axes and a shallow anticline in the region between the volcanic zones. (b) 
The spreading paths for crustal elements (black squares) formed within different parts of an actively spreading 
volcanic zone. Rocks formed near the edge of the zone follow a shallow spreading path, whereas those formed close 
to the spreading axis follow a much steeper path.” (Hoskuldsson et al., 2008)

a)

b)
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Fig. 0.9. “Crustal accretion, relocation and propagation of the Icelandic rift zones in the last 12 Ma (numbers in Ma). 
The panels show map views for 8,6,4,2 and 0 Ma. The 8 Ma panel shows the spreading along the Snæfellsnes and 
Skagi rift zones. The 6 and 4 Ma panels demonstrate the incipient propagation and mature development of the 
Western and Northern Rift Zones after the new rift initiation at about 7 Ma.” (Sverrisdottir and Meara, 2008)
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Fig. 0.10. Magnetic field anomaly map. (Sigmundsson, 2006)
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Fig. 0.11. Bouguer gravity map. (Sigmundsson, 2006)
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Fig. 0.12. Crustal thickness in the greater Iceland region. (Tronnes, 2009)

Fig. 0.13. Seismic crustal thickness (depth to Vs = 4.2 km/sec) from receiver functions. Crust thicker than !30 km 
coincides with a low-velocity layer. (Foulger, 2006)
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Fig. 0.14. Icelandic rift zone dynamics. Black: mass trajectories. Blue: Age contours (Ma). Red: temperature 
contours (°C). “Partial melting of hydrated mafic lithologies will start at about 5 km depth under the central part of 
the rift zone.” (Tronnes, 2009)

Fig. 0.15. Cross section to 200 km of the region around Iceland, in east-west direction at 65N latitude. Uncertainty in 
lithospheric thickness shown. LAB: lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary.  STZ: Sorgenfrei-Tornquist Zone. 
(Artemieva and Thybo, 2008)
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Geologic Maps

Fig. 0.16. Geologic map of Iceland. (Sigmundsson and Saemundsson, 2008)
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Fig. 0.17. Geologic map of Iceland showing high-temperature areas. (Lund et al., 2008)
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Fig. 0.18. Tectonic map of Iceland showing earthquakes, fissures, and volcanic systems. (Nadim et al., 2008)
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Volcanoes and Volcanology

Fig. 0.19. “General volcanotectonic map of Iceland showing the Neovolcanic Zone, the ocean ridge discontinuities, 
and the main Holocene volcanic systems and central volcanoes. The part of the Neovolcanic Zones referred to as the 
rift zone comprises the North Volcanic Zone, the West Volcanic Zone, and the East Volcanic Zone to the south tips of 
the volcanic systems of Bár!arbunga and Grímsvötn. The two main ocean-ridge discontinuities are the Húsavík-
Flatey Fault of the Tjornes Fracture Zone and the South Iceland Seismic Zone (SISZ). The central volcanoes and 
associated volcanic systems indicated are as follows: Tr = "eistareykir, Kr = Krafla, Fr = Fremri-Námur As = Askja, 
Kv = Kverkfjöll, Th = "ór!arhyrna, Gr = Grímsvötn, Ha = Hamarinn, Ba = Bár!arbunga, Tu = Tungnafellsjökull, Hg 
= Hágöngur, Ka = Katla, Ey = Eyjafjallajökull, Ve = Vestmannaeyjar, Ti = Tindfjallajökull, Va = Vatnafjöll, He = 
Hekla, Hj = Hofsjökull, Ke = Kerlingafjöll, La1&2 = Langjökull, He = Hengill.” “In the Snæfellsnes Volcanic Zone 
are the systems Sn = Snæfellsjokull, Ly = L#suskar! and Lj = Ljósufjöll. Outside the East Volcanic Zone are the 
systems Or = Öraefajökull, Es = Esjufjöll and and Sn = Snæfell.” (Gudmundsson et al., 2009)
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Fig. 0.20. Map of Iceland showing the location of central volcanoes known to have produced silicic rocks during the 
Brunhes magnetic epoch (<0.8 Ma). Shaded areas indicate Brunhes-age rocks. Dashed lines indicate the crest of the 
western and eastern rift-zones (WRZ and ERZ). The western, southern and eastern flank zones are delineated (WFZ, 
SFZ and EFZ) and the main transform zones are indicated (South Iceland Seismic Zone and Tjörnes Fracture Zone). 
Plate motion is shown by arrows. The central volcanoes in the rift zones are: Hengill (Hen), Geysir (Ge), 
Prestahnúkur (Pr), !jófadalir (!j), Kerlingarfjöll (Ke), Hofsjökull (Ho), !ór"rarhyrna (o), Hágöng (Ha), Vonarskar" 
(Vo), Askja (As), Fremri Námur (Fr), Krafla (Kr) and !eistareykir (e). The central volcanoes in the western flank 
zone are: Snæfellsjökull (Sn), L#suskar" (Ly) and Ljósufjöll (Lj). In the southern flank zone the central volcanoes 
are: Hekla (Hek), Torfajökull (To), Tindfjallajökull (Ti), Eyjafjallajökull (Ey) and Katla (Ka). The central volcanoes 
in the eastern flank zone are: Öræfajokull (Ör), Esjufjöll (Es) and Snæfell (Sf). (Jonasson, 2007)
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Fig. 0.21. “(a) The main structural elements of a volcanic system. Abbreviations: c, crustal magma chamber; ds, 
dyke swarm; cv, central volcano; fs, fissure swarm; fe, fissure eruption. (b) Injection and growth of a dyke feeding an 
eruption during a rifting episode. The numbers indicate the growth sequence of the dyke rising through the crust in a 
major eruption episode.” (Hoskuldsson et al., 2008)

Fig. 0.22. Schematic cross section beneath volcanoes of southern Iceland. (Tewksbury, 2001)
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Fig. 0.23. Summary of mineralogy and general composition for common igneous rocks. (Sigurdsson et al., 2000)

Fig. 0.24. Classification of plutonic rocks. Q = quartz, P = plagioclase, A = alkali feldspar. Granites include rock 
types of more than 20% quartz, while rocks with less than 20% quartz are intermediate. (Sigurdsson et al., 2000)
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Fig. 0.25. Total alkalis vs. silica with analysis of 100 volcanic rocks shown. Plutonic rock names shown in 
parenthesis. (Sigurdsson et al., 2000)

Fig. 0.26. Variation in total alkalis and silica in Hawaiian basalts. Outlined region corresponds to most mid-ocean 
ridge basalts. (Sigurdsson et al., 2000)
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Fig. 0.27. FeO/MgO versus SiO2 diagram. Gray arrows show trend of anhydrous fractional crystallization (tholeitic) 
and hydrous (calcalkaline). Experimentally produced hydrous paths for basalts shown as symbols. (Sigurdsson et al., 
2000)

Fig. 0.28. AFM diagram. Above TH = anhydrous crystallization. Below CA are hydrous fractional crystallization. 
Symbols show basalts at 2kbar with 6 wt% dissolved water. (Sigurdsson et al., 2000)
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Fig. 0.29. Variation in incompatible trace elements in a typical MORB and OIB. Trace elements are normalized to 
upper mantle concentrations and arranged in order of incompatibility (most common on left). Inset shows rare earth 
elements normalized to chondritic meteorites. Note depletion of incompatible elements in MORBS and low 
abundance of most compatible in OIB. “E-type MORBs are found in areas of the mid-ocean ridge system close to 
ocean islands and imply interaction between an actively upwelling mantle plume and the MORB source; hence, their 
intermediate abundances of rare elements.” (Sigurdsson et al., 2000)
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Ice

Fig. 0.30. Quaternary ice sheet in Iceland over last 5 Ma and evolution of rift system. (Hoskuldsson, 2008)
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Fig. 0.31. “Stepwise retreat of the Iceland Ice Sheet after 15 cal ka. During the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), ice 
streams and outlet glaciers from ice divides in central Iceland terminated at or close to the shelf edge. (b) The occur- 
rence of the Vedde Ash in lake sediments constrains the age of these paleo lakes and shows that during the Younger 
Dryas Chronozone outlet glaciers in southern Iceland terminated in a paleobay inland from the current coastline, at 
or just beyond the Buoi moraines but in northern Iceland they extended onto the shelf at least half-way out 
Eyjafjör!ur. (c) Another period of prominent glacier advance in Iceland is dated to the early Preboreal time from 
11,500 to 10,100 cal ka (10,0759055 BP), when most of the Bú!i moraines were formed.” (Geirsdottir et al., 2007)
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Geothermal Energy
[edited from Bertani, 2005; DOE, 2004; Ragnarsson and Helgason, 2004]:

Worldwide geothermal electricity production in 2005 was about  9000 MW. Worldwide 
electricity production over- all was 4,700,000 MW. Geothermal electricity production in 
Iceland was 200 MW. Much of Iceland’s geothermal power is used for direct use, not 
electricity.

In 2002, Icelandic geothermal accounted for 1,433 GWh of electricity production to 
hydropower’s 6,973. The remaining 5 GWh were produced using diesel generators. This 
means that geothermal accounted for 17% of electricity production. Fig. 32 shows that 
geothermal electricity production has ramped up considerably since the early 1990’s. Direct 
use of geothermal energy accounted for about 6600 GWh.

Fig. 0.32. Geothermal electricity generation.

Fig. 33 shows the large role that  geothermal plays in “primary energy use”. Primary energy 
use is energy that  must  be transformed to be usable, so includes the energy that is used for 
direct use as well as the thermal energy that goes into a turbine to produce electricity. 
Hydroelectric power plants have much higher efficiency (>90%) than geothermal power 
plants (5-25%), so require less primary energy to produce the same amount of electricity. The 
values in Fig. 33 were calculated assuming hydro plants have 100% efficiency and the 
geothermal plants have 10% efficiency. For direct  use, the primary energy consumption is 
calculated as the enthalpy of the inlet water minus the enthalpy of the outlet.

The geothermal electricity production in 2002 was 5.2 PJ, which required roughly 52 PJ of 
primary energy. The total primary use of geothermal was 78.7 PJ, so 26.7 PJ went to direct 
use. That is larger than the quoted amount  of direct use energy (23.8 PJ), because of 
inefficiencies in the system such as transportation heat  loss. It is difficult to compare the 
relative significance of direct  use and electricity production because they both compete with 
fossil fuels, and different sources are used for different  applications with different  efficiencies 
and different economic values attached. About two thirds of the primary geothermal energy 
goes to electricity production, but  it  is utilized much less efficiently than in direct use. Fig. 34 
shows that electricity comprises only 18% of geothermal end-use energy consumption.
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Fig. 0.33. Geothermal electricity generation.

Figure 34 shows the uses of geothermal direct  use in Iceland. Space heating is the majority of 
use, but there are significant industrial applications as well. Only around 35-40% of 
electricity production goes towards general consumption. The rest is consumed by a handful 
of large aluminum smelters - raw ore is imported from other countries.

Using 2002 statistics, when the exchange rate was roughly 85 ISK/$, the price of geothermal 
energy for direct use varied from 1-2.5 ISK/kWh. Heating oil for space heating cost about 5 
ISK/kWh. The major industrial users of electricity enjoyed special rates and paid on average 
1.25 ISK/kWh. The retail rate for consumers was about 10 ISK/kWh. It is unclear why the 
discrepancy in prices between consumers and industry was so great. As of 2009, consumers 
in the USA paid an average of 11.3 cents/kWh and industry paid 6.9 cents/kWh. In 2002, 
USA electricity prices were 25-30% lower primarily because of lower fuel costs.

Fig. 0.34. Direct use of geothermal energy in Iceland.
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Iceland: Vital Statistics

Official Name  Republic of Iceland (L!"veldi" Ísland)
National Anthem Song of Praise (Lofsöngur)
Demonym  n. Icelander, a. Icelandic
Capital   Reykjavík, 64°08#N 21°56#W
Government  Parliamentary republic
Parliament   Al$ingi
President   Ólafur Ragnar Grímsson
Prime Minister  Jóhanna Sigur"ardóttir
  

Citizenship of Iceland residents 2008Citizenship of Iceland residents 2008Citizenship of Iceland residents 2008 Religious affiliation in 2007Religious affiliation in 2007Religious affiliation in 2007
Iceland 291,942 93.2% Christian organisations:Christian organisations:Christian organisations:
Poland 8,488 2.71% Church of Iceland 252,461 80.7
Lithuania 1,332 0.43% Reykjavík Free Church 7,498 2.4
Germany 984 0.31% Hafnarfjör"ur Free Church 5,024 1.6
Denmark 966 0.31% Reykjavík Independent Church 2,768 0.9
Portugal 890 0.28% Roman Catholic Church 7,977 2.5
Philippines 743 0.24% Pentecostal Church 1,963 0.6
Ex-Yugoslavia 651 0.21% Other Christian 4714 1.3
United States 598 0.19% Other religious groups:Other religious groups:Other religious groups:
Thailand 545 0.17% Asa Faith Society 1,169 0.4
Latvia 431 0.14% Buddhist Ass. of Iceland 758 0.2
United Kingdom 420 0.13% Bahá'í Faith 399 0.1
Sweden 407 0.13% Muslim Association 371 0.1
China (PRC) 379 0.12% Zen in Iceland - Night Pasture 68 0.0
Ex-Czechoslovakia 365 0.12% Other and not specified 19,528 6.2
Norway 301 0.10% Outside religious organizations 8,714 2.8
others 3,934 1.26%
Total 313,376 100%
Total (ex. Icel.) 21,434 6.8%

Table 0.1.  Demographics of Icelandic residents. (Wikipedia, 2009a)

History
~860 Discovery. Hrafna-Flóki Vilger"arson gives name Iceland (Ísland) after a cold winter.
~870-74 Permanent settlement by Ingólfur Arnarson.
930 Al$ingi founded at %ingvellir.
1000 Conversion to Christianity, agreed upon at Al$ingi to prevent division in laws and 

customs between Christians and Pagans.
1220-1262 Civil strife among powerful rival clans (Sturlungaöld)
1262 Old Covenant recognizes Norwegian sovereignty; end of Commonwealth
1380 Intermarriage and the untimely death of King Olav IV brings Iceland under Danish rule
1550 Reformation forcibly completed by execution of Catholic bishop Jón Arason
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1602-1787 Danish trade monopoly. Icelanders were forbidden to trade with other countries than 
Denmark, and each Icelander was assigned to a specific Danish merchant who held a 
complete monopoly in a given district. Doing business outside of your district, f.ex. while 
traveling cross-country, could carry severe punishments.

1783-1785 Eruption of Lakagígar triggers Mó!uhar!indin, the Mist Hardships. Crop failure, death of 
an estimated 75% of livestock due to fluorine poisoning, and cooling of weather resulted 
in the decimation of the Icelandic population. Ten thousand Icelanders, or one in five, 
were killed.

1814 Treaty of Kiel separates Norway and Denmark; Denmark keeps Iceland as a dependency.
~1800- Icelandic independence movement reawakened under Jón Sigur!sson.
1874 First Icelandic constitution.
1904 Home rule under the first Minister of Iceland, Hannes Hafstein.
1918 Iceland becomes a separate sovereign state under the Danish crown.
1940 Peaceful invasion by British troops, soon followed by Americans. At their zenith, the 

occupying forces numbered 40,000 – fully a third of the native population.
1944 Foundation of the Republic of Iceland; final severing of ties with Denmark.
1949 Iceland becomes charter member of NATO.
1955 Novelist Halldór Laxness receives the Nobel Prize for Literature.
1958-73 Cod Wars with Britain. Britain deploys a military fleet to prevent Iceland’s coast guard 

from enforcing the expansion of its exclusive fishing limits.
1994 Iceland joins the European Economic Area

For further reading on Icelandic history, I would suggest the Wikipedia articles in the History of Iceland 
series as a first stop. Those interested in a good printed source would do well to find Gunnar Karlsson’s 
excellent survey Iceland’s 1100 Years – Stanford’s Green Library carries a copy. -- Maria

Hints and Tips
The following tips from Wikitravel, 2009 are worth restating here:

! Some Icelanders believe in the hidden people — called huldufólk — and a few claim to have seen 
them. They are analogous to elves, but are often considered separate. There is even a museum in 
Reykjavík devoted to the hidden people. This is an ancient Icelandic belief and most Icelanders 
respect the tradition. Skepticism thus can appear rude.

! Many tourists, including other Europeans, see Icelanders as gruff and unapproachable. This is 
generally just a first impression and most people are friendly and helpful.

• To this I would add that many Icelanders find the American practice of tacking “How are 
you?” and “Have a nice day” onto every exchange with perfect strangers strange and 
rather nosy.  A simple “thanks” or “takk” is seen as courtesy aplenty. -- Maria

! Tipping is not expected in Iceland. (The service charge is included.)
! Punctuality is not as important in Iceland as elsewhere, and people may not appear until 15 

minutes later than the stated time, and may appear as 1 hour late at parties or other social 
gatherings.

! If speaking English, Icelanders may use the word fuck more often than expected by Anglophones. 
Brusque opinions are commonly expressed and should not be taken badly.

! Do not discuss the 2008 riots concerning the global economic crisis; this is a sensitive issue.
• I would soften this directive somewhat – I don’t think it needs to be an absolute taboo. 

Still, I would not broach the subject with just anybody, and suggest proceeding with 
delicacy and caution. -- Maria

Furthermore, I would add:
! Don’t spend money on bottled water. Tap is delicious, cold, and safe to drink!
! Address everyone by first name. Not even the prime minister expects to be addressed as Ms. 

Sigur!ardóttir! -- Maria
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Icelandic Place Names
[edited from Tewksbury, 2001]:

Singular Plural English
alda öldur hilly ridge (lit. wave)
á ár river
ás ásar ridge
bær bæir farm, township
bakki bakkar river bank
bjarg björg cliff
botn botnar bottom, head of valley or fjord
brei!a brei!ur flat, broad
brekka brekkur slope
brú brúr bridge
bunga bungur rounded peak, hump
dalur dalir valley
djúp djúp deep
drag drög watercourse
drangur drangar isolated column of rock
dyngja dyngjur dome, shield
eldur eldar fire
ey eyjar island
eyri eyrar sand spit, delta
fell fell mountain, hill
fjall fjöll mountain
fjör!ur fir!ir fjord, broad inlet
fljót fljót large river
flói flóar large bay, marsh
foss fossar waterfall
gígur gígar crater
gil gil gorge, ravine
gjá gjár fissure, chasm
grunn grunn shoal, shallow
háls hálsar ridge, isthmus
hamar hamrar crag, cliff face
hei!i hei!ar moor
hellir hellar cave
hlí!  hlí!ar mountainside
hnjúkur hnjúkar peak
höf!i höf!ar promontory, cape
höfn hafnir harbor
hóll hólar hill
hólmur hólmar islet
holt holt stony hill
hraun hraun lava flow
hryggur hryggir ridge (lit. spine)
hver hverir hot spring
hvoll hvolar hill, knoll
ís ísar ice
jökulsá jökulsár glacial river
jökull jöklar glacier
kirkja kirkjur church
klettur klettar rock, cliff
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kot kot small farm
kvísl kvíslir river
lækur lækir brook
laug laugar warm spring
lón lón lagoon
melur melar gravelly plain
mörk markar, merkur  woods
múli múlar headland
mynni mynni mouth
m!ri m!rar swamp, marsh
nes nes peninsula
núpur núpar peak
oddi oddar point, tongue of land
öræfi öræfi wasteland
ós ósar estuary
rif rif reef
reykur reykir smoke (referring usually to the steam emitted by hot 

springs)
sandur sandar sand
skaft sköft  shaft
skar" skör" mountain pass
skjöldur skildir shield (commonly as the prefix skjald–)
skógur skógar woods
slétta sléttur plain
sta"ur sta"ir place, parsonage
stapi stapar bluff
strönd strandir shore, beach
súla súlur peaks (lit. columns, pillars)
tangi tangar narrow peninsula
tindur tindar peak, summit
tjörn tjarnir pond, small lake
tunga tungur tongue of land
va" vö" ford
vatn vötn water, lake
vík víkur bay

Colors
Masculine Feminine Neuter English
gulur gul gult yellow
appelsínugulur appelsínugul appelsínugult orange
rau"ur rau" rautt red
grænn græn grænt green
blár blá blátt blue
fjólublár fjólublá fjólublátt purple
svartur svört  svart black
hvítur hvít hvítt white
grár grá grátt gray
brúnn brún brunt brown
bleikur bleik bleikt pink
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Icelandic Pronunciation

This guide is overly comprehensive, but has the advantage of being quite accurate. Icelandic 
pronunciation is complicated, however, and an oversimplified version of this table would 
probably not have done much to improve comprehension or replication. For those of you who are 
not familiar or comfortable with the International Phonetic Alphabet, just ignore the IPA column 
and the transcription after each Icelandic word; the same goes for any terms you may not 
recognize, like “dative”, “genitive”, or “neuter”. Those of you who do know the IPA may benefit 
from its ability to represent sounds in a somewhat consistent and coherent manner. I have 
included English pronunciation analogues where possible, ones from other familiar languages 
where English falls short, and even made some approximations up when I was feeling 
adventurous. As always, feel free to ask me or any other local for pronunciation help, 
translations, or interpretation. -- Maria

Consonants

Letter Context IPA Pronunciation analogues, examples

b  [p] p in upper – böl [pœ!l] (misfortune)

d  [t] t in better – hundur [h"nt"r] (dog)

!

 [#] th in that – ver#a [v$r#a] (to become)

! before an unvoiced consonant and as the 

final sound
[%] th in bath – ma#kur [ma%k"r] (earthworm), &a# [%a!%] (that)

f

initially and before f, s, ! [f]
f in flea – fló [flou!] (flea); af&akka [a!f%ahka] (to say thanks but no 

thanks)f
between a vowel and l, n [p] p in upper – nafni [napn'] (namesake); gaflar [kaplar] (gables)

f

after vowels [v] v in vine – af [(a!v] (of); sofa [(s)!va] (sleep)

g

initially, before n, l or after a consonant [k]
g in good – göng [(kø'*k] (tunnel); grunn [(kr"n!] (shallow), gegna 

[(c$kna] (obey); mörg [(mœrk] (many)

g

initially before e, i, í, y, ", æ, j [c]
g in get – geysir [(cei!s'r +] (geyser); gys [(c'!s] (teasing); gjá [(cjau!] 

(fissure)g

after vowels [,]
like a voiced version of [x] below – saga [(sa!,a] (story, saga); ögra 

[(œ,ra] (to challenge or dare so.); lög [(lœ!,] (law(s))

g

between a vowel and i, j [j] y in yes – lagi [(lai!j'] (a song (dative)) ; segja [(sei!ja] (to say)

g

between a vowel and s, t [x] ch in Scottish loch – hugsa [(h"xsa] or [h"ksa] (think); sagt [(saxt] (said)

h

initially [h]
h in hot – hús [(hu!s] (house); hnífur [(n +i +!v"r + / (hni!v"r +]; hreinn [(r +eitn + / 

(hreitn +] (clean)h
before v [k-] c in copper – hver [(k-v$!r +] (hot spring)

h

initially, before j [ç] h in hue – hjá [çjau!] (with, near)

j
 [j] y in yes – eyja [(ei!ja] (island); jú [(ju!] (yes (like French ‘si’))

j
after k, g - gjá [(cjau!] (fissure); kjöt [(c-jœ!t] (meat)
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k

initially [k!] c in cop – krakki ["k!rahc#] (kid); köttur ["k!œht$r %] (cat)

k

initially before e, i, í, y, !, æ, j [c!]
c in cat – kær ["c!ai&r %] (dear); kenna ["c!'n&a] (to teach); kjöt ["c!jœ&t] 

(meat)

k

after a vowel or s [k] g in good – vakur ["va&k$r %] (alert); öskra ["œskra] (to scream)

k between a vowel or s and e, i, í, y, !, æ, j [c]
g in get – skæri ["scai&r#] (scissors); banki ["pau( %c#] (bank); )ekkja 

["*'hca] (to know, in the sense of Fr. connaitre)
k

before k, t, n, depending on subsequent 

vowel

[hk or 

hc]

A bit like the name Huck with the vowel taken out – )akka ["*ahka] (to 

thank); ekki ["'hc#] (not); sakna ["sahkna] (to miss); )ökk ["*œhk] 

(thanks)

k

before s, t [x] ch in Scottish loch – sjúkt ["sjuxt] (sick)

l
 [l]

an l pronounced further forward in the mouth than in American English 

– líf ["li&v] (life); tala ["t!a&la] (talk)l

before p, t, k [l %] no English analogue* – stelpa ["st'l %pa] (girl); rusl ["r$stl %] (garbage)

ll
 [tl]; [tl %]

like a harder version of the ddl in fiddle – galli ["katl#] ('error'); sæll 

["saitl %] (hello (masculine))ll

in foreign words and in names [l&] long l – galli ["kal&#] ('outfit'); Kalli ["k!al&#] (‘Charlie’)

m
 [m] m in mitten – mi+i ["m#&+#] (ticket); lambi ["lamp#] (lamb (dative))

m
before p, t, k [m %] no English analogue* – lampi ["lam %p#] (lamp)

n

 [n] n in nine – níu ["ni&$] (nine); njóta ["njou&ta] (enjoy)

n before t and word-finally after a voiceless 

consonant
[n %]

no English analogue* – vanta ["van %ta] (need); vatn ["vahtn %] (water); 

)ögn ["*œkn %] (silence)

nn
after á, í, ó, ú, !, æ, ei, ey, au [tn]; [tn %]

like a harder version of the tton in button – seinna ["seitna] (later); Spánn 

["spautn %] (Spain)nn

in the definite article [n&] long n – ma+urinn ["ma&+$r#n&] (the man); brúnni ["prun&#] (the bridge)

ng

 [,k]
nk in think – söngur ["sø#,k$r %] (singing); )ing ["*i,k] (parliament, 

assembly)
ng before l, s [,] n in jungle – ungs ["u,s] (young (genitive n./masc.))ng

before t [, -] no English analogue* – )ungt ["*u, -t] (heavy (neut))

ng

before i, j [(c] nk in thinking – lengi ["lei(c#] (for a long time); syngja ["si(cja] (to sing)

nk

 [, %k] nk in think – tankur ["t!au, %k$r %] (tank)

nk before i, j [( %c] nk in thinking – banki ["pau( %c#] (bank)nk

word-finally [, -k] no English analogue* – tank ["t!au, -k] (tank)

p

initially [p!] p in pot – páfi ["p!au&v#] (Pope)

p

after a vowel or s [p]
p in upper – tapa ["t!a&pa] (lose); lepja ["l'&pja] (to lap); hjálp ["çjaul %p] 

(help)p

before l, n, p [hp]
like the word ‘hop’ without a vowel – tappi ["t!ahp#] (plug); happ ["hahp] 

(stroke of luck)

p

before t [f] f in flea – september ["s'ft'mp'r %]
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r

 [r]
trilled r, like rr in Italian ‘terra’ – í!rótt ["i#$rouht] (sport); rós ["rou#s] 

(rose)
r before p, t, k, s, f and, optionally, also word-

finally
[r %]

no English analogue* – kort ["k&'r %t] (map); mars ["mar %s] (March); dagur 

["ta#()r % / "ta#()r] (day)

rl  
[rtl, rtl %, 

tl]

can be pronounced as a harder version of the ddl in fiddle – kerling 

["c&*rtli+k/"c&*tli+k ] (woman – derogatory)

rn  
[rtn, rtn %, 

tn %]

can be pronounced as a harder version of the tton in button – barn 

["partn %/ "patn %] (child)

s  [s] s in sit – saga ["sa#(a] (story); sjö ["sjœ#] (seven)

sl  [s(t)l] almost like sl in slip – Ísland ["i#s(t)lant] (Iceland)

sn  [s(t)n] almost like sn in snip – snigill ["s(t)ni#j,tl %] (snail)

t

initially [t&] t in take – tvær ["t&v %ai#r %] (two (fem))

t
after a vowel or s [t]

t in stop – matur ["ma#t)r %] (food); standa ["stanta] (stand); vetrar 

["v*#trar %] (winter (genitive))t

before l, n, t [ht]
like the word hot without the vowel – drottning ["tr'htni+k] (queen); 

vatn ["vahtn %] (water); stutt ["st)ht] (short)

v  [v] v in vine – verk ["v*r %k] (work (object, e.g. artwork))

x  
[xs] / 

[ks]
x in six – vöxtur ["vœxst)r %] (growth); kex ["c&*ks] (cracker/biscuit)

z (archaic) [s] s in sit – íslenzka = íslenska ["i#s(t)l*nska] (Icelandic)

!  [$] th in bath – !urr ["$)r#] (dry); !ri-ji ["$r,-j,] (third (masculine))

Table 0.2.  Pronunciation guide for Icelandic consonants. (Wikipedia, 2009b)
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Vowels

Letter Context IPA Examples

á  
[au]

like German au, similar to ow in now – mál [!mau"l] (issue, topic, language), langur 

[!lau#k$r %] (long)
a

before ng, nk
[au]

like German au, similar to ow in now – mál [!mau"l] (issue, topic, language), langur 

[!lau#k$r %] (long)
a  [a(")] a in father – raka [!ra"ka] (shave); handa [!hanta] (for)a

before gi, gj
[ai(")]

i in life – æfing [!ai"vi#k] (exercise; hræsni [!r %aistn&] (hypocrisy); lagi [!lai"j&]; (song 

(dative))æ  
[ai(")]

i in life – æfing [!ai"vi#k] (exercise; hræsni [!r %aistn&] (hypocrisy); lagi [!lai"j&]; (song 

(dative))

ö
 [œ] like German ö, similar to u in up – öl [!œ"l]; vö'vi [!vœ'v&]

ö
before ng, nk, gi, gj

[ø&(")]
u in up followed by e in eat – auga [!ø&"(a] (eye); austur [!ø&st$r %] (eat); löng [!lø&#k] 

(long (feminine)); lögin [!lø"j&n] (the laws, the songs)au  
[ø&(")]

u in up followed by e in eat – auga [!ø&"(a] (eye); austur [!ø&st$r %] (eat); löng [!lø&#k] 

(long (feminine)); lögin [!lø"j&n] (the laws, the songs)

e
 [)(")] e in let – nema [!n)"ma] (except); ver'a [!v)r'a] (become)

e
before ng, nk, gi, gj

[ei(")]
ay in say – heim [!hei"m] (home), neysla [!neistla] (consumption), *egja [!+ei"ja] (to be 

silent/quiet); lengur [!lei#k$r %] (longer (time))ei, ey  
[ei(")]

ay in say – heim [!hei"m] (home), neysla [!neistla] (consumption), *egja [!+ei"ja] (to be 

silent/quiet); lengur [!lei#k$r %] (longer (time))

é  [j)(")] ye in yes – éta [!j)"ta] (to eat)

i, y
 [&(")] i in sit – minni [!m&n"&] (memory); vita [!v&"ta] (to know); yfir [!&"v&r %] (over)

i, y
before ng, nk, gi, gj

[i(")]
e in eat – ís [!i"s] (ice, ice cream); ískra [!iskra] (squeak); r,rna [!rirtna] (diminish); 

stinga [!sti#ka] (sting)í, !  
[i(")]

e in eat – ís [!i"s] (ice, ice cream); ískra [!iskra] (squeak); r,rna [!rirtna] (diminish); 

stinga [!sti#ka] (sting)

o
 [-(")] slightly lower than the aw in yawn – von [!v-"n] (hope); sorg [!s-rk] (grief)

o
before gi, gj [-i"] like the exclamation “oi” – flogin [!fl-i"j&n] (flown)

ó  [ou(")]
close to the o in hope – fjórir [!fjou"r&r %] (four (masculine); kólna [!k.oulna] (to grow 

cool)

u

 [$(")]
no English analogue; like the i in sit said with rounded lips – kul [!k.$"l] (a chill); undan 

[!$ntan] (out from under)

u
before gi, gj [$i"] yi in yippee – flugi' [!fl$i"j&'] (the flight)

u

in the ending -unum [-]
slightly lower than the aw in yawn – augunum [!ø&"(-n$m] (the eyes (dative)). Note: this 

may also be pronounced [$(")].

u

before ng, nk
[u(")]

like German u in gut; further back in the throat than the oo in boot – núna [!nu"na] 

(now); slú'ra [!stlu'ra] (to gossip), tunga [!t.u#ka] (tongue)ú
 

[u(")]
like German u in gut; further back in the throat than the oo in boot – núna [!nu"na] 

(now); slú'ra [!stlu'ra] (to gossip), tunga [!t.u#ka] (tongue)ú
before gi, gj [u"] long u, see immediately above – sjúga [!sju"a] (to suck)

Table 0.3.  Pronunciation guide for Icelandic vowels. (Wikipedia, 2009b)
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Day 1: Keflavík, Reykjanes, Blue Lagoon, Reykjavík.
Wednesday, September 2nd, 2009
Written by: Chinyere Nwabugwu

Schedule
6:45 Arrive at Keflavík Airport.  Get luggage and rental car.
8:30 + 24 km Depart for Reykjanes.
9:00  Stop 1.1: Sandvík: “Bridge between Two Continents”. (90 mins)
10:30 + 6.5 km Drive to Valahnúkur.
10:45 Stop 1.2: Valahnúkur: Mid Atlantic Ridge, Reykjanes lighthouse. (90 mins)
12:15 Lunch.
13:15 + 20 km Drive to the Blue Lagoon.
14:00 Stop 1.3: Blue Lagoon. (150 mins)
16:30 + 40 km Depart for Reykjavík City Hostel.
17:00 Check into Reykjavík City Hostel.

Costs
Blue Lagoon 23 euros/person (regular price)
Gas 90.5 km/vehicle
Hostel Lodging 3000 ISK/person/night

Contact Information
Reykjavík City Farfuglaheimili! í Reykjavík
Hostel: Sundlaugavegur 34 105 Reykjavík Iceland 
 Phone: +354 553 8110 
 Website: http://www.hostel.is
 E-mail: reykjavikcity@hostel.is
 Check-in time: 14:00

Tour Guide:  "ráinn Fri!riksson 
 Jar!efnafræ!ingur / Geochemist
 Íslenskar orkurannsóknir / Iceland GeoSurvey
 Beinn sími / Direct: +354 528 1532
 Farsími / Mobile: +354 899 5032
 thf@isor.is
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Summary
We will stop at  several locations where we can observe some of the volcanic and tectonic features typical 
of Icelandic rift  zones and see how their geometry has been influenced by the oblique geometry of the 
peninsula with respect to the spreading direction.

Starting from the Keflavik Airport, we drive to the Reykjanes proper (the southwest  tip of the 
Reykjanes Peninsula).  On the way we will stop at  the tourist  attraction the “Bridge between two 
continents” on the northwestern margin of the rift zone. At  Reykjanes we will stop at the lighthouse and 
look over the Valbjargagjá graben where the Mid Atlantic Ridge meets the Icelandic rift  zone.  We will 
also take a look at the Reykjanes geothermal field. On the way to the Blue Lagoon, we will see more 
geology of the western rift  zone. When we leave the Blue Lagoon for Reykjavík we will drive past or 
through a series of Holocene lava shields.

Directions
Keflavik to Sandvík (~24 km)
Drive out  of Keflavík along Njar!víkurbraut.  When Njar!víkurbraut  connects to the main road towards 
Reykjavík (Route 41) turn right (toward Hafnir). Very soon there will be a T-junction; turn left/south 
onto Route 44 towards Hafnir (Hafnavegur).

At the very small settlement  at  Hafnir, Route 44 turns into Route 425, which we follow towards the 
Reykjanes Power Plant (Reykjanesvirkjun).  The stop at the “Bridge between two continents” is on 
Route 425.

Sandvík to Valahnúkur MAR (~6.5 km)
After the Sandvík stop turn left/south towards the power plant.  Near the power plant, there is a sign 
pointing towards a left turn that says "Reykjanesviti" meaning Reykjanes Light house.  The road turns to 
gravel, but the lighthouse will be visible from there.  Driving past the lighthouse as far as you can go 
before falling off the cliff, you will see the Valahnúkur location.

Valahnúkur MAR to Blue Lagoon (~20km)
From Reykjanes, continue east  on 425 towards Grindavík (Nesvegur). Take a left/north turn on 
Bláalónsvegur and follow signs to Blue Lagoon a few km north of Grindavík.

Blue Lagoon to Reykjavík City Hostel (~40km)
Go east on Bláalónsvegur to 43 (Grindavíkurvegur) and turn left/north towards Reykjavík. Turn right/east 
on 41 East towards Reykjavík (this is near Vogar, mentioned in the guide). Follow signs toward Reykjavík 
Center.
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1.1

Start

1.2

1.3

End

Fig. 1.0. Map showing roads. (Hansen, 2009)

General Overview
[edited from Thordarson and Hoskuldsson, 2002]:

The geology of Southwest Iceland spans the past  3.2 Ma, from the Late Pliocene to the 
present  day. The oldest  rocks outcrop in and around Mt. Esja in the north, the succession 
becoming progressively younger to the south. The youngest  rocks outcrop along the axis of 
the Reykjanes Volcanic Belt  (Fig. 1.1), which connects the submarine Reykjanes Ridge and 
the West Volcanic Zone. Despite its inhospitable appearance, the Reykjanes Peninsula is 
seventh heaven for geologists, especially tectonics and volcanology enthusiasts. Here 
vegetation cover does not impede exposure. It is incomparable in the sense that nowhere on 
Earth is the intricate architecture of a mid-ocean ridge system better exposed or as accessible 
for intimate inspection. It  is probably the best  example available to us that mimics the 
structure of the very first  landmasses formed on Earth and thus can be viewed as a window 
into the deepest past of geological history.
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Fig. 1.1. Main geological features of the Reykjanes Peninsula. [Ignore the numbers on the figure.] 
(Thordarson and Hoskuldsson, 2002)

The Reykjanes Volcanic Belt consists of four northeast-trending volcanic systems arranged in 
a step-wise fashion across the peninsula. The mountain range along the centre of the 
peninsula roughly delineates the axis of the belt. The steady westward drop in altitude from 
the Hengill volcanic system (see Day 3), at  803 m above sea level, to the Reykjanes system 
(243 m), represents decreasing buoyancy effects of the mantle plume with increasing distance 
from the centre of the plume. The mountain range consists of sub-glacial and submarine 
volcanic structures, such as móberg ridges and table mountains, flanked, and in parts 
overlain, by subaerial lavas formed during the Holocene, including historical times (Fig. 1.1).
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Disregarding the area from Vogarstapi (on the coast  due north of the Blue Lagoon) to 
Gar!skagi (NW tip of the peninsula, north of Keflavík), the northwestern part  of Reykjanes 
Peninsula consists of three abutting Holocene lava shields, which are, from east  to west, 
Hrútagjá, "ráinskjöldur and Sandfellshæ! (Fig. 1.1). A similar arrangement  is found on the 
southeast  side of the peninsula, where six lava shields occupy similar positions (Geitahlí!, 
Herdísarvík, Selvogshei!i, Hei!in há, Leitin and Tröllahlí!).

Hrútagjá and "ráinsskjöldur (which we will drive past  on our return from the Blue Lagoon to 
Reykjavík) are abutting half shields with summits 200-240 m above sea level formed on 
northwest slopes of the Móberg mountain range. These two volcanoes produced pahoehoe 
lavas that spread radially northwards and form the 20 km-long coastline between Straumsvík 
and Vogarstapi, some 10-11 km from the source vents. The Hrútagjá shield lavas formed 
some of the largest  tumuli found in Icelandic lavas whereas "ráinskjöldur is heavily dissected 
by fissures and faults formed by rifting on the Reykjanes volcanic system. These faults are 
easily seen from the road in the form of northeast-trending linear scarps on the lower slopes 
of the shield. Farther up slope (south of Straumsvik) is the pyramid-shaped móberg cone 
Keilir, an island amid an ocean of lava.

The third lava shield, Sandfellshæ!, has a more regular shape and covers a large portion of 
the southwest corner of the peninsula. It  is an exceptionally gently sloping shield (<3°) that 
rises to 90 m above sea level at  the summit  and its lavas cover 120 km#. Sandfellshæ! has a 
well-formed summit crater, 450 m wide and 20 m deep, which is located about  4-5 km east  of 
the Keflavik—Sandvik road (Fig. 1.1).

All three shields were formed at  the beginning of the Holocene about 9,000-10,000 years ago, 
and their cumulative volume, 15 km$, accounts for more than 75% of the volume of magma 
erupted onto the surface in this sector of the peninsula in the past  10,000 years. The large 
amount of lava that erupted in the first millennium after the disappearance of the Pleistocene 
ice sheets is thought to represent a pulse of magma production associated with the 
decompression of the mantle when the ice load disappeared (Einarsson and Clifton, 2008). 
These shields are also the principal agents responsible for raising the area out of the sea. The 
original distribution of the shield lavas is partly obscured by younger Holocene and historical 
lava flows; examples include the historic Hellnahraun and Kapelluhraun lavas, as well as the 
youthful-looking Afstapahraun lava flow, which entered the sea some 7.5 km farther to the 
west. This 14 km-long aa lava originated at a 3 km-long cone row near Trölladyngja and it 
fills in the low where the flows of the Hrútagjá and "ráinskjöldur lava shields meet.

Fig. 1.2. Historic lava flows on Reykjanes Peninsula. Each color represents lavas of a certain age but 
are made up of more than one flow erupted in several events. Early post-glacial tholeiitic shields are 
shown in green. (Clifton, 2009)
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The Quaternary basement that  outcrops from Vogarstapi across Mi!nes to Gar!skagi is the 
oldest rock formation west of Reykjavík. It  is mostly composed of glacially eroded lavas 
formed by the lava shield volcanoes. The easternmost part  (i.e. Vogarstapi) is heavily 
dissected by young fissures and faults formed in association with activity on the Reykjanes 
volcanic system. Directly south of Vogarstapi are the remains of Stapafell and Pór!arfell, two 
submarine volcanoes composed of strongly olivine-phyric pillow lava and associated 
volcaniclastic deposits formed at the end of the Weichselian glaciation. These volcanoes have 
been removed almost completely by excavation. Rau!imelur is the name of a 3 km-long spit 
bar that extends to the northwest  from Stapafell. The bar was formed by marine erosion of 
two volcanoes, as is evident from its composition – basalt  clasts mixed in with olivine 
crystals.

[edited from Einarsson and Clifton, 2008]:

At latitude 63°48’N, the Reykjanes ridge comes onshore at  Reykjanes Peninsula. The ridge 
bends gradually eastward between longitudes 24°30’W and 23°30’ W until it  is oriented 
approximately 30° oblique to the direction of plate motion (DeMets et al., 1994). Our 
understanding of how Reykjanes Peninsula fits into the plate tectonic model has evolved 
considerably, as the model itself has evolved, over the past thirty years. Because of its 
geometry with respect to adjacent portions of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR), early 
researchers (e.g. Ward, 1971; Courtillot et al., 1974) believed the peninsula to be a transform 
fault, but problems arose with that model when no through-going strike-slip fault could be 
found. Nakamura (1970) was one of the first researchers to suggest that it is an oblique rift 
zone. 

A major ridge jump approximately 6-7 million years ago initiated active spreading on the 
Reykjanes Peninsula (Saemundsson, 1979; Johannesson, 1980). The peninsula is 
characterized by arrays of eruptive fissures, spaced on average approximately 5 km apart, and 
having an average strike of 40° (Fig. 1.3). These have been described in the literature as 
comprising either five or four distinct  volcanic systems (Jakobsson et al., 1978; Sæmundsson, 
1979), each with their own magma supply, high temperature geothermal system, and clusters 
of closely spaced fractures referred to as fissure swarms. The fissure swarms are comprised of 
shear fractures (mainly normal faults), extension fractures (mainly gaping fissures with no 
shear displacement) and hybrid fractures which exhibit  components of both shear (vertical 
offset  parallel to the fracture plane) and extension (opening perpendicular to the fracture 
plane).

The definition of the volcanic systems on the Reykjanes Peninsula varies somewhat between 
authors. There is a general consensus about four systems, from west  to east: Reykjanes, 
Krísuvík, Brennisteinsfjöll, and Hengill (Fig. 1.3). Sometimes the Reykjanes system is split 
into Reykjanes and Svartsengi (where the Blue Lagoon tourist spot is located), and some 
authors split  the Krísuvík system into Trölladyngja and Krísuvík. It is also possible that  the 
Brennisteinsfjöll system can be divided into Brennisteinsfjöll and Bláfjöll. 
 
Sub-glacial and sub-aerial (post-glacial) fissure eruptions have formed prominent NE-
trending ridges and crater rows that dominate the topography of the peninsula. A number of 
table mountains and hyaloclastite cones, products of sub-glacial eruptions from isolated 
vents, are also present. Eruption of early post-glacial basaltic (large volume) and picritic 
(small volume) lava shields have also played a major role in surfacing this ridge segment  with 
voluminous pahoehoe lava flows, which both cover and are covered by the products of fissure 
eruptions. Lava shields and eruptive fissures have been active on the peninsula during the 
Holocene, but the last known eruption was in the thirteenth century (Saemundsson, 1995) 
(Fig 1.2).
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Fig. 1.3. Tectonic map of Reykjanes Peninsula showing fissure swarms (black lines), eruptive fissures 
(red lines), strike slip faults (green lines), and the approximate location of the plate boundary (dashed 
line), and geothermal centers (blue stars). Four volcanic systems shown in grey shading and black 
ellipses. Purple ellipse shows a possible 5th system, the Grindavík system, proposed by Jakobsson, 
1978. Data from Árnason et al.,  1986; Einarsson, 1991; Eyólfsson, 1998; Hreinsdóttir et al,  2001; 
Sigurdsson, 1985; Sæmundsson and Einarsson, 1980; Jakobsson, 1978. (Clifton, 2009)

Fig. 1.4. DEM of Reykjanes Peninsula. Notice prominent NE-trending ridges resulting from sub-
glacial fissure eruptions. (Clifton, 2009)
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Brittle deformation on the peninsula has been accommodated primarily by the extensional 
features that  make up the fissure swarms [Fig. 1.3; Saemundsson, 1979; Gudmundsson, 
1980]. A narrow zone of seismicity 2 to 5 km wide, characterized by predominantly strike-
slip focal mechanisms and having an average trend of 75° runs along the length of the 
peninsula. This zone has been defined as the currently active plate boundary [Klein et al., 
1977; Einarsson, 1991]. The zone of seismicity intersects the fissure swarms near regions of 
maximum volcanic production and seems to control the location of geothermal activity on the 
peninsula [Einarsson, 1991]. The base of the seismogenic zone is between 8 and 11 km on the 
peninsula and most seismicity occurs at  depths of 1-5 km. In the eastern part  of the peninsula, 
seismicity is characterized by focal mechanisms indicating right-lateral strike-slip faulting on 
N-S planes or left-lateral strike-slip faulting on E-W planes. However, seismicity on the 
western part  of the peninsula typically occurs in swarms and is principally characterized by 
normal faulting on NE-striking planes [Einarsson, 1991]. During a large swarm in 1972, focal 
mechanisms ranged from normal to oblique to strike-slip faulting [Klein et al., 1977]. 
Geodetic measurements between 1986 and 1998 [Sturkell et  al., 1994; Hreinsdottir et  al., 
2001] show that  left-lateral shear is currently accumulating on the peninsula. Data from 
Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) support  this, and indicate that  below a 
depth of 5 km plate motion is accommodated by continuous ductile deformation [Vadon and 
Sigmundsson, 1997].

Fig. 1.5. Location map for field trip. Numbers 1-1, 1-2 and 1-3 refer to stops described in the guide. 
(Clifton, 2009)
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En route to Stop 1.1
[from Einarsson et al., 2008]:

The Keflavík Airport  sits on interglacial lavas. It was built  from pillow lava from the 
Stapafell gravel mine south of the airport. The airport  was a part  of a NATO military 
installation occupied by the US Navy from 1949 to c. 2006. One of the most important 
functions of this installation was the operation of the SOSUS system for acoustic detection of 
submarines. Undersea cables and hydrophone arrays extended from the peninsula for the 
detection of submarine traffic through the Iceland - Greenland channel.

From the interglacial lavas we drive onto the postglacial lavas from the Sandfellshæ! lava 
shield, one of the major shields of the peninsula. Subsidiary shields can be seen from the 
road, Hafnaberg and Langhóll. They have a well developed apex but lack a crater.

Stop 1.1. Kinn/Stóra-Sandvík

Sandvík faults, boundary faults of the Reykjanes fissure swarm

We enter the plate boundary deformation zone at the Sandvík faults, the western boundary faults of the 
Reykjanes fissure swarm. The faults here are quite oblique to the plate separation vector as well as the 
fissure swarm itself. This is expressed in the strong en-echelon arrangements of the dilatational cracks 
(gjá in Icelandic). The fissure swarm has the structure of a graben, about 5 km wide and of the order of 10 
meters deep.

Fig. 1.6. Sandvik fault. Note the main road, and the “Bridge between the Continents” to the east. The yellow bar in 
the figure above is 0.5 km long. (Einarsson et al., 2008)
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Fig. 1.7. A) East dipping faults in green. West dipping faults in Blue. Open fissures in Red. B) Air photo of white 
box in A – note “Bridge across the continents”. (Einarsson and Clifton, 2008)

Bridge between two continents

The Bridge between two continents (sometimes identified as Mi!lina) at  Sandvík is a small footbridge 
over a major fissure which provides clear evidence of the presence of a divergent  plate margin. The bridge 
was built  as a symbol for the connection between Europe and North America. One can cross the 
continental divide on Leif the Lucky’s Bridge and take home a personalized certificate from the 
Reykjanes Information Center. 

Here, although the sign tells us we are crossing a bridge “between two continents”, we are really only 
standing on the northwestern margin of the rift  zone. The southern margin is 5 km to our southeast, at our 
next  location. The normal faults we see here exemplify the inhomogeneous distribution of stresses that 
occurs in an oblique rift zone. The bridge goes across one of many narrow grabens which all trend 
approximately N40°E. In contrast, the large normal fault which emerges out of the sea and bounds the rift 
zone has a trend of N70°E. One explanation for this difference in strike is that  the narrow grabens form 
above dikes during periods of magmatism, therefore having a trend perpendicular to the direction of 
maximum horizontal extension, whereas the rift-margin normal fault responds to a different  stress system 
during periods when magma is not present. If we walk along either of these structures towards the 
northeast, we will come to their point  of intersection. In the walls of these fractures we can see excellent 
cross-sectional exposures of compound lava flows from the nearby Sandfellshæ!lava shield. These flows 
date from the earliest postglacial time. (Einarsson and Clifton, 2008)

En route to Stop 1.2

The Stampar crater rows. We cross the Reykjanes fissure swarm and enter lava flows from various 
eruptive fissures (mostly aa-lava) that sit on top of the older shield lavas from the Sandfellshæ! shield. 
The most  prominent eruptive fissures are the two Stampar crater rows. The older Stampar fissure erupted 
in prehistoric time but  the younger Stampar fissure erupted early in the 13th century, during the early 
historic eruptive episode of the Reykjanes Peninsula. It  is 4.8 km long and extends into the sea. The lava 
from younger Stampar is 4.6 km" in area and about 0.01 km# in volume.

The Reykjanes geothermal power station became operational in 2005. It  has two turbines each generating 
50 MW of electrical power, and each using steam from 5-6 drill holes of about 2700 m depth. The 
temperature of the geothermal reservoirs is 290° to 320°C and seawater of 8°C is used as a coolant for the 
condensers. 4000 l/s of seawater are pumped from the ocean into the condensers. (Einarsson et al., 2008)
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Stop 1.2 – Valahnúkur MAR/Younger Stampar lava 
[from Einarsson and Clifton, 2008; Einarsson et al., 2008]:

At this location we can literally see the Mid-Atlantic Ridge rise out  of the sea. Directly to our 
east, the Háleyjabunga-Valbjargagjá fault system forms the southeastern rift  margin. The 
northwestern margin was seen at our previous stop, about 5 km to the north.

Submarine (Surtseyan type) eruptions have probably occurred several times at  this location. 
Valahnúkur, like Festarfjall, formed during the end of the Weichselian glaciation. It, and the 
small hyaloclastite hills directly to the north, formed as a result of submarine fissure 
eruptions. The present lighthouse sits on one of these hills, while the foundation of the former 
lighthouse can be seen at  the top of Valahnúkur. It was severely damaged by shaking during a 
period of intense earthquake activity here at  the end of the 19th century. Surrounding 
Valahnúkur we can see the Younger Stampar lava which was erupted at the beginning of the 
period known as the Reykjanes Fires (1211-1240 AD) (Fig. 1.2). 

We can walk along the shore to Vatnsfell, a rather inconspicuous rise on the coast. It  is the 
remnant of two tuff-cones, made up of lapilli tuff and tuff deposits. It was formed by 
submarine explosive eruptions in the early stages of the Reykjanes Fires around 1210 AD. 
The internal structures of these cones are best  exposed in the sea cliff opposite Karl, the sea 
stack rising from the sea about  300 m off the shore. Detailed mapping (Sigurgeirsson, 1995) 
has revealed the sequence of events. The event began with a Surtseyan eruption which 
produced the Vatnsfell cone. The eruptive center then jumped 500 m seaward to form the Karl 
cone. These two tuff cones overlap and can be seen along the shore. After the Surtseyan 
activity ended, fire fountaining began along a 4 km long NE trending fissure which built a 
row of spatter cones and pahoehoe lava fields covering approximately 4 km!. The feeder 
dikes for this flow are visible along the coast, cutting through the tephra of the Karl cone. The 
older cone (TC-1), which makes up the bulk of Vatnsfell proper, was 30 m-high and 650 m-
wide, with the crater located 100 m offshore. The lower part of TC-1 tuff cone consists of 
wavy to cross-bedded ash deposit  formed by repeated base surges, whereas the upper part 
consists of coarser grained lapilli tuff composed of alternating base surge and tephra fall 
units. Numerous impact craters formed by ballistic blocks ejected from the craters during the 
eruptions commonly disrupt bedding in both cones. The main crater was located 400 m off 
shore near the current  position of sea stack Karl. This cone is probably the mountain 
described in the thirteenth century chronicles that rose out  of the sea of Reykjanes in 1211 
AD. The lavas of younger Stampar were either formed in the same eruption or the second 
eruption of the Reykjanes Fires in 1223 AD. We will see the feeder dikes that  dissect the 
Vatnsfell tuff and connect to the overlying flows of the younger Stampar crater row. An 
explosive eruption occurred off the shore of Reykjanes in 1226 AD, causing widespread 
tephra to fall on land known as the Middle Ages tephra (Mi"aldalagi"). It is found in soils all 
over the Reykjanes Peninsula, including Reykjavík. It  forms an important time marker and 
has been used extensively for dating historical lava flows and archaeological finds in the area. 
Eldey, the steep-sided island 14 km off shore, is yet another remnant of an emergent 
submarine volcano formed by the Reykjanes Fires and it may be the source vent for the 
Middle Ages tephra. Now it hosts a large gannet breeding ground.

The Valbjargagjá fault  emerges from the sea here, with a generally ENE strike, and is highly 
segmented. Historical movements along this fault were probably frequent, with the last 
episode occurring in 1967. A swarm of magnitude M>4 earthquakes caused 10 cm of 
subsidence and significant changes to the geothermal system which emerges along parts of 
this fault (Clifton, 2009).
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Fig. 1.8. Valahnúkur MAR/Younger Stampar lava. (Clifton, 2009)
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En route to Grindavik
[Clifton, 2009]:

We pass the Háleyjabunga fault/Melur lava channel, with a complex interplay of volcanism, 
geothermal activity and different  styles of faulting that occur at  oblique rift zones, where 
erupted lavas flowed eastward along a well-defined channel ~8,000 years ago. These lavas 
cover the earliest post-glacial lavas of the Háleyjabunga picrite lava shield, directly to the 
south; to the north are fissure lavas dating approximately 2,000 ybp (Sæmundsson, 1995). 
Maximum vertical displacement  is about  20 m down to the northwest. Many short  north-
striking fault  segments splay off from the Háleyjabunga fault  and cut the lava channel in a 
right-lateral sense (but with larger vertical offsets). They step down to the east by about 15 
meters between the Valbjargagjá (Stop 1.2) and Háleyjabunga Faults. Although Valbjargagjá 
fault disappears under the 2,000-year-old lavas to the north, these same lavas are cut by the 
Háleyjabunga fault at its northeastern end.

The Eldvörp crater row, which can be seen in the distance to the north, is one of the longest 
contiguous eruptive fissures on the peninsula and sits atop the high-temperature geothermal 
field of Svartsengi (and the Blue Lagoon). The historic Eldvörp lavas were erupted during the 
Reykjanes Fires of the 13th century. Notice the large open fissures that cross the road west  of 
the experimental fish farm on the outskirts of Grindavík. 

Stop 1.3 Blue Lagoon

The Svartsengi power station was built  right  at  the plate boundary, at the location of surface 
manifestations of geothermal activity identified by geologist  Jón Jónsson. The Svartsengi power plant was 
the first  geothermal power plant in the world combining the generation of electricity and the production of 
hot water for district  heating. The first  phase started to produce hot water for district heating and to 
generate 2 Megawatts (MW) of electrical power in 1977. This plant  is also well known worldwide for the 
use made of its “waste heat” in the Blue Lagoon, a spa facility located nearby the plant using the effluent 
water from the plant  for bathing and healing purposes. Today, this cogeneration power plant produces 150 
MW of thermal power and, since 2007, 74 MW of electrical power. 

Blue Lagoon is among Iceland’s most popular tourist  attractions. Guests enjoy bathing and relaxing in 
geothermal seawater, claimed to have positive effects on the skin. In addition to bathing in the lagoon 
guests have access to a sauna with a view of the lagoon and a steam bath with white walls that  resemble 
silica mud. Guests can also stand beneath a waterfall for an energizing massage. 
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En route to Reykjavík
[edited from Einarsson et al., 2008]:

Close to where Route 43 (north) joins Route 41 (Keflavík—Reykjavík road) at Vogastapi, we 
cross the Reykjanes fissure swarm, one of several such structures on the oblique Reykjanes 
Peninsula rift. We are looking over the northern end of the Reykjanes swarm where it  is 
exposed in the !ráinskjöldur lava. The road crosses several normal faults and on the opposite 
side of the swarm we see a series of open fissures. 

On the horizon to the right/south there is a view of the active plate boundary. Jagged skyline 
is formed by palagonite ridges (móberg), the products of sub-glacial fissure eruptions, formed 
beneath the Pleistocene ice sheet. Flat-topped mountains were also produced by sub-glacial 
volcanism with the difference that  those eruptions made it  through the ice and ended as 
subaerial eruptions. The flat surface is a shield lava sitting on top of a palagonite and pillow 
lava socle. Holocene volcanic formations are also to be seen, but they are less conspicuous 
and consist of lava flows surrounding the Pleistocene formations.

Reykjavík is about  30 km from the nearest divergent plate boundary, corresponding to a 
crustal age of about 3 million years. However, the bedrock in the Reykjavík area is 
considerably younger. It  is madeup  of interglacial shield lavas erupted east of the city. They 
have flowed to the lowland and been eroded by the glaciers of the last glacial periods. 
Sections through these lavas can be seen in road cuts along the way.

Some of the features that will be seen during the drive from Blue Lagoon to Reykjavík are 
mentioned in the General Overview above.
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Day 2: The Golden Circle. !ingvellir, Gullfoss, Geysir.
Thursday, September 3rd, 2009

Written by: María Helga Gu"mundsdóttir

Schedule
7:30 Breakfast at hostel. Pack lunch.
8:20 + 50 km Departure with vehicles for !ingvellir.
9:00 Stop 2.1: !ingvellir. (3 hrs)
12:00 Lunch at !ingvellir. There is a small restaurant/convenience store/restrooms at the 

visitor center, though the food is probably pretty expensive. (30 min)
12:30 + 53 km Drive to Geysir.
13:15 Stop 2.2: Geysir. (90 min)
14:45 + 10 km Drive up the road to Gullfoss.
15:00 Stop 2.3: Gullfoss. (1 hr)
16:00 + 120 km Drive back to Reykjavík.
17:30 Arrival Reykjavík.

Costs
Hostel Breakfast  1000 ISK/person/day (breakfast is mandatory for groups of 10 or more)
Gas 233 km/vehicle
Hostel Lodging 3000 ISK/person/night

Contact Information
Reykjavík City Farfuglaheimili" í Reykjavík
Hostel: Sundlaugavegur 34 105 Reykjavík Iceland 
 Phone: +354 553 8110 
 Website: http://www.hostel.is
 E-mail: reykjavikcity@hostel.is
 Check-in time: 14:00

Summary
Today we visit  !ingvellir National Park, the site of the Icelandic parliament  from 930 AD and one of the 
most spectacular on-land exposures of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR). In the !ingvellir graben, we 
explore the tectonic and magmatic processes associated with rifting. From !ingvellir, we will continue to 
the Geysir area, where we can see the diverse surface expressions of a hydrothermal system: the geysers 
Geysir and Strokkur, as well as associated mud pots and fumaroles. Finally, we will visit Gullfoss 
(Golden Falls), a magnificent two-tiered 32.m (100-ft) waterfall in a bend in Hvítá (White River).
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Learning Objectives
Over the course of today, participants will learn to:

! place the tectonics, geothermal activity, and volcanism at !ingvellir in a regional context
! recognize the type of environment in which a !ingvellir-type volcano or a rock sample formed 

and understand the relationships between process and form
! differentiate between geysers, mudpots, fumaroles in the field
! understand the physics of geyser eruptions
! understand how competence contrasts within a stratigraphic column influence the formation of a 

stepping waterfall
! identify glacial striae and determine ice flow directions from them

Directions
Reykjavík to !ingvellir (50 km)
Take Route 49 (Nesbraut) – 8 km
Turn left onto Route 1 (Hringvegur) – 8 km
Turn right onto Route 36 (!ingvallavegur) – 34 km 

!ingvellir to Geysir (ca. 50 km)
Take Route 36 (!ingvallavegur) toward the northeast corner of the lake
Take Route 365 (Lyngdalshei"arvegur) – 16 km
Turn left onto Route 37 (Laugarvatnsvegur) – 24 km
Turn left onto Route 35 (Biskupstungnabraut) – 5.5 km

Geysir to Gullfoss (ca. 10 km)
Turn left onto Route 35 (Biskupstungnabraut) – 9 km
Continue on Route 334 (Gullfossvegur) – 1 km
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Fig. 2.0. Route map showing locations of major stops. 2.1: !ingvellir. 2.2: Geysir. 2.3: Gullfoss. (Hansen, 2009)
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Background Information

En route to Stop 2.1

The city of Reykjavík is built on deeply eroded Late Pliocene-early Pleistocene bedrock (green on 
Geological Map of Iceland, hereafter GMI) capped with a thin layer of Holocene basalts (pink on GMI). 
The youngest  lava in Reykjavík, Leitahraun, was erupted in ca. 3200 BCE from the lava shield Leitin, 25 
km east  of the city (Sinton and Grönvold, 2008; Thordarson et al, 2008). This lava became one of the first 
in the world to be dated using 14C when Hospers (1953) determined its age using charcoal from the 
incised Elli!aá river. Post-glacial isostatic rebound has reclaimed much of the city land from the sea; en 
route, we will cross the aforementioned Elli!aá, which has incised through prominent marine terraces up 
to 50 m above modern sea level. 

We will pass through the town of Mosfellsbær, nestled at  the foot of Mosfell, a small mountain comprised 
of subglacial pillow lavas and hyaloclastite. Sinton and Grönvold (2008) describes “excellent exposures 
of ESE-dipping, Plio-Pleistocene lavas” on our left side, west of the road:

It  is a characteristic of Icelandic rift zones that lavas dip inward, toward the axis of the plate 
boundary and the locus of eruptive activity.  The ESE dips of the lavas here indicate that  these 
lavas were erupted from the present  Reykjanes-Langjökull rift  zone (of which the WVZ is a 
part), which replaced the more westerly Snæfellsnes Rift about 6-7 Ma.

Fig. 2.1. Simplified geologic map of the Esja region. 1=basaltic lavas; 2=subglacial basaltic 
hyaloclastites and sediments; 3=rhyolitic sheets and domes; 4=gabbro and dolerite intrusions; 5=post-
erosional lavas, landslides, ad alluvial deposits; 6=rhyolitic dikes; 7=mafic dikes; 8=mafic sheets; 
9=dip; 10=fault; 11=caldera fault; 12=fault breccia. ST=Stardalur. (Tewksbury, 2001)
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Also on our left as we drive through Mosfellsbær and continue onto Mosfellshei!i moor is the mountain 
Esja (914 m asl). As described by Tewksbury (2001): 

The mountain consists of prominently layered Plio-Pleistocene basaltic lavas and 
hyaloclastites with many interlayered tillites (Fig. 2.1). The rocks vary in age from about 
3 Ma in the west to about 1.6 Ma in the east. The layers dip to the southeast  and, in the 
subsurface, constitute the layers exploited for geothermal energy to heat Reykjavík. We 
will be able to see the 17 km-long hot water pipeline from Reykir to Reykjavík alongside 
the road.

Central volcanic complexes are common in the plateau basalts of Iceland. These central 
volcanoes characteristically contain rhyolitic tuffs, minor rhyolitic intrusions, irregular 
gabbroic intrusions, mafic cone sheets, as well as associated basaltic flows. Most  central 
volcanoes exhibit extensive hydrothermal alteration, and many of the tuffs are greenish 
because of the epidote content. Most show evidence of caldera collapse (Sæmundsson, 
1967).

A central volcanic complex lies exposed in the eastern portion of Esja near Stardalur (the 
area around the dark green blob on the GMI just south of the word Skálafell) (also at  ST 
on Fig. 2.1). Only about half of the Stardalur central volcano is now exposed, because the 
southern half is flooded by YGB [young gray basalt]. The inferred caldera is about  7 km 
across and contains a complex array of faulted basalts and basaltic hyaloclastites, 
rhyolitic tuffs and intrusions, and assorted gabbroic dikes, cone sheets, and irregular 
intrusions, all of which are more or less hydrothermally altered (Fig. 2.1) [The half-
caldera is also marked in blue on the Tectonic Map of Iceland, TMI]. Volcanic activity at 
Stardalur persisted from about  2.8–1.89 Ma, with initial eruption of a varied sequence of 
basaltic, hyaloclastite, and rhyolitic material followed by, or accompanied by, caldera 
collapse with subsequent  intrusion of mafic cone sheets and irregular mafic bodies 
(Fri!leifsson, 1977). Erosion has since exposed deeper levels of the Stardalur complex. 
Reykir is located on the western caldera boundary.

The road now descends from Mosfellshei!i moor toward the "ingvellir graben. If weather permits, this 
route offers views of the fault-bounded graben itself as well as the volcano Hekla in the east.

Stop 2.1. !ingvellir

"ingvellir is perhaps the single most  important site in Icelandic history and culture. Called “parliament 
plains” in Icelandic, it hosted the annual national assembly, Al#ingi, from its inception in 930 CE to 1798, 
when it  was moved to Reykjavík. Many central events in the history of Iceland have occurred here, 
including Christianization in the year 1000 and the founding of the republic in 1944, and the area holds a 
certain sanctity to Icelanders. "ingvellir became Iceland’s first national park in 1930, and by law, the area 
is to remain the eternal property of the Icelandic nation under the protection of Al#ingi. It  was named a 
UNESCO World Heritage Site in 2004.
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Stop Descriptions

2.1.1 Almannagjá and the !ingvellir Graben

Following a brief stop at the !ingvellir Interpretive Center, an interactive multimedia center with displays 
about the history, geology, and ecology of the national park, we will ascend to a vantage point from which 
we orient ourselves and examine the regional effects of rifting in the area. This is also an ideal point  from 
which to consider the factors affecting the morphology of volcanoes, such as the geometry of the eruptive 
center and the presence or absence of ice or water. We will then descend into the Almannagjá fissure and 
examine the sequence of flood basalts exposed in cross-section by fault motion.

2.1.2 Mi"fell, a hyaloclastite hill

Here we will have an opportunity to take a closer look at  the petrology of a subglacial eruption. Compare 
the lithologies present here with the rocks we saw exposed in the Almannagjá fissure.

Brief Geologic History
[translated and adapted from !ingvellir National Park, 2009]:

During the last glacial period, the entire island was covered with an ice shield whose 
thickness exceeded 1000 m in part. Beneath this glacier, volcanic activity continued, forming 
volcanic edifices that bear the mark of their subglacial origins. Some of these eruptions 
melted the entire ice column above them and extruded lava onto the surface; others only 
melted a cavity in the ice and formed hyaloclastite mountains or long hyaloclastite ridges.

About 18,000 years ago, global temperatures began to rise, and the glacier began to retreat 
toward the country’s interior. The earliest  precursor of !ingvallavatn formed about 12,000 
years ago. A glacial tongue extended into the !ingvellir graben, and at its southern margin, 
north of the Grafningsfjöll mountains, a glacial lagoon formed. !ingvallavatn formed later, 
when the glacier retreated further still and meltwater from it collected in the valley. A variety 
of subglacial volcanoes emerged from beneath the glacier.

About 10,000 years before present, when the glaciers had retreated to close to their present 
positions, several great effusive eruptions began. One of these formed the archetypal shield 
volcano Skjaldbrei"ur (“broad shield”), and another eruption around the same time formed 
the shield south of Hrafnabjörg, which was the source of the !ingvallahraun flood basalts. 
The eruptions that  formed these shield volcanoes are believed to have lasted several decades, 
and the lava flows blocked all surface drainage from north of the !ingvellir depression. All 
the glacial runoff from north of the new drainage divide infiltrated into the lava and emerged 
from this natural filtration system as pure spring water.

Lava from the shield volcano south of Hrafnabjörg flowed so far into !ingvallavatn that  it 
blocked its outlet  at Sogshorn. This caused the water level in the lake to rise, but 
simultaneously decreased its surface area, as the lava filled a substantial portion of the 
lakebed. The lava flow smoothed out  the topography of the !ingvellir depression briefly, but 
tectonic activity continued, reopening the faults and exposing the lava in cross-section on the 
fault scarps.

About 3,000 years ago, an 8-km long fissure opened northeast of Hrafnabjörg and formed the 
!jófahraun lava. The lava spread out  east of Tindaskagi, but a tongue of it flowed westward 
north of Hrafnabjörg. 
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The last  eruption in the !ingvellir area was approximately 2,000 years ago. That  eruption 
occurred northeast of Hengill, creating Nesjahraun and forming the island ash crater Sandey 
in the middle of !ingvallavatn lake.

Fig. 2.2. Map showing faults and the names and ages of lavas in the !ingvellir area (Sinton and 
Grönvold, 2008).  Stops 1 and 2 correspond to our stops 2.1.1 and 2.1.2,  respectively. Hrafnabjörg is 
the brown circle nestled between gbh, ebh,  and tfh. Tindaskagi is the brown ridge extending 
northeastward from Hrafnabjörg, surrounded by tfh, Sk-I, and Sk-II.
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Rift-Related Tectonics

The !ingvellir graben is one of Iceland’s most dramatic geologic features. It is a N30E-trending tectonic 
depression ranging from 25 km wide in the northeast to 10 km in the southwest. Situated at  the northern 
end of the Hengill fissure swarm, it  is Iceland’s deepest graben, and its boundary faults have the greatest 
throws (Sinton and Grönvold, 2008). The largest of these is the east-facing normal fault Almannagjá 
(Everyman’s Chasm), which bounds the western margin of the !ingvellir graben. The graben is highly 
asymmetric. It  is about 70 m deep at its deepest along its western margin  (Tewksbury, 2001), and the 
three major faults bounding the eastern graben margin have far smaller throws (Sinton and Grönvold, 
2008). Tension gashes trending parallel to the boundary faults are abundant in the graben floor. Much of 
the graben floor is occupied by !ingvallavatn, Iceland’s largest lake at 82 km2. The lake reaches a depth 
of about 114 m.

Sæmundsson (1992) describes the mechanism of rifting for the Hengill fissure swarm as one of episodic 
release of built-up tensional stress. This release is sometimes related to an increase in magmatic pressure 
beneath the Hengill central volcano, and is often accompanied by dike intrusion, which can occasionally 
result in fissure eruptions. Bernauer (1943) measured 75 m of extension across faults that cut  a 10,000-yr-
old lava flow in the graben. This indicates an extension rate on the order of 5-10 mm/yr across the WVZ, 
which falls reasonably close to GPS measurements of 3-7 mm/yr by LaFemina et  al (2005). This suggests 
that about 20-30% of the total extension across south Iceland (~20 mm/yr) is partitioned onto the WVZ, 
with the rest being taken up by the EVZ (Sinton and Grönvold, 2008).

Fig. 2.3. The right-stepping en echelon faults of Almannagjá. !ingvallavatn is to the right and Mt.  Ármannsfell 
appears in the background. (Sæmundsson, 1992)
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Almannagjá is more accurately described as a series of right-stepping en echelon faults (Fig 2.3) that have 
a throw of up to 35-40 m, with the greatest  throws near !ingvellir proper and tapering off towards the 
north and the south (Sæmundsson, 1992). The timing of motion on Almannagjá can be constrained by the 
ages of the lava flows it  cuts. These include the post-glacial !ingvallahraun and Skógarkot lavas (Fig 2.2), 
which constrain a significant portion of fault  slip in the Holocene. On the other hand, the Eldborgir and 
!jófahraun lavas cover earlier sub-parallel fault  scarps; these show limited signs of post-eruptive 
reactivation. Based on this, Sinton and Grönvold (2008) infer that “much of the postglacial tectonism that 
produced the inner graben in the Thingvellir depression may have occurred in the interval from about 
9,500-8,000 years B.P., i.e., after Skógarkot but prior to Eldborgir.” 

The amount  of throw on faults across the !ingvellir area scales with the age of the units they cut, with 
throws ranging up to about  400 m across a fault  at  Botnssúlur whose age is estimated at several hundred 
ka. A sudden increase in offset often occurs when a fault  passes from a younger to an older lithology 
(Sæmundsson, 1992). This indicates that the development  of the graben system has been relatively 
continuous over this timescale.

While most of the Holocene tectonic activity at  !ingvellir is prehistoric, a few meters of subsidence have 
occurred in the past 1100 years. The following is an account of the last major rifting event in the Western 
Volcanic Zone, which occurred in 1789 (Sinton and Grönvold, 2008): 

Sæmundsson (1990, 1992) compiled contemporary reports of Páll Thorláksson, clergyman at 
Thingvellir at  the time, and Sveinn Pálsson, and made new observations relevant  to tectonic 
movements associated with this episode.  According to Reverend Thorláksson, the entire 
northeastern part of the lake subsided and the lake transgressed beyond its former shore, 
while the western shore of the lake was uplifted so that water wells used by farms dried up. 

Fig. 2.4. Sunken, man-made stone wall at Vatnskot. The wall is about 60 m long and reaches out to 
2.80 m depth. (Sæmundsson, 1992)
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Almannagjá and Hrafnagjá broke up and became impassable by horse.  Ground fissures 
widened and new cracks formed but none so wide they couldn’t be crossed in a single step.  
At least one new scarp was said to be “man-high”.  New hot springs formed south of Hengill, 
and several houses close to the fissure swarm collapsed.  Sæmundsson (1992) noted that 
several peninsulas prior to 1793 are now islands and that a submerged man-made wall near 
the center of the graben suggests subsidence of ~2.6 m there.  Asymmetric subsidence also is 
indicated by ~2 m difference in heights of terraces (higher in the west) displaced by the 
events of 1793. 

Sæmundsson (1992) concludes that subsidence varied from ~1 m near Almannagjá, to ~1.6 m 
at  Hrafnagjá to at  least 2.6 m near Vatnskot in the center of the depression (Fig. 2.4). 
Although this event did not produce a lava outbreak, many of the characteristics of it are 
similar to those of other historical rifting events that are clearly associated with dike 
emplacement.  Thus, although purely amagmatic rifting cannot be discounted, this event may 
equally be associated with emplacement of dikes which did not breach the surface.

Subglacial and Subaerial Volcanism

Fig. 2.5. The shield volcano Skjaldbrei!ur. Photo by Ingeborg Breitfeld.

The !ingvellir area provides an excellent  environment  for comparing the effects of fissure geometry and 
glaciation on the lithology and morphology of volcanic edifices. Almost  all eruptions in the !ingvellir 
area are effusive eruptions of high-temperature, low-viscosity, basaltic lava. As a result, eruptions during 
interglacial periods produce thin flows of pahoehoe lava or helluhraun, which can extend over a great 
area before crystallizing. The resultant  volcano morphology depends largely on the geometry of the 
erupting fissure. For a short  fissure or pipe, a shield volcano will form. These broad, gently sloping 
volcanoes are almost perfectly conical. Skjaldbrei"ur, “broad shield”, is the mountain that gave shield 
volcanoes their name (Fig. 2.5). It  is clearly visible from !ingvellir, and shows up on the Geologic Map of 
Iceland. The near-perfectly circular topographic contours capture the uniformity of its 8° slopes. On the 
other hand, a longer, more linear fissure would produce a flood basalt, of which !ingvallahraun (dark 
purple on GMI; see also Fig. 2.2) is a good example (Tewksbury, 2001).
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Fig. 2.6.  Left: Stages in development of subglacial eruptions. Stage 1. Early eruptions – pillow lavas and 
hyaloclastite.  Stage 2b. Formation of a subglacial mound. Stage 3b. Formation of a tuya (Geological Survey of 
Canada, 2009). Right: Pillow basalts on the south Pacific seafloor. (OAR/National Undersea Research Program, 
2009)

Similar eruptions beneath a glacier would produce very different  results (Fig. 2.6). The increased 
confining pressure on the volcanic center or fissure and the quenching of the lava by the cold water 
melted out  of the glacier would combine to prevent the flow from covering great  distances, causing 
localized buildup of material at or around the fissure. If the pressure from the icy overburden is great 
enough, pillow basalts (Fig 2.6) will form the base of the volcano. These spherical or tubular tongues of 
basalt  have glassy, quenched exteriors from the contact with the ice and show radiating columnar jointing 
in cross-section.

Fig. 2.7. Left, the hyaloclastite ridge Tindaskagi. (Sæmundsson, 1992)
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As the mountain grows and the overburden of ice and water grows thinner, the confining pressure 
decreases and hyaloclastite begins to form. This rock is a welded tuffaceous breccia comprised of 
fragments of volcanic glass in a matrix of palagonite, a yellow, waxy alteration product  formed when 
basaltic glass reacts with water. While the eruption remains under some combination of ice and water, the 
formation of hyaloclastite continues. If the eruption breaches the surface, the final stages of the eruption 
will occur subaerially. A cap of pahoehoe lava will complete the tuya, or table mountain.

A subglacial eruption from a short  fissure or pipe will form a classic tuya such as Hrafnabjörg if it 
breaches the surface of the glacier. An eruption that  ends while still subglacial will lack the pahoehoe cap 
of a tuya; an example is Mi!fell, which we will visit  today. A longer fissure will form a hyaloclastite ridge 
such as Tindaskagi (Fig. 2.7). (Tewksbury, 2001; Sinton and Grönvold, 2008)

Tewksbury (2001) describes Hrafnabjörg and Tindaskagi as follows:

Hrafnabjörg, a classic table mountain, lies southwest of Skjaldbrei!ur and is partially 
drowned by "ingvallahraun (Figs. 2.2 and 2.7). Hrafnabjörg’s striking profile of steep sides 
and a flat top is primary and resulted from subglacial eruption of basaltic lavas. Hrafnabjörg 
is some 765 m above sea level at its highest point  (!órsteinsson, 1987). Lower levels of the 
mountain consist  of hyaloclastite erupted subaqueously (brown on the GMI), and the 
mountain is capped by subaerial flows as the edifice rose above local glacier level (gray of 
YGB on the GMI). Hrafnabjörg would have looked much like Skjaldbrei!ur had its eruption 
been totally subaerial.

A hyaloclastite (móberg) ridge called Tindaskagi (brown on the GMI) (Fig. 2.7) stretches 
northeast from Hrafnabjörg toward Skjaldbrei!ur. Tindaskagi is a serrated ridge some 10 km 
long, reaching a height of 823 m (!órsteinsson, 1987). Unlike Hrafnabjörg, the subglacial 
eruption that produced Tindaskagi was a fissure eruption, rather than a central eruption. 
Tindaskagi would have looked much like "ingvallahraun had the eruption been subaerial.

Fig. 2.8. Hrafnabjörg tuya. Photo by Stefán Helgi Kristinsson.
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Sinton and Grönvold (2008) provide the following description of Mi!fell:

The hyaloclastite hill of Mi!fell actually represents two separate subglacial eruptive units 
(Sæmundsson, 1995).  The younger, northern part  consists of aphyric hyaloclastite sheets that 
lap onto older, olivine-rich pillow lavas of Dagmálafell.  This is one of many examples in 
Iceland of successive eruptions re-occupying previous eruptive fissures.  The high-Mg, 
picritic lavas here are some of the most  widely analyzed samples of the WVZ, and are well 
known for the large number of gabbroic xenoliths that they contain. 

From Mi!fell we cross 10,200 B.P. compound p"hoehoe lava of Thingvallahraun.  The 
eruptive vents for this lava field are unknown but presumed to lie more-or-less directly to the 
north.  Near the south end of the lake, a 4 m-thick flow of Thingvallahraun overlies ~5 cm of 
carbonized moss remains that have been dated by 14C (Kjartansson, 1964; Sinton et al., 
2005).   The road proceeds south past the hydro power plant  at Úlfljótsvatn, crosses the lake 
and proceeds to the WNW through a series of early Pleistocene interglacial and subglacial 
units. The first post-glacial lava encountered is the 5700 B.P. Hagavíkurhraun, which partially 
buries a poorly exposed older unit (Stangarháls, ~7000-8000 B.P.) and is overlain by the 1800 
B.P. Nesjahraun, the youngest eruption in the Thingvellir depression. 

Fig. 2.9.  The quarry at Mi!fell also contains textbook examples of pillow-fragment breccia 
intermingled with hyaloclastite, with textures ranging between the three rightmost ones in this 
diagram. (Sigurdsson et al, 2000)
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!ingvellir to Geysir

Tewksbury (2001) describes the geology between !ingvellir and Geysir as follows:

Our route from !ingvellir takes us east  and into older rocks on the eastern edge of the western 
zone of active rifting and volcanism. We will first  cross !ingvallahraun and then follow the 
road around the ends of several subglacially erupted volcanic edifices. The first of these 
ridges is Kálfstindar [between Laugarvatn and Skjaldbrei"ur on GMI], a móberg ridge 1-2 
km wide, 25 km long, and as much as 500 m high consisting primarily of pillow lavas 
overlain by tuffs.

East  of Kálfstindar, the road continues on OGB (old gray basalt, gray on the GMI) heavily 
mantled with moraine and alluvium. Several more subglacially erupted móberg ridges and 
mountains lie directly to the north of our route (e.g., Efstadalsfjall, Rau"afell, Högnhöf"i, and 
Hlö"ufell) [GMI]. East of Efstadalsfjall, the road alternately cross[es] stretches of YGB and 
OGB (both gray on the GMI) before reaching Geysir.

Stop 2.2. Geysir and the Haukadalur area

The Great Geysir first  appears on record following a series of earthquakes in the years 1294. These 
temblors transformed the Haukadalur valley and caused the formation of a number of “large hot  springs”. 
Activity in the area increased following further earthquakes in the southern lowlands over the next several 
centuries, and Geysir’s fame around the world grew commensurately, as erupting springs were not known 
in other European countries, and its name (meaning “gusher” in Icelandic) was adopted in several foreign 
languages – English included – to describe the phenomenon (Torfason, 2009).

The Geysir area in Haukadalur, a map of which may be seen in Fig. 2.11, is comprised of a wide variety 
of hot pools and geysers large and small. At  the heart of the area are the two largest  and most active 
geysers, the Great Geysir and its little brother, Strokkur (“churn”, Fig. 2.10). In centuries past, Geysir 
would regularly fire steam and water to a height of 40-70 m in eruptions that  could last over 10 minutes. 
By the early 20th century, activity at  Geysir had calmed down, and eruptions eventually ceased in 1916 
(Tewksbury, 2001). The geyser was reawoken in 1935, but returned to its slumber a few years later and 
has remained dormant since, except  for a few years of infrequent  spouting after the South Iceland 
earthquakes of June 17th and 21st, 2000. These past  eruptions have been but  a shadow of its former glory, 
with the water column reaching heights of only 10 m. Strokkur was formed in an earthquake in 1789 and 
was active until the next great earthquake in 1896 shut it  down. The conduit  was thoroughly cleaned in 
1963, and since then, it has become the area’s prime tourist attraction, with regular eruptions over 20 m 
high every 8 minutes (Torfason, 2009).

Tewksbury (2001) describes the geology of the area and the geothermal system as follows:

The Plio-Pleistocene volcanic rocks around Geysir consist  of interglacial basaltic lavas, 
subglacial basaltic pillow lavas and hyaloclastites, and four domes of rhyolite (the rhyolite 
shows up as a prominent  yellow patch centered on Geysir on the GMI). The presence of 
rhyolitic rocks suggest[s] a central volcanic complex (Orkustofnun, 1986). There is no 
evidence of Holocene volcanism in the area.
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The Geysir geothermal area is a high temperature geothermal field, meaning that 
temperatures of at least  200°C occur at depths of 1 km below the surface. Geysir, like all 
other hot spring areas in Iceland, is a water-convective system, rather than a steam-convective 
system. Even in the areas such as Svartsengi and Krafla where steam is used to generate 
electrical power, the fluid actually circulating below ground is liquid, rather than steam. 
Pressure keeps the fluid from flashing to steam until it  reaches the surface in geothermal 
wells or spouting hot springs.

Fig. 2.10. Strokkur erupting. Photo by María Helga Gu!mundsdóttir, from SAP’s 2009 Iceland trip.

Torfason (2009) describes different types of hot springs present at Geysir. These include:

! Geysers such as Strokkur and Geysir, which spout hot  water through narrow channels from 
reservoirs deep in the crust.

! Fumaroles, which emit  only steam and gases at the surface. In Haukadalur, these are sometimes 
encrusted with yellow deposits of hydrogen sulfide (H2S), which precipitates from the steam and 
carries with it a distinctive smell of rotten eggs.

! Mudpots, bubbling springs of hot mud, found predominantly in the !ykkuhverir (“viscous hot 
springs”) area, are actually hydrated fumaroles. They derive their water from either groundwater 
or surface water, and behave like fumaroles during dry spells. Exercise caution around mudpots: 
they tend to hollow out the subsurface around them, and are a scalding 70-80°C.
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Fig. 2.11. A map of the hot springs near Geysir in Haukadalur. (Tewksbury, 2001, after Hróarsson and Jónsson, 
1992) 

A concise description of the eruptive process comes from Tewksbury (2001):

Robert  Bunsen first  described the mechanics of geyser eruption in the mid-nineteenth 
century after a visit to Iceland. Water in the geyser shaft is heated nearly to the boiling 
point. Boiling temperature, however, increases with increasing depth as the pressure of 
the overlying water column increases. If the pressure in the column decreases suddenly 
(say, for example, when a small amount  of boiling at the surface ejects some of the water 
and decreases the pressure below), the deep water will be superheated in terms of the 
boiling point  at the new pressure. The water flashes to steam, and the geyser erupts. Deep 
rumbling sounds sometimes precede the eruption of a geyser, as large steam bubbles 
collapse in the water column. After the eruption, the geyser shaft is empty or partly 
empty. The shaft may refill quickly or slowly, depending upon subsurface flow rates. 
Refill is rapid for Strokkur, taking only a few minutes, and very slow for Geysir, taking as 
much as 12.13 hours when Geysir can be induced to erupt (Hróarsson and Jónsson, 
1992).

The buff-colored rocks exposed around the hydrothermal area are siliceous sinter, which forms when the 
hydrothermal fluids dissolve silica out  of the bedrock and reprecipitate it  at  the surface when they 
evaporate. According to Torfason, “in old and eroded mountains one can inspect  the old channels of the 
thermal water as white veins occupying cracks in the rock.” 

Geysir to Gullfoss

“From Geysir, we will drive to Gullfoss through the same Upper Pleistocene Basalts that we saw at 
Geysir, ending up at  the western edge of the Plio-Pleistocene basalts exposed at  the surface between the 
eastern and western branches of the active zone of rifting and volcanism.” (Tewksbury, 2001)
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Stop 2.3. Gullfoss
[excerpted from Tewksbury, 2001]:

“Gullfoss (whose name means “Golden Falls”) is a 31 m high waterfall in Hvítá (“White 
River”) where it  descends from the inland plateau to the Southern Lowlands. The two-tiered 
cataract (Fig. 2.12) thunders over a fault and into a gorge that measures 2.5 km in length and 
up to 70 m high in places. The rocks here are of Pleistocene age, a little less than 700,000 
years old. The sequence of units consists of a complex interlayering of basalts, tuffs, pillow 
breccias, tillites, and various interglacial fluvial and lacustrine sediments including 
sandstones, conglomerates, and siltstones (Fig. 2.12) (Orkustofnun, 1986). Hekla tephra 
occurs in surficial deposits developed on the bedrock, and the oldest Hekla tephra layer 
corresponds to the upper part of the fall from the Hekla eruption in 1693.

During the last glaciation of the Pleistocene, [ice] blanketed all of Iceland and extended out 
onto the shelf surrounding Iceland (Fig. 2.14). Worldwide warming at the end of the 
Pleistocene began around 13,000 ybp, and the large ice cap blanketing Iceland melted, 
apparently quite rapidly (Gu!mundsson, 1997). During a period known as the Younger Dryas 
(between about 11,000 and 10,000 ybp), temperatures became temporarily colder again 
worldwide, and many Icelandic glaciers may have readvanced during this time. A 
considerable amount of controversy exists over what areas in Iceland were ice free and when, 
but two sets of moraines were clearly formed after the initial deglaciation at  the end of the 
Pleistocene but before about  8,000 ybp, when conditions had warmed considerably. These 
two moraines were produced by the Álftanes and Bú!i ice sheets and are best  preserved in 
northern and southwestern Iceland (Figure 2.15). The Bú!i moraine is the younger of the two, 
and recent  14C dates show that  it probably formed after ~9,700 ybp (Hjartarson and 
Ingolfsson, 1988; Ingolfsson, 1991). The Bú!i moraine, then, appears to be too young for the 
Younger Dryas and probably dates from the Preboreal period when Iceland was treeless and 
had tundra-type vegetation. Retreat  of the Bú!i ice sheet must  have been completed by the 
start  of the Lower Birch Period in Iceland at  about  7800 ybp, when conditions had warmed 
enough for development of birch woodland in a relatively warm climate (Gu!mundsson, 
1997). The Bú!i ice sheet completely covered the Gullfoss area (Fig. 2.15), and glacial striae 
dating from the Pleistocene are prominent on the surfaces of basalt  outcrops, indicating a NE-
SW movement of ice across the area at Gullfoss.”
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Fig. 2.12.  Cross section of Gullfoss. 1=grey basalt; 2=fine-grained sandstone; 3=sandstone; 
4=conglomerate; 5=tillite. (Tewksbury, 2001, after Einarsson, 1994)

Fig. 2.13. Gullfoss. Photo by María Helga Gu!mundsdóttir, from SAP’s 2009 Iceland trip.
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Fig. 2.14. Extent of glaciers in Europe in their second to last (Saale) and last (Weichsel) glaciations. 
Sea level was 100-150 m lower than today. (Tewksbury, 2001, after Einarsson, 1994)

Fig. 2.15. Ice extent during the Álftanes and Bú!i stages of ice re-advance after the end of the 
Pleistocene.  1=ice front, 2=ice divide, 3=Álftanes ice sheet, 4=Bú!i ice sheet, 5=table mountains with 
altitudes in meters, 6=striae, 7=main ice centers in highlands outside the main ice sheet. (Tewksbury, 
2001, after Einarsson, 1994)
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Day 3: Hellishei!i, Heimaey.
Friday, September 4th, 2009.
Written by: Fraser Cameron

Schedule
7:00 Wake up in Reykjavík.
8:15 + 31 km Drive from Reykjavík to Hellishei!i.
9:00 Stop 3.1: Visit & tour the Hellishei!i Geothermal Power Plant.
10:30 + 26 km Drive from Hellishei!i to "orlákshöfn.
12:00 Take the Herjólfur ferry departing from "orlákshöfn to Vestmannaeyjar.
15:00 Walk to Guesthouse Sunnuhóll (Vestmannabraut 28b) to check in and drop off bags.
15:10 Break up for various activities as detailed below (as appropriate).
Sunset Return to Guesthouse Sunnuhóll (Hostel) to eat and sleep.

Next Day
7:00 Wake up, eat breakfast.
8:00 Get to the ferry terminal.
8:15 Ferry leaves.

Costs
Hostel Breakfast  1000 ISK/person/night (breakfast is mandatory for groups of 10 or more)
Gas 57 km/vehicle
Ferry ~3000 ISK/person (round-trip tickets)
Hostel Lodging 3100 ISK/person/night

Contact Information
Heimaey Hostel: Vestmannaeyjar
 Sunnuhóll,
 Vestmannabraut 28
 900 Vestmannaeyjum, Iceland
 Sundlaugavegur 34 105 Reykjavík Iceland 
 Phone: + 354 481 2900
 Website: http://www.hostel.is
 E-mail: vestmannaeyjar@hostel.is

Important Note!
The port of the ferry Herjólfur was moved in 2010 from "orlákshöfn to Landeyjar, which is considerably 
further east along the coast of Iceland. This reduces the duration of the crossing from ca. 3 hours to 30-40 
minutes. Directions to Landeyjahöfn (Landeyjar Harbor) may be found at http://www.eimskip.com/
desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-368/. Please take this into account if utilizing information from Days 3 and 4 of 
our guidebook for your plans.
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Directions
Our overall driving route (Fig. 3.0) takes us from the hostel in Reykjavík to the Hellishei!i Geothermal 
Power Plant and from there to "orlákshöfn to catch the Herjólfur Ferry to Heimaey.

Fig. 3.0. Driving Map Overview (Hansen, 2009).

3.1
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Ferry Terminal
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Reykjavík Hostel to Hellishei!i Geothermal Power Plant (~31 km)
Go north along Dalbraut until the first major street.
Turn right on Sæbraut going East.
Continue until you hit a clover-leaf interchange then take Route 41 East/North or Route 1 South.
Continue on 41/1 taking Route 1 when it breaks off going South.
Continue on 1 for 20 km until Route 39 breaks off going South. Then take the next  left  turn onto 
Hamragilsvegur going North.
Follow the signs to the Hellishei!i Geothermal Power Plant visitor’s center.

Fig. 3.1. Reykjavík to Hellishei!i Geothermal Power Plant (Google Maps).
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Hellishei!i Geothermal Power Plant to Herjólfur Ferry ("orlákshöfn) (~26 km)
Exit out of the plant going South until you hit Route 1.
Turn right on Route 1 and head West.
Turn left on Route 39.
Follow Route 39 as it joins Route 38 and enters !orlákshöfn.
Take the first left in !orlákshöfn known as (Mi"bakki)

Fig. 3.2. Driving Map to !orlákshöfn.

The Herjólfur ferry (Fig. 3.3) offers many amenities including food, restrooms, local information, and 
excellent views.

Fig. 3.3. Herjólfur Ferry.
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Herjólfur Ferry to Heimaey Hostel.
Go from 3 to 18.

Fig. 3.4. Heimaey Walking Map.
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Eldfell

Helgafell

Sæfjall

Stórhöf!i

Heimaklettur

Fig. 3.5. Map of Heimaey with labelled volcanic formations.
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Stop 3.1. Hellishei!i.

Geologic Background

The Hengill Geothermal Area is in Southwest Iceland just East of Reykjavík (Fig. 3.6). Hellishei!i 
Geothermal Plant  is in the southern end of the Hengill Geothermal Area and currently produces 213 MW 
(megawatts) as of February 2009.  Estimated production capacity for the completed Hellishei!i Plant is 
300 MW electricity and 400 MW thermal energy (Hellisheidi Website, 2009). At the northern end of the 
Hengill Geothermal Area is the Nesjavellir Geothermal Plant, which currently produces 120 MWe 
(Megawatt  electrical) and 300 MWt (thermal Megawatt)/1800 litres per second (Nesjavellir Website, 
2009).

The geothermal activity in the Hengill Geothermal Area is connected with three volcanic systems.  At 
least three volcanic eruptions have occurred there in the last  11,000 years, the most recent being 2,000 
years ago.  The Hengill Geothermal Area, covers 112 square kilometers and is one of the most extensive 
geothermal areas in Iceland (Hellisheidi Website, 2009).

Fig. 3.6.  Hengill Geothermal Area. Location of Hengill central volcano in SW Iceland, fissure/fault swarm, main 
geothermal manifestations (black dots) and the location of Nesjavellir and Hellishei!i fields (modified from 
Bjornsson, 1980).
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The Hengill Central Volcano is in the central part  of the 60-100 km long volcanic fissure/fault swarm. It  is 
mainly built  up of hyaloclastite formations erupted underneath the ice sheet of the last  glacial, forming 
highlands. Interglacial lavas on the other hand flow down and accumulate in the surrounding lowlands
(Franzon et al., 2005). The locations of faults, fissures and thermal manifestations are shown in Fig. 
3.7A. Fault  and major fractures strike mostly NE-SW and are conspicuous in the east  and west  marking 
the boundaries of the fault and fissure zone of the volcano. Postglacial volcanism includes three fissure 
eruptions of 9,000, 5,000 and 2000 years. The volcanic fissures of the latter two are shown in Fig 3.7A. 
They can be traced further to the north, through the Nesjavellir field and into Lake !ingvallavatn 
(Saemundsson, 1995). At Nesjavellir these volcanic fissures act as the main outflow channel of the 
geothermal system towards north. These fissures are also believed to act  as major outflow zones in the 
Hellishei"i field (Franzon et al., 2005).

Fig. 3.7B shows the cross section along the A-A’ line in Fig. 3.7A. The simplified volcanic succession is 
mainly composed of two rock types; hyaloclastites and lava series. The former is dominant  and is formed 
in sub-glacial eruptions, while lava series form during interglacials. Basaltic hyaloclastite form when 
magma quenches during eruption into the base of the glacier, and piles up into a heap above the vent, 
mostly as pillow basalts, breccias and tuffs. Although of relatively high porosity, these formations tend to 
have low permeability, especially when they have been hydrothermally altered. Hellishei"i field is within 
the Hengill central volcano where volcanism is most intense, and where hyaloclastites have formed 
highlands. Interglacial lavas, however, when erupting in the highlands will flow downhill and accumulate 
in the lowlands surrounding the volcano. This is shown in Fig. 3.7B where hyaloclastites dominate in the 
central part of the field while lava series intercalate the hyaloclastites in the western part and rapidly thin 
out towards the east (Franzon et al., 2005).

A B
Fig. 3.7.  (A) Geologic cross-section along the A-A' line. Blue formations are lava series, and formations of all other 
colors are individual hyaloclastite formations. Note the large fault displacements to the left in the figure. The trace of 
the wells are shown as black lines. Thin orange coloured lines between wells 6 and 3 are traces of volcanic fissures 
of 2 and 5 thousand years. (Franzon et al., 2005)  (B) A topographic map of the Hellishei!i high temperature field 
showing thermal manifestations (yellow=active, pink= fossil), location of wells and cross section lines, and two 
postglacial volcanic fissures (marked in red). (Franzon et al., 2005)
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Fig. 3.8 shows the salient  features of the geothermal system. The major graben faults are seen in green 
lines and these contribute to the permeability of the reservoir there. More abundant  hydrothermal 
manifestations in Stóra Reykjafell hyaloclastite along with shallower depths to hydrothermal alteration 
suggests that  these graben faults may cause a preferential upflow in that region. Surface alteration and 
high temperature alteration in HE-3 in the eastern part of the area (to the right  in Fig. 3.7A) is the highest 
found in Hellishei!i and suggests a neighboring upflow zone. The most  important  contributors to present 
high temperature permeability are believed to be the two postglacial volcanic fissures in the central part of 
the field (shown in pink). They are seen to open a high-permeability pathway, out  of Skar!sm"rarfjall 
mountain towards the southwest, of fluids of 260-280°C above 800 m b.s.l. depth. However, the lower 
formation temperatures at the base of the drilled reservoir compared to the alteration suggests that the 
same fissure structures are causing an inflow of colder waters towards the center of the reservoir to the 
north of the Skar!sm"rarfjall mountain (Franzon et al., 2005).

Fig. 3.8. A conceptual model of the Hellishei!i high temperature system. (Franzon et al., 2005)
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Engineering Background

Karlsdóttir (2008) does an excellent job of summarizing the engineering details and constraints of the 
various Electrical Generation techniques using Geothermal power in Iceland:

Hellishei!i Geothermal Powerplant is a double flash power plant with extra equipment  to 
generate hot  water. The summary below will be for a single flash power plant, which is the 
same as a double flash power plant  except that  it  does not  have the low pressure steam 
separator and turbine. Single flash power plants accounted for about 29% of all geothermal 
power plants in 2004 but generated almost 40% of the electricity produced from geothermal 
energy. This type of power plant  is often the first power plant installed at newly developed 
liquid dominated geothermal areas (DiPippo, 2005).

As the name implies, the geothermal fluid from the production wells undergoes a single 
flashing process, i.e. a process where pressurized fluid is converted into a mixture of steam 
and liquid by decreasing the pressure below the saturation pressure corresponding to the 
temperature of the fluid. The flashing can occur in different places in the process including:
in the reservoir itself as a result of pressure drops caused by friction when the fluid flows 
through permeable rock formations in a production well due to pressure drops and pressure 
heads while the fluid flows up to the surface, and at the inlet  of the steam separator by a 
throttling process controlled by a valve or an orifice plate (DiPippo, 2005).

A simplified schematic of a single flash power plant  is shown in Fig. 3.9. The figure shows 
the most important  equipment  that affects the thermodynamics of the energy conversion 
process. The two phase mixture flows from the production well, W, and is led through a 
steam separator, S. In a vertical separator as shown on the schematic, the mixture enters a 
cyclonic vessel and due to centrifugal forces and gravitation, the liquid phase is pressed 
against the separator walls and drained from the vessel as the steam is trapped in the middle 
of the separator and can be collected and led through towards the power house which contains 
the turbine, T, and the electrical generator, G.
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Geothermal Power Plants

A simplified schematic of a single flash power plant is shown in Figure 3.1. The figure
shows the most important equipment that affects the thermodynamics of the energy
conversion process. The two phase mixture flows from the production well, W, and is
led through a steam separator, S. In a vertical separator as shown on the schematic,
the mixture enters a cyclonic vessel and due to centrifugal forces and gravitation, the
liquid phase is pressed against the seperator walls and drained from the vessel as the
steam is trapped in the middle of the separator and can be collected and led through
towards the power house which contains the turbine, T, and the electrical generator,
G.

Figure 3.1: A schematic of a simple single flash power plant

In the separation process, it is important that the steam collected is relatively dry
because liquid entrapped in the steam can cause both scaling and/or erosion of piping
and the turbine. To prevent exessive moisture in the steam, the steam is often led
through moisture removers prior to entering the turbine inlet. Also, if the separator
station is located at some distance from the power house, traps in the piping compo-
nents are implemented to capture any droplets formed by condensation at the pipe
walls prior to entering the turbine. This moisture removing equipment is not shown
on the schematic for the reason of simplification.

The turbine, T, transforms the thermal energy in the pressurized steam into useful
mechanical work when the steam hits the turbine blades causing pressure drop of
the steam (expansion) and a rotary motion in the turbine. The rotary motion can
then be converted to electricity in the generator, G. Turbine sizes in single flash

Fig. 3.9. Single Flash Power Plant Model (Karlsdóttir, 2008)
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In the separation process, it  is important  that  the steam collected is relatively dry because 
liquid entrapped in the steam can cause both scaling and/or erosion of piping and the turbine. 
To prevent excessive moisture in the steam, the steam is often led through moisture removers 
prior to entering the turbine inlet. Also, if the separator station is located at some distance 
from the power house, traps in the piping components are implemented to capture any 
droplets formed by condensation at the pipe walls prior to entering the turbine. This moisture 
removing equipment is not shown on the schematic for the reason of simplification.

The turbine, T, transforms the thermal energy in the pressurized steam into useful mechanical 
work when the steam hits the turbine blades causing pressure drop of the steam (expansion) 
and a rotary motion in the turbine. The rotary motion can then be converted to electricity in 
the generator, G. Turbine sizes in single flash power plants are usually less than 55 - 60 MW 
but steam turbine units of up to 100 MW have been designed for geothermal power plants. 
The low density of the steam at  the pressure range restricted by the geothermal reservoir 
results in these size limitations of the steam turbines, whereas steam turbines in conventional 
fuel-fired power plants are commonly in the size range of 600 to 1,000 MW (Dickson and 
Fanelli, 2005). The isentropic efficiency for a geothermal turbine is typically 81 - 85% and 
the mechanical efficiency of the turbine generator is approximately 96.3% (Dickson and 
Fanelli, 2005). Due to pressure drops in the steam across the turbine, the steam quality also 
decreases and small droplets can form that can damage the turbine blades. Thus, the pressure 
drop across the turbine is limited to produce no less than 85% quality of steam at  the steam 
outlet. This criteria affects the allowable pressure at  the high pressure end of the turbine as 
the low pressure end is usually restricted by the condensing unit, C. Due to the presence of 
gases in the steam, such as carbon dioxide (CO2), hydrogen sulfide (H2S) and hydrogen (H2), 
a corrosive environment can occur and the turbines in geothermal power plants must  be made 
out of corrosion resistant materials (Thorbjornsson, 1995).

At the turbine outlet, the steam is discharged to a condensing chamber, C, that is maintained 
at  a very low absolute pressure, typically at  around 0.10 bar. These condensing exhaust steam 
turbines are far more common than atmospheric exhaust steam turbines, where the exhaust 
from the turbine is discharged directly to the atmosphere at  atmospheric pressure. The 
thermodynamic improvement (greater pressure drop across the condensing turbine) of the 
condensing steam turbine leads to approximately twice as much power generated than from 
the back pressure turbine (Dickson and Fanelli, 2005).

Shell and tube condensers are generally used in geothermal power plants where the amount of 
non-condensable gases is high (Dickson and Fanelli, 2005). The shell and tube condensers 
allow physical and chemical separation between the geothermal steam and the cooling water 
that allows more effective removal and treatment  of the non-condensable gases (DiPippo, 
2005). The heat exchangers in this study were assumed to be conventional counter-flow heat 
exchangers and thus modeled without  correction factors needed for modeling shell and tube 
heat exchangers.
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An important part  of the condensing process is the extraction of non-condensable gases 
(NCG) that  are mixed within the geothermal fluid and travel with the steam through the 
energy conversion process. The non-condensable gases are mostly carbon dioxide (CO2, often 
about 95% (Thorbjornsson, 1995)), hydrogen sulfide (H2S) and hydrogen gas (H2) and the 
composition varies depending on the different geothermal fields. The amount of non-
condensable gases can range from a low gas content of about 1.5% of the total mass flow of 
steam from the wells up to over 12% (Dickson and Fanelli, 2005). These gases accumulate in 
the condenser and must  be pumped out of the condensing unit using some gas extraction 
equipment such as a gas compressor, shown on Fig. 3.9 marked with the symbol CP. If the 
gasses are not pumped out  of the condenser, the pressure in the condenser will accumulate 
and thus the power output of the power plant will decrease (DiPippo, 2005).

The cooling tower circulates cooling water to the condensers where the cooling water extracts 
heat from the geothermal steam during the condensation process. The most  common cooling 
towers use partial evaporation in the presence of a moving air stream to cool the cooling 
water to near the wet-bulb air temperature (DiPippo, 2005). Common types of evaporation 
cooling towers are the cross-flow and counter-flow cooling towers. In the cross-flow design, 
the air flow is directed perpendicular to the cooling water flow but  in the counter-flow design, 
the air flow is directed in the opposite direction of the cooling water flow. In both designs, the 
interaction of the air and water flow allow a partial equalization and evaporation of the 
cooling water and the air becomes saturated with water vapour as it  is discharged from the 
cooling tower. After the interaction with the air, the water is collected in basins at the bottom 
of the cooling tower and then re-circulated in the cooling water circuit  (Wikipedia Website, 
2008).

Heimaey Background

The Vestmannaeyjar, or the Westman Islands, are a group of basaltic volcanic islands located off the 
southern coast  of Iceland (Fig. 3.10). The Islands got  their name, which means Islands of the West  Men, 
from the Celtic slaves who fled there during Settlement  times after killing their master Hjörleifur of 
Hjörleifshöf!i on his farm near Vík. Hjörleifur’s blood brother Ingólfur Arnarson caught up with them on 
Heimaey and put  them all to death. The slaves were called “West Men” because they were Celtic and 
came from lands west of Norway, hence the name “Islands of the West Men”.

The Vestmannaeyjar are made up of 13 islands and 30 skerries (rocks in the sea) (Fig. 3.11). Rocks in the 
islands are young, dating from about 10,000 BP to very nearly to the present. All but  Heimaey are 
uninhabited, with steep cliffs surrounding most of their shorelines and grassy summits topping the cliffs. 
Many cliffs have ladders and ropes dangling from them to allow puffin catchers to climb to their tops to 
access the small huts built for puffin hunting season.

Heimaey or home island’s 4,500 residents live in the village Vestmannaeyjabær in the north of the island 
(Fig. 3.12). The island is an important  fishing port and was volcanically active as recently as 1973. There 
are many interesting things to see in Heimaey. The highest  point on the island, Heimaklettur, can be 
reached with a hike and a climb of ladders that lead up the coastal cliffs surrounding it. Once the cliffs 
have been topped, a steep grassy slope leads to the summit. This is a popular puffin nesting area, and the 
ground can collapse underfoot due to large numbers of burrows.
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Fig. 3.10. Location of the Vestmannaeyjar and Heimaey.

Fig. 3.11.: Vestmannaeyjar and their geologic origins. (Mattsson and Höskuldsson, 2003)

Vestmannaeyjar
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On a clear day you can see Hekla, Njal’s Country, Eyjafjallajökull, Surtsey, and the Eldfell cinder cone. A 
boat  ride around the islands provides excellent bird watching for puffins, kittiwakes, guillemots, fulmars, 
cormorants, and gulls. Intricate patterns of columnar jointing are visible from the water in the Pleistocene 
basalt around the northern peaks of the coastline.

Heimaey’s harbor and fish processing plants are very important to Iceland’s economy, because it is the 
only major port in the southern coast  of Iceland between Reykjavík and Höfn. While the island makes up 
only 2% of Iceland’s population, its fishing fleet  and processing plants account  for 12% of Iceland’s 
seafood exports (Perrottet, 1996).

Heimaey consists of a major dissected Pleistocene subglacial and submarine volcanic complex called 
Sæfjall-Kervíkurfjall. Volcanic rocks exposed on Heimaey include a thick sequence of hyaloclastic 
materials and basaltic flows called the Heimaklettur-Dalfjall sequence, and a discontinuous mantle of 
recent basaltic flows and pyroclastic materials from Helgafell (a dormant prehistoric lava shield capped 
by a scoria cone) and the recent cinder cone Eldfell and accompanying lava flow Kirkjubæjarhraun (Fig. 
3.11). The island of Heimaey is only a small portion of the volcanic complex, which has over 80 volcanic 
vents spread over an area about  40 km long and 30 km wide. The complex has been active for at  least 
10,000 years.

Basalts on Heimaey are alkali olivine, rather than tholeiitic basalt. Volcanic activity in the Vestmannaeyjar 
lies at the southernmost  end of the younger, eastern branch of the zone of active rifting and volcanism in 
Iceland. This branch is also responsible for the activity at  Hekla, Laki, Vatnajökull, and Surtsey (O’Nions, 
1973; 1976). The alkaline, rather than tholeiitic, nature of the basalts may be the result of southward 
propagation of the eastern branch of the rift zone into the thicker, cooler, older crust. Smaller degrees of 
partial melting, coupled with deeper zones of melt  generation, may account for the alkalic character of the 
basalts.

The Eruption

On the 22nd of January, 1973, residents of Heimaey felt  a series of earthquakes. The next  day at 
approximately 12 a.m., a fissure opened northeast  of Helgafell. Within a few hours, the fissure had 
lengthened to 1.5 km and was spurting lava along its entire length. At first, the lava flowed to the east, and 
tephra blew out to sea. The population of the island was quickly evacuated to the mainland. Activity along 
the fissure was soon limited to an area 1 km to the north of Helgafell, and in 2 days, a cinder cone 30 m 
high was formed. The winds then shifted and blanketed the town in a thick covering of tephra (Fig. 3.13), 
and volcanic bombs rained down on the town. The eruption continued until July and buried 1/3 of the 
town, including a fish processing plant, in lava flows (Fig. 3.14). As the eruption continued, lava 
threatened to close off the entrance to Vestmannaeyjar harbor (Fig. 3.12). Workers pumped cold seawater 
on the encroaching lava in an attempt to slow its advance and divert  its course. By April, 1.3 m3 of 
seawater per second was being pumped onto the leading edge of the lava flow. Between February and 
July, a total of 7.3 million m3 of seawater had been pumped onto the lava flow. See Fig. 3.15 for the 
details of which parts of the flows where cooled by water pumping. The harbor was saved, but debate still 
continues about whether pumping water onto the flow actually did much to slow and divert the flows. The 
lava flows are of the blocky aa type and are composed of alkali basalt. They are especially oxidized and 
rough where cooled with seawater. (!órarinsson, 1973; Williams and Moore, 1983)

When the eruption was over, residents returned and dug out their town from under 1.3 million m3 of 
tephra (Williams and Moore, 1983). The tephra was used for construction of a new larger airstrip and for 
leveling ground for 200 new houses to replace those destroyed by the eruption. The eruption added 
approximately 15% to the area of the island (Fig. 3.15). (Perrottet 1996)
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Fig. 3.12.  Heimaey Showing the location of Vestmannaeyjar and the progression of the coastline during the eruption 
of Eldfell Volcano.

Fig. 3.13. Eldfell lava flows superimposed on the roads and homes that used to be there.
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A B

Fig. 3.14.  (A) Houses in Vestmannaeyjar Covered by Tephra. (Wikipedia Website,  2009)  (B) View to the south from 
Vestmannaeyjar's outer harbor on May 4, 1975. Seawater is being sprayed directly onto the lava flow front to arrest 
infilling of the harbor entrance. (Williams and Moore, 1983)

Fig. 3.15. Areas around eastern Vestmannaeyjar showing parts of the new lava field that were cooled at various 
times and the amount of seawater pumped. Line shows the original coastline. (Williams and Moore, 1983)
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The Eldfell cinder cone has undergone many changes since its formation in 1973, when it  originally 
consisted of a blackish scoria. By 2001 the surface changed to bright shades of red, orange, yellow, and 
white by the hot  fumes seeping up through the tephra, keeping the surface quite warm. The bright  colors 
were due to oxidation of the scoria, formation of iron oxides, and precipitation of sulfur compounds and 
various salts. Today, the grass is slowly encroaching on the bare lava.

The Bouguer gravity anomaly maps of Heimaey (Fig. 3.16) exhibits an island-wide trend that increases to 
the north. This trend reflects variations of structure along the archipelago on a scale of kilometers. The 
average density to the material above sea level was 2250 kg/m3on Heimaey (Cameron et al., 1992).

On Heimaey, negative anomalies with amplitudes up to approximately 2 mgal, and a few hundred meters 
in lateral extent associated with Eldfell, Helgafell and Sæfell were interpreted as low density pipes 
extending from the surface down to 3 km depth, flanked by higher density bodies a few hundred meters in 
thickness. Density contrasts of about -300 kg/m3were required. These pipes may have formed because the 
summit conduits evacuated most of their lava at  the end of their last  eruptions and became filled with low 
density ash and tephra. Higher densities on the flanks indicate an increased percentage of lava flows. A 
gravity high over Stórhöf!i was modeled as a relatively high density pipe. This may indicate that the 
summit conduit did not  evacuate at  the end of the eruption, but filled with magma that  later froze in the 
pipe to form a massive, high density core. The relatively low density flanking material indicates material 
with an increased percentage of pumice and hyaloclastites (Cameron et al., 1992).

While the surface layer of a new lava flow cools quickly, studies of the Heimaey flow showed that after 5 
years, only the upper 30 m of the flow would be solid, while the lava underneath would still be molten. 
Within seven months of the end of the eruption, plans were made to extract heat  from the cooling lava 
flow in order to heat homes in the town. Initial tests were performed in 1974, heating 25 homes and a 
hospital by 1977. From 1978 to 1988 large portions of the town were heated by extracting heat from the 
lava. This was a difficult  project  as the lava cooled quickly requiring frequent  movement of the heat 
exchanging area (Veitur, 2009).We were unable to find the lava heating plant. This might indicate that it 
no longer exists.

Surtsey is a small volcanic islet  formed in the 1960’s and is 18 km southwest  of Heimaey. Surtsey is 
named for the Norse god Surtur, who is supposed to set the world afire at  the end of time. The island was 
created by a suboceanic eruption that began on November 14, 1963 and lasted until 1967. The island 
originally reached a height  of 150 m above sea level and had an area of approximately 3 km2. Since the 
eruption, 30% of the island has been eroded away by weathering and waves. The island is made up mostly 
of pyroclastic material with some small lava flows. The volcanic material is all of similar composition – 
alkali basalt  with phenocrysts of olivine and plagioclase ("órarinsson, 1967). The island is off limits to 
the general public, because it  is a nature preserve for studying the colonization of a new volcanic island 
by plants and animals. Except where explicitly stated otherwise the content  in this guide was taken from 
(Tewksbury, 2001).
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Fig. 3.16. Bouguer anomaly map of Heimaey. Black dots indicate survey points. (Karlsdóttir, 2008)

A B

Fig. 3.17. (A) Cartoon Drawing of the Lava Heating Extraction Plant (HS Veitur HF).  (B) Surtsey on November 30, 
1963, 16 days after the beginning of the eruption (Wikipedia Website, 2009).
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Heimaey Activity Details

There are many potential activities on Heimaey. Since this is one of the few days on which we will be 
walking instead of driving I think that we should split up according to our desire to see various things. 
Consequently, I have listed below a set of interesting things to see on Heimaey. At the end of the list is a 
suggested outing that  covers a significant amount  of geology and covers a large chunk of the interesting 
things noted below. The square bracketed letters in Fig. 3.19, e.g. [B], mark the path of the suggested 
outing.

1. Eldfell

Otherwise known as Mt. Fire, Edlfell is an obvious attraction given that it  is a recent  volcano that  is still 
largely untouched by nature. Thankfully, there are many hiking trails on the island to Eldfell from the 
town. Navigation is simple since there are no tall bushes or trees to block the view. This is a decent  hike 
that involves a significant amount of uphill, that can be steep at  times. It can also be very windy and cold 
since it is perfectly exposed. However, at the top there are rocks that are still too hot to hold! This 
occurred at one of the points marked by the [D]. SAP member Ellen Schaal in Fig. 3.18 is standing on the 
hot rocks.  To get here, follow the highest point at [C] all the way to the end of the path at [D].

Fig. 3.18. Location of the hot rocks! SAP member Ellen Schaal shown for scale.

Of particular note is the fact  that the lava flows on the Northern side, where the road goes, has been 
cooled by pumped water. We may need to go very close to the harbor to see this as the water cooled lava 
further from the edge may be covered by fresher lava given that the pumps had to retreat. One particular 
difference between the water cooled and non-water cooled lave is the grain size.

The gravity analysis indicates that Eldfell’s central column was filled with low density material, 
potentially tephra. This has caused the center of the volcano to sink relative to the surrounding volcano. 
We can see easy large scale evidence of this.

The Eldfell lava flows differ substantially from other flows on the island as they are predominantly of 
blocky a’a type. The Eldfell lava has the most  evolved composition (hawaiitic that is approaching 
mugearitic; Jakobsson et al., 1973) of the products erupted in the Vestmannaeyjar system, which may be 
the determining factor for flow morphology. The Eldfell lava initially flowed to the east of the crater. The 
collapse of the northeastern wall of the Eldfell cone during the eruption caused lava to flow in the 
direction of the town, burying houses on the eastern side of the town of Vestmannaeyjar. Today, after three 
decades of marine abrasion several lava tubes have been exposed in the coastal cliffs of the Eldfell lava. 
None of the tubes has drained to form tunnels, but solidified in situ, forming concentric vesicle-rich 
bands. (Mattsson  and Höskuldsson, 2003)
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Fig. 3.19. Heimaey Activity Map (Navteq Map24 Website, 2009)
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2. Helgafell

This is the volcano that  expanded the island the most, joining Stórhöf!i and Sæfjall volcanoes in the south 
to Heimaklettur in the north. Helgafell has erupted 6000 and 5000 years ago, and has been dormant  since. 
It  provides an interesting comparison to Eldfell. Helgafell also has a sinking center, though not as 
pronounced.

The Helgafell cone (228 m a.s.l.), which formed about  5900 BP, is a classical example of a Strombolian 
scoria cone. The cone is 120 m high with a basal diameter of approximately 500 m, and thus has a slightly 
higher aspect  ratio (height/width) (0.24) than the Eldfell cone. The Helgafell scoria cone, however, has a 
lower slope (22°) than the Eldfell cone, which is consistent with degradation of an older cone (Hooper 
and Sheridan, 1998). Three lava channels run towards north and west on the lower slopes of the cone.
(Mattsson  and Höskuldsson, 2003)

The lava flows of Helgafell are predominantly tube-fed pahoehoe characterized by abundant inflation 
features such as tumuli and pressure ridges, but also include spatter-fed clastogenic flows, emplaced in 
the beginning of the eruption when the eruption rate was high (Mattsson, 2002). Two small crater 
overflows are present near the top, on the northern and eastern side of the cone (Mattsson  and 
Höskuldsson, 2003).

3. Pompeii of the North

The eruption, the destruction of a large part of the town, and the changed landscape of this tiny island 
made world news and when it  was over, tourists and scientists alike from all over the world visited the 
island to witness the fury and the results of nature's forces.

Now more than 30 years have passed and the memories and signs of that spectacular natural fury are 
somewhat  fading, but the lava and ash of the eruption silently covers almost  400 homes and buildings, a 
third of the town in 1973.

"Pompeii of the North" is the name given to the project to excavate some of these homes. Its objective is 
to give visitors the opportunity to see with their own eyes what actually happened in 1973. Here is a 
unique, modern archeology dig that cannot be compared to anything else. The plan is to excavate 7-10 
houses that were covered by ash. The project was started during the last part of June 2005. It is a carefully 
planned and ambitious task that is expected to take several years. The house that  stood at Su!urvegur 25 
(Fig. 3.13) can already be seen and the next step is to continue excavating down the street of Su!urvegur. 
The object  is, that in time, a small village will rise out  of the ash and those that see it will be able to more 
easily comprehend the extent  of devastation that a volcanic eruption can cause. This excavation should 
largely influence the interest  of visitors to come to Vestmannaeyjar. The excavation of "Pompeii of the 
North" will be a special experience every step of the way up Su!urvegur. (Pompeii of the North Website, 
2002)

The site is open to all, but has no interpretive services. The actual site is shown by the southern arrow on 
Fig. 3.19. However, there are several partially covered houses and buildings along Helgafellsbraut, and 
right  by the Norse Church. Indeed, there are a number of signs on hiking trails that indicate where more 
substantial buildings have been completely covered.
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4. Look for Puffins and Views

The puffins are definitely a major attraction for Heimaey. However, all of the puffins have left  the island 
by September. That  said, the western part  of the island provides an opportunity to view outer islands. 
Stórhöf!i has magnificent  views over the island and majestic glaciers of mainland Iceland and is home to 
the island's largest puffin colony.

The highest  point  on the island, Heimaklettur, is north of the harbor and can be reached with a hike and a 
climb of ladders that  lead up the coastal cliffs surrounding it. Once the cliffs have been topped, a steep 
grassy slope leads to the summit. This is a popular puffin nesting area, and the ground can collapse 
underfoot  due to large numbers of burrows. On a clear day you can see Hekla, Njal’s Country, 
Eyjafjallajökull, Surtsey, and the Eldfell cinder cone. This is a very steep hike requiring use of ropes that 
are attached to the hill. The view from the top is spectacular, but windy.

Helgafell
Eldfell

Fig. 3.20. View from the top of Heimaklettur.

5. Natural History Museum (Náttúrugripasafni!)

Tour the the only natural history museum in Iceland worthy of the name: watch fish and other creatures 
from the sea swim, crawl or creep in their aquariums, a fine display of stuffed birds and one of the best 
collections of Icelandic minerals anywhere. (Wikitravel Website, 2009)
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6. “Skansinn”

Drop by the place by the harbor where past  and present meet, where the lava flow stopped in 1973. There 
you will find a Norse timber church, the only one of its kind in Iceland, a gift  from the people of Norway, 
and Landlyst, the second oldest  building on the islands, now housing a small medical museum (Wikitravel 
Website, 2009).

Fig. 3.21. Skansinn Church.

There are interesting sculptures near the church and a large church bell to ring. In addition, a partially 
destroyed hot water tank for an old swimming pool still exists, partially covered in lava.

Fig. 3.22. Old hot water tank partially covered by lava flow.
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7. Go round the harbor

Have a look around one of the cleanest harbor areas in Iceland. The harbor is usually teeming with 
activity, not least  Fri!arhöfn (Peace Harbor) when the catch of the day is being landed (Wikitravel 
Website, 2009).

Suggested Outing

This suggested outing follows the numbers in square brackets shown in Fig. 3.19. This path can be 
followed during the course of one afternoon from 3 PM to about 6 PM. The stops are numbered with 
square brackets. The first  stop is the Skansinn church [A]. This also happens to show us lava that  was 
stopped by pumped water. From there we trek up the path of the lava flow, towards the Eldfell scoria cone 
hopefully noticing the change in the lava from less and less water pumping [B]. This site is approximately 
above the original shoreline before the eruption. The buildings to the south are a garbage incineration 
plant and are not  of geologic interest. From here, hike up the Eldfell Scoria cone itself [C]. This is windy 
and steep, but very rewarding.  Proceed to the end of the path to [D], where you can feel the hot rocks!

From here, if time permits, go to the Helgafell scoria cone [E]. We may also be able to jog east from 
Helgafell to see the fissures from Eldfell. On the way back to the hostel, check out  the excavated homes at 
Pompeii of the north [F].
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Day 4: South Iceland Seismic Zone
Saturday, September 5th, 2009

Written by: Simone Manganelli

Schedule

8:30 Depart Vestmannaeyjar on ferry.
11:30 + 30 km Arrive ! orlákshöfn on ferry.
12:00 Stop 4.1: Selfoss. (1.5 hour for lunch, geology, getting supplies for dinner)
13:30 + 70 km Drive to Selsund.
14:45 Stop 4.2: Selsund. (30 min)
15:15 + 23 km Drive to Helka.
15:45 Stop 4.3: Hekla pumice quarry. (30 min)
16:15 + 20 km Drive to Valagjá.
16:45 Stop 4.4: Valagjá Explosion Crater. (30 min)
17:15 + 67 km Drive to Eldgjá.
19:00 Stop 4.5: Eldgjá. (1 hr, on-the-road dinner stop)
20:00 + 96 km Drive to Klaustur.
21:45 Arrive Klaustur, Hvoll youth hostel.

Costs
Gas 296 km/vehicle
Hostel Lodging ~3200 ISK/person/night

Contact Information
Hvoll Hostel Skaftárhreppur, 880 Klaustur
 Phone: +354 487 4785 or +354 861 5553
 Website: http://www.hostel.is
 E-mail: hvoll@hostel.is

Important Note!
The port of the ferry Herjólfur was moved in 2010 from ! orlákshöfn to Landeyjar, which is considerably 
further east along the coast of Iceland. This reduces the duration of the crossing from ca. 3 hours to 30-40 
minutes. Directions to Landeyjahöfn (Landeyjar Harbor) may be found at http://www.eimskip.com/
desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-368/. Please take this into account if utilizing information from Days 3 and 4 of 
our guidebook for your plans. 

Logistical Information

! This is a long driving day; the last actual town we go through before getting to the youth hostel at 
night is Selfoss; thus, getting provisions for a cold dinner at Selfoss (i.e.: sandwiches) is required

! 4-wheel drive vehicles: required
! driving speed: ~40-60 kph, maximum
! gas: fill up near ! orlákshöfn or Selfoss
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! restrooms: at !orlákshöfn ferry building, Selfoss grocery store (Stop 4.1), and Eldgjá (Stop 4.5), 
but the Eldgjá restroom may be locked.

! Internet: not available at the Hvoll youth hostel
! Laundry: available at the hostel; it costs 600 ISK (~$5) per load
! Kitchen: available at the hostel; there are three separate kitchens with stove-top burners and 

plenty of sinks
! Pots/pans: available for use at the hostel

Directions

! depart 8:30 AM on ferry from Vestmannaeyjar to !orlákshöfn
! arrive 11:30 AM at !orlákshöfn
! drive to Stop 4.1: Selfoss, epicenter of May 2008 quake

 • 30 minutes total driving time
 • exit the parking lot of the ferry building, turning right
 • at the first roundabout, take the turnoff for Selfoss, this will be highway 38
 • go north on highway 38 (!orlákshafnarvegur) from !orlákshöfn
 • after ~6 km, turn right/E to stay on highway 38
 • after ~12 km, turn right/SE onto highway 1
 • proceed for ~12 km, and you will cross the bridge over the Ölfusá river
 • after the bridge, turn left via the roundabout, and immediately turn left into the grocery 
  store parking lot
 • stop 4.1 for ~60 min, including lunch. GPS location: N 63°56.300, W 21° 00.243.

! drive to Stop 4.2: Selsund, site of M7 1912 earthquake, bookshelf fault structures
 • 1.25 hour total driving time
 • proceed east on highway 1 (Hringvegur) for ~36-38 km
 • 1 km after Hella, turn left/NE onto highway 264 (Rangárvallavegur), proceed for ~7 km
 • turn left/N onto highway 268 (!ingskálavegur), proceed for ~20-22 km
 • turn right/S onto highway 2754 (Selsundsvegur), proceed for ~3 km
 • very near the stop, the road forks again, with a bridge going over the river to the right; 
  stay on the left fork, and proceed for ~200 m
 • stop 4.2 for ~30 minutes

 • GPS coordinates for location on the road at which to stop to walk towards north section of 
  Selsund fault: N 63° 56.475, W 19° 57.398.

 • GPS location for south section of Selsund fault: N 63° 56.331, W 19° 58.716.
! drive to Stop 4.3: Hekla pumice quarry (Fig. 4.0b)

 • 30 minutes total driving time
 • return to highway 268 (~3 km)
 • proceed northeast on highway 268 for ~11 km
 • turn right/NE onto highway 26 (Landvegur); proceed for ~9 km
 • the pumice quarry will be on the right side; there is no marked entrance to get into the 
  quarry; just stop on the side of the road and walk down in
 • stop 4.3 for ~30 minutes

! optional stop at Hekla overview (if there’s time and the weather’s clear, likely not)
 • 30 min total driving time
 • continue NE along highway 26
 • turn right/E from highway 26 onto highway F225 (Landmannalei")
 • after 5.3 km, the road forks, take the right fork (Fig. 4.0c, stay on Landmannalei")
 • after another 1.4 km, turn right off of Landmannalei" (if skipping stop 4.4, as in Fig. 
  4.0c, continue along Landmannalei" instead of taking this second right fork)
 • proceed another 13 km to the end of the road
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! drive to Stop 4.4: Valagjá (north of Hekla via highway F225)
 • driving time: 30 minutes
 • return along the same road, passing one road and keeping left (~8 km)
 • turn right/NE, proceed ~5 km
 • turn right/E onto highway F225 (Landmannalei!) where we left for the view stop
 • proceed ~2 km, the road forks; take the left fork (there will be a sign for Valagjá) (Fig. 4.0d)
 • proceed ~5 km, another sign will point left to Valagjá, take this fork and proceed ~100m 
  to stop 4.4 Valagjá explosion crater will be on the left

! drive to Stop 4.5: Eldgjárvegur (north of Hekla via Landmannalei!)
 • return to F225 (Landmannalei!) by returning along the same road (~5 km)
 • turn hard left/E to get back on to Landmannalei!
 • stay on F225 for ~27 km, heading towards Frostasta!avatn lake
 • immediately after passing Frostasta!avatn, turn right/S onto highway F208
  (Fjallabakslei! nyr!ri), proceed for 8.8 km (Fig. 4.0e)
 • turn left twice (first is toward SW, second to E) to stay on Fjallabakslei! nyr!ri
 • proceed for ~23.2 km on F208
 • turn left/NE onto Eldgjárvegur and proceed 2 km; there will be a sign for Eldgjá (Fig. 4.0f)
 • turn left/NE again, proceed another 2 km to Ófærufoss (until the early 1990s a natural 
  bridge spanned the falls, but it collapsed from natural causes), or farther to see 
  the valley
 • at this point, Eldgjárvegur is a left turn and proceeds NE towards Ófærufoss
 • GPS location for end of road in the Eldgjá fissure: N 63° 57.108, W 18° 38.310.

! drive to Klaustur
 • return via the same road for 2 km, turn right, continue for another 2 km
 • proceed straight to return to Fjallabakslei! nyr!ri
 • proceed another 3 km, highway F233 (Álftavatnskrókur) will be a left turn; instead, 
  keep going straight/SE (staying on F208, Fjallabakslei! nyr!ri)
 • proceed another 24 km along F208, towards Búland
 • turn right/S onto Skaftártunguvegur, proceed for 12 km
 • turn left/E to stay on Skaftártunguvegur (highway 208)
 • proceed for another 5 km
 • turn left/NE onto highway 1, proceed for 22 km
 • at the roundabout in Klaustur, you will see a sign for Hostel Hvoll, continuing along 
  highway 1; take this turn
 • after about 25 km, you will see a sign on the right side of the road for Hostel Hvoll; take 
  this turn
 • after ~2 km, turn right/S on a dirt road marked by a sign on the left side of the road 
  towards Hostel Hvoll
 • after ~1 km, you will arrive at the Hostel

! alternate drive to Klaustur (south of Hekla via highway 1, omitting stop 4.5)
 • driving time: 4.25 hr
 • return to highway 26 (~ 19.7 km, 30 min)
 • turn left onto highway 26, proceed ~12 km
 • turn left onto highway 268, proceed for 31 km
 • turn right onto highway 264, proceed for ~7 km
 • turn left onto highway 1
 • proceed for 162 km (highway name changes from Austurvegur to Hringvegur)
 • turn left onto highway 205 (Klaustursvegur), proceed for ~1.6 km
 • arrive at Hvoll youth hostel (Skaftárhreppur, 880 Klaustur)
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Fig. 4.0a. Overview map of the day. (Hansen, 2009)
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Fig. 4.0b. Partial map from Selsund (stop 4.2, A) to Hekla pumice quarry (stop 4.3). (Navteq Map24)

Fig. 4.0c. Partial map from Hekla pumice quarry (stop 4.3) to Valagjá (stop 4.4). (Navteq Map24)

Valagjá

Fig. 4.0d. Second partial map from Hekla pumice quarry (stop 4.3) to Valagjá (stop 4.4).  Valagjá is just off the NE 
corner of this inset map. (Navteq Map24)
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Fig. 4.0e. Partial map from Valagjá (stop 4.4) to Eldgjá (stop 4.5).  Arrows indicate roads along which to follow. 
(Navteq Map24)

Eldgjá

Fig. 4.0f.  Second partial map from Valagjá (stop 4.4) to Eldgjá (stop 4.5).  Arrows indicate roads along which to 
follow.  Eldgjá is just off the NE corner of this inset map. (Navteq Map24)
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Background Information
[edited from Einarsson et al., 2008]:

The Hengill area at  the triple junction between the Reykjanes Peninsula, the Western Volcanic 
Zone and the South Iceland Seismic Zone (Fig 4.1) shows persistent seismic activity, mostly 
of small magnitude. A considerable part of this activity is related to heat mining and thermal 
contraction of hot crustal rocks due to circulating hydrothermal fluids. The period 1994-8 was 
very unusual in this area. The seismicity was very high, with numerous felt  earthquakes, 
particularly in the town Hverager!i.  This activity was accompanied by crustal uplift  and 
expansion. The increased activity and uplift was caused by injection of a small volume of 
magma into the roots of the Hrómundartindur volcanic system, at  6 km depth. The activity 
culminated with a few M~5 earthquakes in 1998 and stopped shortly thereafter.

The South Iceland Seismic Zone
[edited from Einarsson et al., 2008]:

The South Iceland Seismic Zone (SISZ) (Figs. 4.1 and 4.2) bridges the gap between the two 
subparallel rift zones, the Western and Eastern Volcanic Zones. It  takes up the transform 
motion between the Reykjanes Peninsula oblique rift  and the Eastern Volcanic Zone. It is a 
zone of high seismicity (Fig 4.3) and large earthquakes (M~7), oriented E-W and is 10-15 km 
wide.

Destruction areas of individual earthquakes and surface faulting show, however, that each 
event  is associated with faulting on N-S striking planes, perpendicular to the main zone. 
Destruction areas are elongate in the N-S direction, and detailed mapping of surface fractures 
reveals N-S trending arrays of en-echelon tension fractures indicating right-lateral faulting. 
The overall left-lateral transform motion along the zone thus appears to be accommodated by 
right-lateral faulting on many parallel, transverse faults and counterclockwise rotation of the 
blocks between them, "bookshelf faulting".

Earthquakes in southern Iceland tend to occur in major sequences in which most  of the zone 
is affected, lasting from a few days to about 3 years, typically beginning with an M7 event in 
the eastern part of the zone, followed by smaller events farther west.  Sequences of this type 
occurred in 1896, 1784, 1732-34, 1630-33, 1389-91, 1339 and 1294.  The sequences thus 
occur at intervals that range between 45 and 112 years, and it  has been argued that a complete 
strain release of the whole zone is accomplished in about  140 years. The 1896 earthquakes 
were followed by a long quiet  interval, which in 1985 led to a long-term forecast of a major 
earthquake sequence within the next few decades. 
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measurement was sacrificed, such as the width and
depth of many fractures or the height of push-up
structures. However, we documented much of the
rupture in photographs, only representative selections
of which are presented in this paper.

Mapping began on June 18, the day after the first
earthquake, and was continued all summer and into
the late autumn of 2000. Locations of surface rupture
were mapped either as points, lines or areas using the
Trimble differential GPS Pathfinder Pro XR GIS data
collection system. The stated horizontal accuracy of

the unit is 50 cmF1 ppm on a second-by-second basis
and submeterF2 ppm vertical accuracy on a second-
by-second basis. This accuracy was sufficient for the
scale of features we were mapping, which ranged
from several to tens of meters in length, and was
within the error involved in walking alongside a
feature. The Trimble TSC1 data logger was used to
store data and Trimble Pathfinder software was used
for processing and exporting data into the ERDAS
Imagine GIS program. Data were overlain onto a
1:50,000 scale digitised topographic base map with
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Fig. 1. (A) The plate boundary in Iceland (Einarsson and Saemundsson, 1992). RPVZ=Reykjanes Peninsula Volcanic Zone, SISZ=South

Iceland Seismic Zone, WVZ=Western Volcanic Zone, EVZ=Eastern Volcanic Zone, NVZ=Northern Volcanic Zone. Arrows: direction of plate

motion (DeMets et al., 1994). (B) Simplified map of surface fractures associated with strike-slip faults in the South Iceland Seismic Zone. Map

includes all fractures exposed in Holocene formations, as well as faults in Plio-Pleistocene formations along which activity probably took place

in the Holocene. Based on Einarsson and Eirı́ksson (1982), Einarsson et al. (1981), Imsland et al. (1997), Einarsson et al. (2002). Box encloses

area shown in Fig. 2.

A. Clifton, P. Einarsson / Tectonophysics 396 (2005) 141–159 143

Selsund fault XX

K

H

Fig. 4.1. (A) The plate boundary in Iceland. RPVZ=Reykjanes Peninsula Volcanic Zone, SISZ=South 
Iceland Seismic Zone, WVZ=Western Volcanic Zone, EVZ=Eastern Volcanic Zone, NVZ=Northern 
Volcanic Zone, H=Hekla, K=Katla. Arrows: direction of plate motion. (B) Simplified map of surface 
fractures associated with strike-slip faults in the South Iceland Seismic Zone. Map includes all 
fractures exposed in Holocene formations, as well as faults in Plio-Pleistocene formations along which 
activity probably took place in the Holocene.  X’s mark stops 4.1 and 4.2. (Clifton and Einarsson, 
2005)
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A. Gudmundsson / Journal of Geodynamics 43 (2007) 6–29 15

Fig. 11. Geological map of the South Iceland Seismic Zone and its surroundings (modified from Johannesson and Saemundsson, 1998). The NNE-
trending fractures are mostly dextral, and the ENE-trending mostly sinistral, strike-slip faults, whereas the NE-trending fractures at and close to the
Hengill Central Volcano are mostly normal faults. The Hekla Fissure is presumably initially a sinistral strike-slip fault reactivated as a volcanic fissure.
1 = Holocene lava flows, 2 = Pleistocene rocks younger than 0.8 Ma, 3 = Pleistocene rocks older than 0.8 Ma, 4 = Holocene sediments, 5 = faults (also
the volcanic fissure of Hekla), 6 = axis of the Hreppar Anticline.

seismogenic faults have surface traces consisting of complex zones of secondary fractures and push-ups (Fig. 12),
particularly in the part of the South Iceland Seismic Zone that is covered by basaltic lava flows of Holocene age.

3.1. Pleistocene exposures

Many faults in South Iceland are also exposed in Pleistocene rocks (Fig. 11). In a study of large-scale faults in the
Pleistocene rocks, about one-third turned out to be strike slip or oblique slip (Gudmundsson, 1995b). The strike-slip

Fig. 12. View south-southwest, an aerial photograph of a part of the dextral Leirubakki Fault dissecting a Holocene lava flow in the South Iceland
Seismic Zone. The surface rupture is characterised by push-ups and pressure ridges (A) in transpression areas (Fig. 16), and tension fractures
and small sink-holes in the transtension areas. (C) The main N-trending dextral fault, (D) a conjugate NE-trending sinistral segment, and (B) a
NW-trending fracture of unknown type. The earthquake, of unknown age, that generated these fractures is estimated as at least M7.1 (Bergerat et
al., 2003).

X X

Fig. 4.2. Geological map of the South Iceland Seismic Zone and its surroundings.  The NNE-trending 
fractures are mostly dextral, and the ENE-trending mostly sinistral, strike-slip faults, whereas the NE-
trending fractures at and close to the Hengill Central Volcano are mostly normal faults. The Hekla 
Fissure is presumably initially a sinistral strike-slip fault reactivated as a volcanic fissure. 1 = Holocene 
lava flows, 2 = Pleistocene rocks younger than 0.8 Ma, 3 = Pleistocene rocks older than 0.8 Ma, 4 = 
Holocene sediments, 5 = faults (also the volcanic fissure of Hekla), 6 = axis of the Hreppar Anticline, 
around which major unconformities and isochron trend breakdowns occur.  X’s mark stops 4.1 and 4.2. 
(Gudmundsson, 2006)

Fig. 4.3. Minor and smaller (<M4) earthquakes in South Iceland are mostly confined to a 70-km-long 
and 10–20 km wide zone which forms the central part of the South Iceland Seismic Zone (data from 
the Meteorological Office, Reykjavik). The largest glacier in the area, M!rdalsjökull, a site of 
considerable seismicity, is also indicated. (Gudmundsson, 2006)

A. Gudmundsson / Journal of Geodynamics 43 (2007) 6–29 17

Fig. 15. Minor and smaller (<M4) earthquakes in South Iceland are mostly confined to a 70-km-long and 10–20 km wide zone which forms the
central part of the South Iceland Seismic Zone (data from the Meteorological Office, Reykjavik). The largest glacier in the area, Myrdalsjökull, a
site of considerable seismicity, is also indicated.

this narrow zone. Thus, major evens are presumably associated with faults with strike dimensions as long as 50–60 km
(Gudmundsson and Brynjolfsson, 1993; Gudmundsson, 1995a).

Arrays of seismogenic fractures in the Holocene lava flows in South Iceland are observed in a zone that is up to
60 km wide from north to south and 70 km long from east to west (Figs. 1 and 11). Einarsson (1967) and Tryggvason
(1973) attributed these arrays to the South Iceland earthquakes and interpreted them as being related to slip on hidden
NNE-trending dextral faults buried by the Holocene lava flows, that is, to a Riedel-type fracture pattern as obtained in
analogue experiments (Riedel, 1929). This interpretation is supported by the 0.8–2.5 m maximum dextral displacement
on the faults associated with the large earthquakes that occurred in 1896 and 1912, by the trend of the dextral strike-slip
faults in the nearby Pleistocene rocks, and by the observed displacements and trends of the June 2000 earthquakes
(Stefansson et al., 2000; Angelier and Bergerat, 2002; Bergerat and Angelier, 2003; Pedersen et al., 2003; Clifton and
Einarsson, 2005).

In the Holocene arrays there are several metres high hillocks or push-ups between the nearby ends of the en echelon
tension fractures (Figs. 12 and 16; Bjarnason et al., 1993; Gudmundsson, 1995a; Belardinelli et al., 2000; Bergerat et
al., 2003; Angelier et al., 2004a; Bellou et al., 2005; Bergerat and Angelier, 2006). These hillocks can be explained in
two ways. They may be related to the shear stresses that develop between the nearby ends of en echelon fractures when
loaded in tension perpendicular to the array trends. Alternatively, the hillocks may be pressure ridges generated by
dextral slip on the buried strike-slip faults. Most tension fractures of the NNE-trending arrays strike northeast (Fig. 12;
Bjarnason et al., 1993; Gudmundsson, 1995a; Belardinelli et al., 2000; Bergerat and Angelier, 2001, 2003; Bergerat et
al., 2003; Angelier et al., 2004a; Bellou et al., 2005).

Sets of ENE-trending sinistral faults are conjugate to the NNE-trending dextral faults (Fig. 12). The sinistral fault
segments are well presented by the June 2000 earthquakes (Fig. 17), as well as by the older fractures, such as from
the 1912 Selsund earthquake (Bjarnason et al., 1993; Angelier et al., 2004a; Bellou et al., 2005) and in the Pleistocene
rocks (Figs. 11 and 13). For example, among the northernmost segments of the 1912 earthquake fractures at the farm
Selsund there are three sinistral arrays of tension fractures. Two of these trend N51!E and N69!E, respectively, and
are here regarded as conjugate faults to the dextral NNE-trending segments.

Similarly, the sinistral system at the summerhouse of Bitra from the June 2000 earthquakes (Fig. 17) consists of
push-ups and tension fractures associated with several segments. One segment, north of the summerhouse, trends
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The earthquakes of June 2000
[edited from Einarsson et al., 2008]:

The forecast of 1985 was fulfilled in June 2000 when two M6.5 events occurred in the central 
part of the zone.  The sequence started on June 17 with a M6.5 event in the eastern part of the 
zone, which was immediately followed by triggered activity along at least an 80 km long 
stretch of the plate boundary to the west. The second mainshock of about the same magnitude 
occurred about 20 km west of the first one on June 21st. It was clearly preceded by clustering 
of microearthquakes around the impending hypocenter.

The mainshocks of the sequence occurred on N-S striking faults, transverse to the zone itself. 
The sense of faulting was right-lateral strike-slip. The events confirmed the model of 
“bookshelf faulting” for the SISZ (Fig. 4.4). The two mainshocks occurred on pre-existing 
faults and were accompanied by surface ruptures expressed by en-echelon tension gashes and 
push-up structures typical for strike-slip faults. The main zones of rupture were about 15 km 
long, had a N-S trend and coincided with the epicentral distributions. Fault displacements 
were of the order of 0.1-1 m.  Faulting along conjugate faults was also observed, less 
pronounced than the main rupture zones.

The observed faulting structures were clearly smaller than those associated with historical 
earthquakes of 1630, 1784, 1896 and 1912, which were therefore larger than M6.5.  High 
acceleration was recorded by a network of strong-motion accelerographs. The highest 
recorded acceleration was 0.83 g, recorded by an instrument in a bridge abutment within 3 
km of the source fault of the June 21 event. Indications of acceleration in excess of 1 g, such 
as overturned stones, were abundant at the source, and the damage to man-made structures 
was surprisingly low. Only 20 houses were deemed unusable; none of them collapsed. 
Damage was strongly correlated with age of the buildings. There were no casualties and very 
little injury to humans or animals.

Fig. 4.4.  Model of the fractures nucleation. (a) Formation of the N–S major buried fault.
(b) Appearance of the nucleation points straight above the main fault. (c) The fractures take place from 
the nucleation points and develop on both sides of the fault. (Bellou et al., 2005)

the rock cohesion. We summarised all the observa-
tions made in our study of the Selsund Fault in Fig. 13
according to the numerical model of Belardinelli et al.
(2000). The study of the push-up structures allowed us
to define at least two décollement levels. The first
level (DL1=12 m) corresponds to the push-ups situ-
ated between two fractures arrays, and the second
level (DL2=7 m) to the smaller push-ups located
between two individual fractures. Despite the lack of
quantitative parameter information, a layered model is
entirely compatible with our results. Moreover, the
strikes observed in the field (Tables 1 and 3) are in

agreement with those inferred from the model esta-
blished by Belardinelli et al. (2000). Above the first-
order buried fault (Fig. 13a), secondary strike-slip
faults developed from 12 m underlying fault with an
orientation that corresponds to a change of few
degrees clockwise (a1 in Fig. 13b) with respect to
the N–S trending. This deviation corresponds to the
stress rotation occurring across the first décollement
level, for the Selsund Fault, the angle a1 between the
N–S fault and the secondary strike-slip faults ranges
between 088 and 298, that is the observed range of
strike directions for segments. Another stress rotation
occurs at the second décollement level, at a 7-m depth.
Tertiary strike-slip faults developed with an angle a2
of 4–108 relative to the strike of the secondary strike-
slip faults (Fig. 13c). The angle a2 corresponds to the
observed strike range for fracture arrays with respect
to the segment strike. At the surface, the fractures
develop and make an average angle a3 of 258, with
the tertiary strike-slip faults; the trend of these surface
fractures is in agreement with the simple fracture
trends (Fig. 13d).

The directions of the segments, fracture arrays and
individual fractures are constant and indicate that the
segmentation took place along the N–S buried fault
according to a specific arrangement. To illustrate the
fracture nucleation and the propagation of secondary
faults along the main fault, we propose a simple
model, in which we consider the formation of nucle-
ation points on the first-order fault (Fig. 14). We
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Fig. 14. Model of the fractures nucleation. (a) Formation of the N–S

major buried fault. (b) Appearance of the nucleation points straight

above the main fault. (c) The fractures take place from the nucle-

ation points and develop on both sides of the fault.

Fig. 13. Vertical evolution of the segmentation. (a) Formation of a

North–South buried right-lateral strike-slip fault at depth. (b) At a

first décollement level (DL1), the deformation is taken up by short

secondary strike-slip faults, oblique to the main fault because of

stress rotation. (c) In the same way, another décollement level (DL2)

was defined and the deformation is taken-up by tertiary strike-slip

faults with an oblique trend in comparison with the secondary

strike-slip faults. (d) In the upper level, the open fractures take

place with an angle in good agreement with their opening mode

relative to the deep fault. a1 is the angle between the N–S buried

fault and the secondary strike-slip fault. a2 is the angle between the

secondary strike-slip faults and the tertiary strike-slip-faults and a3
is the angle between the tertiary strike-slip faults and the open

fractures.

M. Bellou et al. / Tectonophysics 404 (2005) 133–149146
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Stop 4.1. Selfoss, a town associated with high seismic activity.

The May 29, 2008, earthquakes
[edited from Einarsson et al., 2008]:

The earthquake sequence of June 2000 was relatively small and only relieved about ! of the 
potential seismic moment  accumulated by plate movements since the 1896-1912 sequence. 
Continuation of the 2000 earthquakes was therefore anticipated. The earthquake took place 
on May 29, 2008. Foreshocks occurred beneath the SW corner of the Ingólfsfjall mountain 
(near Lambhagi in Fig. 4.5), and were followed about an hour later by a mainshock that  was 
widely felt  in Iceland. The mainshock appears to have been a double event. The first  part 
occurred on a N-S fault  at the location of the foreshocks, and was followed within seconds by 
an even larger slip on another N-S fault  a few kilometers to the west  of the first  one (Fig 4.5). 
The combined event amounts to a magnitude 6.3 (MW) earthquake. Surface effects of the 
earthquake were substantial. Rock falls were abundant, sand boils were seen near the Ölfusá 
river, shattered rock, overturned and displaced rocks were observed. Surface ruptures were 
considerably smaller than in the 2000 earthquakes, consistent  with the smaller magnitude. 
Damage was, however, much larger this time, mainly because of the proximity of the event  to 
two towns, Selfoss and Hverager"i. Besides a few barns, no houses collapsed. There were no 
casualties and only a few people suffered injuries in spite of rather heavy material damage.

Fig. 4.5. Satellite image of the epicentral area of the 29 May 2008 earthquake showing epicenters 
based on macroseismic data (solid red star), the Global Centroid Moment Tensor database (hollow red 
star labelled CMT), and strong-motion data (hollow star near Lambhagi). Dashed red lines indicate 
proposed causative faults. Yellow triangles indicate locations of the Icelandic Strong-motion Network 
stations. Some of the towns and villages affected are shown. (Sigbjörnsson et al., 2009)

Bull Earthquake Eng (2009) 7:113–126 117

Fig. 2 SPOT satellite image of the epicentral area of the 29 May 2008 earthquake showing the location of
the macrosiesmic epicentre (solid red star) and the epicentre according to the Global Centroid Moment Tensor
database (hollow red star labelled CMT). Our estimate of the location of the epicentre, based on strong-motion
data, is indicated by the hollow star near to Lambhagi. Dashed red lines indicate proposed causative faults.
Yellow triangles indicate locations of the Icelandic Strong-motion Network stations. Some of the towns and
villages affected are shown. The location shown by the figure is indicated in Fig.1 by the dashed red outline

is rapid and, furthermore, more rapid than predicted by the commonly used ground motion
estimation equation (for a comprehensive overview, see Douglas 2003). In addition, the
current recordings reveal a short duration of strong ground shaking. It is worth pointing
out that the recordings on the ICEARRAY network exhibited a long-period component that
manifests as a near-fault velocity pulse. Selected recordings from this event are available
through the Internet Site for European Strong-motion Data (ISESD) database (Ambraseys
et al. 2004).

3 Observed damage

No catastrophic collapse of residential buildings or other structures occurred during the event
of 29 May 2008. However, damage was extensive and insured damage is believed to exceed
that of the June 2000 earthquakes. This is largely due to the fact that the May 2008 epicen-
tral area is more densely populated than those of the 2000 earthquakes. Furthermore, three

123
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[edited from Sigbjörnsson et al., 2009]:

No catastrophic collapse of residential buildings or other structures occurred during the event 
of 29 May 2008. Three villages were strongly affected by the 2008 event; Hverager!i, Selfoss 
and Eyrarbakki.  The exposure of the built area is therefore greater, even though the 
earthquake magnitude was smaller.  Over 2,000 buildings were damaged to some extent, but 
only about twenty-five were uninhabitable after the earthquake.  Twenty-four buildings have 
since been declared unfit  for repair and will be demolished.  The buildings most severely 
damaged are most  commonly older concrete or masonry buildings with little or no 
reinforcement (Fig 4.6).

Several buildings sustained some tilting or cracking related to differential soil-foundation 
settlements.  The church tower in the town of Selfoss was damaged; the tower is linked to a 
lower building and therefore there is a change in stiffness. Furthermore, the natural frequency 
of the tower is about  0.4s, which corresponds to a peak in the response spectra recorded in the 
Town Hall some 300 m away.  An additional 2,000 incidences of damage to building interiors 
have been reported. People in Iceland are more likely to be injured by falling interior objects 
such as loose bookshelves or closets than by collapsing buildings.

Fig. 4.6. Example of earthquake damage: extensively fractured masonry building in the town of 
Hverager!i. (Sigbjörnsson et al., 2009)

Bull Earthquake Eng (2009) 7:113–126 119

collapsing buildings. Figure 4d shows the effects of the earthquake on secondary systems
located inside a building, as seen after the earthquake.

There was some damage to roads, mostly due to subsidence of the fill and the underlying
sediments causing mainly longitudinal fracturing along the roads. There was also subsidence
in roads where structures intersect the roadway, such as at culverts. There was also some

Fig. 4 Examples of earthquake damage to buildings and their interior. (a) The church of Selfoss and the
approximately 20 m high tower. (b) Fracture in the Selfoss church tower. (c) Extensively fractured masonry
building in the town of Hveragerdi. (d) Archives in the town of Selfoss
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There was some damage to roads, mostly due to subsidence of the fill and the underlying 
sediments causing mainly longitudinal fracturing along the roads. There was also subsidence 
in roads where structures intersect the roadway, such as at culverts. There was also some 
damage to the water supply systems in the towns of Hverager!i and Selfoss. One bridge 
suffered minor visual damage as the horizontal movements of the bridge deck, which were in 
the order of 10 cm, exceeded the limit allowed for during construction. The earthquake 
caused extensive rock-falls from the surrounding mountains, and secondary faulting at 
mountain edges. Several instances were found where rocks and loose objects were thrown 
from their cavity to a new location some 10–20 cm away, indicating large vertical 
accelerations in the near-fault  region.  The earthquake affected the natural waterways in the 
bedrock, new geysers were formed in the vicinity of the town Hverager!i and, in general, 
geothermal activity was greater after the event, though hot water wells experienced a pressure 
drop in the area just east of the town Hverager!i. 

Hornitos

Walk under the main Selfoss bridge, adjacent to the Selfoss grocery store, and you will see a few circular 
depressions in the ground about a meter in diameter, the first surface expressions of what could have 
eventually become hornitos (Fig. 4.7).

[from Volcano Hazards Program, 2009]:

A small rootless spatter cone that forms on the surface of a basaltic lava flow (usually 
pahoehoe) is called a hornito. A hornito develops when lava is forced up through an opening 
in the cooled surface of a flow and then accumulates around the opening. Typically, hornitos 
are steep sided and form conspicuous pinnacles or stacks. They are "rootless" because they 
are fed by lava from the underlying flow instead of from a deeper magma conduit.

[from geological information sign, near Selfoss bridge]:

On the riverbank of Ölfusá you will see unusual geological formations in the form of small 
circular pots, about  1-2 m (3-6 feet) in diameter.  These are most likely traces of large bubbles 
of gas, which came up in the molten lava.  The walls of the bubbles cooled down before the 
bubbles burst at  the surface.  They are possibly the first stages of a hornito or pseudo crater in 
formation.  The geological formations are listed in the Icelandic Nature Conservation 
Register.  Here, the western edge of the great  Thjórsárhraun lava is the bank of Ölfusá.  The 
lava is around 8,700 years old, and is Earth’s largest lava flow since the ice age.
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Fig. 4.7. Left: example of a precursor to a hornito or pseudocrater from the Selfoss bridge area, with a 
student for scale (and amusement).  Photo by Simon Klemperer, from Stanford Alpine Project’s 2009 
Iceland trip.  Right: example of a fully-formed hornito (Volcano Hazards Program, 2009).

Stop 4.2: Selsund fault, source of 1912 earthquake.

Following the driving directions, you will stop the van on the road with one fork of the river on the right 
side of the road, and with another small fork running perpendicular to the road off to the north.  Push-up 
structures will be visible about 200 m off to the north as well (Fig. 4.8); this is the north segment of the 
Selsund fault.  The southern section of the fault is across the other fork of the river, and is defined by a 
seldom-used dirt road that splits part of the hill.
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Fig. 4.8. Left: looking from the road at the push-up structures of the north section of the Selsund fault.  Right: 
looking from the push-up structures south towards the dirt road.  Photo by María Helga Gu!mundsdóttir, from 
Stanford Alpine Project’s 2009 Iceland trip.

[edited from Einarsson et al., 2008]:

The 1912 earthquake occurred near the eastern end of the South Iceland Seismic Zone and 
was the largest earthquake in Iceland in the twentieth century. In spite of its occurring in the 
early years of instrumental observation, its magnitude of MS = 7 is well determined. This 
event  provides an important link between the destruction areas and the magnitude, which has 
been used to estimate the magnitude of earthquakes in the area from 1700 AD to the 
beginning of the 20th century when seismographs became available. Mapped surface 
fractures form a N-S elongated pattern located in the central part  of the destruction zone of 
the earthquake. The pattern is segmented. Individual fractures within each segment  have a 
northeasterly trend and show a strong en-echelon arrangement (Fig. 4.9).

The arrangement  of the fractures is mostly left-stepping indicating right-lateral motion.  Push-
up structures (Fig. 4.8, 4.10), small hillocks, and sinkholes are prominent  structures that 
connect most of the fracture segments. Most segments are located on a straight line extending 
from Galtalækur in the north to Selsund in the south, of a total length of 11 km, the surface 
expression of the main source fault. The most  spectacular fault structures are observed on the 
N Selsund segment, west of Selsund. Here the main fault trace is marked by large push-ups 
and tension gashes. Several conjugate segments and splays can also be identified (Fig. 4.11).

Evidence for an earlier slip-event on the N Selsund segment  can be seen in a streambed 
immediately west of the segment. It  is conspicuously straight, most  likely fault controlled. 
Furthermore, one of the push-ups forms an island in a pond. A contemporary account  states 
that  “.. an island in the pond was uplifted ..”. This indicates that the push-up in the pond was 
there before the 1912 event.

By comparing the 1912 and June 2000 surface structures, we conclude that the displacements 
in 1912 were at least a factor of two larger than in 2000.
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Fig. 4.9.  General map of the Selsund fault.  Dark lines: major segments of the fault. Rectangles 
correspond to the five major segments mapped along the fault. (Bellou et al., 2005)

rupture traces is called the Selsund fault (Fig. 1b).
This fault has been mapped using optical geodetic
equipment (Bjarnason et al., 1993). We present a
new map carried out with kinematic GPS (Global
Positioning System) equipment. Not only did this
tool allow higher accuracy in mapping, it also permit-
ted a variety of additional measurements on charac-
teristic features like push-up structures in order to
better constrain the displacement along the fault. We
could thus describe the fault and related structures in a
detailed manner, and hence investigate some para-
meters of interest, which control the distribution and
the nature of surface deformation associated with the
seismic rupturing.

Our mapping of the Selsund fault has been carried
out with a Trimble GPS Pathfinder Pro XRS diffe-
rential system. The different structures observable
along the fault trace are recorded as points (e.g.,
push-up tops), lines (e.g., fractures) or areas (e.g.,
contours of push-up and pull-apart structures, ridges
and grabens). The positions were obtained with sub-
metric accuracy. Using a combination of a mobile
GPS receiver and a GPS fixed station, we generally
obtained after differential correction an accuracy of 1–
2 cm in the horizontal plane and 2–5 cm along the
vertical plane. In order to complete the GPS measure-
ments, we used compass, clinometer and a tape mea-
sure to define the fracture openings, the fracture
strikes and the push-up profiles.

The Selsund fault intersects different terranes at the
surface, including Pahoehoe lava flows covered by
place by a thin grassy soil, and aa lava flows. The
clearly visible rupture trace extends over a north–
south distance of about 9 km (Fig. 2). We mapped
five of the major segments (Fig. 2) of this fault that
had previously been described by Bjarnason et al.
(1993), from South to North (Fig. 2): the Selsund
South and North segments (Fig. 3a and b, respective-
ly) located near the Selsund farm, the Haukadalur
segment (Fig. 4a), the Litlilækur segment (Fig. 4c)
between the Haukadalur and the Holar farms, and the
Ger!i segment (Fig. 4b) at the northern tip of the most
visible part of the fault. Other traces were found in
their vicinity but predated the 1912 earthquake (Bjar-
nason et al., 1993; communications from farmers). A
few other traces exist along our profile but they were
not clear enough to be mapped (Fig. 2). These traces
have already been mapped by Bjarnason et al. (1993),

 Traces of the 1912 earthquake. 

1 km 

Aa lava flows 

Pahoehoe lava flows 

Rivers 

Roads 

Fig.3b 

Fig.3a 

Fig.4a 

Fig.4c 

   Fig.4b 

Fig. 2. General map of the Selsund fault. Dark lines: major segments

of the fault. Rectangles correspond to the figures illustrating the five

major segments mapped along the fault (modified after Bjarnason et

al., 1993).

M. Bellou et al. / Tectonophysics 404 (2005) 133–149136
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Fig. 4.10.  Second arrangement of individual fractures (a). Open fractures (grey lines) and simple 
fractures (black lines) separated by small push-ups (grey circles) along the Litlilækur segment. The 
common feature of all the fractures is the left-stepping en-echelon arrangement and the presence of 
push-up structures between some of them that characterise a right-lateral strike-slip fault. (b) 
Photograph of such fractures and push-ups arrangement along the Selsund north segment. (Bellou et 
al., 2005)

Fig. 4.11.  Arrangement of individual fractures along the Selsund fault. (a) Details of the left-
stepping en-echelon open fractures along the Selsund north segment characterising the dextral 
motion of the fault. (b) Photograph of such an en-echelon arrangement  of open fractures 
along the Selsund north segment. (Bellou et al., 2005)

2.1. The fractures

Along the Selsund fault, we mapped 294 individual
fractures that can be classified in three categories:
open fractures, bsimpleQ fractures (i.e., no visible
opening or shear) and fractures with a vertical throw
(East or West side down). We observed two types of
arrangement for the fractures: (1) open fractures ar-
ranged en-échelon (Fig. 5); this is the case for exam-
ple, of the open fractures visible along a subsidiary
fault near the Selsund north segment (Fig. 3a), and (2)
fractures with a left-stepping en-échelon arrangement,
including small push-ups at their tips (Fig. 6). The fractures with a vertical offset represent about

15% of the total set of individual fractures. They were
found only along three of the five segments: the Ger!i
and the Selsund north and south segments. The ave-
rage vertical offsets range between 0.3 m and 0.6 m
(Fig. 7c). Considering the local topography along
these three segments, the observed vertical throw
seems to be more representative of local subsidence
and compaction in the surface layers than of genuine
dip-slip motion on a fault. Most fractures show a
vertical throw down to the east (62% of the total
set). The average values of the vertical offset are of
0.48 m for the fractures with a vertical throw down to
the east and of 0.5 m for the fractures with a vertical
throw down to the west, therefore virtually the same.
The fractures mostly show lengths, which range bet-
ween 4 and 9 m. In detail, the fractures with a vertical
throw down to the east rather range between 4 and 6
m and the fractures with a vertical throw down to the
west mainly range between 6 and 9 m (Fig. 7d). The
analysis of the fracture strikes reveals three major
directions. More than 50% of the fractures, principally
the ones with a vertical throw down to the east, show
two prominent peaks at 0368 and 0508 (Fig. 7a). The
other fracture trends mainly belong to the fractures

Table 1

Directions and lengths of each segment and the prevailing nature of

the ground surface (P: pahoehoe, Aa or grassy soil cover (GSC)) for

the five major segments of the Selsund Fault

Segment Direction Length Prevailing ground surface

Selsund South (S1) N88E 1850 m P+Aa

Selsund North (S2) N168E 888 m GSC

Haukadalur (S3) N148E 137 m GSC

Litlilækur (S4) N298E 317 m GSC

Ger!i (S5) N268E 212m P

See Fig. 2 for location.

Fig. 5. Arrangement of individual fractures along the Selsund fault.

(a) Details of the left-stepping en-échelon open fractures along the

Selsund north segment characterising the dextral motion of the fault.

(b) Photograph of such an en-échelon arrangement of open fractures

along Selsund north segment.

Fig. 6. Second arrangement of individual fractures (a). Open frac-

tures (grey lines) and simple fractures (black lines) separated by

small push-ups (grey circles) along the Litlilækur segment. The

common feature of all the fractures is the left-stepping en-échelon

arrangement and the presence of push-up structures between some

of them that characterise a right-lateral strike-slip fault. (b) Photo-

graph of such fractures and push-ups arrangement along the Selsund

north segment.
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[edited from Bellou et al., 2005]:

Along the Selsund fault a correlation apparently exists between the preservation of surface 
rupture traces along the segments and the nature of the ground surface. The surface traces are 
better developed, with segmentation more densely furrowing the ground surface, in the grassy 
soils than in the aa or pahoehoe lava flows. The type of fractures at the surface and their 
lengths are certainly controlled by the nature of the uppermost brittle layer. The Leirubakki 
Fault  (Bergerat et al., 2003) was mainly observed in pahoehoe lava flows, and the structures 
(segments, arrays of fractures, individual fractures or push-ups) are generally larger than 
those of the Selsund Fault.

The magnitude M = 7.1 estimated for the Leirubakki earthquake (Bergerat et al., 2003) may 
account for part of this difference in structure size, but  cannot  explain the differences in the 
types of fractures occurring. It  seems that this contrast is a function of the difference in 
mechanical strength, which is greater in lava flows, especially massive ones. In the case of a 
thick pahoehoe lava flow as in Leirubakki, the formation of push-up structures involves 
brittle deformation of different sub-layers of lava, resulting in the creation of voids between 
these broken layers and local modification of the topography with apparent  vertical offsets 
because of bulging away from the initial structure. Where thick layers of mechanically weak 
grassy soils and tuffs are present, as was observed along the Árnes and the Hestfjall Faults of 
the 2000 earthquakes (Bergerat and Angelier, 2001; 2003) and some segments of the Selsund 
Fault, these effects of push-up formation are less spectacular because the deformation is 
accommodated in a more continuous way near the ground surface (also, the soft  layers may 
fill in the voids between the broken lava beneath), which results in apparently smaller push-
up structures. 

Background Info on Hekla
[edited from Sverrisdóttir and Meara, 2008]:

Hekla is Iceland’s most famous volcano and among the most active in the country. During the 
Dark Ages it was believed that the volcano was the entrance to hell, demonstrating that even 
then people were attempting to explain the existence of an active volcano and its nature of 
expelling ash and lava that burnt and destroyed the land. Hekla is located where the South 
Iceland Seismic Zone intersects the Eastern Volcanic Zone (Fig. 4.1) and is characterized by 
eruption of intermediate to silicic magma. It is a volcanic ridge, shaped like an inverted boat 
when viewed from the east and the west, but the north and south view reveals the profile of a 
perfectly shaped stratovolcano.

Hekla has been active since the early Holocene, featuring several large silicic Plinian 
eruptions as well as smaller sub-Plinian eruptions forming two-colored tephra layers of 
rhyolitic to andesitic composition. In the period AD 1200-1900 Hekla produced one to two 
eruptions per century. Each eruption began with a sub-Plinian to Plinian tephra-producing 
phase of andesitic to dacitic composition and in many eruptions this was followed by a 
longer-lasting phase of lava effusion. The composition of these lavas range from basaltic 
andesite to andesite. This eruption pattern has changed in the latter half of the 20th Century, 
and since 1970 Hekla has produced small basaltic andesite to andesite eruptions every 9-10 
years. Although the behavioral pattern of each eruption is similar to that of other historical 
eruptions (i.e. initial subplinian phase followed by lava effusion) this activity denotes a 
marked change in composition and volume of erupted magma, as well as event frequency. 
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[edited from Einarsson et al., 2008]:

Both in terms of eruption frequency and production rate, Hekla is among Iceland’s most 
active volcanoes. Most of the flanks of the cone are covered with lavas erupted in the past 
century, in the eruptions of 1947, 1970, 1980-81, 1991 and 2000 (Fig. 4.12). Intervals 
between eruptions have typically been 50 to 80 years. The latest four eruptions therefore 
represent a change in the eruption pattern.  The magma chemistry of Hekla is unique for 
Iceland, resembling that of calc-alkaline volcanoes in subduction zones. The lavas range 
between highly silicic and andesitic types. Intermediate lavas may result from mixing of two 
end members. The composition of lavas at the beginning of an eruption is a function of the 
length of the preceding repose period. The longer the repose, the more silicic is the initial 
product, the more violent is the outbreak, and the more voluminous is the eruption likely to 
be.

Three types of activity have been identified:

1. Basaltic fissure eruptions within the Hekla volcanic system, but outside the main 
edifice (1440, 1554, 1725, 1878, and 1913 AD).

2. Eruptions of basaltic andesite from the central part of the system, many large, 
i.e. on the order of 0.1-1 km3 (1158, 1206, 1222, 1300, 1341, 1389, 1510, 1597, 
1636, 1693, 1766, 1845, 1947, 1970, 1980, 1991, and 2000). 

3. Large Plinian eruptions with high silica content (70-74% in the initial phase) 
from the center of the system. Volumes on the order of a few km3 (about 7000, 
4500, 3500 and 2900 years ago, and in 1104 AD).

Hekla is notably aseismic. Very few earthquakes have been located in the immediate 
surroundings of the volcanic cone. The latest eruptions have been preceded by a very short 
seismic prelude of half hour to one-and-a-half hour length, consisting of small earthquakes 
and continuous tremors. The eruptions themselves are then accompanied by tremors and 
some earthquake activity.  Recent results of InSAR, tilt (Fig. 4.13), strain and GPS-
measurements of Hekla in association with its 2000 eruption indicate that magma 
accumulates continuously between eruptions at about 10 km depth beneath the volcano. The 
magma is then brought to the surface through a pipe-like structure. The eruptive fissure 
appears to be a shallow structure, possibly limited to the volcano edifice.  Pressure in the 
magma storage zone dropped measurably in the eruptions of 1991 and 2000 eruptions but has 
reached the pre-eruption level at this time. Hekla therefore appears to have recharged its 
magma chamber and is ready for the next eruption.

Eruption history
[edited from Sverrisdóttir and Meara, 2008]

Hekla as a central volcano has probably only been active for less than 8,000 years. The 
volcanism can be roughly divided into 3 periods.
 
The first period was dominated by four explosive eruptions, producing mostly silicic, but also 
basaltic andesitic, tephra in Plinian eruptions, with volumes on the order of a few km3:  Hekla 
5 (roughly 7000 years BP), Hekla 4 (4300), Hekla S (3900), and Hekla 3 (3000). Voluminous 
basaltic lavas were erupted from the adjacent fissure system at the same time. Production of 
basaltic andesite lavas may have started early in the history of the volcano, but probably 
increased by the end of the first period.  
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The second period started about 200 years after the early settlement of Iceland, with the “last” 
silicic eruption in 1104, and is also characterized by Plinian to subplinian explosive eruptions.  
However, these eruptions produced mainly intermediate tephra compositions, with the 
greatest eruptive volume in the form of basaltic andesitic lava flows. These eruptions were 
smaller than the prehistoric events, and occured approximately twice a century. Dated 
eruptions of this class are; 1104 AD, 1158, 1206, 1222, 1300, 1341, 1389, 1510, 1597, 1636, 
1693, 1766, 1845, and 1947.

In the third period, since 1970, Hekla has been operating on a 10 year interval, erupting in 
1970, 1980, 1991, and 2000. The eruptions still begin with an explosive first phase, but 
mainly produce basaltic andesite lavas of 54 % SiO2.  The influence of Hekla’s eruptions on 
life in the country is discussed below, divided into 3 categories; tephra fall, debris flows and 
lava production. 
 
Category 1: Tephra fall.

Fig 4.14 indicates the volumes and axes of greatest thickness of the largest Hekla tephra 
layers in Iceland. Thick tephra fallouts covered most of the country’s surface.  The largest of 
these eruptions occurred before the first settlement in Iceland, but obviously tephra deposits 
of this scale may have had enormous effect on the vegetation in the country for a long time.  
The last silicic Plinian eruption, H-1104, occurred after the settlement and devastated a region 
which was inhabitable for centuries before, and included up to 40 farms. Not shown on Fig. 
4.14 are smaller tephra layers produced twice a century on average since the settlement, 
which also destroyed farms and grazing land. 

Category 2:  Pyroclastic flows and debris flows.

Small pyroclastic flows are probably common following the Plinian phase of most Hekla 
eruptions (Höskuldsson et al, 2007). Pumice-loaded water floods have occurred as a 
consequence of snow melting or damming of rivers. Only one large lahar deposit is known, 
produced in a silicic eruption 3,900 years ago. The lahar flowed 30 km before it was diluted 
in the Ytri-Rangá river, which carried the debris in diluted form to the seashore, about 100 km 
from its origin.  The undiluted deposit covered about 100 km2, and was probably 3-4 m thick 
on average. The deposit is called Selsund pumice, or Hekla S after the corresponding 
eruption. The deposit shows remarkable sedimentological features indicating sieving and 
debulking during the flow (Sverrisdottir et al 2004).
 
Category 3: Lava flows.

During the first few thousands of years after deglaciation (10,000-7,000 years ago), the Hekla 
fissure system produced basaltic lavas probably reaching 20-25 km from their source. The 
fissure system was still active after the beginning of the silicic volcanism of the central 
volcano, roughly 7,000 years ago (Hekla 5), but probably decreased after the Hekla 4 
eruption (4,300 years ago). On the contrary, basaltic andesite production increased after the 
Hekla 3 eruption (3,000 years ago), and viscous lava flows piled up at a relatively short 
distance from the volcano. Known historic lava flows seldom reach more than 10 km from 
the craters.  It has been suggested that the edifice of the Hekla volcano has been built up in 
the last 3,000 years.  Fig 4.12 shows the lava flows erupted since the year 1947, covering 
almost all slopes of the volcano.  Because of this short flow distance and piling up, lava 
production has not affected living conditions in the country as much as the tephra layers have. 
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Fig. 4.12. Hekla lava cover produced the last 60 years. (Sverrisdottir and Meara, 2008)

Fig. 4.13. Tilt measurements of Hekla with time. (Sturkell et al., 2008)
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3. Large Plinian eruptions with high silica content (70-74% in the initial phase) from the 

center of the system. Volumes of the order of a few km
3
 (about 7000, 4500, 3500 and 2900 

years ago, and in 1104 AD).  

 

   Hekla is notably aseismic. Very few earthquakes have been located in the immediate 

surroundings of the volcanic cone. The latest eruptions have been preceded by a very short 

seismic prelude of half to one-and-a-half hour, consisting of small earthquakes and continuous 

tremor. The eruptions themselves are then accompanied by tremor and some earthquake 

activity.  

     Recent results of InSAR, tilt, strain and GPS-measurements of Hekla in association with 

its 2000 eruption indicate that magma accumulates continuously between eruptions at about 

10 km depth beneath the volcano. The magma is then brought to the surface through a pipe-

like structure. The eruptive fissure appears to be a shallow structure, possibly limited to the 

volcano edifice.  

 

Pressure in the magma storage zone 

dropped measureably in the eruptions of 

1991 and 2000 eruptions but has reached 

the pre-eruption level at this time. Hekla 

therefore appears to have recharged its 

magma chamber and is ready for the next 

eruption. 

 

 

(Figure from Sturkell et al., submitted)

 

 

 The South Iceland Volcanic Zone.  Other central volcanoes seen from the road in the Hekla 

area are: 

1. Vatnafjöll, eruptions in early Holocene. 

2. Tindfjöll, eruption in late Pleistocene and early Holocene. 

3. Katla, many large and small eruptions in Holocene, last large eruption in 1918. Unrest 

period 1999-2005, inflation and earthquakes. 

4. Eyjafjöll, latest eruption 1821-23, intrusions 1994 and 1999. 

5. Vestmannaeyjar, eruptions of Heimaey 1973 and Surtsey island formed 1963-67. 

 

 

Stop 2.2. Hekla pumice quarry 

Some of the large eruptions of Hekla have produced tephra fallout over large parts of the 

country in particular in N-Iceland. The tephra deposits can be quite thick in the near-field of 

the volcano. We stop in a pumice quarry where the pumice is mined and exported. The most 

prominent tephra layer here is the H3, erupted about 2900 years ago. Total tephra volume was 

about 12 km
3
, considered to be the biggest of all Hekla eruptons. Sometimes the H4 tephra is 

exposed at the bottom of H3. It was erupted about 4500 years ago. The layer at the top of the 

section is called Hc, erupted about 2600 years ago. Other major tephra layers of Hekla are 

found on the slopes and in the gullies of surrounding hills. The one that is most visible from 

the distance is the light-colored H1, erupted in the year 1104 AD. Eruptions in the last few 

centuries have produced dark-coloured tephra. 
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Fig. 4.14. Volumes and main axes of greatest thickness of the largest Hekla tephra layers in Iceland. 
(Larsen and Eiríksson, 2008)

Fig. 4.15. A hypothetical magma chamber producing various Hekla compositions. (Sverrisdottir and 
Meara, 2008)
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Geochemistry of Hekla Volcano 
[edited from Sverrisdóttir and Meara, 2008]:

Compositional diversity within each eruption, and mixed magma features, characterize the 
products of Hekla. The chemical characteristics of Hekla have been discussed for a long time, 
as its composition and volume relations are rare in Iceland, even for an oceanic ridge 
environment. Most  Icelandic central volcanoes are predominantly bimodal, but  Hekla has 
produced a high proportion of intermediate magma. The existence of a magma chamber 
beneath the volcano has also been disputed, as new geophysical methods have failed to 
confirm it. 
 
Nevertheless, any explanation of the mineralogical and geochemical characteristics of the 
volcano during most  of its lifetime requires a magma reservoir. Changing behavior of the 
volcano for the last  few decades or even centuries may indicate changing conditions of the 
magma source, such as change in tectonic regime. The schematic magma chamber in Fig. 
4.15 is an attempt  to explain both chemical characteristics and also periodic changes through 
time (Sverrisdóttir, 2007). This model refers to the central volcano itself, but the complex 
relationship between the volcano and the fissure system is not discussed. 
 
The chemical relationship between the fissure system and the central volcano is still not fully 
understood. New isotopic evidence indicates that the evolved compositions erupted from 
Hekla proper, and the Fe-Ti fissure basalt  erupted in the northern part of the system originates 
from a distinctive mantle source, unrelated to the fissure basalt lavas and the palagonite 
ridges south, east, and west of the volcano (Sverrisdóttir et al. 2008).  This suggests how 
mantle heterogeneity and source mixing is reflected in magmas on a small scale, and can 
probably put a time constraint on the beginning of rift propagation in the area. 
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Stop 4.3. Hekla pumice quarry
[edited from Einarsson et al., 2008]:

Some of the large eruptions of Hekla have produced tephra fallout over large parts of the 
country, in particular in N-Iceland (we may see H3 and H5 near M!vatn on Day 9). The 
tephra deposits can be quite thick in the near-field of the volcano. The most prominent tephra 
layer at the Hekla pumice quarry is the Hekla 3 tephra, erupted about  2,900 years ago. Total 
tephra volume was ~12 km3, considered to be the biggest  of all Hekla eruptions. Sometimes 
the Hekla 4 tephra is exposed at the bottom of the Hekla 3 tephra. The Hekla 4 tephra was 
erupted about  4,500 years ago. The layer at  the top of the section is called Hc, erupted about 
2,600 years ago. Other major tephra layers of Hekla are found on the slopes and in the gullies 
of surrounding hills. The one that is most visible from a distance is the light-colored Hekla 1, 
erupted in the year 1104 AD. Eruptions in the last few centuries have produced dark-colored 
tephra.

Fig. 4.16.  Ófærugil. Section through various Hekla tephra layers (Sverrisdóttir and Meara, 2008).
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Fig. 4.17.  Hafi!. The pumice quarry, stop 4.3.  Top: photo along length of pumice horizons 
(Sverrisdóttir and Meara, 2008).  Bottom: close-up of tephra layers.  Photo by Simon Klemperer, from 
SAP’s 2009 Iceland trip.
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Stop 4.4. Valagjá Explosion Crater (Maar)

Pike (1978) identifies Valagjá as two maars.  Valagjá North’s dimensions are 650 m in diameter, 45 m 
depth, 40 m in height, 200 m in width, with a circularity of 0.36.  Valagjá South is 520 m in diameter, 80 
m deep, 35 m in height, 150 m in width, and has a circularity of 0.45.  Fig. 4.18 shows a photo of Valagjá.

Because maars are mostly made of country rock rather than juvenile components, they are both 
destructive (by hollowing out the ground around the explosion site) and constructive (by creating the 
maar flanks from the ejected country rock), and the depth and height of a maar differ (Fig. 4.19).

[from Ballard et al., 2000]:

Scoria cones, also called cinder or tephra cones, are relatively small but  common volcanoes 
that are formed by the eruption of low-viscosity, generally basaltic magma in Strombolian or 
Hawaiian eruptions.  They commonly occur in groups or fields, some consisting of hundreds 
of eruptive centers.  The volcanoes are truncated, cone-shaped, or horseshoe-shaped.  Bowl-
shaped craters at the top are filled by debris reworked from the cone rim and younger 
deposits.  Elongate cones are built  above fissures with more complex vent  systems.  Deposits 
of scoria cones consist of bombs, scoriaceous lapilli, and minor ash whereas spatter cones and 
scoria-agglutinate cones consist  largely of welded lava spatter.  Well-known examples include 
Heimaey (Iceland), Parícutin (Mexico), and Stromboli (Italy).

Tuff rings, tuff cones, and maars, formed subaerially and/or in shallow water, are second in 
abundance to scoria cones.  They result from phreatomagmatic eruptions due to mixing of 
ascending magma with groundwater or surface water.  Deposits are composed of juvenile (or 
essential) pyroclasts, derived from the erupting magma, accessory (or cognate) clasts of 
comagmatic volcanic rocks from earlier eruptions, and accidental clasts, derived from the 
subvolcanic basement.  Magma-water interactions occur in shallow water, beneath ice, or 
where lava flows or pyroclastic flows enter the sea.  The term phreatic eruption is used when 
explosive eruptions eject exclusively preexisting rocks but no juvenile fragments.

Hydroclastic volcanoes can be subdivided into three different  morphological and structural 
types: (1) tuff rings, (2) tuff cones, and (3) maars.  Differences between these volcanoes are 
mainly controlled by the magma/water ratio, the degree of magma/water mixing, and the 
depth of fragmentation.
 
Tuff rings are commonly less than 50 m high.  They are defined by craters with small depth 
to width ratios at or above ground level and low ejecta rims of hydroclastic debris, with beds 
dipping <25°.  The deposits consist of a mixture of juvenile and accidental clasts.  Juvenile 
pyroclasts are the main constituent of the well-stratified deposits.
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Fig. 4.18. Valagjá: an explosive crater row north of Hekla and the northernmost location of the typical 
Hekla basaltic andesite.  Photo by Simone Manganelli, from Stanford Alpine Project’s 2009 Iceland 
trip.
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Tuff cones are characterized by higher profiles than tuff rings and maars and steeper external 
slopes with bedding dips >25°.  Their crater floors are generally above the land surface.  
Deposits are composed mainly of juvenile clasts and subordinate amounts of accidental 
clasts.  Rim beds are massive and interpreted as having been emplaced laterally by turbulent 
particle-laden surges, fall, and remobilization processes.
 
Maars are defined by bowl-shaped craters cutting about  10 m to more than 500 m deep into 
the pre-epruption surface.  Maars are surrounded by low ramparts of well-bedded ejecta (beds 
dipping <25°) that decrease rapidly in thickness away from the rim.  Maar deposits are 
distinguished from those of tuff rings/tuff cones by the abundance of nonjuvenile components 
(country rock).  The deposits are mainly emplaced by base surges and fallout.

Fig. 4.19. Schematic diagram of a maar,  illustrating both the constructional and destructive nature.  
Dotted line is surface level.

 
Hydroclastic volcanoes and scoria cones are commonly termed monogenetic because they 
may form in a single eruptive episode with nearly constant eruptive conditions during rapid 
cone growth within a few days, months, or, at most, years.  This results in a simple 
stratigraphy that  differs from that of large, long-lived polygenetic shield volcanoes and 
stratovolcanoes.  More detailed studies of scoria cones have revealed complex structures due 
to alternating magmatic and phreatomagmatic eruptive conditions over long time intervals.  
Some volcanoes evolve from a maar, tuff ring, or tuff cone phase to a scoria cone phase, 
followed by lava flows, resulting in a composite volcanic complex.
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Background Information on the Eastern Volcanic Zone
[edited from Einarsson et al., 2008]:

The Eastern Volcanic Zone (EVZ) is an axial rift  zone that  extends from the eastern end 
of the South Iceland Seismic Zone and about  100 km to the NE, to Central Iceland where it 
joins with the Northern Volcanic Zone and the Central Iceland Volcanic Zone in a triple 
junction (Fig. 4.1). It is characterized by long, linear structures, eruptive fissures, and normal 
faults. The fissure swarms of the volcanic systems are largely parallel to the Eastern Volcanic 
Zone itself and define a strong NE trend. Its structure is remarkably different from that of the 
Western Volcanic Zone. The most prominent  structures in the Eastern Zone are 
constructional, i.e. volcanic fissures and their subglacial equivalents, long hyaloclastite 
ridges. In the Western Zone, normal faults are most prominent and volcanic fissures and 
hyaloclastite ridges are generally shorter and subordinate.
 
The central volcanoes of the EVZ are grouped in Central Iceland, to a large extent covered by 
the Vatnajökull glacier. They are connected to fissure swarms that issue from the glacier to 
the SW. Eruptive activity is very high, and large basaltic eruptions have occurred here in 
historic times, often on long fissures such as the Laki fissure active in 1783, the Vei!ivötn 
fissure active in about 1480 AD, the Eldgjá fissure active in 934 AD, and the Vatnaöldur 
fissure active about 872 AD.  All these historical eruptions were of large volume, 2-15 km3. 
Lava shields are virtually unknown in this zone. The Grímsvötn volcanic system includes the 
Laki fissure, and the Bár!arbunga system comprises the Vatnaöldur and Vei!ivötn fissures, as 
well as the Heljargjá graben. The Eldgjá fissure is a part  of the Katla volcanic system that is 
located in the South Iceland Volcanic Zone south of the plate boundary (Fig. 4.20).
 
The Eastern Volcanic Zone appears to be young, taking over as the main rift in South Iceland 
from the receding Western Volcanic Zone in the last  3 million years. GPS measurements 
demonstrate that  elastic strain accumulation is in progress across the EVZ.  In spite of that, 
the seismic background activity is very low.
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Stop 4.5: Eldgjá

[edited from Larsen et al., 2008]:

The Katla volcanic system (KVS) is up to 110 km long and is partly covered by the 
M!rdalsjökull ice cap.  The central volcano, with a 110 km2 ice-filled caldera, lies below the 
ice cap.  Holocene volcanism within the KVS falls into three categories:

1. Explosive basaltic eruptions on short fissures within the ice caps are the most 
common volcanic activity, and are the typical Katla eruptions.  Katla eruptions 
have emitted up to 2 km3 of tephra and generated jökulhlaups (meltwater floods, 
glacier outburst floods) with peak discharges of 300 000 m3/sec.  

2. Explosive silicic eruptions from vents below the ice cap, apparently within the 
the caldera.  Silicic Katla (SILK) eruptions have emitted up to 0.3 km3 of tephra 
and generated jökulhlaups.

3. Predominantly effusive basaltic eruptions are least common.  Many of these 
eruptions probably have a phreatomagmatic phase where volcanic fissures 
extend into the ice cap.  The Eldgjá eruption is the largest of these eruptions, 
producing 18-19 km3 of lava and >5 km3 of tephra.  The number of Holocene 
eruptions on the KVS is unknown but an estimate based on tephra layers in soil 
sections covering the last 8500 years is >300 eruptions.  Since the Norse 
settlement in the late 9th century, 20 Katla eruptions have taken place in 
addition to the Eldgjá eruption.  The magma erupted on the KVS is high Fe-Ti 
transitional-alkaline basalt and - occasionally - dacite.

The Eldgjá eruption

The Eldgjá ~934 AD eruption took place on a 75-km-long discontinuous fissure, extending 
from the Katla caldera (Fig. 4.20) below the M!rdalsjökull ice cap in the SW, to the edge of 
Vatnajökull ice cap in the NE.  The southwestern-most 15 km lie below M!rdalsjökull, and 
there, most of the >5 km3 of basaltic tephra were emitted, covering about 20,000 km2 within 
the 0.5 cm isopach on land.  A large fall area at sea makes estimate of total volume difficult.
 
On the ~60-km-long subaerial part of the fissure, 18-19 km3 of basaltic lava were emplaced.  
The Eldgjá lava fields have a combined area of 780 km2.  The two main branches followed 
river courses down to the low areas in the south.  One branch, Álftavershraun, flowed more 
than 50 km from source and reached the south shore at the M!rdalssandur flood plain.  
Rootless cones occur on all the Eldgjá lava fields in the low areas, indicating a wet 
environment. 

[...]

This part of the fissure is 8-km-long, about 0.4 km wide and up to 150 m deep (Fig. 4.20).  
Here the fissure follows a pre-existing topographic low, possibly enhanced by tectonic 
movements.  A river entered the depression in a waterfall in its NE part, just as it does now, 
and flowed along the depression.  The pre-eruption conditions were wet alluvium and high 
ground-water table in the bedrock and a river. 
 
The walls of the "chasm" expose outcrops of hyaloclastites and tillites, overlain by the ejecta 
of the Eldgjá eruption.  The top layer is a 10-15 m thick agglutinate composed of partly 
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welded spatter from vigorous fire fountaining.  The enhanced explosivity is thought to be due 
to the wet pre-eruption environment.  Short rows of spatter and scoria cones from the late 
phase of the eruption mark the trace of the fissure.  The lava extruded on this part of the 
fissure escaped through a low in the SE wall and followed river channels down to the 
lowlands where it spread to form part of a 350 km2 lava field. 
  
The top of the chasm (accessible by road, river and weather conditions allowing) allows one 
to obtain a view along the chasm and to the waterfall.  The edge of the pre-eruption waterfall 
can be seen below the agglutinate (depending on visibility).  Five meter thick deposits of 
black scoriaceous tephra, sometimes with bundles of Pele's hair, but almost without lithics, 
drape the hillsides around Eldgjá.  The absence of lithics excludes extensive coring-out of the 
chasm during the eruption, as postulated earlier.

A drive down to the lowlands following the course of the Eldgjá lava flow gives a view to the 
M!rdalsjökull ice cap, weather allowing.  Note the thick loessial soil and fairly robust 
vegetation.  The soil in this area contains over 100 tephra layers, mostly black, basaltic tephra 
from the subglacial volcano Katla.  Heavy tephra fall in several Katla eruptions since the 
settlement has yielded severe blows to farming and caused abandonment of the highest lying 
farms.  The last Katla eruption that broke through the ice took place in 1918 and one farm in 
this area was permanently abandoned because of the tephra fall. 
 
Here we can also see the changes of the Eldgjá deposit with distance and the difference 
between Eldgjá tephra (subaerial environment) and Katla tephra (subglacial/meltwater 
environment).
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Fig 4.20. Top left: Oblique aerial photo (by Gudmundsson) of northeastern half of Eldgjá proper.  Top 
right: Map of the subaerial part of the Eldgjá fissure and the Eldgjá lava flows.  Also shown are 
outlines of lava flows of the Skaftá fires 1783-84.  After Larsen (2000).  Bottom: photo from within 
Eldgjá, by Simone Manganelli, from Stanford Alpine Project’s 2009 Iceland trip.

cones from the late phase of the eruption mark the trace of the fissure.  The lava 
extruded on this part of the fissure escaped through a low in the SE wall and followed 
river channels down to the lowlands where it spread to form part of a 350 km2 lava 
field. 

 

Left:  Northeastern half of Eldgjá proper.  Photo A. Gudmundsson. 
Right:  The subaerial part of the Eldgjá fissure and the Eldgjá lava flows.  Also shown 
are outlines of lava flows of the Skaftá fires 1783-84.  After Larsen (2000) 

 
Drive to the top of the chasm (river and weather conditions allowing) with view 

along the chasm and to the water fall.  The edge of the pre-eruption water fall can be 
seen below the agglutinate (depending on visibility).  A brief inspection of up to 5 m 
thick deposits of black scoraceous tephra, sometimes with bundles of Pele's hair, but 
almost without lithics, that drape the hillsides around Eldgjá.  The absence of lithics 
excludes extensive coring-out of the chasm during the eruption, as postulated earlier. 

Drive down to the lowlands following the course of the Eldgjá lava flow.  View to 
the Myrdalsjökull ice cap, weather allowing.  Note the thick loessial soil and fairly 
robust vegetation.  The soil in this area contains over 100 tephra layers, mostly black, 
basaltic tephra from the subglacial volcano Katla.  Heavy tephra fall in several Katla 
eruptions since the settlement has yielded severe blows to farming and caused 
abandonment of the highest lying farms.  The last Katla eruption that broke through the 
ice took place in 1918 and one farm in this area was permanently abandoned because of 
the tephra fall. 

Stop 4 to see the changes of the Eldgjá deposit with distance and the difference between 
Eldgjá tephra (subaerial environment) and Katla tephra (subglacial/meltwater 
environment). 

Drive to Vík through the western edge of the Skaftá lava fields and across the 
Eldgjá lava fields and the Myrdalssandur flood plain.  The sandur plain is mostly built 
up by basaltic ash and lapilli deposited by catastrophic meltwater floods (jökulhlaups) 
during eruptions of Katla.   

Stop 5 (weather and time allowing), at a group of rootless cones (pseudocraters) in the 
Álftaver district (álft = swan), marking the location of a former lake mentioned in the 

 14
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Day 5: Lakagígar, The Craters of Laki
Sunday, September 6th, 2009

Written by: Ellen Schaal

Schedule

7:00 Breakfast in Kirkjubæjarklaustur (Klaustur).
7:45 + 70 km Depart for Lakagígar area.
10:30 Stop 5.1: Mt. Laki Red Trail.
12:30 Lunch (in the parking lot or at the top of Mt. Laki).
13:00 Stop 5.2: Mt. Laki White Trail.
13:30 + 1 km Depart for Tuff Cone TC-1.
13:45 Stop 5.3: Tuff Cone TC-1.
14:45 + 3 km Depart for Tjarnargígur.
15:00 Stop 5.4: Tjarnargígur.
15:30 + 6 km Depart for Rootless Cone Fields.
16:00 Stop 5.5: Rootless Cone Fields.
17:00 + 36 km Start returning to Klaustur.
18:00 Stop 5.6: Fagrifoss.
18:30 + 24 km Depart for Klaustur.
19:00 Stop 5.7: Kirkjugólf Basalt Pavement in Klaustur.
19:30 + 15 km Depart for Hvoll youth hostel.
20:00 Arrive Hvoll.

Costs
Gas 155 km/vehicle
Hostel Lodging ~3200 ISK/person/night

Contact Information
Hvoll Hostel Skaftárhreppur, 880 Klaustur
 Phone: +354 487 4785 or +354 861 5553
 Website: http://www.hostel.is
 E-mail: hvoll@hostel.is

Logistical Information
! the Hvoll hostel has a kitchen, so there is the option of cooking or having a cold breakfast.
! plan to eat a packed lunch in the Lakagígar area
! if necessary, buy food at the Kjarval supermarket (open from 9 AM to 8 PM, but the hours are 

shorter in September, so it is better to buy food the day before)
! 4-wheel drive vehicles: required
! driving speed: 40 kph on the Laki loop road
! hostel is the same as the previous day (Hvoll hostel, 25 km E of Klaustur; sleeping bags in 

unmade beds).
! dinner:  cook in Hvoll hostel kitchen (or eat in Klaustur at café-bar Systrakaffi, 6 to 10pm, 

487-4848)
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Directions

From the Hvoll hostel, drive west on 1 (the Ring Road) back to Klaustur.  Continue west  on 1 for about 5 
km past Klaustur to Hunkubakki; turn north on Route F206 (see Fig. 5.1).  4-wheel-drive is required for 
this road.  There are several river crossings on the way to Lakagígar.  The total drive to Mt. Laki is about 
50 km from the Ring Road, and about  65 km on the way back because of the asymmetry of the loop 
around the crater row (Fig. 5.2).  We averaged approximately 40 km/hour on these rough roads.

Continue 36 km north on F206 to the beginning of the loop around the Lakagígar area (Fig. 5.2).  This 
junction has an informational sign about  the park.  Go right  at  the fork for a counterclockwise trip around 
the loop.  GPS coordinates taken just past this junction for the Laki loop are 63° 58.945! N, 18° 17.039! 
W.  (The whole loop is about 43 km back to the junction.)

Stops 5.1 and 5.2

The first  parking lot you come to at the base of Mt. Laki has a WC (64° 03.764! N, 18° 14.651! W).  Just 
up the hill, the second parking lot  at the base of Mt. Laki has a sign marking all trails leading from that 
point  (64° 03.911! N, 18° 14.785! W).  Take the Red Trail (200m above surroundings) to climb Mt. Laki 
to get  an overview of the crater row and eruption history and observe fissures on the western and northern 
flanks of the mountain.  Take the White Trail to the spatter cone with associated lava tube caves and into a 
crater SW of Mt. Laki with another cave at the bottom.  The lava cave is at 64° 03.907! N, 18° 15.103! W.

Stop 5.3

Continue driving around the Laki loop road.  Tuff cone TC-1 is a short walk off the road about half way 
between the Mt. Laki parking lot and the Tjarnargígur parking lot  (Fig. 5.2).  The tuff cone is 
recognizable by the lack of vegetation on its slopes.  The tuff cone and road are shown in Fig. 5.14. 

Stop 5.4

Continue around the loop road to the parking lot with a sign for the Tjarnargígur-Eldborgafarvegur Trail 
(64° 02.487! N, 18° 18.735! W).  It is a short  hike (about  10 min.) to Tjarnargígur. Explore features of the 
crater row: scoria and spatter cone structure, and lava flows. 

Stop 5.5

Follow the loop road as it continues southwest and then turns east (Fig. 5.2).  The road will cross a walled 
lava channel with a small marshy area and river in the channel bottom – this is the lava channel pictured 
in Fig. 5.21.  As you drive out of the lava channel, you will be in the rootless cone field (Fig. 5.21).  
Watch for a road branching off to the right  (south).  This is the junction seen in Figs. 5.2 and 5.21.  Hike 
around the cone fields and learn about pseudocrater formation.

Stop 5.6

Take F206 back south towards Klaustur. The turnoff for Fagrifoss is about 19 km before the turn back 
onto 1 (the Ring Road).  It  is just  before a large river crossing and is marked with a sign.  The waterfall is 
just off the road.

Stop 5.7

Return to Klaustur via F206 and 1 (the Ring Road).  The Kirkjugólf basalt pavement  is just  400 m NW of 
the Klaustur petrol station: a path leads to it from the information board, or turn down Route 203, and go 
through the first gate in the fence on the left side of the road.
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Fig. 5.1.  Overview map of the Laki region showing vents, lava flows, pseudocrater (rootless cone) fields, 
topography, and location names.  The road to Laki and our stop numbers are marked in black.  (modified from 
Thordarson et al., 2008)
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Fig. 5.2.  Map showing the loop road around the Lakagígar area including our stop numbers (modified from 
Lakagígar Skaftafell National Park, 2004).

Fig. 5.3.  View of the Lakagígar crater row looking southwest from the summit of Mt. Laki.
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“Around midmorn on Whitsun, June 8th 1783, in clear and calm weather, a black haze of 
sand appeared to the north of the mountains nearest the farms of the Sida area.  The cloud 
was so extensive that in a short time it had spread over the entire Sida area and part of 
Fljotshverfi as well, and so thick that it caused darkness indoors and coated the earth so that 
tracks could be seen.

They began with the earth heaving upwards, with a great screaming noise of wind from its 
depths, then splitting asunder, ripping and tearing, as if a crazed animal were tearing 
something apart.  Flames and fire soon stretched upwards from each of the afore-mentioned 
hillocks.  Great slabs of rock and greenswards were cast up indescribably high into the air, 
backwards and forwards, with great crashes, flares of fire and spouts of sand, smoke and 
fumes.  Oh, how fearsome it was to look upon such tokens and manifestations of God's 
wrath.”

- Eyewitness Reverend Jón Steingrímsson, from his book, Fires of the Earth

Background Information: Eruption History and Consequences

The 1783-1784 Eruption 

In the spring of 1783, Iceland was home to one of the largest and most catastrophic volcanic events in 
historic time.  The 8-month long Laki fissure eruption (June 8th 1783 – Feb. 7th 1784) released an almost 
unimaginable 14.7 km3 of basaltic lava covering an area of 565 km2 as well as 0.4 km3 of tephra.  By 
comparison, the 1980 Mount St. Helens eruption released about 1 km3 of material.  Not only was the Laki 
eruption devastating to Iceland, but its atmospheric and environmental effects reached much further 
around the globe.  Other flood lava eruptions, like Eldgjá in 934 AD, demonstrate that  eruptions of Laki 
magnitude have occurred repeatedly in Iceland and will likely occur again in the future.  The Laki flood 
lava eruption is especially interesting to study because its eruption history and human consequences are 
well-documented by contemporary historical sources.  

Eruption Style and Timing

The Laki event is an example of a basaltic flood lava or fissure eruption, with a linear fissure system 
producing huge volumes of low-viscosity, tholeiitic (Fe-rich, subalkaline) basalts.  The Laki fissure 
swarm is linked to the very active Grímsvötn volcanic system, which has produced at least 70 eruptions in 
historic time (Fig. 5.4).  The first  signs of an impending eruption at Laki were weak earthquakes that 
started in mid-May of 1783 and intensified in the coming month.  Then on June 8th, a dark volcanic cloud 
spread over the region, and ash began to blanket  the ground (Fig. 5.4).  Eyewitness descriptions of the 
lava columns demonstrate that Hawaiian-style fire-fountaining reached more than 1000 m high.  The 
eruption brought  acid rain strong enough to sting skin, lava flows that dammed the Skaftá and Hverfisfljót 
Rivers (Fig. 5.1), and tephra falls which forced many farmers off their land.  

The first five months saw ten eruptive episodes (Fig. 5.5), each linked to the formation of a new fissure 
segment  as the vent system lengthened to the northeast (i.e. from Hekla towards Grímsvötn).  The 
eruptive episodes began with a seismic swarm of increasing intensity that led to the opening of a new 
fissure.  This resulted in a short  (1-4 day) phase of phreatomagmatic (caused by interactions between 
magma and water) and Strombolian or sub-Plinian activity.  The explosive activity may have been largely 
controlled by external water-magma interactions, with the eruptions decreasing in intensity as the 
availability of groundwater decreased.  The explosive episodes were followed by long phases of 
Hawaiian-style fire-fountaining and effusive activity lasting into February of the next  year.  In addition, 
the Grímsvötn central volcano erupted at  least 7 times in conjunction with the Laki eruption, suggesting a 
major volcano-tectonic episode on the Grímsvötn volcanic system in 1783 and 1784.
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Fig. 5.4.  Map showing the geologic setting of Laki within the active volcanic regions of Iceland (shaded dark gray).  
The extent of lava flows is shown in black, the dotted line shows the extent of half a cm thick ashfalls, and the 
dashed line shows the estimated outer limits of ashfall.  Open circles mark locations where fine ash was reported.  
The portion of Iceland shaded light gray shows where more than 60% of grazing livestock were decimated, mainly 
from chronic fluorosis.  Crosses mark reports of livestock symptoms consistent with fluorine poisoning, and large 
crosses where most livestock died within two weeks of the initial eruption.  Abbreviations: West (WVZ), East 
(EVZ), and North (NVZ) Volcanic Zones.  From Thordarson and Self (2003). 
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Fig. 5.5.  Schematic illustration of the sequence of events during the Laki-Grímsvötn eruptions.  Earthquake swarms 
are indicated by wiggly lines; fluctuations in lava discharge are shown by the dark shaded area (not to scale); 
eruption clouds denote explosive activity at Laki fissures, and eruption clouds with a cone at the base denote 
explosive activity at Grímsvötn volcano; arrows mark the onset and termination of the Laki eruption.  The bars with 
roman numerals show the extent of each eruption episode.  From Thordarson et al. 2008.
 

“The Sermon of Fire”

On July 27th, 1783, a lava flow was heading toward the village of Kirkjubæjarklaustur, threatening to 
destroy the town.  Reverend Jón Stingrímsson considered the eruption a punishment  for the wickedness of 
his flock, and gave a passionate sermon in the church, while the eruption rumbled outside.  He called to 
God, promising that  they would repent  their sinful ways.  The lava flow reached a rock just  outside the 
village – and there it stopped.  Thus Reverend Jón’s “Sermon of Fire” is credited with saving the town.  

Laki Emissions and Impact on Iceland  

The eruption is estimated to have released 122 Mt SO2 (Mt = megatonne, 106 tons or 109 kg), creating a 
sulfuric aerosol haze that  caused eye irritation, respiratory problems, and damage to vegetation.  Acid rain 
and reduced solar radiation (from ash and aerosols) also contributed to crop failure.  To make things 
worse, other volcanic pollutants would have included about  15 Mt of chlorine and 8 Mt of fluorine.  
Indeed, reports of a deadly sickness in grazing livestock from all over Iceland feature symptoms 
characteristic of chronic fluorosis (fluorine poisoning) (Fig. 5.4).  In less than a year, more than 60% of 
Iceland’s livestock died.  These disastrous effects of the eruption led to a three-year famine and the death 
of 9,000 Icelanders (20% of the population).  Icelandic chronicles refer to this devastating time as the 
“Haze Famine” or the “Hardships of the Mists” after the volcanic pollution.  
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Beyond Iceland: Atmospheric & Climatic Consequences

The Laki eruption column is estimated to have reached 10-13 km, launching ash and SO2 into the polar jet 
stream where they could disperse over much longer distances.  Weather reports indicate that  a sulfuric 
aerosol cloud hung over the Northern Hemisphere for more then 5 months.  A high-pressure system over 
Europe allowed the volcanic pollutants to sink into the lower troposphere and spread over the whole 
continent  (Fig. 5.6), where wet  and dry deposition of sulfuric acid caused damage to vegetation in 
Scandinavia, Germany, Holland, England, and France.  Evidence of volcanic pollution comes from 
historical records, ice cores, tree rings, and petrographic measurements.  

Fig. 5.6.  Diagram illustrating the weather system responsible for the transport of the sulfuric aerosol plume from 
Laki to continental Europe.  From Thordarson and Self (2003). 

Sulfur dioxide is the most important volcanic gas for climate modification: in the atmosphere it reacts 
with water to form sulfuric acid aerosols that reflect  solar radiation and work to cool the earth’s surface.  
Thordarson and Self (2003) argue that Laki injected about 95 Mt SO2 into the upper troposphere and 
lower stratosphere, affecting climate in the Northern Hemisphere for 2-3 years.  The summer of 1783 was 
characterized by extreme and unusual weather, and the following winter was one of the most severe 
winters on record in Europe and North America.  Resulting famine may have been a contributing factor 
leading to the French Revolution in 1789.  Temperature records suggest  that  the annual mean surface 
cooling that followed the Laki eruption was about 1.3°C and lasted through 1786 (Fig. 5.7).  
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Fig. 5.7.  Late 18th century mean surface temperature deviations (ºC) for a 31-year interval centered on the 1783 
Laki eruption.  Data from 29 stations in Europe and the United States were used for the reconstruction.  The 
standard deviation of the 31-year mean is shown by the dashed lines.  From Thordarson and Self (2003).  
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Stop 5.1. Mt. Laki Lookout

The purpose of this stop is to present an overview of the 1783-1784 Laki eruption and the physical 
features left by the fissure eruption.  Although Mt. Laki (818 m, Fig. 5.9) is a much older, extinct 
hyaloclastite volcano, it lends its name to the volcanic fissure swarm which cuts right across it.  The Laki 
fissures form a 27-km-long complex, consisting of 10 individual fissures in an en echelon pattern, each 
about 2.5 km in length (Fig. 5.10).  The fissures are covered in a row of scoria and spatter cones, with 
occasional tuff cones (40-70 m high).  All in all, 140 vents and craters make up the crater row called 
Lakagígar (“the craters of Laki” in Icelandic).  If it’s a clear day, the full extent of the crater row is visible 
from the top of Laki, running from Mt. Hnúta in the southwest (Fig. 5.3) to the foot  of the glacier 
Sí!ujökull in the northeast.  On the western and northern flanks of Mt. Laki and extending to the 
southwest, you can see a 150-300 m wide graben that formed with the opening of fissure segment 5 
across the mountain (Fig. 5.10). 

Fig. 5.9.   The Stanford Alpine Project group on the slopes of Mt. Laki.  Photo by Kevan Moffett, , from SAP’s 2009 
Iceland trip.
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Fig. 5.10.  Map of the Laki crater row and individual fissure segments (labeled 1 through 10).  Scoria and spatter 
cones, tuff cones, lava channels, and other geological features are shown.  From Thordarson et al. 2008.

As you look out  over Lakagígar and, later, get a closer look at  the crater row, notice the distribution of 
different  cone types: spatter cones (formed from molten lava ejecta), scoria cones (macrovesicular tephra 
larger than ash), and tuff cones (consolidated volcanic ash).  The spatial grouping of cone types along the 
Laki fissures reflects the effect of magma-water interactions (Fig. 5.11).  The fissure segment  that crosses 
Laki mountain is associated with only one type of cone – spatter cones that indicate eruptive activity on 
that fissure segment was mostly effusive.  These small spatter cones form a discontinuous row that 
reaches up the SW and NE slopes of Laki, but  does not cross the peak (Fig. 5.12).  In contrast, scoria and 
tuff cones are found at  lower elevation, sitting on fissures within the zone of high groundwater 
permeability.  In addition, the stratigraphy of tephra layers from the Laki eruption records short phases of 
phreatomagmatic eruption with the opening of new fissures.  Intense fragmentation of the magma is 
reflected by a high abundance of fine tephra and the character of fracture surfaces on the clasts.  Together, 
this evidence suggests that the short-lived explosive eruption activity was largely controlled by magma 
interaction with external water in the boggy area that surrounded the fissure site.  

5.4 TC-1

5.6 Hnúta 
cone field

5.5 Tjarnargígur

5.2
5.3
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Fig. 5.11.  Schematic showing the spatial grouping of crater types in relation to the level of the groundwater table.  
Elevation is in meters above sea level.  From Thordarson and Self (1993). 

Fig. 5.12.   Small spatter cones reach up the slopes of Mt. Laki.  Photo by Simon Klemperer, from SAP’s 2009 
Iceland trip.

Stop 5.2. White Trail

The White Trail leads past  a small lava tube cave under the road and then into the bottom of a crater 
southwest of Mt. Laki.  This spatter cone contains another cave that  was once connected to the lava tube 
under the road.  This cave is the collapsed opening of a lava channel, where lava flowed from the point  of 
eruption out  from the crater.  This is a good spot  to investigate lava tube caves and discuss lava transport 
away from the vent.
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As low-viscosity basaltic lava leaves the point of eruption, it  tends to form channels.  The channel 
margins cool, develop channel walls, and sometimes crust  over completely, forming a lava tube that 
serves as an insulating conduit for the flowing lava stream.  Flood lava events like the Laki fissure 
eruption create lava flow fields of pahoehoe and rubbly pahoehoe (or platy-ridge lava) (Fig. 5.13d).  This 
basalt  morphology signifies a thermally insulated transport system (Fig. 5.13b), which can sustain flows 
for much greater distances than open channel a’a flows (Fig. 5.13c and 5.13e).  In Iceland, pahoehoe 
flows have reached lengths of 65 – 130 km.  The impressive extent  of the Laki lava flows down the 
Skaftá and Hverfisfljót river valleys is shown on the overview map (Fig. 5.1). 

Fig. 5.13.  Volcanic architecture of lava flow fields, illustrating structural components, transport system types, and 
basalt lava morphologies.  From Thordarson et al., 2008.
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Stop 5.3. Tuff Cone TC-1

Spatter cones are the most common cone-type in the crater row, but to the southwest of Laki we saw one 
of the two tuff cones formed in the Laki eruption.  Tuff cone TC-1 (Fig. 5.10) is just  off the road between 
Mt. Laki and Tjarnargígur (see Directions and Fig. 5.2).  This stop gives you a chance to explore evidence 
of Laki’s explosive activity and clues to the eruption timeline.  

During two of Laki’s explosive eruption episodes, groundwater supply was plentiful enough for a tuff 
cone to form. The interaction between magma, expanding steam from the groundwater, and volcanic 
gases results in the ejection of mostly small tephra particles in the ash size fraction (< 2 mm).  According 
to Thordarson and Self (1993), the tuff cones formed in the Laki eruption have “well-developed 
stratification and an almost circular shape.  Beds dip outward at  20-32º, generally vary between 0.01 m 
and 1 m thick, and are mainly inversely graded but internally non-stratified and clast-supported, 
suggesting a fall origin.  Several layers are planar to wavy laminated or cross-laminated, possibly 
indicating deposition by base surges.” 

The TC-1 tuff cone (Fig. 5.14) was formed in the phreatomagmatic phase of the eruption on 27-29th of 
June 1783, and is associated with the opening of fissure segment 4 (Fig. 5.10).  The timing of tuff cone 
formation is known from its tephra deposits, which are interbedded with the Strombolian fall units from 
Laki.  TC-1 formed prior to the opening of fissure segment  5 because it  is cut  by the graben associated 
with the opening of that fissure.  In the walls of the tuff cone, the throw on the graben’s bounding faults is 
less than half a meter, compared to 5-8 m of throw closer to Mt. Laki and the center of fissure segment 5.  

Fig. 5.14.   Aerial view of the TC-1 tuff cone.   The Laki loop road is visible at the bottom of the photo.  From 
Thordarson et al. 2008.
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Stop 5.4. Tjarnargígur

We took the Tjarnargígur-Eldborgafarvegur Trail to the lake-filled crater (Tjarnargígur, Fig. 5.15).  This 
and the adjacent  large scoria and spatter cones were formed on fissure segment 3 (Fig. 5.10).  This fissure 
segment  became active on the 14th of June, 1783, generating the most explosive phase of the Laki 
eruption.  Extensive fire-fountaining produced these large scoria and spatter cones.  This stop provides an 
opportunity to examine scoria and splatter cone structure, as well as some proximal features of the Laki 
lava flows.  

Fig. 5.15.  The lake at Tjarnargígur.  Photo by Ellen Schaal, from SAP’s 2009 Iceland trip.

The volcanic features created by Strombolian eruptions and Hawaiian-style fire-fountaining along the 
fissures vary in height from a few meters up to 120 m.  The scoria cones are the tallest  features, usually 
40-90 m high, while spatter cones tend to be in the 10-40 m range.  Cone size increases toward the middle 
of each fissure segment, where the greatest  volume of magma was emitted.  The scoria cones are 
constructed of several-meter-thick layers of scoria fall, each capped by a thin layer of spatter (Fig. 5.16).  
The cone walls are highest  on the sides parallel to the trend of the fissure (NW and SE) and commonly 
breached in the same direction that the fissure trends.  The walls of the scoria cones tend to have 
concentric cracks and faults formed by slumping of unstable walls toward the crater center.  As shown in 
Fig. 5.16, the floor of the scoria cone craters is commonly filled with a solidified lava lake.  

Spatter cones are the most abundant cone type at Lakagígar.  They are found at the ends of each fissure 
and superimposed on earlier-formed scoria and tuff cones.  Effusive eruption activity (which occurred late 
in each eruptive episode and dominated the end of the Laki eruption) created rows of spatter cones cutting 
across scoria cone walls and crater bottoms.  More evidence of effusive activity is seen in the 50-100 m 
wide and 20-30 m deep lava channels extending from the base of some cones on fissure segment  3 (Fig. 
5.10).  
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Fig. 5.16.  Schematic cross-section through a scoria cone on fissure segment 1.   Cone walls are formed of alternating 
coarse scoria layers, each capped with a relatively thin layer of agglutinated spatter.  The conduit is filled by a 
solidified lava lake and interfingering spatter cone walls.  From Thordarson and Self (1993).

Fig. 5.17.  Exploring the rootless cone field (stop 5.5).  Photo by Simon Klemperer, from SAP’s 2009 Iceland trip.
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Stop 5.5. Rootless Cone Fields

Our last stop at Lakagígar was a look around the Hnúta and Hrossatungur cone fields (Fig. 5.17) in order 
to investigate the characteristic structure of rootless cone groups and how they form.  Rootless cone 
groups are a common feature within flood lava flow fields in Iceland.  In their field excursion guide, 
Thordarson et al. (2008) describe them as “positive landforms consisting of 10s – 1000s closely packed 
cratered cones that cover an area ranging from 0.5 km2 to >100km2… associated with tube-fed pahoehoe 
and rubbly pahoehoe flow fields and the cones rest directly on the host  lava flow.  The cone groups are 
situated where the lava advanced over wetlands, such as shallow lakes, fluvial plains or swamps” (Fig. 
5.18).  The cones, sometimes called pseudocraters, range from about 2-35 m high, and from 5-450 m in 
diameter.  

Fig. 5.18.  Schematic cross-section through a rootless cone group.  From Thordarson et al. 2008.

Rootless cones are formed by a phreatomagmatic eruption: the explosive interaction of liquid lava and a 
water-logged substrate (Fig. 5.19).  They are called “rootless” eruptions because they are fed laterally by a 
lava tube, instead of from below like the cones on the Laki fissures.  The rootless eruptions are not 
instantaneous; internal layering in each cone points to a sustained eruption on the order of hours to days.  
Thordarson et al. (2008) describe the internal structure of the rootless cones as follows: “The cones 
typically feature two distinct  structural components; a lower well-bedded sheet-like sequence consisting 
of 0.2-0.6 m thick lapilli tephra beds alternating with <0.2 m thick mud-rich and cross-bedded ash beds 
and an upper indistinctly bedded cone-forming sequence consisting of several 0.5-1.5 m-thick spatter 
beds, often capped by a 1-2 m-thick welded to rheomorphic layer.” (rheomorphic: either late-stage 
viscous flow or post-depositional re-mobilization).  The coarsening-upward grain size in these deposits 
reflects the decrease in explosive power during a rootless eruption.  

Groups of rootless cones form as a pahoehoe lava flow advances across a wetland area (Fig. 5.20).  The 
phreatomagmatic eruptions construct  cones on top of the lava flow.  They are not  modified by the 
movement of the flow because the cones form behind the active flow front  (Fig. 5.13a) on a stationary 
crust above still-active internal pathways (lava tubes).  The increasing thickness of the inflating lava flow 
causes the lava tubes to sink into the soft, water-logged sediments.  Cracks in the base of the lava tube 
bring hot  lava in contact  with the muddy sediment below, creating a steam explosion.  If the explosions 
are powerful enough, they burst  through the overlying lava crust  and spew material until the lava or water 
supply runs out, resulting in a rootless cone.  
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Fig. 5.19.  The inferred conditions for initiation of a rootless eruption.  (a) An internal lava pathway up-flow from 
the active flow front begins to sink into lower density sediments beneath.   (b) A crack in the basal crust of the lava 
tube allows hot lava to contact water-logged sediments, causing a rootless eruption.  From Thordarson et al., 2008.

Fig. 5.20.   The formation of rootless cone groups.  (a) The lava flow begins to cover a water-logged basin and 
thickens by flow inflation.  The advancing pahoehoe lobes form insulating crusts that seal them from contact with 
the wet sediment.  The lobes inflate and expand laterally in response to continued injection of lava.   The lava behind 
the active flow front increases in thickness, especially over active internal pathways (lava tubes).  As a consequence, 
the pathways begin to sink into the soft muddy sediment and cracks open in the base of the lava tubes, initiating 
steam explosions.  (b) A fully developed rootless cone group.  From Thordarson et al., 2008.
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Fig. 5.21.  Map of the Hnúta and Hrossatungur cone groups.  In this area, there are many closely spaced rootless 
cones, as well as flow structures in the Laki lava field (such as lava channels and rubbly pahoehoe basalt 
morphologies).  From Thordarson et al., 2008.
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Stop 5.6. Fagrifoss (Beautiful Falls)

As its name suggests, Fagrifoss is a distinctive and beautiful waterfall on the way to Lakagígar.  It’s a 
great  photo opportunity and place to stop and stretch your legs on the long drive.  When looking 
downstream, notice the large basaltic dikes cutting across the canyon.  

Fig. 5.22.  Fagrifoss.  Photo by Ellen Schaal, from SAP’s 2009 Iceland trip.
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Stop 5.7. Kirkjugólf Basalt Pavement

Kirkjugólf (Churchfloor) is a natural pavement of basalt  just  outside of the village of Kirkjubæjarklaustur 
(Fig. 5.23).  This convenient outcrop is a nice example of columnar jointing and a fun stop for the end of 
the day.  Only the tops of the basalt  columns are exposed, giving the appearance of a man-made paved 
floor.  Columnar jointing in basalt  occurs as a thick lava flow cools and contracts.  When a flow cools 
relatively quickly, it  can shrink in the vertical direction without fracturing, but  it  cannot shrink rapidly 
over its large horizontal area without forming cracks.  The tensional stresses result  in a pervasive fracture 
network that forms the columns.  Basalt  columns are often described as hexagonal, but they can have 3 to 
12 sides.

Fig. 5.23.  Kirkjugólf basalt pavement.  Photo by Simone Manganelli, from SAP’s 2009 Iceland trip.
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printstadur.aspx?StadurID=155&LanguageId=2

Visit South Iceland, Kirkjubæjarklaustur.  Accessed 2009.  Available at http://www.south.is/Home/
DiscoverSouthIceland/TownsVillages/Kirkjubaejarklaustur/
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Day 6: Skaftafell Area - Water and Ice, Sand and Boulders
Monday, September 7th, 2009

Written by: Kevan Moffett

Schedule

7:00 Eat breakfast, pack lunches.
8:00 + 20 km Leave Klaustur for Skaftafell.
8:25 Stop 6.1: Gígjukvísl Bridge.
8:45 + 20 km Leave for Skei!arábrú Monument.
9:15 Stop 6.2: Skei!arábrú Monument.
9:30 + 7 km Depart for Skaftafell National Park.
9:35 Stop 6.3: Arrive Skaftafell National Park.  Start hiking to Svartifoss.
10:15 Stop 6.3.1: Arrive Svartifoss Waterfall.
10:55 Depart for Sjónarnípa.
11:30 Stop 6.3.2: Sjónarnípa - Skaftafellsjökull overlook.
12:00 Start hike back to visitor center.
12:35 Stop 6.3.3: Lunch at Skaftafell Visitor Center.
13:45 + 30 km Leave Skaftafell for Jökulsárlón.
14:20 Stop 6.4: Kvíárjökull.
15:20 + 19 km Depart for lagoon.
16:00 Stop 6.5: Jökulsárlón Lagoon.
16:15 Lagoon boat tour reservation.
17:45 + 78 km Leave Jökulsárlón for Höfn.
18:45 Arrive Höfn Youth Hostel.

Costs
Gas 174 km/vehicle
Lagoon Boat Tour 2400 ISK/person (group rate)
Hostel Lodging ~3050 ISK/person/night

Contact Information
Skaftafellsstofa, Phone: 478 1627
Skaftafell Visitor Website: http://www.ust.is
Center (Stop 6.3.3) Hours: 9 AM to 6 PM (opens at 10 AM in off-season which includes September)

Höfn Youth Hostel Hafnarbraut 8, Höfn
 Hornafjör!ur, Iceland 78
 Phone: 478 1736
 Website: http://www.hostel.is
 E-mail: hofn@hostel.is

Lagoon Tours Jökulsárlón ehf., Kirkjubraut 7, IS-780
 Hornafir!i, Iceland
 Tel. +354 478 2122, Fax +354 478 1065
 jokulsarlon@jokulsarlon.is, www.jokulsarlon.is
 Open May 15-Sep 15
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Logistical Information
! Call or email ahead to make a reservation for a boat tour on Jökulsárlón Lagoon for large groups, 

though tours depart frequently (every 30 min?), so you can likely still get a tour without a 
reservation.

! The driving for this day is not difficult. The weather in Skaftafell is often more mild than other 
areas in Iceland, so removable layers are advisable.

! Previous day: get gas in Klaustur.
! There is a gift shop, restrooms and both indoor and outdoor picnic tables at the Visitor Center at 

stop 6.3.
! Lagoon tours are offered until 5 PM.  Restrooms available in the sandwich shop.

Summary
The themes of this day are glacial and glacio-sedimentary processes.  The day begins with a drive from 
the town of Kirkjubæjarklaustur, across Skei!arársandur, to Skaftafell National Park.  Skei!arársandur is 
the first of two major sandar contained in this day’s itinerary. Skei!arársandur is one of the best examples 
of a sandur plain in the world, formed by jökulhlaup outburst  floods from the surrounding glaciers.  (The 
plural of the term is sandar and the singular sandur.)  Sandar are ideal locations to inspect  sediment 
sorting, view eskers, and identify recent events in the area’s geologic history via the lithofacies. At 
Skaftafell National Park we can hike to a glacier or to the famous Svartifoss falls flanked by columnar 
basalt.  Following Skaftafell National Park we circumnavigate Iceland’s tallest mountain, Öræfajökull, 
and visit  the Kvíárjökull glacier with its spectacular moraines. Then we visit  the second sandur of the day, 
Brei!amerkursandur. This location includes the famous Jökulsárlón lagoon, at which we may be able to 
directly observe glacier-front processes such as iceberg calving. The day ends by driving across numerous 
smaller sandar on the way to the town of Höfn.

Learning Objectives
• ice-water interactions that lead to jökulhlaup: “normal” versus “catastrophic” jökulhlaup process
• jökulhlaup (erosive, transport) power
• unique Skaftafell-region flora; identify Iceland’s dominant tree, Northern Birch
• columnar basalt (@ Svartifoss)
• glacier flow & features (crevasses, medial moraines, nunatuk, etc.)
• glacier-front processes (calving, outflow, moraines)

Directions

Follow Route 1 east all day.  All stops are within sight  of the highway.  GPS coordinates were obtained by 
us at the sites listed and should be reliable.  Google Earth coordinates are highly approximate.

Hvoll youth hostel

~ 63° 54'4.88"N  17° 41'28.78"W (Google Earth)

Stop 6.1

63o 56.331'N  17o 21.735'W (GPS)
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Stop 6.2

~ 63° 59'27.12"N  16° 58'10.04"W (Google Earth)

Stop 6.3

Visitor Center (also stop 6.3.3) is located at: 64o 00.955'N  16o 57.962'W (GPS)
Stop 6.3.1 is located at: 64o 01.650'N  15o 58.499'W (GPS)
Stop 6.3.2 is located at ~ 64° 1'58.86"N  16°55'53.73"W (Google Earth)

Stop 6.4

~ 63° 55'53.56"N  16° 26'50.73"W (Google Earth)

Stop 6.5

64o 02.896'N  16o 10.813'W (GPS)

Höfn youth hostel

~ 64° 15'3.48"N  15° 12'21.30"W (Google Earth)

The main road in Höfn makes a loop at its end. Drive straight into town. Just before you get to the water 
and make a turn to go back inland, the youth hostel is a small building on the left, behind another 
building.  It is in the back, left corner of a large parking lot shared with a large restaurant close to the 
road.
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Fig. 6.1. Area Map (modified from Hansen, 2009).
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End: Höfn

6.5 Jökulsárlón

6.4 Kvíárjökull

6.2 Skei!arárbrú Monument
6.3 Skaftafell

6.1 Gígjukvísl

Start: Hvoll



General Overview

Today we cross the Öræfi region (a.k.a. Öræfasveit).  Öræfi literally means “area without  a harbor” but 
generally means “wasteland” in Icelandic. Narrowly, Öræfasveit  refers to the area just  around the base of 
Öræfajökull, but the term is also used for the entire area between Kirkjubæjarklaustur and Höfn. Prior to 
the construction of the first bridge over the river Skei!ará in 1974, this was one of the most isolated parts 
of Iceland; it  is now one of the primary tourist hot-spots. The Kristínartindar and Skaftafellsfjöll 
mountains to the north of this coastal region are composed of Tertiary basalt. Quaternary eruptions under 
Vatnajökull resulted in the móberg (hyaloclastite) and grey basalt  formations still visible around 
Öræfajökull volcano. Öræfajökull volcano is active today, is the highest mountain in Iceland, and is the 
anchor-point for the southern portion of the Vatnajökull ice cap (Fig. 6.2).

The Tertiary climate of this region was warm and humid, enabling extensive chemical weathering of lava 
flows (now red sediments) from that time and accumulation of abundant  organic matter.  Quaternary 
formations include glacial tillites and yellow/brown siltstones and sandstones. During high glacial stages, 
the Öræfi area (and up to 130 km offshore) was covered in ice. It  is estimated that  during the late glacial 
period (12,000 – 10,000 ya), sea level was 30-60 m above today’s level due to a combination of global 
factors and local tectonics; fossil sea cliffs from this period are evident at  certain locations along Iceland’s 
southern coast. In the early Holocene, vegetation cover was more extensive than today with milder 
temperatures and higher precipitation. Precipitation decreased 2500-5000 years ago, and birch forests 
were replaced by peat bogs.

More recently, the intense erosion and subsequent deposition by jökulhlaups (glacier outburst floods) 
have extended the southern coast of Iceland in this region substantially (Nanuls, 2007).

En Route from Hvoll to Skei!arábrú

Near the hostel we are in an area of silty soils just south of one of the 1783-1784 Laki lava flows. Just 
after leaving the hostel and heading east, we enter the black sand desert  of Skei!arársandur. “Sandur” 
comes from the Old Norse sandr, meaning sand, and specifically (geologically) describes the plain of 
sediments deposited by glacial meltwater.  The river Núpsvötn is near the eastern end of Skei!arársandur. 
Núpsvötn  and other rivers in the area drain from the southwestern Sí!ujökull glacial tongue of 
Vatnajökull ice cap and the lake Grænalón area between Sí!ujökull and Skei!arárjökull, rather than 
directly from Skei!arárjökull (Fig. 6.3).

Grænalón is an inland glacial lake the outlet of which is blocked by the northeastern edge of 
Skei!arárjökull. The ice dam blocks outflow effectively enough that the lake gradually fills over a period 
of a few years.  When the lake stand is high enough, it locally floats the ice dam and empties via a 
subglacial channel as a jökulhlaup (subglacial outburst flood) onto Skei!arársandur at the far western tip 
of the Skei!arárjökull glacial front (Fig. 6.3).
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Fig. 6.2. Geologic map of Öræfasveit showing geographic relation of Skei!arársandur to surrounding glaciers and 
basalts of different ages. Latitude/longitude lines and approximate Route 1 highway trace added for references. 
(Short et al., 1985)
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Fig. 6.3.  Grænalón and surroundings. Blue lines indicate surface flows; dashed red lines estimate subglacial channel 
locations. (Scharrer et al., 2007)

Sights While Driving

• West  of the hostel, closer to Klaustur, it appears from aerial maps that  the highway is situated 
along the contact between the early Quaternary flood basalt, on our left  (north), and the sandur on 
our right  (south).  The exact  location of the road relative to this contact  is unclear, but we should 
be able to observe the difference between the right and left views out the window.  

• Also west of the hostel, closer to Klaustur, fields of pseudocraters may be visible among the 
coastal plain south of the road, formed where lava flows moved across saturated soils or 
marshland.

• Keep an eye out for the late glacial sea cliffs, mentioned above.

• The river Núpsvötn: evidence of jökulhlaups from Grænalón. Also the approximate start of 
central Skei!arársandur.
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Skei!arársandur

Skei!arársandur is the largest  active sandur in the world at 1350 km2.  Its parent glacier, Skei!arárjökull is 
a surge-type piedmont glacial tongue of Iceland’s Vatnajökull ice cap. Skei!arársandur comprises five 
major channels and innumerable small channels throughout  the braided river/fan system.  From west  to 
east the major channels are: Núpsvötn, Gígjukvísl, Háöldukvísl, Seluhússkvisl, and Skei!ará (Fig. 6.4). 
Núpsvötn and Skei!ará directly drain the glacier margin, Gígjukvísl drains meltwater that collects in the 
proglacial zone (just  in front of the glacier front), and Háöldukvísl and Sæluhúsakvísl are the two largest 
jökulhlaup overflow channels. Terminal moraines indicating the approximate location of the glacier front 
in 1749 and 1890 are visible on the terraces between these channels (“T3” in Fig. 6.5). 

Fig. 6.5 shows the trace of the highway as it  crosses the sandur. It is potentially possible to obtain good 
views of the sandur from the height of the moraine, accessed by driving inland along the east or west  bank 
of the Gígjukvísl channel - but this drive and subsequent hiking would likely take too long (2-4 hours) 
and is risky on the potentially unstable sandur plain.  Attempting to hike across the proglacial depression 
next  to the glacier, or across the sandur to the south of the highway is not recommended (Gomez, pers. 
comm.).  The historical information contained in the lithofacies of the 1890 moraines on the west  side of 
Gígjukvísl were studied extensively by Marren (2002) where a large section was revealed by channel 
widening due to the 1996 jökulhlaup (e.g., Fig. 6.6). 

The 1996 Skei!arársandur jökulhlaup was a world-famous event caused by volcanic activity at 
Grímsvötn. Grímsvötn is the largest sub-glacial lake in Iceland and is more or less due north of 
Skei!arárjökull in central Vatnajökull. It is the type locality for volcano-ice interaction (Gudmundsson 
and Jude-Eton, 2008). The subglacial outburst  flood resulting from the subglacial melt induced by the 
Grímsvötn caldera is the classic example of a jökulhlaup, though today the term more broadly applies to 
any subglacial outburst flood.  “Normal” jökulhlaups on Skei!arársandur, fed by the waters gradually 
built up in the Grímsvötn caldera by ongoing melt, release 2-5 km3 of water every 4-10 years (Fig. 6.7) 
via Skei!ará by locally floating or melting just  the portion of the glacial ice blocking the outflow channel. 
These events are responsible for an estimated 100 km3 of sediment  deposition over the Holocene: ~1 km3 
of sandur growth per century (Gudmundsson and Jude-Eton, 2008; Björnsson, 2002). 

[edited from Bice et al., 2006]:

The ice-covered caldera lake makes a unique calorimeter for measuring the heat  flux of the 
subglacial geothermal area, which can be derived by the rate of accumulation of meltwater in 
the lake, subtracting water melted by atmospheric processes on the glacier surface. […] The 
total heat  released over the period 1922 to 1991 was 8.14 ± 1.6 x 1018 J, equivalent to the 
energy released by the solidification and cooling of 21 ± 0.4 km3 of basaltic magma. The 
contribution to the total heat  flux was 45% (max.) from a magma chamber, 35% (min.) from 
shallow intrusions, and 20% from eruptions. This implies that magma at  the roof of a 
chamber solidified and cooled at  the rate of 1.2 - 1.6 x 107 m3/a, or about  1 km3, over the last 
69 years. Heat  release at  Grímsvötn was probably more intense in the 19th century when 
volcanic eruptions were more frequent.  Eruptions rapidly melt  large quantities of ice, rapidly 
raise the water level in the Grímsvötn caldera, and lead to catastrophic jökulhlaups that  burst 
out across the entire Skei!arársandur from multiple channels across the face of the 
Skei!arárjökull glacier. (B. Brandsdóttir)
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Fig. 6.4. Skei!arársandur overview with primary channels abbreviated: Núpsvötn, Gígjukvísl, Háöldukvísl, 
Seluhússkvisl, and Skei!ará (west-to-east). Box shows extent of Figure 5 (Gomez et al., 2000). Stops marked with 
stars.

Fig. 6.5.  Skei!arársandur overview showing 1749 and 1890 terminal moraines, ice-marginal depression (D), and 
with channels (abbreviated west-to-east): Núpsvötn, Gígjukvísl, Háöldukvísl, and Sæluhúsakvísl. (Gomez et al., 
2000). Stop 6.1.1 marked with star. Route 1 highlighted in red.
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Fig. 6.6. Section of 1890 terminal moraine studied by Marren (2000).

Fig. 6.7.  Lake level of Grímsvötn, 1930-2000. Sudden decreases in lake level are due to jökulhlaup events.  In 1996 
the lake level was high enough to fully float the ice dam and catastrophically drain the lake. (Björnsson, 2002)
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The 1996 Skei!arársandur jökulhlaup was of the catastrophic eruption-caused type. During catastrophic 
jökulhlaups, the volume of water and its pressure are so large that  the water floats the entire glacier and 
pours out  extremely rapidly throughout the glacier front. According to a summary of the event described 
by Virtually Virtual Iceland (2009) and World Data Center for Glaciology (2004):

Activity in the cauldron at  Grímsvötn first became obvious on October 5, 1996. Despite 
rapidly increasing water depths in the Grímsvötn reservoir, measurable lift  of Skei!arárjökull 
did not  occur until October 8. The flood was expected at any moment but there was still no 
flood as of October 14 when seismic activity (likely due to magmatic activity) had ceased.  
Tremors started again on November 4 (likely due to floodwater activity, not  magmatic 
reactivation). The jökulhlaup began on November 5 and reached 6000 m3/s in the first  2 
hours. The flood tore icebergs (up to 200 tons) from the glacial front  and carried them out 
onto Skei!arársandur. A peak flow of ~45000 m3/s was reached at ~22:30 that evening.  
Bridges and communication lines across the sandur were destroyed. The event was over by 
November 7 with flow returning to ~400 m3/s.  An estimated 3 km3 of water and ash washed 
out to sea in 52 hours during the event. The event was one of the largest, if not the largest, 
flood in the recorded history of Iceland.

Of ecological interest, Skei!arársandur is the main breeding area in Iceland of the Great Skua 
(Stercorarius skua, Fig. 6.8) and the largest  colony of these birds in the world. S. skua is a large (50-58 
cm; 125-140 cm wingspan) sea bird.  Coloration of adults is streaked grey-brown with black cap; 
juveniles are warmer brown without streaks.  The birds have a short, blunt  tail and white wing flashes. 
Nests on rocky shores consist  of two spotted olive-brown eggs in a grass-lined depression. Its feeding 
habit is that of a pirate, attacking and stealing food from other sea birds.

Stop 6.1. Skei!arársandur: Gígjukvísl bridge

Pull over on the eastern (far) side of bridge.

The earthworks around this bridge provide a slight height-advantage, enabling a view of the sandur. This 
stop is the best  time to get a close-up look at  a deeply incised jökulhlaup outflow channel. Note: the large 
depressions around the bridge are man-made, not  natural kettle ponds. Pulling over for a short break, we 
can potentially briefly investigate jökulhlaup lithofacies in any nearby road- or channel-cut. We can 
discuss the Gomez and Marren papers’ findings, potentially visually locating their field sites from afar.  
Binoculars may be useful here. We can also look for evidence of more recent  geomorphology:  for 
example, and “kame-and-kettle” topography.  A kame is a hill or mound composed of sorted or stratified 
sand and gravel that is deposited in contact  with glacial ice, such as when a gap in the ice fills with 
meltwater and sediments before the ice retreats – conceptually the opposite of a kettle pond (Fig. 6.9).

Stop 6.2. Skei!arábrú (Skei!ará bridge) Monument
  
Here we stop to view interpretive signs on the destruction caused by the 1996 jökulhlaup. The monument  
(Fig. 6.10) is located a little way beyond the east end of the new Skei!arárbrú and is constructed from 
large hunks of the demolished bridges (hard to miss). The interpretive signs provide good, detailed 
information on jökulhlaups and bridge engineering.  Duplicates of these signs are also located outside the 
Skaftafell Visitor Center (stop 6.3).
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Fig. 6.8. Great Skua (Stercorarius skua). (Wikipedia, 2009)

Fig. 6.9.  A kettle pond, the remaining signature of a stranded iceberg from the floods of November 1996. The sands 
can be treacherous due to quicksand, where ice and meltwater lie hidden by the black sand. Stay on the road! (Earth 
& Planetary Science - Hamrahlid College, 2009)

Fig. 6.10. Skei!arábrú monument.
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Stop 6.3. Skaftafell National Park
[edited from Bice et al. 2006; Umhverfisstofnun, 2009b; 2009c; Nanuls, 2007]:

The landscape of Skaftafell has been shaped by glacial action and water erosion. The valley 
glaciers Skei!arárjökull, Morsárjökull and Skaftafellsjökull are prominent features of this 
landscape, and the rivers Skei!ará, Morsá and Skaftafellsá emerge from them. Skaftafellsjöll 
is the range of mountains between the piedmont  glacier Skei!arárjökull in the east  and the 
Vatnajökull ice-sheet  in the north. The range’s mountains include Mi!fellstindur (1430 m), 
"umall (1279 m) and Blátindur (1177 m). The park is divided into three different areas: 
Skaftafell and sandur, Lakagígar, and the Vatnajökull ice sheet  itself. Vatnajökull is the largest 
glacier in Europe and covers approximately 8% of Iceland. About 2/3 of the glacier is inside 
the park boundaries.

The Skaftafell climate is sometimes much warmer than in neighbouring districts because it  is 
sheltered by Öræfajökull. Vegetation in Skaftafell is quite varied; approximately 250 species 
of higher plants can be found in Skaftafell, and over 30 species of birds nest here. The 
mountain slopes are covered with birch, interspersed with rowan trees in some places. 
Vegetation has been rapidly gaining ground since grazing was prohibited in the park, and 
species hardly ever seen on pasture land are common here. The only wild mammals are fox 
and field mice. 

Skaftafell was one of the original farms occupying a fertile plain that  was rich with the tephra 
from Öræfajökull. The farm passed from the hands of private farmers to a large manor during 
the Middle Ages, then to the church.  The farm remained in church hands through Iceland 
becoming part of Norway in 1271 and then part  of Denmark in 1397. In 1536 church lands 
were seized by the Danish king as part  of the Reformation, so Skaftafell  became a royal 
estate. The farm at  this time was located at  a spot called Gömlutún (‘Old Hay Field’), at the 
foot  of the hills just to the west  of the present  campsite, where its ruins can still be seen today. 
Between the years 1830 and 1850 the tephra and glacial outwash of Skei!arársandur 
encroached on the farmland, covering the fields in sand. The farm was forced to relocate 100 
m higher up the mountainside where it remained until 1964 when the Icelandic government 
acquired the land and designated the area as a national park. Cultural remains in the park 
include the old farm Sel and the home power station below Magnúsarfoss waterfall.  
(Skaftafell National Park, 2009; Nanuls, 2007)

The Skaftafell central volcano was active between 2-3 Ma. At  least  16 glacial and interglacial 
intervals have been identified in the Skaftafell and Hafrafell volcanic strata during the last 5 
Ma (Helgason and Duncan, 2001). The strata is made up of subaerially erupted tholeiitic lava 
flows and basaltic andesites and subglacially formed volcanic ridges made up of pillow 
breccias and hyaloclastites. Magnetostratigraphic mapping and K-Ar radiometric dating 
indicate that the frequency and intensity of glaciations increased significantly at  ca. 2.6 Ma 
and particularly since 0.8 Ma, as most of the strata from 100 m a.s.l. to the peak of 
Öræfajökull, at 2119 m a.s.l. has been formed during the Bruhnes magnetic epoch. These 
climatic changes correlate with increases in global ice volume, ice-rafted debris, and 
development from local to regional glacial conditions in the North Atlantic. (B. Brandsdóttir)

A detailed history of the volcanic strata of the Skaftafell area and the effects on these strata of the glacial 
and interglacial intervals since 5 Ma are described by Helgason and Duncan (2001): see Fig. 6.11.  
During our hike we may be able to identify evidence of these processes in the topography or rocks that we 
encounter.
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Note: Skaftafell trail maps online and in park brochures seem to be inaccurate.  Do not  expect  to follow 
the lines on the maps precisely.  Better maps are displayed outside the restrooms at  the visitor center and 
provided on the following pages (Figs. 6.15 and 6.16).

Hike to Svartifoss (Stop 6.3.1)

Take the trail that departs from the west side of the visitor center near the restrooms.  A short distance 
down, take the turn up the hill on the right.  Follow the switchbacks to the top. There is a smaller waterfall 
part way up to keep things interesting.  At the junction at the top of the hill, go left  towards the waterfall 
(you can see it already from the trail).

Svartifoss (Fig. 6.12) means “black falls,” named for the black columnar basalt  flanking it. The elevation 
gain of this hike is significant  (~200 m), but the trail is easy, with numerous switch-backs (and worth it!).  
You can carefully traverse the rocks to go right up to the basalt and under the waterfall.

Hike to Skaftafellsjökull glacier overlook (Stop 6.3.2)

Return to the trail junction previously encountered just before Svartifoss.  Take the trail to the left (east) 
towards Sjónarnípa or Nípa (trail signs do not necessarily correspond to names on the map, but  are 
usually some variation on the name you’re looking for).  Hike up over the east side of the point of land on 
which Svartifoss is located. (Fig. 6.13a)  Towards the end the trail runs over rocks and is hard to see but 
the colored stakes can be followed relatively easily to see where the trail goes.  The trail goes right out 
onto a promontory overlooking Skaftafellsjökull.  

The Sjónarnípa viewpoint  provides one of the most spectacular views in Iceland. (Fig. 6.13c)  Look for 
nunataks (from Inuit nunataq): exposed, rocky bits of a ridge or peak within an ice field or glacier, often 
named and used as navigation aids.  Also observed the proglacial lake at  the glacier front, medial 
moraines, and crevasses.  To the right, the sandur spreads out  below you.  Note the difference between the 
Skaftafellsandur (below Skaftafellsjökull), which has not  been eroded by a recent  catastrophic jökulhlaup 
and is green and vegetation versus the black sediments of Skei!arársandur (to the west), devoid of 
vegetation since the 1996 catastrophic jökulhlaup.

To return to the visitor center, go back up the trail only the distance of a few of the colored stakes.  A trail 
(different from the one you arrived on) branches off to the left  (south), heading down the face of the hill.  
The head of this trail is a little difficult  to find among the rocky ground, on which trails are not obvious, 
but just  keep to the left along the top of the cliff/hill, and you’ll find it  a short distance from the overlook.  
This trail traverses the face of the hill and angles directly down towards the visitor center.  On the way, 
you walk through what  is considered a “forest” in Iceland – some of the trees are taller than you!  The 
trees (as in most of Iceland) are almost all native Northern Birch (Betula pubescens, Fig. 6.13b).

Alternative Sjónarsker viewpoint

The Sjónarsker viewpoint  is a short  way past  Svartifoss (west across the footbridge at  the base of 
Svartifoss and follow the signs). The viewpoint provides a spectacular view of Skei!arársandur and the 
surrounding peaks and glaciers from the point of land between Skaftafellsjökull and Skei!arárjökull.

Alterative hike towards Skaftafellsjökull glacier along Little Ice Age Timeline

This walk to/from the glacier front includes interpretive signs showing former glacial extent  and 
subsequent  retreat. The trail departs on the east side of the visitor center. Englacial debris bands, as 
described by Roberts et al. (2002) (Fig. 6.14), may be visible on the glacier.  The hike remains on the flat 
valley floor and so is a possibility for anyone unable to make the climb up to Svartifoss.
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Fig. 6.11. Local topographic relief at Skaftafell has been amplified since 5 Ma as subglacially erupted ridges and 
deepening valleys developed under thickening ice. (Helgason and Duncan, 2001)

Fig. 6.12.  Svartifoss.
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Fig. 6.13. a) Path to Sjónarnípa (looking back the way we came); b) Northern Birch forest; c) View from Sjónarnípa 
of Skaftafellsjökull.

Fig. 6.14. Schematic model of development of debris-rich ice bands at snouts of Skei!arárjökull and 
Skaftafellsjökull. (Roberts et al. 2002)
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Fig. 6.15. Skaftafell area map (photo from Skaftafell Visitor Center).
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Fig. 6.16.  Skaftafell National Park area map (photo from Skaftafell Visitor Center).
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Return to Skaftafellsstofa, Skaftafell Visitor Center (Stop 6.3.3)

The exhibits are worth taking the time to see. “The Skaftafellsstofa hosts an exhibit about the culture, 
history and nature of the area. A video of the volcanic eruption in Gjálp in 1996 can also be viewed.” The 
interpretive displays at the center are purportedly very good and provide much background information 
about the area’s geology and environment.

Öræfajökull Volcano

On this drive we must pass around the ice-covered volcano Öræfajökull.

[edited from Bice et al., 2006; Vatnajökuls!jo"gar"ur, 2009; Nanuls, 2007; Thordarson and 
Hoskuldsson, 2002]:

Extending south from the Vatnajökull ice cap, the Öræfajökull volcano is Iceland's highest 
mountain. Hvanndalshnúkur is a rhyolite peak on the northwestern rim of the Öræfajökull 
volcano that rises 300 m above the compacted snow field in the ice-filled caldera. It is the 
highest  mountain in Iceland at ~2110 m. Its actual height  depends on the season and how 
deep the snow is. The land at the foot  of the mountain is approximately 100 m above sea 
level. Öræfajökull is a stratovolcano with a large ice-filled caldera, 600-700 m deep. The 
caldera is approximately 5 km long and covers an area of 12 km!.  This stratovolcano is 
believed to the second largest  of its type in Europe - only Etna on the island of Sicily is larger. 
The diameter of the mountain at its foot  is approximately 20 km. It has a base area of almost 
400 km! and a volume of 370 km".

Its ice cap reaches down to 1000 m above sea level, but several cliffs on the peaks around the 
caldera rim are generally free of ice. Accumulation on the Öræfajökull ice cap is ~10 m per 
year and the average annual precipitation is close to 5000 mm, the highest  in Iceland. A 
number of small outlet glaciers extend down the flanks of the mountain from ~1800 m down 
to almost sea level. They include Falljökull, Kvíárjökull, Fjallsjökull and Svínafellsjökull.
Most  of the rock formations that  make up Öræfajökull are younger than 0.7 Ma and are 
typical of the Upper Pleistocene Formation.  The volcanic succession is principally made of 
pillow lavas and hydroclastic tuffs and breccias, along with basalt  and andesite lava flows. 
Rhyolites are present in significant amounts, as both intrusive and extrusive units.  Several of 
the peaks rising from the caldera rims are remnants of rhyolite lava domes. These volcanic 
units are intercalated with lesser volumes of tillites, glaciofluvial, and glaciolacustrine 
sediments.

Postglacial activity in the summit  area seems to have been almost exclusively explosive. 
Tephrochronological studies show that this activity was of limited extent  and did not  add 
much to the volume of the volcano. Several radial fissures reaching below the present  ice 
cover have also been active in postglacial time and at  least  one lava flow reached the lowland 
plain at Kvíárjökull on the south-east side of the volcanic massif. 
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Öræfajökull erupted twice in recorded history, in 1362 and 1727. The earlier eruption was the 
largest pumice eruption in the recorded history of Iceland, although there was an even larger 
one about 2800 years ago. In 1326, 10 km3 of volcanic ash were emitted (equivalent to 2.5 
km! of solid rock), making it the largest Plinian eruption in Europe since Vesuvius destroyed 
Pompeii and Herculaneum in 79 AD. Thick, light-coloured pumice layers from this eruption 
are a common feature in the surrounding district. About  30 cm of rhyolitic pumice were 
deposited along the southern plain in 1362 and carried northwestwards in such masses that 
ships sailing by the Western Fjords could hardly make their way through it.  
Tephrochronological studies have supplemented the sparse records from this time. They show 
that the 1362 eruption occurred after a 500 yr quiescence and that the main tephra fall lasted 
only one or two days. The 1362 tephra forms a 7-10 cm thick layer in the Hornafjör"ur region 
and has been diagnosed from peat  bogs in Scandinavia. The eruption was accompanied by 
catastrophic jökulhlaups that emerged from underneath the outlet glaciers on the west  side of 
the massif. Some farms were destroyed by these floods, but the pyroclastic flows caused 
more devastation. The tephra fall damaged rural settlements up to a distance of 70 km east  of 
the volcano, causing the area to be temporarily abandoned. Formerly called Litla Héra" (the 
Little District), after the eruption of Öræfajökull in 1362 the area was renamed Öræfi, 
meaning “wasteland”.

The second historic eruption of Öræfajökull occurred on 3 August  1727 and lasted until April 
or May 1728. Jökulhlaups issued from the Falljökull and Rótarfjallsjökull glaciers, destroying 
two chalets and drowning three people. The Svínafell and Skaftafell farms on the westside of 
Öræfajökull were in complete darkness for 3 days due to tephra fall and were uninhabitable 
for a while afterwards. The tephra production was small compared to 1362 eruption and 
probably did not exceed 0.2 km3. The floods and tephra fall killed about 600 sheep and 150 
horses, some mangled by volcanic bombs. Fewer people and livestock were killed than in the 
earlier eruption, and no farms were destroyed: farmhouses had been built on higher ground 
than in 1362 and the less abundant ash fall was less devastating. The catastrophic jökulhlaups 
indicate that the eruption originated within the caldera, but on 4 August a fissure with 6-7 
separate fires opened on the outer-west  flank of the caldera, reaching down to about 1100 m 
above sea level. Fire and smoke was seen at  this site until late May the following year, but  the 
lava production was insignificant. Evidence of the main flood is still visible along the courses 
of the rivers Sandfell and Hof.

Early documents provide evidence of travel over the Vatnajökull ice cap from north to south 
and vice versa, but there are no descriptions of ventures onto Öræfajökull until August  11th, 
1794 when the Icelandic naturalist Sveinn Pálsson climbed Öræfajökull with two 
companions. During his trip he developed his theories of glacier formation and glacier 
movement as a viscous fluid flowing under the influence of gravity, though his manuscript 
was not published until 1945 and then in Icelandic. This discovery was almost  concurrent 
with that  of the French naturalist A. C. Bordier, who reached the same conclusion studying 
glaciers in the French Alps in 1772. Sveinn Pálsson also noticed ash layers in the glacier 
where it  broke from the edge of the summit  on its way down, which helped him draw the 
correct conclusions.  In his account Sveinn wrote: “I became particularly interested in the 
appearance of the nearest  glacier to the east of Kvísker, the same outlet glacier mentioned 
before, that  had slid down. Its surface, all the way to the main glacier, seemed to consist of 
nothing but  semicircles running right across it [ogives], whose convex arches pointed 
downward to the level land, exactly as it  had flowed down in a semi-melted or thick and 
viscous state. I wonder whether this phenomenon might  not prove in part  that  glacier ice, 
without actually melting, has some kind of fluidity, like several resins.”
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En route to Stop 6.4

Svínafellsjökull (Fig. 6.17), just  after leaving Skaftafell park: if we had time we could turn left  on a 
signposted gravel road just east of the park and drive up to 300 m from the glacier, then walk right  up to it 
(Fig. 6.18a). This itinerary opts for stopping at Kvíárjökull (Fig. 6.18d) instead.

Svínafellslögin sedimentary sequence (Fig. 6.18b): just  east of the Skaftafell National Park entrance is 
Svínafellslögin, an interglacial sediment formation that outcrops at  the base of Svínafellsfjall mountain. 
The sediment sequence is 120 m thick and consists of well bedded fine-grained lacustrine sandstone and 
siltstone, which contain pollen grains and leaf imprints of alter, birch, rowan, blueberry and crowberry 
heather, grasses and ferns.  The age of the Svínafell sediments is probably ~0.5 Ma.  More specific 
directions are needed to find this sequence. (Thordarson and Hoskuldsson, 2002)

Háalda (Fig. 6.18c) is a bulky glacial sediment ridge between Sandfell and Hof. The ridge is actually an 
alluvial fan deposited in a kettle hole that was formed by an iceberg during the Öræfajökull volcanic 
eruption of 1727. The composition of the sediment  indicates that  it  was deposited by a jökulhlaup, partly 
from under the Kotárjökull glacier. A prominent depression (jökulker) in the mountainside is the imprint 
of an iceberg. This phenomenon is typical of a dead-ice landscape. (Umhverfisstofnun, 2009c; 
Vatnajökuls!jó"gar"ur, 2009)

Fig. 6.17. Svínafellsjökull descends from Öræfajökull (S-Vatnajökull) down to the lowlands, east of Skaftafell.

Stop 6.4. Kvíárjökull

The Kvíárjökull glacier descends nearly to the highway. The diversity among types of moraines and 
debris bands within ice are particularly of interest  here (Figs. 6.21, 6.22), including large (up to 100 m 
high) neoglacial/Little Ice Age moraines. Note location of road relative to moraines (Fig. 6.19) 
(Thordarson and Hoskuldsson, 2002). Just before crossing the bridge of Kvíárjökull outflow channel 
there is a gravel turn-off towards the glacier.  This side road terminates in a parking lot among the 
moraines.

Between the lateral and terminal moraines and the glacier the proglacial depression is filled with 
hummocky moraine and a proglacial lake.  A large ice-cored moraine is visible on the right  (east) of the 
glacier margin (Fig. 6.20a).  It  is possible to hike (~45 min roundtrip) to this moraine and see it  up close 
(Fig. 6.20c) via a short road on the east  (far) side of the bridge crossing the Kvíárjökull outflow channel if 
one follows the sheep tracks towards the glacier.
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Fig. 6.18.  Map of Öræfajökull area: a) Svínafellsjökull; b) Svínafellslögin sedimentary sequence; c) Háalda; d) 
Kvíárjökull.

Fig. 6.19.  Kvíárjökull aerial photograph, 1998.  Note highway in red and major moraine ridges in blue.  Ignore the 
arrow.  Scale is ~ 1575 m between the two parallel moraines. (Spedding and Evans, 2002)
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Fig. 6.20. Kvíárjökull. Ice-cored moraine from a) afar b) as viewed from the west side of the bridge and c) up close.

Fig. 6.21. a) Location of Kvíárjökull. The shaded area shows the glacier catchment with contours at 200 m intervals.  
b) Sketch map of the glacier terminus indicating supraglacial foliation and debris distribution. Ignore symbols A–I.  
S and P indicate the supraglacial and proglacial runoff sampling sites, respectively. (c) Sketch map showing the 
distribution of major supraglacial debris types (modified from Spedding and Evans, 2002).
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Fig. 6.22. a) Kvíárjökull, looking upglacier from the southwestern moraine rampart.  b) Looking east over the 
terminus. c) View across west side of the glacier foreland, showing linearity of hummocky moraine. Tents at right 
for scale. (Spedding and Evans, 2002)
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Stop 6.5. Brei!amerkursandur, Brei!amerkurjökull, Jökulsárlón lagoon

The Brei!amerkurjökull glacier is a broad outlet  of Vatnajökull, underlain by a thick, unlithified 
sedimentary sequence.  The retreat  of Brei!amerkurjökull began in 1930, forming of one of the shortest 
rivers in Iceland, called Jökulsá. Jökulsárlón lake (Fig. 6.23), formed in 1950, is sometimes referred to as 
Brei!amerkurlón.  Jökulsá is only 1500 m long due to the proximity of the glacial front  to the sea. The 
lagoon is now the deepest  lake in Iceland. Seawater flows into the lagoon at  high tide along with fish 
(salmon, capelin and herring), which are sometimes followed by Harbor seals. Eider ducks are very 
common on the lagoon. The distal margin of the Brei!amerkurjökull glacier snout floats on the lagoon 
and calves into the lagoon, creating icebergs.  The road is built along the terminus.

The proglacial Brei!amerkursandur exhibits numerous esker systems and outwash fans. The confinement 
of high groundwater pressures beneath the glacier can also result in strong upwelling, even to the extent 
of fluidized water-sediment “fountains” at the glacier margin (Boulton et al., 2007), which act as sources 
for “spring-fed” drainage across the sandur.  The Brei!alón lagoon exists at the western end of the glacier 
front. Breidalon is between Fjallsárjökull and Brei!amerkurjökull and is connected to Fjallsárlón, the 
lagoon of the Fjallsárjökull outlet of Öræfajökull. The name Brei!amerkursandur is collectively used to 
describe the sandar of all the local glaciers (Hrútárjökull, Fjallsárjökull, and Brei!amerkurjökull). These 
glaciers separated between 1894 and 1968 from one large piedmont glacier. (Thordarson and 
Hoskuldsson, 2002)

In addition to boat  tours at  the lagoon, one can observe iceberg physics and iceberg calving (Fig. 6.24). 
An information sign describing the lagoon is also located next  to the restaurant.  Observe seals and sea 
birds, if any, in the lagoon and offshore.  Investigate “alteration of gabbro used as armourstone in the 
breakwater” (Gibson et al., 2008).

Brei!amerkursandur

You can also walk around Jökulsárlón lagoon and investigate the black sand desert, Brei!amerkursandur, 
first-hand.  Use the map provided by renowned global-change and ice-sheet-dynamics expert Geoffrey 
Boulton (Fig. 6.25) to explore his field area.

Fig. 6.23.  The terminus of Brei!amerkurjökull is indicated by the lower dark line.  Grey lines parallel to this 
indicate the positions of moraines formed during glacial retreat. The numbered lines show the axes of eskers and 
major perennial streams. The Jökulsá river,  trajectory #9,  is interrupted by the Jökulársarlón proglacial meltwater 
lagoon. Lake Brei!alón is crossed by trajectory #2.  (Boulton et al., 2007)
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Fig. 6.24. Various photos of Brei!amerkursandur: a) panorama of the lagoon; b) closer picture of individual 
icebergs; c) SAP member standing on an iceberg; d) amphibious boat that tours the lagoon; e) Eskers on 
Brei!amerkursandur in wintertime, looking away from the glacier.  The large esker ridge leading from point A leads 
to the head of a collapsed fan at point B, 1 km from the bottom of the picture, which formed at the contemporary 
glacier terminus, and in which esker ridges can also be seen. The smaller esker to its left branches from the larger 
esker just above A, and itself terminates in a collapsed fan. The solitary eskers are interpreted as marking the 
locations of major subglacial/englacial channels, whilst the fans formed at the ice margin over dead ice.  The left 
hand fan represents a later stage of glacier retreat than the fan beyond B.
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Fig. 6.25.  Field area map of Geoffrey Boulton, identifying some Brei!á esker fan sites near the highway. a) You can 
drive up to this point, where you see the fan within a re-entrant defined by the Little Ice Age maximum of the 
glacier.  If you look over the ice contact scarp to the north, you will see an esker winding along the foot of the scarp. 
Try to work out how this happened. b) Head off to the north-west along this dried-up outwash valley.  c) This 
complex of diverging ridges represents supraglacial fan-top streams that have melted through the  underlying ice, 
producing an inversion of relief on final ice melting. Contrast it to the fan at (a),  which was deposited entirely 
proglacially. d) This “esker” represents a late stage fan apex stream. However, try to work it out yourself. It will tax 
your imagination. (Geoffrey Boulton, 2009)
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En Route from Jökulsárlón to Höfn

This drive crosses the district Su!ursveit (here to the river Kolgríma) and then the district M"rar (to river 
Hornafjar!ará).  It also passes multiple outlet  glaciers. Notably, we cross from sandur plains into the 
Tertiary Basalt Formation.  We will learn more of this on Day 8.  In brief, this succession spans 13.5-3.5 
Ma, formed by at least 17 extinct  volcanic systems, each consisting of a central volcano and a dike 
swarm.  Mainly the scenery will be of the numerous glaciers descending from Vatnajökull to the north, 
and the associated U-shaped glacial valleys.
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Day 7: Geitafell
Tuesday, September 8th, 2009

Written by: Kevan Moffett and Emily Pope

Schedule

8:30 Eat breakfast.
9:00 Depart hotel.
10:00 Stop 7.1: Gabbro Outcrop.
12:00 Depart for Table Quarry.
12:10 Stop 7.2: Table Quarry and lunch.
13:10 Depart for Kraksgil farmhouse.
13:25 Stop 7.3: Kraksgil hike.
17:25 Return to Kraksgil farmhouse, depart for Hoffell.
17:45 Stop 7.4: Hoffell.
18:45 Depart for hostel.
19:45 Return to Höfn.

Costs
Gas ~50 km/vehicle
Hostel Lodging ~3050 ISK/person/night

Contact Information
Höfn Youth Hostel Hafnarbraut 8, Höfn
 Hornafjör!ur, Iceland 78
 Phone: 478 1736
 Website: http://www.hostel.is
 E-mail: hofn@hostel.is
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Driving Directions
Stop 7.1

Return to Highway 1 from Höfn; drive towards Reykjavík (NNE). Immediately after crossing the bridge 
over the main river draining to Hornafjör!ur (technically a glacial lagoon, not a fjord), turn right/north 
onto 984 towards Hoffell.  The sign says “Hoffell 3 km.”

Optional (but a good idea): At the 1st Y in the road, go to the right to Hoffell farm.  Introduce yourself to 
the farmers and ask permission to cross their land to visit the glacier.  The woman speaks English, the 
man only speaks Icelandic.  They seem to be used to tourists visiting the glacier and don’t mind, so it is 
ok if they are not there. Return to the fork in the road and take the other fork towards the glacier.

At the 2nd Y in the road, the right fork leads to Mi!fell (owners of the hotpots), the left fork leads to the 
glacier. Take the left fork past the touristy sign to the glacier.  At the 3rd Y in the road, the right fork goes 
to the hotpots through a metal gate.  Take the left fork towards the glacier.  At the 4th Y in the road take 
the right fork.

The 5th junction is a 4-way intersection.  Go straight across between to two large rocks on either side of 
the road.  Go straight through the shallow creek when you come to it.  At the 6th Y, stay left.  Cross 
straight over the dry stream bed.  Drive through/past gravel parking lot as far as you can go. Park. Visit 
the gabbro outcrop next to the proglacial lake (Stop 7.1).  (GPS: 64o 25.199’ N, 15o 24.089’ W)

Stop 7.2

Drive back down the road and take the first left to go around the corner to the left on the road to the Table 
Quarry, adjacent to the river (Stop 7.2)   (approx. GPS: 64o 25.190’ N, 15o 23.527’ W)

Stop 7.3

Drive back towards Hoffell. Turn left/east to cross a (dry) creekbed and get to the beginning of the hike 
(Stop 7.3).  You will see two lone buildings on the left at the base of the mountains.  One is a larger 
farmhouse and one is a small cottage.  We parked just below the larger farmhouse (Kraksgil @ GPS: 64o 
24.495’ N, 15o 22.077’ W). One rocky valley runs up to the left (north) of the farmhouse.  Around the 
corner to the right (south) of the farmhouse there is another gully that has an impassible cliff a short way 
in.  Start the hike in the rocky valley on the left (north).

Stop 7.4

After the hike, drive back to the hotpots that you saw on the way in for an excellent soak in the great hot 
pools (Stop 7.4).  Leave a donation in the box near the hot pots.  Be sure to inspect the rocks around the 
hot pots.

Höfn

Return to 984 and Höfn.
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Fig. 7.0. Driving route. Road locations (solid lines) and hiking paths (dotted lines) are approximate. (Google Maps, 
2009)

4. Hotpots

1. Gabbro
2. Quarry

3. Kraksgil

0. Hoffell
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Overview

The Geitafell area (Fig. 7.1) consists of the hydrothermally-altered remains of a Miocene central volcano. 
As such, it is a spectacular location to examine both diverse hydrothermal features and the core of one of 
the central volcanoes so important in southeastern Iceland’s geologic history.  The key to understanding 
this site is its geologic timeline, consisting of 3 structural events, 12 intrusive phases, and 7 vein systems.

[edited from Fridleifsson, 1983b]:

The Geitafell central volcano in southeastern Iceland was formed with a rift  zone in central 
Iceland and was active for about  1 Ma, from about 6-5 Ma b.p.. The volcano consists of a 
tholeiitic suite (basaltic lavas ~ 60%, basaltic hyaloclastites ~30%, intermediate and acid 
rocks ~ 10%). The volcano experienced three major structural events: (i) a central uplift 
related to intrusion of central gabbros, (ii) later caldera collapse (8x10 km in diameter), and 
(iii) a subsequent  flexuring related to a regional flexure zone which extends across SE- and E-
Iceland. The core of the volcano is extensively propylitized (epidote-chlorite-carbonate 
alteration) by high-temperature hydrothermal activity.

The area has been repeatedly glaciated during the last 3 Ma. This provides excellent 
exposures into the core of the volcano, and near vertical (up to 1 km) sections through its 
strata. The quality of the exposures provides an excellent opportunity to study the extinct 
high-temperature system in three dimensions.

Twelve intrusive phases (IP  1-12, Fig. 7.2) were distinguishable within the volcano, based on 
cross-cutting relationships, petrographic differences and variable emplacement modes.  An 
intrusive phase implies a group of time-related, and usually widely distributed intrusives, 
either a set  of dykes (dips from 90o – 60o), a set of inclined sheets (dips <60o) or large 
intrusive bodies (gabbros, granophyres).

[edited from Fridleifsson and Bjornsson, 1986]:

The intrusive phases began with a phase of dyke formation (IP  1, see Fig. 7.2). This was 
followed by a major gabbro intrusive event at ~ 1 km depth (IP 2) that  activated the high-
temperature geothermal system and was accompanied by hornfelsing (contact 
metamorphism). The subsequent  intrusive phases were associated with this “high-temperature 
hydrothermal system established within the volcano following the major gabbro intrusive 
event, which for 200 – 300 ka, episodically received thermal energy from magmatic 
intrusions emplaced within the hydrothermal system in the form of large gabbro or 
ganophyric intrusions, low-angle cone-sheet swarms or subvertical dyke swarms.

Seven vein systems (VS) were emplaced within the gabbro between the intrusive phases. 
Much of the relative timing of these events has been deduced from the infilling of amygdales 
(filled gas cavities/vesicles). “The earliest vein systems at all depth levels invariably comprise 
‘mud’ and limonite (amorphous ferric oxide) deposits, related to long-term cold groundwater 
percolation (possibly lasting 700-800 ka). Upon progressive rise in geothermal gradients 
within the volcano the vein mineral deposition changed to silica precipitates (jasper -> 
chalcedony -> quartz) and smectite -> chlorite. A high-temperature system then became 
active upon the emplacement of the central gabbros (IP 2) at  shallow depths, and a sharp 
change in vein deposits took place.”  (Fridleifsson, 1983b)  Starting from this time the vein 
systems are identified in order by numbers 1-7 (Fig. 7.3).
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Fig. 7.1.  Geitafell location.

Fig. 7.2.  Geitafell stratigraphic units [B – basalt, H – hyaloclastite, R – rhyolite], structural events, and 
intrusive phases. (Fridleifsson, 1983b)

Fig. 7.3.   Relative timing of Geitafell intrusive phases and vein system emplacements. (Fridleifsson 
and Bjornsson, 1986)
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VS 1 Magma segregation from cooling gabbro created pyroxene-plagioclase pegmatite at  
the time of radial dyke formation (IP 3). Evidence of gas-rich metamorphic fluid 
movement from elongated amygdales connected by narrow channels striking nearly 
perpendicular to the dyke walls.

VS 2 Igneous felsites were not  chilled against the metamorphic hornfels of the gabbro 
contact, so both were likely from near-magmatic metamorphic temperatures (~IP 
4).

VS 3 An actinolite-sphene assemblage; may have been superheated or supercritical; 
deposited in early gabbro shrinkage joints. Of thickness typically < 1 mm with 
branching micro-veins < 0.1 mm.

VS 4 Thin basaltic veins occurred along with dolerite cone-sheets (IP  5), 7-10 ka after 
the IP 2 gabbro.

VS 5 Characterized by epidote restricted to veins.
VS 6 Characterized by thin, black, basaltic veins.
VS 7 Characterized by quartz, calcite, and zeolites related to cooling of the high-

temperature system.  Major zeolite types are stilbite, heulandite, and scolecite.
  (Fridleifsson, 1983a,b)

The earliest hydrothermal vein systems with the gabbro involve the highest temperature 
mineral assemblages. Supercritical conditions were found to have existed in some of the 
contact  aureoles and fluids in the fractures may have been at supercritical or superheated 
hydrothermal conditions.  In the initial cooling stage, fluids circulated all around the 
crystallizing magma but fluid flow paths were deflected around the main heat source. After 
the intrusive was crystallized and fractured, the circulation system shifted toward the center 
of the intrusion.” Vein systems #5-7 are from cooler, hydrothermal temperatures.

Key rock types to be able to distinguish (see Introduction, pages 0-21, 0-22):

 Granite  slowly-cooled intrusive acidic magma (i.e., felsic or > 62 wt.% SiO2) 

 Rhyolite   quickly-cooled intrusive acidic magma

 Gabbro   slowly-cooled intrusive mafic magma (i.e., basic)

 Basalt   quickly-cooled intrusive mafic magma

 Tholeiite   iron-rich, subalkaline basalt (e.g. MORB) characterized by the presence of 
orthopyroxene.  May have pigeonite (cpx), olivine, quartz, but not nepheline.

 Hyaloclastite  subglacially-erupted, hydrated, tuff-like breccia rich in volcanic glass
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Fig. 7.5.  Top: the well-studied Geitafell gabbro, adjacent to Hoffellsjokull glacier (Stop 7.1).  Early gabbro: ~ IP 2.  
Late gabbro: ~ IP 10.  The hike (Stop 7.3) takes us up near the caldera rim on the right.  Bottom: the plot shows the 
temperature/time of the 12 intrusive phases and 7 vein systems (Figs. 7.3, 7.4).  (Fridleifsson and Bjornsson, 1986) 
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Fig. 7.6. Alteration map of the NE-half of the Geitafell Central Volcano, SE-Iceland, with major Geitafall alteration 
zones.   Heavy black contour lines added to aid comparison to Fig. 7.9.  (Fridleifsson, 1983b)
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Fig. 7.7. Cross sections of the Geitafell Central Volcano.  Cross section lines are reproduced on the map in Fig. 7.6.
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Figure 7.8. Geologic map of Geitafell (after Fridleifsson, 1983a).  Scale comparable to Fig. 7.9 and 7.10.  
Heavy black contour lines added to aid comparison.
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Fig. 7.9. Alteration map of the NE-half of the Geitafell Central Volcano, SE-Iceland.  Compare to 
Fridleifsson’s map in Fig. 7.6.

Fig. 7.10. Stratigraphic profile of Geitafell area.
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Stop 7.1: Gabbro Outcrop

Drive to the end of the road, over the terminal moraine at the end of the glacier and to the right around the 
edge of the lake to the unmistakable gabbro. At this location, up to seven distinct veining episodes 
represent multiple thermal periods of emplacement.  (Also see information on veining and intrusive 
phases in Overview section.)  Three different locations to try to locate within this outcrop are described in 
Figure 7.8.  In addition to identifying and inspecting the gabbro, this is a fantastic location at which to 
discuss cross-cutting relationships and other clues to the order of vein emplacement and other events.

The vein systems (VS) are identified by:
1. Gabbroic pegmatite: wide veins, usually pyroxene-rich
2. Quartz: veins often run through the gabbroic pegmatite 
3. Actinolite: thin vein, dark amorphous green
4. Basalt: aphyric dike, dark brown, unaltered
5. Epidote: very thin vein, “spindly,” often forms along fractures
6. Three distinct small events, all very thin and black
7. Quartz + calcite + zeolites: white minerals in spaces large enough for large euhedral crystals

Fig. 7.11. Photo of the gabbro outcrop.

Actinolite: A bright-green or grayish-green monoclinic mineral of the amphibole group: Ca2(Mg,Fe)5(OH)
2[Si8O22].  It occurs in fibrous, radiated, columnar, or asbestos forms in metamorphic rocks (such 
as schists) and in altered igneous rocks.  

Aphyric: Said of the texture of a fine-grained or aphanitic igneous rock that lacks phenocrysts; also a rock 
exhibiting such a texture. 

Epidote: A yellowish-green, pistachio-green, or blackish-green mineral: Ca2Al2(Fe3+,Al)(SiO4)(Si2O7)O
(OH).  It  commonly occurs associated with albite and chlorite as formless grains or masses or as 
monoclinic crystals in low-grade metamorphic rocks (derived from limestones), or as a rare 
accessory constituent in igneous rocks, where it  represents alteration products of ferromagnesian 
minerals.  

Epidote-amphibolite facies: The facies (set of metamorphic mineral assemblages) in which mafic rocks 
are represented by hornblende + albite + epidote.  It is transitional between the greenschist facies 
and the amphibolites-facies, and represents the low-temperature end of amphibolite facies 
regional metamorphism.  Epidote-group minerals are common and widespread in regional- and 
contact-metamorphic rocks, both as primary and secondary (alteration) minerals.  Epidote is 
found in mafic schists and gneisses together with the minerals hornblende, albite, and chloritoid; 
it is also found in hornfels along with diopside, actinolite, grossularite, and albite.  

Zeolites: Microporous, hydrous aluminosilicates, similar to the feldspars. They easily lose and regain their 
water of hydration (and associated cations) and they fuse and swell when heated. Differences in 
zeolite mineralogy can be used to diagnose differences in temperature, pressure, and chemistry 
during rock formation.
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Fig. 7.12. Gabbro outcrop: map (top) shows vein system (VS) localities (# 1, 2, 3) lateral to the terminal glacial lake 
and moraine.  On the map, “dyke” refers to a basaltic dyke ~ 0.5 m wide.  This dyke is more eroded than the 
surrounding gabbro (~0.5-1m) and so appears saliently as a wide, filled-in crevice including moss and other plants 
growing in/on it.  The person in red pants in the bottom photo is standing in this dyke-depression (at approximately 
the location of Site 2, below). Close to the lake this large dyke outcrops more obviously.  The “green float” on the 
map refers to green-colored rock fragments and boulders that block the upper portion of the linear depression that is 
the dyke, to the right of the photo below.  The photo to the right shows the dyke’s depression just beyond the group, 
with the green float visible behind the group of people on the right.  The sketched map is oriented according to the 
view of the person in the black trench-coat in this photo (looking towards the glacier).
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Fig. 7.13.  Sketch of outcrop site 1.  Look for: VS 1 – mafic pegmatite, VS 2 – quartz, running through 
pegmatite, VS 3 – actinolite-sphene-actinolite, VS 5? – epidote.  Veins identified by Emily Pope.
We observed a feature similar to, but not identical to, this sketch at GPS: 64o 25.199’ N, 15o 24.089’ W.

Fig. 7.14. Sketch of outcrop site 3.  Observe: VS 1 – pegmatite; VS 2 – quartz, within pegmatite; VS 6a,b 
perpendicular to VS 1 and VS 2; VS 6c parallel to VS 1 and VS 2 and containing epidote; VS 7 – zeolite, 
including scolecite and thomsonite.  Veins identified by Emily Pope. We could not find this locality.
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Fig. 7.15. Sketch and photos of outcrop site 2. We positively identified this locality just on the north side 
of the large basaltic dyke at  GPS:  65o 25.203’ N,  15o 24.092’ W.  Observe VS 1 – pyroxene pegmatite; 
VS 4 – basalt dike, relates to intrusive phase 5, interlaced with several epidote veins; VS 5 – epidote vein.
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Stop 7.2: Table Quarry

Drive around the hill (left/east  turn around gabbro outcrop), up to the table quarry, and have lunch.   The 
river runs along a hornfels contact. Upstream from the gabbro tables in the quarry (Fig. 7.16), look for: 

· Sanidinite facies (high-temperature, low-pressure).
· Tholeiite.
· Basalt-hornfels from contact metamorphism from the gabbro intrusion.
· Analysis of amygdale in-filling suggests they were above the supercritical T/P region (high-

temperature, low-pressure).
· The outcrop was intruded by a felsite dike: lack of chilled margins and veins into the hornfels 

suggests similar temperatures at the time of intrusion.
· Flattened amygdales suggest flow of hornfels unit.

The hornfels represent the highest-grade alteration in the region, but  they are not easy to distinguish: see 
further hornfels information below.  [Note: we were unable to identify any of these features. Further 
location information required.]

Fig. 7.16. Map of Table Quarry area. (Pope, E. C., personal communication, 2009)

Figure text:   table quarry
hornfels outcrop                leach zone
    gabbro   moving away  basaltic 400-600 oC
dike      from dolerite  scorias
    gabbro trends   host rock
    into diabase   altered, possibly
     good location  super-critical
     of epidote veins
     associated with IP 5, 6, 11? 
   river runs along hornfels contact
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“Hornfels” is a fine-grained contact metamorphic rock composed of a mosaic of equidimentional grains 
without  preferred orientation.  The structure is described as mosaic (or pavement or pfiaster) because the 
mineral grains rarely show crystalline form, but fit closely together like a mosaic or pavement.  The 
constituent grains are mostly too small to be seen with the naked eye, but there may be larger 
porphyroblasts or relict  phenocrysts (such as garnet  or andalusite) in the finer-grained matrix.  Common 
minerals in hornfels include feldspar, biotite, quartz, muscovite, pyroxenes, garnet, and calcite, depending 
on the composition of the parent rock.

Hornfels forms from country rocks in close proximity to magma, which are temporarily softened by high 
temperatures and recrystallize with an altered texture.  The original rock can be sedimentary or igneous.  
In contrast  to schists and gneisses, hornfels are not  typically foliated or layered.  Instead, formation under 
anisotropic (directionless) stress leads to crystals that are not aligned in any particular direction.  Traces of 
bedding may remain from the parent rock, but  hornfels tend to break across the banding as readily as 
along it.  Hornfels produced by the alteration of igneous rocks are often green or dark green in color.

Hornfels occur in contact  aureoles – the zone surrounding an igneous intrusion where the country rock 
shows evidence of contact metamorphism.  Coarser textured hornfels indicate more thorough melting and 
slower recrystallization.  The hornfels aureole is commonly surrounded by an aureole of less-
metamophosed rocks, with a gradational contact  between the two.  “Hornfels facies” refers to the set of 
mineral assemblages produced by thermal (contact) metamorphism at  relatively shallow depths in the 
Earth’s crust.  It  includes the albite-epidote-hornfels facies, the hornblende-hornfels facies, the pyroxene-
hornfels facies, and the sanidinite facies.  

Tholeiite:  Tholeiite is a common, iron-rich, subalkaline basalt (e.g. MORB).  The basalt  is characterized 
by the presence of orthopyroxene.  Pigeonite, olivine, or quartz may be present, but not nepheline.

  
Sanidinite: An igneous rock (syenite or trachyte) composed almost entirely of the mineral sanidine (or 

sometimes other alkali feldspars). 

Sanidine: A high-temperature mineral of the alkali feldspar group: (K,Na)(Al,Si)4O8.  It is a highly 
disordered monoclinic form, occurring in clear, glassy, often tabular crystals embedded in 
unaltered volcanic rocks such as trachyte. 

Amygdale: Amygdule, a gas cavity or vesicle in an igneous rock, which is filled with secondary minerals.  
Amygdale is the British spelling. 

Augite: A common mineral of the clinopyroxene group: (Ca, Na)(Mg,Fe,Al,Ti)(Si,Al)2O6. Augite is 
usually black , greenish black, or dark green, and occurs as an essential constituent in many mafic 
igneous rocks and in certain metamorphic rocks. 

Analcime: Analcime is a glassy colorless to pink mineral: NaAlSi2O6•H2O.  It  is a zeolite, occurring as 
cubic, tetragonal, orthorhombic, and monoclinic crystallographic variants; commonly found in 
diabase and in alkali-rich basalts.

Felsite: A general term for any light-colored, fine-grained or aphanitic extrusive or hypabyssal rock, with 
or without phenocrysts and composed chiefly of quartz and feldspar.  
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Stop 7.3: Kraksgil and Hike 

You will start the hike near Kraksgil in the rocky valley on the left (Google Earth approx. GPS: 
64°24'45.59"N, 15°22'3.71"W).  As soon as possible, a short way up the valley, climb up the right bank 
and cross over the height of land into the next valley (on the right/south) above the impassible lower 
section: head for coordinates GPS: 64o 24.694’ N, 15o 21.805’ W.  Proceed up this southern Kraksgil 
valley following the stream as far as you can.

Beware of falling in the stream and getting cameras, etc., wet.  Dry, padded camera cases and quick-dry 
pants recommended.  The terrain is difficult, requiring climbing over boulders and up a slippery creek-
bed.  The full hike can be done in about 3.5 hours at a brisk pace without too many stops, or longer with 
more stops and/or a more leisurely pace.  Hiking up to at least the radial dike/cone sheet location is worth 
the effort (2 hrs round trip). Hiking past that to the caldera rim is optional unless you have abundant time 
to spare.

Along the hike, look for the following:

Stop 7.3.1

Radial dike of porphyritic dolerite and sheet cone within a highly-veined basalt flow.

Stop 7.3.2

Exposure of porous lavas that have veins and amygdale fillings. Excellent exposure of cross-cutting veins 
from several hydrothermal episodes. Possible hydrothermal breccia. (approx. N  64o 24.653’,   W 15o 
21.919’)

[Note: We did not  see these outcrops.  Stops 7.3.1-7.3.4 may be located below the impassible portion of 
the southern Kraksgil valley (to the right  of the farm house)? Before or after the hike, you might  explore 
the short lower portion of the valley to look for them.]
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Fig. 7.17. Sketch of a Kraksgil outcrop Stop 7.3.2. (Pope, E. C., personal communication, 2009)

Figure text:
 South-facing exposure of outcrop  massive host-rock lavas
       float/ground cover
transitionally-altered lavas
       ? lavas
good exposure of lavas
        zone of particularly large amygdales
                 (> 2 cm)
major vein systems
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Fig. 7.18.  Sketch of upper and lower flows and intrusions: An east-facing exposure shows two flows 
separated by a contact. The lower flow is cut by a horizontal dike, the upper flow is cut by a cone sheet. 
(Pope, E. C., personal communication, 2009)

Fig. 7.19. Sketch of features of interest along middle portion of hike. (Pope, E. C., personal 
communication, 2009)
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Stop 7.3.3

Proceed just around the corner to find several dikes intruding aphyric lava flows. 
Then walk along river up towards a waterfall formed at  a large dike. Cross the flow and continue 
upstream.

Stop 7.3.4

Find altered lavas and hydrothermal breccias with extreme epidote alteration.

Stop 7.3.5

Continue following stream until “Omar’s outcrop,” a good exposure of the four major vein-systems 
present in this part of the complex. The example below is located mid-stream.
(N 64o 24.694’ W015o 21.805’) [We could not find this. Perhaps too much water in creek.]

Stop 7.3.6

Continue up.  About 1 hour into the hike (at a brisk pace), you will round a bend and see radial dikes and 
cone sheets (looking back to the valley, Figure 7.14 @ GPS: 64o 24.790’ N, 15o 21.451’ W).

Stop 7.3.7

Continue hiking up the creek.  You’ll be at the caldera rim gabbro when you can’t go any further.

Fig. 7.20. “Omar’s outcrop” of four major vein systems. (Credit: Emily C. Pope)
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Fig. 7.21.  Top: close-up of cone sheets at Stop 7.3.6.  Bottom: far-away view.
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Stop 7.4: Mi!fell Hot Pots

At a small striking hill we explore the exposure of multiple intrusive facies, andradite (Ca-garnet)-grade 
alteration, and amethyst  (quartz) crystals.  Climb the hill via the path and observe the signs of lava flows.  
Look for scoriaceous (vesicular) lava with another flow above it, cross-cut by two mafic intrusives and an 
acid intrusive. The sequence is capped by rhyolite associated with the acid intrusion.  Then, take a 
relaxing soak in the hot  pots and enjoy the view.  Changing room and outdoor shower.  Leave a donation 
in the black plastic pipe “donation box.”

As for mineralogy, look for:
· andradite garnet – euhedral, orange-yellow
· epidote – pistachio green
· amethyst – violet quartz
· actinolite (amphibole) replacing chlorite in some vugs

Eudhedral:   A grain bounded by perfect crystal faces (well-formed).  
Actinolite:   A bright-green or grayish-green monoclinic mineral of the amphibole group: Ca2(Mg,Fe)5

(OH)2[Si8O22].  It occurs in fibrous, radiated, columnar, or asbestos forms in metamorphic 
rocks (such as schists) and in altered igneous rocks.  

Vug:   A small cavity in a vein or rock, usually lined with crystals of a different  mineral composition 
from the enclosing rock.  

Scoria:   A bomb-sized pyroclast that is irregular in form and generally very vesicular.  Also can refer 
to a vesicular cindery crust  on the surface of andesitic or basaltic lava, the vesicular nature of 
which is due to the escape of volcanic gases before solidification; it is usually heavier, darker, 
and more crystalline than pumice. Cinder is sometimes used synonymously.  

Fig. 7.22.  Left: photo of Mi!fell hot pots.  Right: infilled vug.
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Day 8: Eastern Iceland
Wednesday, September 9th, 2009

Written by: Kevan Moffett

Schedule

8:00 Eat breakfast, pack lunches.
9:00 + 16 km Leave Höfn for Almannaskar! Pass.
9:30 Stop 8.1: Almannaskar! Pass.
10:00 + 40 km Depart for Austurhorn.
10:30 Stop 8.2: Austurhorn/Eystrahorn intrusion.
12:00 + 72 km Depart for Brei!dalur.
12:50 Stop 8.3: Lunch and geology at Brei!dalur volcano.
13:20 + 39 km Depart for Brei!dalsvík.
13:50 Stop 8.4: Stone Museum and Walker Center.
14:50 + 95 km Depart for Lake Lögurinn.
16:30 Stop 8.5: Lake Lögurinn.
16:45 + 21 km Depart for Jökulsábrú.
17:00 Stop 8.6: Jökulsábrú.
17:10 + 110 km Depart for Jökulsá á Fjöllum.
18:25 Stop 8.7: Jökulsá á Fjöllum.
18:45 + 37 km Depart for M"vatn.
19:15 Arrive M"vatn: Hlí! Fer!a#jónusta.

Costs
Gas 430 km/vehicle
Stone Museum 3000 ISK (optional donation for 11 people)
Walker Museum 4000 ISK (optional donation for 11 people)
Hostel Lodging 3500 ISK/person/night

Contact Information
Stone Museum Sólvellir 18, 760 Brei!dalsvík
 Phone: 853 1824 or 475 6647
 E-mail: breiddal@simnet.is

Walker Center Sæberg 1, 760 Brei!dalsvík
 Phone: +354 470 5565
 E-mail: arnor@breiddalur.is

Hlí! Fer!a#jónusta Hraunbrún, 660 M"vatn
 Phone: 464 4103
 Hornafjör!ur, Iceland 78
 Phone: 478 1736
 Cell: +354 899 6203
 Fax: +354 464 4305
 Website: http://www.hlidmyv.is/
 E-mail: hlid@isholf.is
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Logistical Information
! At stop 8.2, BEWARE THE SOFT SAND/GRAVEL SHOULDER.  Your vehicle WILL get 

stuck.
! We were unable to identify a good stopping-place from which to view the Álftafjör!ur volcano or 

Mælifell caldera.  Find more information on Álftafjör!ur ahead of time if you wish to stop.
! Both the Stone Museum and Walker Center (Stop 8.4) are only opened upon request.  Make sure 

to e-mail or call ahead of time to make sure that you are able to visit them.

Summary
The logistic purpose of this day is to get us from Höfn to M"vatn.  Fortunately there are many excellent 
road-side geology sights along the way!  We pass through multiple distinctive geologic regions: the 
Tertiary Basalt formation, Hornafjör!ur central volcanoes and famous #ingmúli area, eastern fjords, Lake 
Lögurinn, Jökuldalshei!i wetlands, and Mö!rudalsöræfi barrens.

If your schedule permits, it would be worth dividing this route into two days.  Given two days, you 
might spend some time on the first day hiking to some outcrops around Álftafjör!ur volcano and/or 
Brei!dalur volcano, or looking for zeolites in the Brei!dalur volcanic area.  You might visit 
Hallormssta!ur, the largest forest in Iceland, on the southern edge of Lake Lögurinn 30 min from 
Egilssta!ir.  On the second day you might drive to the head of Lake Lögurinn (north side) and hike to two 
spectacular waterfalls (starting from about 65° 4'23.56"N, 14°52'46.48"W): Litlanesfoss (flanked by 
columnar basalt) and Hengifoss (cascading over flood basalt layers separated by red-beds). Alternatively, 
you might take a detour out to one of the more northern east fjords (e.g., Sey!isfjör!ur or the gem-stone 
area of Bakkager!i) or go almost up to the Arctic Circle near the town of Raufarhöfn.

Learning Objectives
• Differentiate Tertiary basalts vs. Plio-peistocene formation vs. Upper Pleistocene formation
• Among the Tertiary formations, identify: a) rhyolitic extrusives of the central volcanoes, b) 

extrusive Tertiary flood basalts produced from the fissure swarms associated with the central 
volcanoes, c) gabbro intrusions.

• become familiar with fjords as signature of glacial erosion.   
• appreciate stark beauty of moors and heathlands.

Directions
GPS coordinates were obtained by us at the sites listed and should be reliable.  Google Earth coordinates 
are highly approximate.

Höfn youth hostel

~ 64°15'3.48"N  15°12'21.30"W (Google Earth)

Stop 8.1

~ 64°17'3.59"N  15° 2'10.01"W (Google Earth)

Take Route 1 from Höfn to Brei!dalsvík.  After taking the tunnel through Vestrahorn/Vesturhorn, just  east 
of Höfn, double-back (1 km) to the top of Almannaskar! Pass.
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Stop 8.2

64o 25.483’ N  14o 32.054’ W (GPS)

Continue east on the highway, along the coast. Stop 8.2 is on the far side of the next point of land.

Stop 8.3

64o 47.612' N  14o 27.686' W (GPS)

Continue east on the highway, along the coast. Just around the east side of the head of Berufjör!ur, 
pull over for lunch while admiring the eroded crags that are the remains of the Brei!dalur volcano.

Stop 8.4

~ 64°47'31.44"N  14° 0'34.22"W (Google Earth)

Continue east on the highway, along the coast.  Turn off the highway to the right  (south) to drive into the 
small town of Brei!dalsvík.  Just as you drive into town on 960, the 2-story plain white rectangular 
building housing the Walker Center will be on your right (park here).

Stop 8.5

~ 65°16'43.65"N  14°25'3.35"W (Google Earth)

Leave Hwy 1 to continue around the coast around Stö!varfjör!ur to Fáskrú!sjör!ur. Go from 
Fáskrú!sjör!ur to Rey!arfjör!ur via the Fáskrú!sfjar!argöng tunnel. Follow Route 92 north to reconnect 
with Hwy 1 in Egilssta!ir.  Stop just before the bridge over the lake.

Stop 8.6

~ 65°25'53.12"N  14°35'57.83"W (Google Earth)

After entering the Jökulsá river valley, stop at  the eastern edge of the bridge across the Jökulsá á Brú 
river which has a good viewpoint into the gorge.

Stop 8.7

~ 65°39'0.12"N  16°55'9.03"W (Google Earth)

Stop at the pull-out just before the bridge across the Jökulsá á Fjöllum river.
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Fig. 8.0. Route map (modified from Hansen, 2009).
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General Overview

We pass through five key areas en route between Höfn and M!vatn.

Eastern Fjords

Much of the day will be spent  among the Miocene Tertiary Basalt  Formation that  underlies the highway 
from Brei"amerkurjökull to Jökuldalur (Fig. 8.2), except  in cases of local outcrops of other bedrock. 
These other bedrock types are typically associated with the cores of the Hornafjör"ur central volcanoes, 
which stretch from Höfn to Egilssta"ir (Fig. 8.1). Much of this area was mapped by George P. L. Walker 
in the 1950’s and 1960’s.  Walker is credited with identifying the mechanism of seafloor spreading by 
dyke injection.  He also investigated burial metamorphism using analysis of zeolites.

Eastern Iceland provides a continuous 8500 m-thick succession through the Tertiary Basalt 
Formation.  This succession covers about  10 million years of geological history (from 
13.5-3.5 Ma), indicating an average accumulation rate of 850 m per million years.  The 
volcanic system is the principal building block of the succession and it  occurs as 10-30 km-
wide and 50-100 km-long lenticular stratigraphical units.  So far 17 extinct volcanic systems 
have been mapped, each made up of an extinct  central volcano and a dyke swarm.  The 
successions that make up the central volcanoes comprise abundant  (>20%) intermediate and 
rhyolitic volcanic rocks and therefore are easily distinguished from the sequences dominated 
by Tertiary basalt lava, which are produced by the associated fissure swarms. A 250 km long 
flexure zone is associated with the western margin of this region. (Thordarson and 
Hoskuldsson, 2002; Bice et al., 2006)

The highway passes very nearly through the center of a number of the central volcanoes, many of which 
have been eroded by Pliocene and Pleistocene glaciers.  Large gabbro intrusions represent ancient  basaltic 
magma chambers that  fueled some of the Tertiary central volcanoes in the region when they were active 
about 6-8 Ma.  Eruptions from these volcanoes formed basaltic lavas.  Several granophyre intrusions are 
also exposed here, typically situated a little higher in the stratigraphy and above the gabbro intrusions.  
These granophyre intrusions represent smaller holding chambers that  at the time contained rhyolite 
magma formed by partial melting of the surrounding basaltic crust.  Eruptions from these chambers were 
responsible for the formation of the rhyolite lavas and pyroclastic flows.

The northeastern portion of this region is characterized by extensive swarms of subparallel basalt  dykes 
that dissect the Tertiary succession.  The dykes in the Tertiary Basalt  Formation typically occur in swarms 
5-15 km wide and over 50 km long, and represent the roots of once-active fissure swarms like those seen 
on the surface within active rift  zones.  The number density of dykes is highest along the central axis of 
the swarm, decreasing laterally. The number density also increases with depth below the surface because 
only about  25% of dykes reach the surface and erupt; the rest cool and solidify in the crust. The space 
occupied by the dykes is a direct  measurement of the amount of extension that occurred because of crustal 
rifting when these systems were active, emphasizing their significance in terms of plate movements 
(Thordarson and Hoskuldsson, 2002).
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Lake Lögurinn area
[edited from Ingólfsson, 2006]:

Late Quaternary history of the area: The onset  of the last  deglaciation of Iceland was 
characterized by a rapid glacial retreat  from the Iceland shelf and onto present-day dry land, 
when high raised shorelines were formed in NE Iceland: these are dated to 14500-14000 ya. 
This was followed by a relative sea-level regression, when the Icelandic inland ice-sheet 
reached a temporary minimum size (Ingólfsson & Nor!dahl, 2001; Hubbard et al., in press; 
Nor!dahl and Pétursson, 2005). Subsequent  transgression phases, interrupted by a short-lived 
regression, formed two sets of raised shorelines at  different altitudes throughout  Iceland. 
These shorelines have been dated and correlated with two glacial re-advances at  about 12000 
and 11300 ya, correlated to the Younger Dryas cold period and the Preboreal oscillation 
(Björck et al. 1997; Nor!dahl and Pétursson 2005). Sea-level fell below present sea-level at 
about 10600 ya (Ingólfsson et al. 1995). The raised shorelines in outer Fljótsdalshéra! also 
display two sets of raised shorelines, related to two glacier events in the area (Nor!dahl and 
Pétursson, 2005). In the Fljótsdalshéra! region the glacier fronts were situated in the inner 
parts of the fjords during the Younger Dryas, while the Preboreal glacial re-advance only 
reached the head of the fjords (Hjartarson et al., 1981; Nor!dahl and Einarsson, 1988; 2001; 
Nor!dahl and Hjort, 1995). The two sets of raised shorelines in Fljótsdalshéra! can be 
followed for 80 km from the coast  and towards the south. The northernmost, higher and older 
set of shorelines is situated between 35 and 45 m a.s.l. and has been traced for about 20 km 
south of the present coast. The lower and younger set  of shorelines, situated between 20 and 
80 km, rises from about 25 to 75 m a.s.l. along a north-south transect  in Fljótsdalshéra! [at 
upper end of lake] (Hjartarson et al., 1981). Two unpublished 14C dates (Á. Hjartarson, pers 
comm.) indicate that  the area was finally deglaciated and emerged from the sea in late 
Preboreal time and that  the younger set  of raised shorelines is possibly of Preboreal age. It is 
therefore likely that  the older set  of shorelines were formed during the Younger Dryas, when 
the Fljótsdalur outlet  glacier reached to a point  some 20 km inside the present  coast. This 
observation implies that  Lake Lögurinn could contain 10000-11000 years worth of sediments. 
The inner part  of Lake Lögurinn was therefore deglaciated subsequently to the formation of 
the younger set of shorelines and the basin was thus a glaciomarine fjord until late Preboreal 
time, i.e. c. 10000 ya. The initial deglaciation took place during the prevailing warm Bølling 
climate – some 14200 ya – and resulted in a restricted sized ice-cap in the centre of Iceland 
(cf. Vatnajökull) and ice-free coastal areas.) According to this scenario the Lögurinn basin 
should have undergone its first  deglacial glaciomarine stage as a deep fjord during this warm 
stage; this ‘Bølling collapse’ of the Icelandic ice sheet  (Ingólfsson and Nor!dahl, 2001) is an 
illustration of how sensitively the ice cap has reacted to changes in the ambient  atmosphere 
and ocean.

Lake Lögurinn (a.k.a. Lagarfljót) is actually a river, fed by Jökulsá í Fljótsdal (Bice et al., 2006).

Jökuldalur

Valley of river Jökulsá á Brú. While driving up this valley we cross from the Tertiary Basalts into the 
Plio-Pleistocene formation.

The Plio-Pleistocene formation spans the time period of 3.3-0.7 Ma. It  occupies a broad 
region on either side of the active rift zones and covers about a quarter of the surface of 
Iceland. Nine glacial and interglacial stages have been identified in the Plio-Pleistocene 
formation, evidenced by irregular topography. This topography resulted from a combination 
of subglacial eruptions, fluvial erosion, subaerial lava flows and tephra deposits, and glacial 
till. (Thordarson and Hoskuldsson, 2002)
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Jökuldalshei!i

A vast area of hills and mountains, covered with ash since 1875 (Bice et al., 2006).  The area is variously 
referred to as “heath” or “moor.”  Both habitats are generally upland dwarf-shrublands growing on poor, 
acidic soils; moorlands are generally slightly warmer and drier than heathlands.

Mö!rudalsöræfi

A vast  barren geothermal area with hot springs and steam vents (Bice et al., 2006).  Just before the 
junction of Route 1 and Route 85 we cross from the Plio-Pleistocene formation into the Upper Pleistocene 
formation.  Judging from satellite imagery, just  after the junction we cross from the Jökuldalshei!i 
wetlands into the Mö!rudalsöræfi barrens. 

The Upper Pleistocene formation consists of rocks that  are younger than 0.7 Ma, the 
distribution of which is, for the most  part, confined to the active volcanic zones.  Five 
alternating glacial and interglacial periods occurred during the Upper Pleistocene and are 
reflected in the geology and topography here, too. Prominent  topographic features are central 
volcanoes, mórberg ridges, and table mountains. The Ice Age glacier reached its greatest 
extent  at the maximum of the most recent glaciations, the Weichselian stage, which lasted 
from 120,000 to 10,000 ya.  (Thordarson and Hoskuldsson, 2002)

Fig. 8.1. a) Occurrence and distribution of extinct volcanic systems in East Iceland. The central volcanoes are named 
(Thordarson and Hoskuldsson, 2002). b) Index map of eastern Iceland (left) showing the locations of volcanic 
centers and the area covered by Brei!dalur volcano.  The Hebridean region (right) in the British Isles is shown on 
the same scale for comparison (Walker, 1963). (Gibson et al., 2008)
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Fig. 8.2. The main geological features of East Iceland (Thordarson and Hoskuldsson, 2002).
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Stop 8.1: Almannaskar! Pass

The town of Höfn is located on a peninsula between the fjords Skar!sfjör!ur (to the east) and 
Hornarfjör!ur (to the west).  Just outside Höfn the highway passes through the Almannaskar! Pass 
between Sy!rifjör!ur, the 888 m high hill to the east of Höfn (on the left), and the Stokksnes peninsula 
and mount Vestrahorn (on the right).

After crossing the pass via the tunnel, double-back on the side-road for the view.

En route to Stop 8.2

We then cross the valley Lón, much of which is a nature reserve underlain by lava flows and tuffs.

The next  peninsula we circumnavigate is the pyramid-shaped mount Austurhorn (also known as 
Eystrahorn) made of the Hvalnesfjall gabbro (7-6 Ma old) cut by mafic sheets, part of the Austurhorn 
intrusion.  The point of this peninsula is granophyre, including the net-veined complex. (Figs. 8.5, 8.6, 
8.7)

Stop 8.2: The Austurhorn intrusion

After rounding the corner of Austurhorn you will see the view as in Fig. 8.6 on the left  (north) side of the 
road. At the base of this mountain there is a white-colored outcrop closer to the road (see photo, right).  
Pull over, but BEWARE THE SOFT SAND/GRAVEL SHOULDER – your vehicle will get stuck.  
Walk to the outcrop to explore the spectacular net-veined complex.

[edited from Thordarson and Hoskuldsson, 2002]:

The Austurhorn intrusion is a composite gabbro and granophyres intrusion that outcrops over 
11 km2 and represents one of the solidified magma chambers in the Lón region.  The eastern 
part of this intrusion (Fig. 8.3) consists of a net-veined complex, formed by intimate mixing 
of mafic and acid magma (Fig. 8.4a).  In the net-veined complex the mafic magma occurs as 
pillow-like or angular masses (Fig. 8.4c) enclosed in and veined by acid magma (granophyre) 
(Fig. 8.4b).  This complex was formed as the hotter mafic magma intruded into semi-molten 
granophyres magma situated near the chamber roof.  The fine-grain margins (Fig. 8.4d) of the 
pillow-like bodies show the mafic magma quenched against the colder granophyre magma.

Fig. 8.3.  Far-away view of the Austurhorn intrusion.
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C D

Fig. 8.4.   a) Overview of texture of the net-veined mafic-acid magma mixture.   b) Close-up of veins of acid magma 
within the darker mafic magma block.  c) Example of an angular mass of mafic magma.  d) Close-up view of the 
fine-grained margin between the mafic magma and granophyre magma.
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Fig. 8.5.  a) Map of the Austurhorn region.  b) Geology of the Austurhorn intrusion (modified from Blake, 1964). 
Margins of the intrusion are dashed where inferred; contacts between gabbro and granophyres are dotted where 
inferred. Dips of modal layering are indicated in Hvalnesfjall gabbro. c) Cross-sections A-A’ and B-B’ indicate the 
intrusive relations between major rock units and the direction of layer dips in the gabbro (no vertical exaggeration). 
Bedrock underlying alluvium is inferred. (Furman et al., 1992)
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Fig. 8.6. View of Hvasshjalli,  looking north, from X on Figure 8.4.a.  From sea level the sequence of rock units is:   
1 - net veined complex, 2 - pegmatoidal gabbro, 3 - layered gabbro, 4 - granophyre, 5 - Hvasshjalli tholeiitic sill.      
6 - Tertiary volcanic country rock is visible in the background. (Furman et al., 1992)

Fig. 8.7. Geology of the Austurhorn gabbro intrusion: rock types and their outcrop pattern. (Thordarson and 
Hoskuldsson, 2002)
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En route from Austurhorn to Brei!dalur

The next two bays are Álftafjör!ur and Hamarsfjör!ur. Álftafjör!ur is Iceland’s closest point to mainland 
Europe and this is reflected in the bird species found here.

[edited from Thordarson and Hoskuldsson, 2002]:

The Álftafjör!ur volcano [7-6 Ma old], on the west side of Álftafjör!ur fjord, features the 
spectacular Mælifell caldera (Fig 8.8), a subsidiary structure of the southern margin of the 
main caldera of the Álftafjör!ur volcano.  The Mælifell caldera is 2 km in diameter and is 
made up of inward-dipping welded tuffs, agglomerates and tuffaceous sediments, along with 
rhyolite and andesite lava flows.  The welded tuffs occur as thin sheets of pitchstone 
(obsidian-like rock) and as much thicker units of rhyolite lava-like masses.  The pitchstone 
sheets contain basalt-glass (melt) inclusions, indicating concurrent eruption of rhyolite and 
basalt  magmas, implying that the rocks here were formed in eruptions triggered by intrusion 
of hot mafic melt into a cooler felsic magma body.

We then pass through the fishing village Djúpivogur (103 km from Höfn). The pyramidal mount near the 
village is Búlandstindur. 

We then follow the shore of Berufjör!ur inland to the head of the fjord. Reindeer herds are sometimes 
spotted on the slopes of this fjord. The inland head of Berufjör!ur is the highway’s closest approach to the 
Brei!dalur volcanic core.

Stop 8.3: Brei!dalur volcano

On the north side of the road at this location, we observed a strange “pulsing” waterfall, apparently 
originating between basalt  layers (without an upstream channel), and exhibiting increased jet-like flow 
every few seconds.  Eat lunch while admiring the eroded peaks that  remain of the Brei!dalur volcanic 
area (Fig 8.9b). 

The Brei!dalur volcano is a classic example of an extinct  and eroded volcanic center (Fig 
8.11, 8.12).  It  has a volume of 400 km3 of mafic, intermediate and felsic lavas and pyroclasts 
that have a maximum thickness of about 2000 m.  The central vent  area of the Brei!dalur 
volcano is manifested as a profusion of rhyolite and andesite lavas and pyroclastic rocks, 
which are flanked by thin mafic lava flows dipping (5-10°) away from the central vent area 
(Fig 8.9a).  The Röndólfur Group is a series of conspicuous peaks on the eastern flank of the 
volcano, made up of rhyolite lavas and feeder dykes. (Thordarson and Hoskuldsson, 2002)

Zeolites are abundant in some parts of the coastline here (Fig. 8.10).
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Fig. 8.8. Map of Álftafjör!ur caldera. (modified from Walker Center, George Walker Science Research Centre, 
Brei!dalsvík)
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Fig. 8.9.  a) Example from the East fjords of Tertiary strata tilting NW towards the active volcanic zone. b) The 
eroded volcanic center of Brei!dalur volcano.

Fig. 8.10. Distribution of amygdale minerals in the Tertiary tholeiite lavas in the Berufjör!ur-Brei!dalur area. The 
structure of the lavas is illustrated by two stratigraphic horizons plotted on the maps and sections. (Walker, 1960)
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Fig. 8.11. Brei!dalur volcano. (Tewksbury, 2001; Thordarson and Hoskuldsson, 2002)
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A cone forms in repeated eruptions in a 
restricted area at the centre of the fissure 
swarm. The cone consists mainly of thick 
tholeiite flows. The volcano reaches a 
height of about 1000 m. Occasionally, 
andesitic flows are erupted. When the 
volcano has reached maturity, the basaltic 
volcanism ceases and intensive rhyolitic 
activity commences, both as lava flows and 
ash fall.  Rhyolitic lavas flow down the 
slopes. Due to the weight of the volcano, the 
underlying strata subside.

The caldera is filled to the rim with volcanic 
products. Rhyolitic activity more or less 
ceases but intensive basaltic eruptions take 
over, forming very thin tholeiitic lava flows. 
The flows are fed by cone sheets. The flows 
uncomformably overlie the rhyolitic flows 
and seem to bank up against the volcano, 
nearly drowning it. If the volcano has 
reached a great height, it may be capped by a 
thin glacier cap. The volcanic system drifts 
out of the axial rift zone and becomes 
extinct.

Formation of a fissure swarm. Frequent 
fissure eruptions and relatively thick 
tholeiite lava flows flow over relatively flat 
landscape. Dykes intrude into the fissure 
swarm. The dykes are feeders of the lava 
flows.

In the course of the rhyolitic eruptions, the 
shallow-seated magma chamber is partially 
emptied and caldera subsidence takes place. 
The caldera can be up to 1000 m deep and 
10 km in diameter. The floor of the caldera 
consists of fragmented basaltic rocks with 
overlying masses of rhyolitic rocks. A 
caldera lake is formed and sediments 
deposited on its bottom. Subaqueous 
eruptions produce pillow lavas and 
hyaloclastites, and talus breccias line the 
caldera escarpment. Eventually the volcanic 
activity fills the caldera lake. Eruptions form 
exceedingly thick basaltic flows within the 
caldera. Rhyolitic eruptions take place on the 
caldera rim.

Fig. 8.12. Illustrations and descriptions of the formation of central volcanoes. (modified from Walker Center, 
George Walker Science Research Centre, Brei!dalsvík).
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En route from Brei!dalur to Brei!dalsvík

Follow the eastern shore of Berufjör!ur back towards the sea and around next point.

This point  exhibits near-vertical dykes 3-6 m thick with horizontal jointing characteristic of 
dyke intrusions. The joints form because the magma shrinks upon cooling and solidification; 
they are always perpendicular to the cooling surface.  When the magma intrudes the bedrock 
as a vertical dyke, the joints have horizontal orientation because the principal cooling 
surfaces are vertical. (Thordarson and Hoskuldsson, 2002)

The next bay is Brei!dalsvík .  Look for seals in bay.  Vibrant colors of surrounding mountains are due to 
rhyolite.

Stop 8.4: Stone Museum and Walker Center

8.4.1. Brei!dalsvík Stone Museum

After parking at the Walker Center, walk further into town, following the street  to the right  (east) a the 
first  corner.  A few doors down on the left  (north) side of the street, there is a Stone Museum.  The 
museum is opened upon request (since the town is only a few hundred people, but tourists are frequent).  
The rocks and crystals are well-labeled and show the range of forms some minerals exhibit  in Iceland 
(e.g., Fig 8.14).  A nice poster on zeolite formation is on display in the lobby (Fig 8.13).

8.4.2. Walker Center

Return to the Walker Center (Fig 8.15) – opened upon request.

The George Walker Science Research Center at  Brei!dalsvík, Eastern Iceland, was formally 
opened on 23rd August  by the eminent British scientist  and scholar Lord Ron Oxburgh. Also 
present  were Hazel Walker, George’s widow and their daughter Alison who together 
presented the Centre with a large amount  of Mr. Walker’s geological research material 
relating to Eastern Iceland. A noted Icelandic geologist, Ómar Bjarki Smárason, was the 
driving force behind the establishment of the Centre. The opening was attended by a large 
number of guests including Icelandic Members of Parliament  representing the North- East  of 
Iceland. Ambassador Gunnlaugsson chaired the inauguration of the Centre.  (Sveinsson, 
2008)

Dr. Ian L. Gibson, Mr. Hjörleifur Guttormsson, and Mr. Ómar Bjarki Smárason were leading an IAVCEI 
(International Association of Volcanology and Chemistry of the Earth's Interior) trip through eastern and 
southern Iceland at the time of this grand opening.
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Low-grade metamorphism of basaltic lavas:
1st grade: Celadonite and silica are formed in 
pores and cavities in the lava, as it is covered 
by younger layers and the local temperature 
increases.
2nd grade: As the hydrothermal alteration 
progresses, 40% of the pores and cavities are 
filled with celadonite, silica, and zeolites.
3rd grade: Some million years later, through 
dyke intrusions and geothermal heat in the 
range of 120-180°C, large amounts of calcite, 
quartz and zeolites are formed.  Through 
erosion and melting of ice sheets, the layers 
are lifted up to the surface and amygdales 
become visible.
Ref.: Árbok 2005

Chabazite, size 4x5.5 cm

Thomsonite, size 1.4x0.4 cm

Analcime, size 3x1.7 cm

Mezolite, size 3.5x4.5 cmStilbite, bow tie, size 4.3x0.7 cm

Photos of zeolites by Grétar Eriksson, from 
Icelandic Rocks and Minerals by Kristjan 
Sæmundsson and Einar Gunnlaugssson, 2002.

Heulandite, size 9x5 cm

Scalecite, size 5.5x11 cm, right size 9x6 cm

Fig. 8.13. Poster on the formation of zeolites. (modified from Walker Center, George Walker Science Research 
Centre, Brei!dalsvík).
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Fig. 8.14. Calcite on quartz, a specimen at the Stone Museum at Stop 8.4.1.

Fig. 8.15. The Walker Center.  Photo by María Helga Gu!mundsdóttir, from SAP’s 2009 Iceland trip.
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En route to Egilssta!ir

Along the way to Egilssta!ir, we pass through two geologically interesting areas, the Skessa tuff, and 
"ingmúli volcano.

[Edited from Thordarson and Hoskuldsson, 2002]:

Between Stö!varfjör!ur and Fáskrú!sjör!ur is the Skessa tuff (Fig. 8.16) – the largest  known 
ignimbrite in Iceland.  It was formed by a pyroclastic flow from the Brei!dalur region, 
perhaps even of the Brei!dalur volcano, itself. About  500 m up the north face of Mt. Skessa 
in Rey!arfjör!ur, it is the only felsic rock exposed in a 1000 m-thick section of basaltic lavas.

The "ingmúli volcano (Fig. 8.17) is composed of “olivine-tholeiite, olivine-free tholeiite, 
basaltic-andesite, icelandite, pitchstone, and finely crystalline rhyolites.” (Carmichael, 1967)  
The work of Carmichael (1964), a student  of George Walker, characterized the “Thingmuli 
trend,” a variation on tholeiitic basaltic chemistry. Coincidental with the rise of the theory of 
plate tectonics and the introduction of the electron microprobe, Carmichael achieved more 
detail on "ingmuli and the associated extensional tectonics than had previously been possible. 
(Sigmarsson and Steinthórsson, 2007) Carmichael compared the new Thingmuli trend to 
existing data from Hawaii, Skaergaard, and the Cascades and discussed the effects of 
different  partial pressures of oxygen, early fractionation of magnetite, and high iron content 
on a variety of rock types within this tholeiitic series.

Fig. 8.16. The Skessa tuff. a) Map showing the dispersal of the ignimbrite sheet. b) The internal structure of the 
ignimbrite. At the base is a veneer of non-welded tuff that is overlain by thin pale-gray glassy welded tuff.  The grey 
welded tuff grades sharply upwards into thicker pinkish stony welded tuff, which is capped by a thin layer of non-
welded tuff. (Thordarson and Hoskuldsson, 2002)
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Fig. 8.17. Geologic map of !ingmúli volcanic center. (Carmichael, 1964)
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Stop 8.5: Egilssta!ir and Lake Lögurinn

Stop just before the bridge over the lake. Look for the paleoshorelines described in the introduction.

Egilssta!ir is the largest town in eastern Iceland.  Lake Lögurinn is actually a portion of the river 
Lagarfljót, but  looks like a lake and so is named as such.  A monster is believed to live in the lake, called 
Lagarfljótsormurinn (the drake of Lagarfljót); the descriptions are very similar to those of the monster of 
Loch Ness (Bice and Daly, 2006).  The story likely has origins in the methane gas that sometimes bubbles 
up from the lakebed sediments. (Thordarson and Hoskuldsson, 2002)

[edited from Ingólfsson, 2006]:

Lake Lögurinn. This 30 km long and up to 2.8 km wide lake  is a central landscape element  in 
Fljótsdalur and covers an area of about 53 km". The lake surface is situated at  20 m a.s.l. and 
its deepest basin has a water depth of 112 m (Fig. 8.18); reaching about 90 m below sea level. 
The lake basin has been over-deepened by erosional activities of glaciers during repeated 
Quaternary glaciations. It  receives input  from two major rivers, Jökulsá í Fljótsdal and 
Grímsá, and many small rivers/streams.

Lake Lögurinn is in a sensitive position in relation to the Vatnajökull ice sheet; it drains 
Eyjabakkajökull – an important outlet glacier from Vatnajökull - towards the northeast, it  was 
deglaciated early during the last  deglaciation of the Icelandic ice sheet, it is situated in a distal 
position in relation to the large ice sheet, and it forms a conspicuous sediment  trap for melt-
water sediments. Its differentiated bottom topography also implies that  it may contain a 
variety of sediment packages.

Multiple glacial and non-glacial rivers deliver their sedimentary load into Lögurinn via a 
braided system forming a large prograding delta into Lögurinn. Glacial flour from the melt-
water colors the lake, giving it a whitish-opaque to whitish-greenish colour. Lake Lögurinn 
drains towards NE via Lagarfljót, which has a mean annual discharge of 114 m3/s and ends up 
at the coast of NE Iceland.

The Lögurinn sediments – A pilot project, whose aim was to investigate the sediment record 
of Lake Lögurinn and quantify rates of erosion and sedimentation, was carried out by an 
Icelandic geologist then based at  the Department  of Geography, University of Ontario, 
Canada, by Kristinn A. Gu!jónsson in the mid-1990’s. Results on seismic stratigraphy of the 
lake were published by Gu!jónsson and Desloges (1997) and in Hallgrímsson (2005). 
Gu!jónsson found sediment  thicknesses away from the Jökulsá á Fljótsdal delta, in the 
central basin of the lake, to exceed 80 m. Maximum sediment thicknesses in the northeastern 
part of the basin are, according to his seismics, in the order of ca. 30 m. He described four 
accoustic facies of sediments, and proposed that the lowermost  facies was marine sediments 
of early postglacial age and the uppermost  facies was of neoglacial (younger than 2000 years) 
age. He retrieved shallow cores which showed the uppermost facies to be made of varved 
sediments. Furthermore, Gu!jónsson’s calculations indicate that average sedimentation rates 
for the different units are in the order of 1,14-5,67 mm/yr. This high sedimentation rates 
makes for an unique opportunity to retrieve a high-resolution sedimentary record for the 
whole Holocene from Lögurinn. Six shallow cores retrieved by us in June 2006 confirm the 
varved character of the Lögurinn sediments.
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Stop 8.6: Jökulsábrú

After leaving Egilssta!ir, we enter the Jökulsá river valley (Jökuldalur). Jökulsábrú: Jökulsá bridge: There 
is a viewpoint at  the eastern edge of the bridge with a good view into the gorge (Fig. 8.19), which is 70 m 
wide and 40 m deep.

Jökuldalur

The narrow, long valley of river Jökulsá á Brú, with low mountains on either side. Reindeer were 
introduced here in the 18th century and still live in the mountain regions of eastern Iceland. Jökulsá á Brú 
is the longest  river in Iceland, at  150 km.  Its depth and current prohibit fording at  any point; the modern 
bridge was finished in 1994.  Glacial in origin, the river carries much sand, clay, and stones: 112 tons, 
daily, into the bay at Héra!sflói. (Bice et al., 2006)  While driving up this valley we cross from the 
Tertiary Basalts into the Plio-Pleistocene formation. (Thordarson and Hoskuldsson, 2002)

The transition from Tertiary Basalts into the Plio-Pleistocene formation *might* be identified by the 
sudden appearance of a large number of large boulders in the fields of the upper end of the valley, 
compared to the more featureless fields of the lower end of the valley.

Upon driving up out of the Jökuldalur valley we enter the wetland moor Jökuldalshei!i.

Jökuldalshei!i

A vast moor covered with hills and mountains, mostly grassy and wet, many lakes (Fig. 8.20). Used to be 
a region with many farms, but during the volcanic eruption of Askja in 1875 large quantities of ash fell on 
the land and destroyed it. Since 1946, no population at all. (Bice et al., 2006)

The contrast between the vegetation of the Jökuldalshei!i and the barren rocky plains of the 
Mö!rudalsöræfi plain is obvious.

Mö!rudalsöræfi

A completely different  type of inland landscape along the ring road across some of Iceland’s most remote 
area, Mö!rudalsöræfi. Barren, desolate, abandoned and quite vast (Fig. 8.20).  Geothermal areas with hot 
springs and steam vents are also evidence of the extreme thermal gradient. (Bice et al., 2006)  Just  before 
the junction of Route 1 and Route 85 we cross from the Plio-Pleistocene formation into the Upper 
Pleistocene formation (Thordarson and Hoskuldsson, 2002).  Judging from satellite imagery, just  after the 
junction is the border between the Jökuldalshei!i wetlands and the Mö!rudalsöræfi barrens.

After the Route 1 & 85 junction we can see, to the south, the Her!ubrei! table mountain type-locality 
(Fig. 8.20). Marginal chilling against  melt  water during the subglacial eruption resulted in the unusually 
steep sides of this hyaloclastite cone.  A good photo-opportunity is available on the road a few hundred 
yards before Stop 8.7.
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Fig. 8.18.  Transect across the central part of Lake Lögurinn, showing sediment thicknesses and Gu!jónsson’s 
interpretations of the acoustic facies. (Hallgrímsson, 2005)

Fig. 8.19. Jökulsábrú (left), and the bridge over Jökulsábrú from the vantage point on the eastern side of the bridge.
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Stop 8.6: Jökulsá á Fjöllum

Jökulsá á Fjöllum (Fig. 8.20) is the second longest river of Iceland (at  206 km) and has its source at 
Vatnajökull.  The river’s upper (southern) reaches include broad flood plains.  Its lower (northern) reaches 
have cut a deep canyon from  the famous Dettifoss waterfall to the sea, which is protected by 
Jökulsárgljúfur National Park.

It  is instructive to contrast Jökulsá á Fjöllum with the other Vatnajökull outflow rivers we saw in the south 
(e.g., Skeidara, Day 6).  Jökulsá á Fjöllum flows across the broad northern plain of Upper Pleistocene 
bedrock.  The sheer flow and abrasion of jökullhlaups across this type of landscape has resulted in the 
formation of steep-walled valleys and canyons.

In contrast,  the southern rivers have their source in piedmont  glaciers that descend from Vatnajökull over 
unconsolidated sediment-filled valleys.  Each of these glaciers may have multiple outflow channels. 
During jökullhlaups, the channelized subglacial flow erodes huge quantities of unconsolidated sediments 
from under the glaciers, resulting in subsidence of the glacier to a base level below the ground surface.  
The eroded material causes the outflow channels to have braided-stream morphologies.

[edited from the Jökulsárgljúfur Park website, 2009]:

Jökulsá á Fjöllum rises beneath the Vatnajökull icecap and enters the sea at  Öxarfjör!ur bay. 
From its source the river flows across a high plateau dotted with isolated palagonite peaks 
and scarred with lava flows. At the edge of the highlands the land drops and the river 
becomes more turbulent and forms several huge waterfalls, tumbling into the canyon which 
bears its name. The Jökulsárgljúfur canyon is one of the largest  and most impressive river 
canyons in Iceland. It is 25 km long, 1/2 km wide and in many places more than 100 meters 
deep. 

The upper part  of the canyon, from Dettifoss to Sy!ra-"órunnarfjall, is the deepest and most 
spectacular section, up to 120 meters in depth. Dettifoss is often considered the most 
powerful waterfall in Europe and is 45 meters high and 100 meters wide. Just downstream is 
the 27 meter high Hafragilsfoss, named after the Hafragil gorge which enters the canyon from 
the west. Upstream from Dettifoss is Selfoss, only 10 meters high but much wider than the 
other waterfalls. This series of cataracts forms a spectacle unrivalled in Europe. At  Hafragil 
the river has cut through a crater row named Randarhólar so that  a cross section of the feeder 
dyke is exposed to the cliff wall; many emerging springs cascade into the river here. 

The central part of the canyon is more like a valley than a canyon. Forvö!, on the east side, 
and Hólmatungur, on the west side, are areas with luxuriant  vegetation and many spring-fed 
streams and rivers, of which Hólmá, Stallá and Melbugsá are the biggest. Vígabjarg is an 
impressive rock. The nearby Vígabjargsfoss was once among the most  spectacular waterfalls 
on the river but it virtually disappeared around 1950 when the river changed its course. 
Slightly upstream is the Réttarfoss waterfall. By Svínadalur the valley widens into a broad 
flood plain of immense variety, characterized by erosion basins. Farthest  north is the valley of 
Vesturdalur, with its sheer walls and grassy meadows. The area is dotted with small lakes and 
has a rich vegetation. Here the river is flanked by a series of cliffs and rock pillars, the core of 
an old row of craters, with all loose materials having been eroded by Jökulsá. The 
northernmost  part of the series is Hljó!aklettar, a maze of castle-like cliffs with many caves 
of varying sizes. South of there, Karl and Kerling, a pair of petrified trolls, stand on a gravel 
bank by the river.
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The Rau!hólar formations are an extension of those of Hljó!aklettar to the north, and there 
visitors can see the remains of the old crater row. Across the river lies the forest  of 
Hallhöf!askógur, noted for its vegetation. Slightly further downstream the river enters a 
canyon again and continues to the farm of Ás, a distance of 9 km. This stretch of the canyon 
is narrower and not  as deep as the upper canyon; many terraces and hollows along the river 
display a rich vegetation, especially those on the east  side, at Landsbjörg. On the west bank 
there is Áshei!i, an area overgrown with scrub and indented in the north by Ásbyrgi, a huge 
depression ringed by cliff walls. It is some 3.5 km long, a little over 1 km wide and about  100 
meters deep at the southern end. At Kvíar, dry river channels connecting Ásbyrgi with the 
canyon are clearly visible. The farm of Ás is located east  of Ásbyrgi; the nearby Ástjörn is an 
attractive small lake in a rock hollow from where a gully runs to the river canyon near 
Áshöf!i.

Jökulsárgljúfur is located in the palagonite belt  of northern Iceland, in one of the most 
volcanically active areas in the country. The surrounding area is geologically recent, with the 
oldest surface strata dating from the last  interglacial, grey basalt lavas, which flowed from 
shield volcanoes such as Grjótháls. Isolated palagonite mountains, such as Eilífur (689 
meters), in the southwest corner of the National Park, were formed by subglacial eruptions 
during the last Ice Age. At the end of the last  Ice Age Öxarfjör!ur bay was probably a good 
deal longer than it  is now, with Jökulsá flowing into it  through a valley still blocked by ice in 
the upper part. A lava advance from a large-scale eruption in "eistareykjabunga to the west 
dammed up the lower part of the valley, diverting the river eastwards. 

Several thousand years later, eruptions took place in the valley bottom where Rau!hólar and 
Hljó!aklettar are now, and Randarhólar erupted roughly at  the same time. Lava, coming from 
both crater rows, partly filled up the river canyon as it was then. Traces of these lava fields 
are visible today, however, as vertical cliff formations and rock pillars, often made up of 
columnar basalt and showing peculiar erosion effects, so called honeycomb weathering. 

The wholesale removal of bedrock was probably caused by catastrophic floods that left 
imprints along the river all the way south to their source in Vatnajökull. Some of the floods 
went due north and created the depression now known as Ásbyrgi. Subsequent  floods of 
lesser magnitude, occurring in historical times, have left  their marks on the lowlands 
downstream from the canyon.
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Fig. 8.20. From top: Jökuldalshei!i, Mödrudalsöræfi, Her!ubrei!, and Jökulsá á Fjöllum.
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Day 9: M!vatn
Thursday, September 10th, 2009

Written by: Mark McClure

Schedule

8:00 Eat breakfast.
8:30 + 4 km Depart hotel.
8:40 Arrive at parking lot trailhead for Dimmuborgir and Hverfell.
8:50 Stop 9.1: Dimmuborgir rock pillars.
9:30 + 5 km hike Continue along trail through Dimmuborgir to Hverfell.
11:00 Stop 9.2: Summit of Hverfell explosion (tephra) ring.
11:30 + 5 km hike Start return hike to vehicles.
12:30 + 4 km Arrive at vehicles, depart for Reykjahlí".
12:45 Lunch in Reykjahlí".
1:30 + 3 km Depart for Hverir.
1:45 Stop 9.3: Hverir (fumaroles).
2:30 + 3 km Depart for Krafla power station.
2:35 Stop 9.4: Krafla power station.
2:50 + 1 km Depart for Víti.
2:55 Stop 9.5: Víti and Optional Stop 9.6: Iceland Deep Drilling Project.
3:30 + 1 km Depart for Leirhnjúkur.
3:40 Stops 9.7 and 9.8: Leirhnjúkur and Hófur Crater.
5:45 + 5 or 21 km Depart for swimming pool.
6:00 Stop 9.9: M!vatn Swimming Pool or Optional Stop 9.10: Skútusta"ir.
7:00 + 1 or 16 km Depart for hotel.
7:15 Return to Hlí" Fer"a#jónusta.

Costs
Gas 22 to 52 km/vehicle (depending on whether you go to Stop 9.10)
Swimming Pool 550 ISK/person (3300 ISK for 11 people)
Lodging 3500 ISK/person/night

Contact Information
Hlí" Fer"a#jónusta Hraunbrún, 660 M!vatn
 Phone: 464 4103
 Hornafjör"ur, Iceland 78
 Phone: 478 1736
 Cell: 899 6203
 Fax: 464 4305
 Website: http://www.hlidmyv.is/
 E-mail: hlid@isholf.is

Eldá Guesthouse Helluhraun 15, 660 M!vatn, Iceland
 Phone: +354 464 4220
 Fax: +354 464 4321
 E-mail: info@elda.is
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Vogafjós Cowshed Phone: 464 4303

Gamli bærinn Phone: 464 4270
pub/café/local
hangout

Myllan restaurant  Phone: 464 4170

Hótel Reykjahlí! Phone: 464 4142

Logistical Information
! The schedule reflects the actual timing during our trip.  Times may vary, depending on whether 

more time is spent at the optional stops.  For example, Stop 9.4, the Krafla power station, was 
closed, so we simply talked about it briefly outside for ~15 minutes.  The rig at Stop 9.6, the 
Iceland Deep Drilling Project, was also gone, so we did not spend time to visit it.  We also did not  
visit Skútusta!ir.

! We stayed in the large guesthouse at Hlí! fer!a"jónusta.  It was quite primitive, yet had a very 
large dining room and kitchen. Said kitchen had a very limited supply of utensils; bringing your 
own is recommended. We were almost the only guests so it was nice for large group dinners.  No 
wireless or breakfast.  It is normally 25 euro/night, but we had a 20% discount.

! We didn’t stay there, but another nice place to stay for the night is also located in M#vatn: the 
Eldá Guesthouse. Double or triple rooms.  Bathroom and kitchen access.  Free wireless internet.  
No breakfast.  2900 ISK/person/night.

! Eat in Reykjahlí!.  Local specialty is hverabrau!, a moist cakelike molasses rich rye bread slow-
baked underground in the Bjarnarflag geothermal area.

! Possibilities for eating: at Vogafjós Cowshed, watch cows get milked as you eat (2.5 km south of 
Reykjahlí!); Gamli bærinn; Myllan restaurant; Hótel Reykjahlí!.  We decided to return to our 
lodging to make our own lunches.

! Supermarket is open 10 AM to 8 PM.
! The Krafla Power Station is only open through August.  The visitor center was closed, but we 

were able to drive directly up to the power station and see it up close.

Summary
Today we explored the volcanic related features in the area surrounding Lake M#vatn.  The area has been 
the location of volcanic activity since at least 200,000 years ago, when the Krafla central volcano formed.  
We are most interested in the activity that has occurred in the past 6000 years.  During the younger 
Laxárhraun lava flow around 2000 years ago, the area was wet and marshy.  The interaction of the lava 
with the groundwater resulted in the formation of thousands of pseudocraters as well as the unusual 
formations at Dimmuborgir.  The M#vatn and Krafla fires occurred in the 1720’s and the 1970-1980’s, 
respectively.  They are interesting to us because humans witnessed and described them, and they left 
behind fumarole areas that are still active today.

Directions
Stops 9.1 and 9.2

Drive south out of Reykjahlí! down the 1.  After approx. 4 km turn left onto 884.  Park in the lot at the 
end of 884 (Fig. 9.0b).  There is a cafe here, as well as the trailhead that leads to Dimmuborgir and 
Hverfell.
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Stop 9.3

Return to Reykjahlí! and go east on the 1 to reach Stop 9.3 Hverir in about 3 km.  Hverir is visible from 
the road.

Stops 9.4, 9.5, 9.6

Continue east for less than 1 km and turn left/north on 863.  Proceed about 3 km; the road proceeds 
through the Krafla Geothermal Plant; Stop 9.4 will be on your left.  To reach stops 9.5 & 9.6, Víti and the 
Iceland Deep Drilling Project, proceed to the end of 863 and then turn right.  The parking lot for Víti will 
be in less than 1 km.

Stops 9.7, 9.8

Return towards route 863, but proceed past the turnoff.  The parking lot for Leirhnjúkur will be in less 
than 1 km.

Stop 9.9

Return to Reykjahlí! via Route 1.  The swimming pool is located in Reykjahlí!, at point 4 on Fig. 9.0a.

Stop 9.10

From Reykjahlí!, go south on 1 out of Reykjahlí!.  The road goes around the lake, and at the south-
eastern tip turns west.  Follow the road and Skútusta!ir is located off 1 near the south-west corner of the 
lake.

Fig. 9.0a. Reykjahlí! area map. (Elda Guesthouse, 2009)
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9.10: Skútusta!ir

9.1: Dimmuborgir, 
9.2: Hverfell

9.3: Hverir

9.4: Krafla 
power station

9.5: Víti,
9.6: IDDP9.7: Leirhnjúkur,

9.8: Hófur

9.9: Pool

Lúdent

Fig. 9.0b.  Road map of M!vatn and Krafla area. (modified from Einarsson et al., 2008).

General Overview

Major Volcanic Episodes

200 ka.  Beginning of volcanic activity in area.
100 ka.  Formation of Krafla caldera in explosive eruption.
20-30 ka.  Formation of rhyolite lava domes Hlí!arfjall and Jörundur.
6 ka.  Lúdent Cycle. Formed the Lúdent tephra crater.
3.8 ka.  Older Laxárhraun (hraun means lava flow in Icelandic). Lava flowed from Ketildyngia, a 

shield volcano 25 miles to the SE, through a gorge and covered the M"vatn area.  It 
dammed up the area, forming the original Lake M"vatn.

2.5 ka.  Hverfjall crater formed in an explosive eruption.  Continuous fissure volcanism.
2.0 ka.  Younger Laxárhraun. Lava flow from series of fissure eruptions in the Lúdentsborgir-

#rengslaborgir cone row located south of Lúdent.  The area had a very high water table 
due to the Older Laxárhraun and the result was the formation of the pseudocraters in the 
area as well as the bizarre formations at Dimmuborgir. 

1724-1729 AD M"vatn Fires. Volcanism NE of lake M"vatn.  Explosive eruption formed Víti Crater. 
Earthquakes. Fissures form in Leirhnjúkur and other places around the lake.  

1975-1984 AD Krafla Fires. Fissures opened at Leirhnjúkur. Total widening of Krafla fissure swarm was 
9 m.
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Krafla – M!vatn
[edited from Einarsson et al., 2008]:

The M!vatn area is not  only an Eldorado for volcanology enthusiasts and bird watchers, but 
also has a strong appeal for those interested in landscape evolution, glacial geology and 
settlement geography. It  is truly an extraordinary natural laboratory, because it features almost 
all aspects of the natural sciences within an area that measures 15x15 km.

The area takes its name from lake M!vatn, the third largest lake in Iceland, situated on the 
edge of the Krafla volcanic system of the North Volcanic Zone about midway between the 
Vatnajökull glacier and the Northern coast.  The lake sits in a shallow depression, which to 
the west  is bordered by smooth ridges comprised of Upper Pleistocene basalts and to the east 
and southeast  by hyaloclastite ridges and three big table mountains, Sellandafjall, Bláfjall and 
Búrfell. To the north is the basalt  caldera volcano, Krafla, which has produced numerous 
eruptions during the Holocene. The most  recent  are the so-called M!vatn Fires (1724-29) and 
Krafla Fires (1975-84). 

The Krafla volcanic system
[edited from Einarsson et al., 2008]:

The Krafla volcanic system consists of a basalt  caldera volcano and an elongate fissure 
swarm.  The Krafla fissure swarm is 10-km-wide and 100-km-long and extends from the 
table mountain, Sellandafjall, in the south and into the sea at Öxarfjör"ur in the north.  The 
Krafla central volcano is older than 200 ka and consists of an ~10 km wide caldera flanked by 
a broad and low-lying shield chiefly made up of basalt lava flows. Thus the volcano is built 
up from both subglacial and subaerial eruptions. The caldera itself was formed in a large 
explosive eruption that produced the mixed basalt-rhyolite volcanics of Mt. Hágöng during 
the last  interglacial (>100 ka). Along outer margins of the caldera are two rhyolite lava 
domes, Hlí"arfjall and Jörundur (Fig. 9.5), which were formed in subglacial eruptions some 
20-30000 years ago. They are good representatives of rhyolite table mountains. Within the 
caldera is a major high- temperature geothermal area, which today is harvested for electricity 
at the Krafla Power Station. 

Post-glacial history of M!vatn
[edited from Einarsson et al., 2008]:

During the Younger Dryas stage (approx. 12 ka) the northern margins of the ice-sheet  was 
situated along the east-west  trending end moraines just north of the Reykjahlí"  farm.  In front 
(i.e. north) of the Reykjahlí" moraines, glacial rivers formed a small sandur plain that extends 
north to Mt. Hlí"arfjall. Later this sandur plain has been split  up by dislocations (faulting), 
forming decent exposure through the gravelly glacio-fluvial deposits. 

After the Younger Dryas glacier receded from the area, subaerial volcanism commenced on a 
bigger scale. The Holocene volcanism began with the phreatomagmatic eruption that  formed 
the tuff cone Lúdent. This eruption episode continued with lava outpourings from volcanic 
fissures in the Lúdent  area and also from short fissures west  of the Námafjall ridge. Lava 
flows from these fissures are visible just east of the Reykjahlí" farm and on the islet  of 
Slúttnes. All of the lava flows from this period pre-date the rhyolite fall deposit (H5) 
produced by Hekla about 6600 years ago. Near the end of this episode, the crater Hraunbunga 
produced the dacite lava that flanks the Lúdent  tuff cone. After this eruption the area went 
quiet for more than 3000 years. 
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About 3800 years ago, the volcanoes began to rumble again.  The major post-glacial lava 
flows are shown in Fig. 9.1. First to make its mark was the lava shield Ketildyngja, about  25 
km southeast  of M!vatn, which was the first lava to have a major impact  on the landscape 
evolution in the M!vatn area. It  is the source of the Older Laxárdalur lava flow, which 
entered the M!vatn area through the narrow gorge Selhjallagil. As the lava spread across the 
basin it  dammed up the outflow from the M!vatn depression and formed the first lake 
M!vatn. The lava field Grænavatnsbruni is part  of this enormous flow that advanced down 
Laxárdalur and A"aldalur valleys and reached the coast at Skjálfandi Bay, some 50 km north 
of M!vatn (the bay on the eastern shore of which we will stay at Husavik on Day 10).

About 3000 years ago the M!vatn area was covered by rhyolitic tephra fall from the Hekla 
volcano in south Iceland. This is the so-called H3 tephra layer (which we hope to see at  Hekla 
on Day 4) and appears as a 5-6 cm thick white band in the soil profiles around M!vatn.  A 
little later (~2800 years ago) a new eruption episode began in the M!vatn area with the birth 
of the near-perfectly shaped tuff cone Hverfjall (see below). This eruption was followed by a 
series of fissure eruptions, including the spectacular #rengslaborgir-Lúdentsborgir cone row 
south of Lúdent, which formed the Younger Laxárdalur lava flow about  2000 years ago. Like 
its predecessor, this lava was a major contributor to sculpturing the landscape in the M!vatn 
area and is largely responsible for the scenery as we see it today. It  shaped the lake to its 
present  size and formed the maze of Dimmuborgir. The rootless cones that border the lake 
shores and comprise its many islets were also formed in this eruption when the lava 
circumvented the ancestral lake M!vatn. They are truly the trademarks of the scenery at 
M!vatn and their often mathematically symmetrical outlines make them real miracles of 
nature.  Several small fissure eruptions followed the #rengslaborgir-Lúdentsborgir eruption in 
the area north of Hverfjall and of those the most conspicuous one is the Svörtuborgir (Black 
Fortress) cone row. 

Yet  again, the volcanoes in the M!vatn area became silent, this time for just over 1000 years. 
On 17 May 1724 AD the silences was broken and volcanism recommenced. A new period of 
volcanic activity had begun within the Krafla volcanic system, first with the volcano-tectonic 
episode that became known as the M!vatn Fires and another one about 250 years later, 
namely the infamous 1975-84 Krafla Fires (see below).

Nature Conservation
[edited from Nordic Adventure Travel, 2009]:

Lake M!vatn and the Laxá river region are now protected to promote nature conservation 
according to the principles of sustainable evolution, to ensure the protection of the biological 
diversity of the large water region of M!vatn and Laxá and to protect  the geological 
formations and landscape with active nature conservation, especially from a scientific, 
sociological and aesthetic standpoint. The laws pertain to a 200-m-wide stretch of banks 
along lakes, rivers and springs and various wetland regions.

M!vatn Lake
[edited from Nordic Adventure Travel, 2009]:

M!vatn lake is about 37 km2, incised by numerous inlets and creeks, and dotted with around 
50 islands and islets. The average depth is 2.5 m, and the maximum depth only around 4 m. 
M!vatn’s ecosystem is unique. The name of the lake is derived from the myriad of midges in 
the area. The bird life is varied, and more species of duck are said to live there than in any 
other place on Earth. 
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Flora and Fauna at M!vatn Lake and Laxá River
[edited from Nordic Adventure Travel, 2009]:

M!vatn lake was created when the Younger Laxárdalshraun lava field blocked a river course 
in Laxárdalur valley. Precipitation water is quickly absorbed into the bedrock and surfaces as 
spring water. M!vatn lake is one of the spring-water areas. About  35 m3/s flow from a myriad 
of cold and warm springs at  the lake’s banks. The water is rich in minerals, and is the main 
reason for the fertility of the lake. With the aid of sunlight, which is unusually bountiful in 
this area, a great number of algae grow in the lake. The algae provide sustenance for midge 
larvae and crabs, which are important food for birds and fishes. M!vatn lake is large enough 
and its renewal of water slow enough to sustain a flourishing ecosystem despite its altitude of 
278 m above sea level. At the bottom of the lake, an abundance of midge larvae thrives, 
transforming into pupae and growing into midges during the summer, particularly at the 
beginning of June and August. The male flies gather in swarms at  the lake’s edge and over 
knolls and hills on still days. These midges are called chironomidae (rykm!) and are plentiful 
but harmless. Laxá river flows from M!vatn lake in three channels. It alternately cascades or 
flows in still pools among beautiful islets grown with wood cranesbill, angelica, buttercups 
and willow. The river is home to Barrow’s Goldeneye and the Harlequin Duck, and it  is 
among the best trout  fishing rivers in the world. The water in M!vatn lake often takes on a 
greenish or brownish tinge in the summer due to blue-green algae (Cyanophyta) that  inhabit 
it. The algae are carried into the Laxá river, together with plankton and turbidity, and provide 
the basis of the food chain. Laxá river is the most fertile stream in Iceland. Blackfly larvae 
sift  substances from the water and constitute the river’s most important  food. The female flies 
suck blood from livestock and people, and thus gain nourishment for increased breeding.

Birdlife
[edited from Nordic Adventure Travel, 2009]:

Barrow’s Goldeneye is the most characteristic bird on M!vatn lake and Laxá river. The 
population, consisting of some 2000 birds, is dependent  on the ecosystem of this lake area. It 
is a non-migratory bird and stays on holes in the ice which can be found on the river and lake 
throughout the winter. Barrow’s Goldeneye is one of the few species in Iceland that 
originated in the western hemisphere. In the Rocky Mountains of North America, it nests in 
holes in trees, but  at  M!vatn lake, it nests in holes and crevices in the lava field. A 
considerable number of nests can be found in sheep houses and barns, where nesting boxes 
have been provided for the birds. The largest  habitation of Slavonian Crebe in Iceland is in 
the M!vatn district, with more than 200 pairs nesting there on average. The bird builds 
floating nests in vegetation at  the bank of the lake, most  often under bushes that  droop over 
the water or in duckweed.

Two other species that can rarely be found in Iceland live in the area. These are the Common 
Scoter and Gadwall. The Common Scoter is a diving duck, and is most  commonly seen on 
the west  part of the lake. The males are easily recognisable due to their all-black colour. The 
Gadwall is a dabbing duck and is scattered all over the area. 
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Harlequin Ducks can be found all over Iceland, but they are more common in Laxá than 
anywhere else. They live only on rivers during the summer and cannot  be found on M!vatn 
lake. All species of Icelandic water birds nest in the M!vatn and Laxá area. The Tufted Duck 
is the most common, but Scaup, Wigeon, Teal and Red-breasted Merganser are also common. 
The Red-necked Phalarope is also very common. Whooper Swans and Greylag Geese are 
often seen, and a large flock of swans resides in the M!vatn area throughout the summer. 
Pink-footed geese nest in the highlands south of the lake, and to some extent  by the lake. A 
few pairs of Great  Northern Driver and Red-throated Driver nest in the M!vatnssveit  district. 
Blackheaded Gull and Artic Tern are common, and most  species of waders, Passerines and 
birds of prey can be found in the area. Ptarmigans are particularly common, and several pairs 
of Gyrfalcon nest here, as well as some pairs of Short-eared Owl and Merlin.

Trout
[edited from Nordic Adventure Travel, 2009]:

River trout is caught in great abundance in M!vatn lake, but brown trout can be caught  there 
also. A special variant of the Artic char can be found in the cold spring areas in the lake, but 
in caves in the lava field, there are small char called “gjáarlontur”. In the upper part of Laxá 
river, brown trout is the main catch, but a little Artic char is sometimes caught there, too. 
Salmon migrates from the sea to the lower parts of the river. Farmers lay nets in M!vatn lake 
in the summer and winter, and they fish using a hook and line in late winter. Near Laxá river, 
you can buy a license to fly-fish.

Agriculture and Industry
[edited from Nordic Adventure Travel, 2009]:

Sheep farming has been the most important  livelihood in M!vatn district for centuries. Hay 
was obtained from the islands, wetlands and banks of the lake. In the winter, hay was moved 
home by sleighs, but in many out-lying places sheep grazed both summer and winter. Sulphur 
was mined and exported from the hot-spring areas, such as Námafjall mountain and 
Fremrinámur mines. Trout fishing has been practiced for centuries, mostly angling in the 
winter and net  fishing in the summer and autumn. The trout  is frequently flattened and salted 
overnight, then smoked with dung. Fresh eggs are collected from the nests of the most 
common birds. A diatomite plant was built  at  Bjarnarflag in 1966-67, pumping diatomaceous 
deposits up from the bottom of M!vatn lake. The plant was closed in 2004. 

Archaeology and Folklore
[edited from Nordic Adventure Travel, 2009]:

Two widely known archaeological discoveries are related to M!vatn district. A famous 
Viking board game found in a grave by Baldursheimur is now kept  in the National Museum. 
At Hofssta"ir farm, the remains of a 40-metre-long dwelling lodge from the 10th century, the 
longest  of its kind in Iceland, can be found. The most renowned of the local ancient  heroes is 
Víga-Skúta. His story is told in Reykdæla saga and in Víga-Skúta and Víga-Glúms saga. He 
possessed the axe Fluga (“Fly”), and with it, he killed many men. There are few stories of 
elves and trolls, but the ogress Kráka lived in Bláhvammur on the side of Bláfjall mountain, 
and she created the river Kráká to wreak revenge upon the district. Another ogress lived in 
Skessuhali by Búrfell mountain, but she turned into stone in her boat in returning from lake. 
The most  renowned ghost in the area is Grímssta"askotta, a cause of great evil. Many 
believed the water in #angbrandspollur at  Skútusta"ir to have healing powers. Bishop 
#angbrandur christened the inhabitants of the district in the pool.
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Fig 9.1: Geologic map of M!vatn area. (Thordarson and Hokuldsson, 2002)
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Stop 9.1: Dimmuborgir Rock Pillars

Dimmuborgir is a roughly circular shield-like structure about 2km in diameter. It  forms a natural labyrinth 
of drained lava tubes. It  originated as a secondary lava pond during the Younger Laxárhraun, formed 
when the advance of the flow was hampered by the many rootless eruptions which occurred when the 
lava entered the ancestral Lake M!vatn. This is evident in the walls inside the labyrinth which were 
constructed by numerous thin over-bank flows spilling out  of the pond. When the lava had established dry 
pathways across the lake the pond was drained rapidly leaving behind a caved in structures and ramparts 
with relict  lava tubes or pathways for ancestral lava rivers (Fig. 9.2).  There are numerous well marked 
hiking trails through Dimmuborgir.  We hiked from Dimmuborgir to Hverfell and back.  The total round 
trip was about 10 km.  A somewhat quicker alternative would be to hike through Dimmuborgir, return to 
the car, and drive north up the road to Hverfell, where there is a well marked turn off to another parking 
lot.

Fig 9.2: Photo of the Dimmuborgir rock pillars.
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Stop 9.2: Hverfell (also known as Hverfjall)

Hverfjall or Hverfell is almost  a perfectly circular tuff cone (Fig. 9.3) that was formed in a 
phreatomagmatic eruption through the ancestral lake M!vatn about  2700 years ago. The cone was 
produced by the main phase of the so called Hverfjall Fires and is the largest  structure on a ~2 km long 
volcanic fissure, 90-150 m high and about 1000m in diameter. It  consists of numerous tephra beds that dip 
15-35° in all directions from the crater. These tephra beds are formed in two ways, as fallout from the 
eruption column and as pyroclastic surges transported by laterally moving collar-like clouds.

Away from the cone the tephra fall was heaviest to the south and northeast  of the cone, but  the pyroclastic 
surges were probably dispersed fairly evenly around the cone. Located a short  hike along the flat  area 
north of the parking lot  directly adjacent  to Hverfell (also north of Hverfell itself) are some interesting 
deposits described in Thordarson et al. (2002).  Here, there are excellent outcrops of the tephra deposit, 
consisting of alternating pyroclastic surge and tephra fall deposits. A number of the pyroclastic surges 
were very wet  because their deposits are plastered, layer upon layer, onto tree trunks. Some trunks were 
bent  to the ground by the extra weight of the tephra.  Other surges were hotter and drier and flowed faster 
forming dunes and beautiful cross-bedded deposits in the process. These surges travelled more than 3 km 
away from the vent.

Jar"ba"shólar are the northernmost and the largest (~40 m) cones on a 2 km long volcanic fissure situated 
immediately to the north of Hverfjall. The Jar"ba"shólar fissure produced the lava that covers the ground 
from here and west to Lake M!vatn. In the later stages of the eruption the lava flowed away from the 
northern cone in a channel that extends almost  half way to Lake M!vatn. The lava that  emerged from 
these channels formed the rubbly pahoehoe lava that  covers the area east of Vogar. The Jar"ba"shólar lava 
covers about 8 km2 and its volume is 0.05 km3. The Jar"ba"shólar eruption that  occurred shortly after 
activity ceased at Hverfjall and represents a separate episode in the Hverfjall Fires.

The Younger Laxárdalur lava flow was formed by an effusive eruption on the Lúdentsborgir-
#rengslaborgir cone row about  2300 years ago. The cone row runs from the Lúdent  tuff cone some 12 km 
to the south and then shifts to the west  onto the Borgir cone row. Total length of the fissure is ~16.5 km. 
Most  of the erupted material came up on the central part  of the #rengslaborgir fissure and fed the lava that 
formed the Dimmuborgir complex and the rootless cones around Lake M!vatn. The lava continued its 
advance down the Laxárdalur valley and all the way to the north coast. The total volume of the Younger 
Laxárdalur is between 2-3 km3.

Dimmuborgir is a roughly circular shield-like structure about  2 km in diameter. It  forms a natural 
labyrinth of drained lava tubes. It  originated as a secondary lava pond within the #rengslaborgir lava field, 
formed when the advance of the flow was hampered by the many rootless eruptions which occurred when 
the lava entered the ancestral Lake M!vatn. This is evident  in the walls inside the labyrinth which were 
constructed by numerous thin over-bank flows spilling out  of the pond. When the lava had established dry 
pathways across the lake the pond was drained rapidly leaving behind a caved in structures and ramparts 
with relict lava tubes or pathways for ancestral lava rivers. 

Two major volcano-tectonic episodes have occurred at  the Krafla volcanic system in the last 250 years, 
the 1724-29 M!vatn Fires and the 1975-84 Krafla Fires. This activity, especially that of the Krafla Fires, 
has provided geologists with valuable insight into the mechanics of volcanic systems in Iceland and is 
therefore summarized here in some detail.
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Fig 9.3: Photo of Hverfell.

Stop 9.3: Hverir

Hverir consists of fumaroles, vents and mud pots from the M!vatn Fires (Fig. 9.4).  Visible from the road.

Fig 9.4: Photo of fumaroles, mud pots, and hydrothermal deposits at Hverir.
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The M!vatn Fires

The volcano-tectonic episode referred to as the M!vatn Fires lasted for about  5 years, from 1724-1729. It 
was characterized by major rifting and faulting on the Krafla volcanic system and accompanied by a 
series of explosive and effusive eruptions (Fig. 9.5).  The episode began on 17 May 1724 with 
earthquakes and a phreatomagmatic eruption, which formed the Víti crater on the southwest  slopes of Mt. 
Krafla. Intense earthquakes and large scale faulting in the area between the Krafla volcano and Lake 
M!vatn followed this eruption. In January 1726 strong earthquakes were felt again and small explosive 
eruptions occurred at  the Leirhnjúkur hill west  of Mt. Krafla. Some activity was noted at Bjarnarflag in 
April that  year. On 21 August 1727 a fissure (Skeifa) opened at the northern end of the Krafla caldera 
sending lava northeast  towards Gæsafjöll. Eight  months later, on 28 April 1728, rifting resumed with lava 
issued from the Rau"kollur fissure segment in the Krafla caldera and from short  fissures in Hrossadalur, a 
short distance east of the parsonage Reykjahlí".

Unrest was again felt in December. On the 18th, a large amount  of lava belched from the Hófur fissure and 
from a short fissure at Bjarnarflag, a short distance east of the parsonage Reykjahlí".  Jón Sæmundsson, 
the vicar at Reykjahlí", described this volcanic outburst in Bjarnarflag as follows: 

In some places the fire had greater action with huge and great  flames and continuously threw 
up all around itself glowing rocks and stones, which are so wet (i.e. fluid) that they, still 
glowing, flowed like melted copper. This ejection of glowing rocks forms large crater-like 
hills or rocky hills [where the fire emerges], which are hollow inside with circular rims. 
Inside these source-pits of the fires were an intensive and strong ‘inflammatio ignis’ with 
such a strong storm that the flames were thrown high up into the sky. The same fire threw up 
continuously glowing and wet rocks [as mentioned above] that when they hit the ground, they 
flowed like running water and burned up everything in their way.

It  is clear that  Jón Sæmundsson is here describing fire fountains. His depiction of glowing and "wet" 
rocks thrown up into the air and flowing like water after hitting the ground is the oldest known 
description of a fountain-fed lava flow. However, Krafla was not  done and another eruption commenced 
on 30 June 1729. This time a fissure opened at Hítarhóll just south of Leirhnjúkur, sending a large volume 
of lava down towards Reykjahlí"  and all the way into Lake M!vatn. This flow ruined four farms, 
including the Reykjahlí" farm, and forced the vicar and his family to seek shelter at  Skútusta"ir. However, 
the lava did not  manage to destroy the Reykjahlí"  church, which still stands on a small hillock, 
completely surrounded by lava. Seventeen years later, or in July 1746, a small explosive eruption 
occurred at Leirhnjúkur, suggesting that this volcano-tectonic episode at Krafla may have lasted for up to 
22 years. The cumulative length of the volcanic fissure formed in the M!vatn Fires is ~13 km.
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Fig. 9.5. Map of 1724-29 M!vatn Fires. (Thordarson and Hoskuldsson, 2002)
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Stop 9.4: Krafla Power Station
[edited from Juliusson et al., (2005)]:

The Krafla geothermal field development is mainly known for the volcanic eruptions during 
the construction time and the first years of production. A decision to develop the field was 
made in 1974 by two state owned organizations, Kröflunefnd (power station) and the 
National Energy Authority (steam supply system), on the basis of exploration wells. 
Construction on the 60 MW power station started in summer of 1975 but only a few months 
later, a volcanic eruption series started in the north part  of the central volcano. When the 
eruptions series ended in 1984, magma had been released from the magma chamber 21 times, 
9 times resulting in eruptions. Luckily, lava did not  flow into the Hlí!ardalur valley, where 
the power station was located in the construction continued. Apart  from surface elevation 
changes, the eruptions caused significant  changes in fluid chemistry, mostly an increase in 
corrosive volcanic gasses in the wells located in the Víti area. As a result, wells had to be 
drilled in less favorable sites, further away from the eruption zone. The developers soon 
realized that the steam was insufficient for the planned power plant and only one of the 
turbines was fully installed.

The Krafla Power Station (Fig. 9.7) was commissioned in 1978, with only unit  1 installed, 
producing 7 MW from 11 production wells. Gradually production was increased and the full 
capacity of 30 MW was reached around the time when the volcanic eruptions stopped (1984) 
and when Landsvirkjun (the National Power Company) took over the operation of both power 
station and steam supply system (1985). The following years the reservoir recovered and the 
gas content  declined. In 1996, a decision was made to install the second turbine, that  had been 
waiting on the shelf for 20 years, and the power station was finally on full 60 MW capacity in 
1999. Currently, the power station is operating at full capacity of 60 MW and the reserve 
capacity of the steam supply system is equivalent  to some 15-20 MW. In total 34 production 
wells have been drilled, 21 contributing to the steam supply system (Fig. 9.6)

Fig. 9.6. Krafla Power Station Schematic. (Juliusson et al., 2005)
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Fig. 9.7. Left, road through the Krafla Geothermal Plant.  Right, the Krafla Power Station cooling tower.

Stop 9.5: Víti 

Víti is an explosion crater (Fig. 9.8) from the beginning of the M!vatn Fires.  320m wide.  45-50 minute 
walk.

Fig. 9.8. The Víti explosion crater.
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Optional Stop 9.6: Iceland Deep Drilling Project

The drilling rig is overlooking Víti.  The rig was no longer there when we arrived.  The drilling was 
stopped by an unexpected obstacle: liquid magma at roughly 2100 m depth.  The chamber was supposed 
to be deeper than 4 km, so this is probably a sill of some kind.  They were unable to drill deeper as 
planned, and are planning to complete the well and perform well tests to assess productivity.

[edited from Elders and Friedleifsson, 2005]:

The goal of the Iceland Deep Drilling Project is to evaluate the feasibility of using deep, very 
high temperature resources located near large magma intrusions.  High temperature water is 
advantageous because it  contains more energy per mass and thermal energy can be converted 
to electrical energy more efficiently at  higher temperature.  Supercritical water, above 374ºC 
and 22MPa, would have unique benefits.  Supercritical fluids display unusual properties that 
are a mixture between vapor and liquid behavior.  They have low viscosity like vapor (which 
allows higher flow rate), high density like liquid, and high enthalpy like vapor.  Vapor has 
higher enthalpy than liquid because of the heat of vaporization, which is unusually high for 
water.  It  is hoped that the combination of these factors could create exceptionally productive 
geothermal wells.  In addition, by unlocking new drilling targets, the total resource base of 
geothermal in Iceland and the world would expand dramatically.  Supercritical water is also a 
powerful solvent, so it possible chemicals will be dissolved in the water.  Potentially, they 
could have some economic value.  On the other hand, these solutes may precipitate out 
causing scaling problems.  There is significant  scientific value to the project, including 
helping understand fluid rock interactions and the interaction of magma and seawater on mid-
ocean ridges.

There are major obstacles to the project.  Conventional wellbore tools do not function well at 
very high temperature.  Large changes in temperature can create wellbore stability problems.  
Dangerous volcanic gasses may be present.  Corrosion might  be a problem depending on the 
fluid chemistry.  Perhaps most important, it  is not  known what the permeability of the rock 
will be.  Permeability in igneous rock is controlled by the natural fracture system.  If there are 
insufficient  natural fractures, hydraulic stimulation will be attempted, in which water is 
pumped at  high pressure to fracture the rock.  Even if permeability is enhanced, there would 
need to be enough connectivity to outside the stimulated reservoir to supply the water that is 
produced by the well.  If there isn’t, they could attempt to inject water from a nearby well, but 
there is no guarantee that there would be a good connection between the injector and 
producer, even if both wells are hydraulically stimulated and independently productive.  Such 
problems are typical of projects involving hydraulic stimulation for geothermal, which go 
under the umbrella term Enhanced Geothermal Systems.  

It  is not certain at  what  depth supercritical water will be found.  If the water is at  saturated 
conditions all the way to depth then the temperature will follow a “boiling point  with depth 
curve,” which would place supercritical water at  about 3.5 km.  However it is possible the 
temperature is controlled by cold seawater convecting up from depth, in which case the 
geothermal gradient would be lower.  At the brittle-ductile transition, the natural permeability 
is believed to be negligible.  In that depth, there would be a conduction controlled 
temperature, which is high.  These different scenarios are illustrated in Fig. 9.9.
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Fig. 9.9.  Conceptual model of temperature-depth relations in a convecting hydrothermal cell. 
Adiabatic gradient A-B; critical point C; and conductive gradient B-D, below the brittle-ductile 
transition. The ellipse represents the target region for the IDDP.  (Elders and Fridleifsson, 2005)

Another effect  on the depth of the critical point  is the amount of dissolved CO2 and salt.  CO2 
lowers the temperature of the critical point and salt increases it (Fig. 9.10).

Fig. 9.10. Effect of dissolved CO2 and NaCl on the critical point of water.  (Elders and Fridleifsson, 
2005)
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In 2005, a well was attempted in Reykjanes but it  collapsed and was abandoned.  The latest 
setback occurred on June 25, 2009, when the Krafla site drilled into magma at 2100 m, far 
above the drilling target, and it  is not possible to drill through.  This well is going to be 
completed at  2100 m.  These two wells were unsuccessful, but the project  will continue with 
other wells in the future.

Despite challenges, the project  is exciting because of its great upside and for the scientific 
value of directly observing the state of the earth in these extreme locations.  

[edited from Thorhallsson et al., 2008]:

High temperature geothermal resources in Iceland, at  the major volcanic centers, have been 
tapped for steam and water to generate electric power and heat  for district  heating. Over 200 
high-temperature wells have been drilled to depths to 2-3 km where temperatures above 
300°C are found, allowing production of 5-20 MW of electricity per well. Since 2002 
preparations have been under way to drill to 4-5 km with the aim of investigating the roots of 
geothermal systems. The aim is to find out if it  is economically feasible to extract energy and 
chemicals where the temperature and pressure may be above the critical point for fresh water 
(374.15°C and 22.12 MPa). Several well designs and drilling scenarios were evaluated, 
mainly to get as much coring done as possible. Finally it was decided to abandon plans for 
continuous coring below 2400 m with a hybrid coring system - that would drill a 4" hole with 
a mining-type wireline core barrel, in favor of drilling the final section 3400-4500 m as a 
8-1/2" hole and taking spot cores. By circulating large quantities of cold water during drilling 
it is hoped that the temperature inside the well will be below 250°C, allowing the use of 
conventional drilling tools and practices. Presently the temperature during drilling does not 
exceed 80°C inside wells at  2500 m in spite of the 300°C rock temperature. In December 
2007 a well was drilled close to the future IDDP site at  Krafla that had a wellhead pressure of 
128 bar, the well being full of superheated steam. The steam had corrosive acid gases and 
thus the bottom of the well was plugged with cement. It  is expected that HCl will also be 
found in the deep well, but by keeping the steam from condensing or coming in contact with 
water inside the well, such corrosion on the steel casing can be avoided. The wellhead has 
been designed for a maximum temperature of 500°C and pressure of 19.5 MPa. It  will have 
four cemented casing strings 32" to 80 m, 24-1/2" to 300 m, 18-5/8" to 800 m, 13-5/8" and 
13-3/8" to 2400 m and 9-5/8" to 3500 m. The open hole will have a 7" slotted liner. Thick 
walled casing of API K-55 grade steel is selected, same steel as for conventional geothermal 
wells, except  for the top 300 m of the anchor casing where API T-95 is selected due to its 
creep resistance. The connections are Hydril 563 couplings and threads for the anchor and 
production casing. Wellhead and valves are to be of ANSI pressure Class 2500. The wellhead 
internal surfaces will have weld overlays of stainless and hard facing to protect against acid 
gases and erosion. The drilling cost of the first well is expected to be 20 million US$. 

The main website for the Iceland Deep Drilling Project is http://www.iddp.is/.
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Stop 9.7: Leirhnjúkur

Leirhnjúkur is a crater at Krafla that appeared in a 1727 eruption. The crater began its life as a lava 
fountain and spouted for two years. Now it is a complex of vents and mud pots (Fig. 9.12).  An easy trail 
leads from the parking area to the active area, taking approximately 15-20 minutes. It takes the hiker 
through the hot spring area, into craters formed in the Krafla fires and to the summit. From there, the 
route lies south and then east of the hill, back to the parking area. The trail provides an excellent picture 
of the Krafla fires. This is a hike of about 1-1.5 hours. The route is relatively easy in dry weather, but can 
be slippery when wet.

The Krafla Fires

The volcano-tectonic episode of the Krafla Fires began in December 1975 and lasted until September 
1984 (Fig. 9.13). The first sign of renewed activity within the Krafla volcanic system was increase in 
earthquake activity in June 1975, gradually building up to earthquakes of magnitude 4 on the Richter 
scale. The first eruption broke out from a short fissure at Leirhnjúkur, producing a small lava flow and a 
few explosions. Initially the earthquake activity was confined to the region below the caldera, but quickly 
spread out along the fissure swarm to the north coast at Öxarfjör!ur and south towards Lake M"vatn. This 
rifting was associated with 1.5 m widening of the fissure swarm and a ~2 m deep graben was formed 
along the central part of the fissure system. The eruption was followed an immediate subsidence within 
the caldera floor, forming a bowl-shaped depression. This was followed by a gradual inflation of the 
caldera floor over the next few months. This pattern of gradual inflation and sudden deflation recurred 
several times in the following years. Each cycle began with gradual inflation of the caldera floor at a rate 
of 7-10 mm/day. When the inflation reached a critical level, the earthquake activity increased steadily 
until another sudden deflation event occurred. This is known as a rifting event. During the Krafla Fires 
the rifting began by failure of the crust within the caldera and migrated from there along the fissure 
swarm as indicated by the outward-propagating earthquake swarms.  Magma flowed into and filled the 
open cracks and in some cases found a pathway to the surface to produce an eruption.

The activity of Krafla is primarily influenced by two processes: inflow of magma into the crustal chamber 
and rifting of the plate boundary. The regulating parameters are the magma pressure in the chamber and 
tectonic stress at the plate boundary. Tectonic stress presumably builds up slowly with time due to plate 
movements. If magma begins flowing into the magma chamber, as seems to have happened in 1974-5, it 
can trigger the release of tectonic stress and thus initiate rifting. Fissures propagate away from the magma 
chamber near the center of the volcano, and magma flows laterally along the fissure swarm to the north 
and south of the volcano for tens of kilometers and forms a dyke. Propagation velocity may reach 0.5-1.2 
m/s shortly after the initiation of intrusion, but then it gradually slows down as the dyke lengthens. The 
pressure in the magma chamber drops and the volcano deflates during the emplacement of the dyke. This 
process can last hours to a few weeks depending on the length of the dyke, and the deflation amounts to 
centimeters to a few meters in the center of the caldera. The fissure swarm is strongly affected during the 
emplacement of the dyke. Extensive fissuring and normal faulting occurs above the dyke, the central part 
of the swarm subsides and the flanks are uplifted. Displacements, both horizontal and vertical, are of the 
order of tens of centimeters to meters. If magma inflow continues after a deflation event, the volcano 
reinflates at a typical rate of 1-10 mm per day for weeks or months. Many such inflation - deflation cycles 
may occur during a rifting episode that may last several years to over a decade. In the beginning of an 
episode the tectonic stress is high and most of the magma is emplaced in dykes in the crust. As the 
tectonic stress is released, the crust supports higher magma pressures, and an increasing proportion of the 
mobilized magma reaches the surface in eruptions.
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In total 21 rifting events occurred during the 1975-84 Krafla Volcano-tectonic episode (Fig 9.11). The first  
four rifting events occurred in October 1976, January, April, and September 1977, but only the last two 
deflation events resulted in an eruption at the surface.  Other notable rifting events occurred, for example, 
in March, July, and October 1980, November 1981, and September 1984. Many of the later deflation 
events resulted in fairly large lava eruptions. After the 1984 event inflation resumed within the caldera 
until it ceased in early 1985. Minor, intermittent inflation-deflation cycles were recorded between 
1986-1989, since then the caldera floor has been subsiding at a slow but steady rate. 

The total widening of the Krafla fissure swarm during the nine-year volcano-tectonic episode was on the 
order of 9 m and the widening during the 1724-29 M!vatn Fires was of the same magnitude. As you 
might recall, the long-term average spreading rate of the plate boundary in Iceland is 18 mm/yr. Thus, 
through rifting in two relatively short volcano-tectonic episodes, spanning 15 years in total, the volcanic 
system has made up for the previous 1000 years, which were marked by no or little spreading on this 
particular segment of the plate boundary. This evidence show that the rifting and spreading along the plate 
boundary is not a continuous process, but is periodic and at any time confined to episodes, such as the 
M!vatn and Krafla Fires, on individual volcanic systems.

Fig. 9.11. The Krafla fires. Inflation and eruption. (Einarsson et al., 2008)

Fig. 9.12. Left, a mud pot at Leirhnjúkur. Right, an overlook at one edge of the Krafla fire deposits.
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Fig. 9.13. Sequential development of the 1975-1984 Krafla Fires (Thordarson and Hoskuldsson, 2002).
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Stop 9.8: Hófur Crater

A hiking trail leads from the hot spring area at Leirhnjúkur to the crater Hófur (Fig. 9.14), which is north 
of Leirhnjúkur. Hófur is a beautifully formed crater dating back to the M!vatn fires. The walk is about an 
hour long. Do not walk up or on the rim of the crater, as the slag crumbles easily.

Fig. 9.14. Hófur Crater.
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Stop 9.9: Public Swimming Pool

The public swimming pool in M!vatn (point 4 on Fig. 9.0a) has a large pool, hot tubs of multiple 
temperatures, locker rooms, showers, and a gym.  It also has a generous number of air-filled, rubber balls 
that are fun to pelt others with.  It’s a good way to relax after a long day of geology.

Fig. 9.15. The public swimming pool in M!vatn.

Optional Stop 9.10: Skútusta!ir

Skútusta"ir is an area full of pseudocraters.  The route lies around Stakhólstjörn at Skútusta"ir and takes 
about one hour. There is also a shorter circular route into the western part of the area, which takes about 
20-30 minutes. This is an easy walk through peculiar lava formations (pseudo-craters) in proximity to 
diverse bird life.
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Day 10: Jökulsárgljúfur National Park, Tjörnes Fracture Zone
Friday, September 11th, 2009
Written by: Marianne Karplus

Schedule
7:30 Eat breakfast, pack lunch in M!vatn.
8:30 + 40 km Depart from M!vatn for Dettifoss.
9:45 Stop 10.1: Dettifoss.
10:30 + 5 km Depart for Hafragilsfoss.
10:50 Stop 10.2: Hafragilsfoss waterfall and Sveinar feeder dike.
11:35 + 32 km Depart for Hlí"arger"i.
   -- Optional Stop 10.3: Hljó!aklettar.
12:20 Stop 10.4: Hlí!arger!i farm.
13:00 + 9 km Depart for Ásbyrgi Canyon.
13:15  Stop 10.5. Lunch at Ásbyrgi Canyon in Jökulsárgljúfur National Park.
14:15 + 48 km Depart for Reykjahei"i.
15:30 Stop 10.6: Reykjahei!i.
16:15 + 11 km Depart for Botnsvatn Lake.
16:45  Stop 10.7. Botnsvatn Lake, Húsavík Fault “pull-apart”.
17:15 + 3 km Depart for Húsavík.
17:30 Get gas, do quick shopping in Húsavík.
17:45 + 12 km Depart for Ytritunga.
18:00 Stop 10.8: Ytritunga fossil beds and Tjörnes coast.
18:45 + 14 km Depart for Kaldbaks-Kot Cottages.
19:05 Arrive Kaldbaks-Kot Cottages.

Costs
Gas 151 km/vehicle
Hostel Lodging ~3900 ISK/person/night

Contact Information
Kaldbaks-Kot  Kaldbakur 640 Húsavík
Cottages: Cell: +354 892 1744 (Snædís)
 Cell: +354 862 1504 (Sigurjón)
 Website: http://cottages.is/
 E-mail: cottages@cottages.is

Húsavík tourist Gar"arsbraut 7, next to Kaskó
office:

VínBú" Túngata 1
supermarket:

Kaskó center of town, near Húsavík tourist office
supermarket:
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Logistical Information
! sunrise: 06:40; sunset: 20:08
! Jökulsárgljúfur National Park has a gas station and a visitor center
! one 3-house complex (156 euro) includes:

• one big cottage: 30 m2. One double bed, one double sleeping sofa.  (2-4 people)
two small cottages: 10 m2. One double bed, plus space for one more (2-3 people each)

! one bedroom house (81 euro) includes:
• one double bed, one double sleeping sofa. 20 m2. (2-3 people)

! amenities: private WC/shower, kitchenette w/ refrigerator, water basin, coffee machine, toaster, 
microwave, hot and cold water, electricity, geothermal heating, plus dishwasher

! the cottages have wireless internet access, but we had trouble connecting to the network.  There is 
a breakfast area near the main reception (fork and spoon symbol, Fig 10.0a), which has good 
wireless signal and can be used to connect to the internet.

! other Húsavík attractions: Húsavík Whale Museum (hours 10 AM to 5 PM, 750 ISK); Húsavík 
Church (may be closed after Aug); Húsavík Folk Museum (9 AM to 4 PM)

Check-in procedures

“The keys are handed over at  our reception which is where we live close to the cottages at Kaldbaks-Kot. 
It  is on the lot. We have mobile phones active if we are not at  home at  the expected time of arrival and our 
guests find their way to the reception/office easily as there are signs and everything is quite obvious. If 
our guests expect to arrive after dinner, please give us a call and if we can not be at  the office at the 
expected time of arrival, we can just have the cottages open, inform our guests of the name and number of 
the cottage they are going to stay in, and leave the key in the door on the inside.”

Fig. 10.0a. Map of Kaldbaks-Kot Cottages. (Kaldbaks-Kot Cottages, 2009)
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Summary
We will begin the morning with observations of lava shields, rifting structures, and eruptive fissures of the 
Northern Volcanic Zone (NVZ) as we cross back on to the European plate again. After driving across 
several different volcanic systems and lava fields within the NVZ, we will observe the massive carving 
power of the Jökulsá á Fjöllum River at  Dettifoss waterfall (Stop 10.1), one of the volumetrically largest 
waterfalls in Europe, in Jökulsárgljúfur canyon. Then we will see the internal organs of the Sveinar-
Randarhólar crater row exposed by the merciless waters at  the Sveinar feeder dike (Stop 10.2). Next, we 
will see spectacular fissures and normal faulting at Hlí!arger!i (Stop 10.4), a farm near Kelduhverfi, from 
the January 1978 rifting event in the northern part of the Krafla fissure swarm. During lunch at Ásbyrgi 
Canyon (Stop 10.5), we will ponder the historic jökulhlaup that  have thundered through this region after 
eruptions beneath Vatnajökull glacier to the south and carved wide valleys such as this one. We will 
continue driving west  across the rift zone until we reach Reykjahei!i (Stop 10.6), rift-transform junction 
of the "eistareykir fissure swarm and the Húsavík fault  system. We will observe fissures, normal faults, 
oblique faults, and push-up structures. We will continue driving along the Húsavík fault, observing fault 
features, e.g. pull-aparts such as Botnsvatn (Stop 10.7), along the way. Finally, we will learn about 
Iceland’s warmer climate around 2-4 Ma by looking at fossil beds north of Húsavík (Stop 10.8).

Learning Objectives
! appreciate interactions between rivers, volcanoes and jökulhlaup in carving and filling 

Jökulsárgljúfur Canyon and creating waterfalls
! identify components of a volcanic feeder dike (at Sveinar)
! identify sag ponds, pressure ridges, and fracture patterns associated with a rift zone, normal 

faulting, and strike-slip faulting
! place the faulting, volcanism, geothermal activity, and rift zones of the Tjörnes Peninsula in a 

regional context
! relate the regional tectonics to the broader scale tectonics of all of Iceland, the plume, and the 

Mid-Atlantic Rift
! understand role of fossils in looking at paleoclimate in North Iceland

Directions
M!vatn to Dettifoss (Stop 10.1)

There are only two roads in the Jökulsárgljúfur National Park, one on either side of the canyon. The east 
road is a 2WD gravel road, and the west road is a 4WD dirt road. We will take the west road unless 
weather conditions prohibit it. We drive east from Reykjahlí!  on highway 1, c. 16 km. Make a left  onto 
Dettifossvegur, F862. Continue on F862 for 21 km, and then turn right onto Dettifossvegur vestri. This 
road will take us ca. 3.5 km to the west Dettifoss parking lot. At the fork, keep right  and follow the signs 
for Dettifoss.

Dettifoss to Hafragilsfoss (Stop 10.2)

Return to the fork in the dirt  road, and take the northern fork to Hafragilsfoss & Sveinar Feeder Dike. The 
dike is in the east canyon wall, the wall across the canyon from the overlook where we will be.

Hafragilsfoss to Gjástykki and Hljó"aklettar (Stop 10.3)

Return to junction F862 and continue north on 862. Look for fractures to the west out  the window. After 
ca. 20 km, turn right on Vesturdalsvegur (888). Gjástykki is to the west  near the junction of 862 and 888. 
Stop and look for fractures at the junction. Then drive 2 km east to Hljó!aklettar parking area.
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Hafragilsfoss to Hlí!arger!i farm (Stop 10.4)

Return to Rte 862, and turn right/north. Continue north until you reach a T-junction; then turn left. Drive 
2-3 km until you see the former farm Hlí!arger!i, marked with a sign. Please ask the farmer for 
permission to walk around before exploring. There are rift  features in this area, including a graben just 
behind the house. See map below.

Hlí!arger!i farm to Ásbyrgi (Stop 10.5)

Continue north and east on Rte 862. Turn east/right  on Rte 85. Before crossing the gorge, turn right at  Rte 
861. Ásbyrgi is about  1.7 km off Rte 85 (Fig. 10.0b). Continue to the end of the gorge and park in the 
parking lot. There is a nice, short walk (< 1 km) at  the end of the gorge, and a visitor center near the 
entrance.

Fig. 10.0b. Driving map from Hlí!arger!i farm to Ásbyrgi. (modified from Navteq Map24, 2009)

Ásbyrgi to Reykjahei!i (Stop 10.6)

Note: Dirt road conditions are rough. Attempt  with enthusiasm and consideration of weather. An alternate 
route takes 85 the entire way to Husavik.

Return to Rte 85, and turn left/west  (Fig. 10.0c). Continue 18.4 km past  Skjálftavatn Lake and 
Víkingavatn Lake (both on the right/north of the road). When Rte 85 bends right/north, turn left/west 
(should be roughly straight ahead from our direction on the highway) onto a gravel or dirt  road. This road 
heads towards Lake Lón (almost immediately on our right/north after exiting Rte 85), Hólmafjall, 
Stallfjöll, and Reykjahei!i. Drive 2.2 km, and then turn left/south. Pass through the gate near the farm (be 
sure to close it  behind you). Continue heading south on the dirt  road for about  15 km to (what  looks like) 
a junction with 3-4 other dirt roads. STOP HERE to get bearings (Figs. 10.0d and 10.0e).

We are looking for a location near Reykjahei!i where the Húsavík Fault  meets the "eistareykir fissure 
swarm at Gu!finnugjá at  an angle of about 60°. This stop is near the place on the road where we turn 
right/west. We can make a short hike at  the junction of the Húsavík fault  with the fissure swarm and 
observe faulting structures at this rift transform junction. See maps below and Figs. 10.14 through 10.18 
for pictures of what we are searching for in the field, and have patience!
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Fig. 10.0c. Partial driving map from Ásbyrgi to Reykjahei!i.  Note that Ásbyrgi is actually located at the purple star 
marked “10.5” at the end of Ásbyrgisvegur, not at marker A.  Marker A is Hlí!arger!i, stop 10.4.  (modified from 
Navteq Map24, 2009)

Fig. 10.0d. Partial driving map from Ásbyrgi to Reykjahei!i.  The purple star represents the junction with 3-4 other 
dirt roads, the point at which to stop to get out and hike. (modified from Navteq Map24, 2009)
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Fig. 10.0e. Partial driving map from Ásbyrgi to Reykjahei!i, zoomed in on the junction of 3-4 dirt roads. (modified 
from Navteq Map24, 2009)

Reykjahei!i to Botnsvatn lake (Stop 10.7)

Drive west  on the dirt/gravel road past  the first sag pond (Höskuldsvatn lake) until Botnsvatn lake is in 
view, before reaching Húsavík.

Húsavík to Ytritunga fossil beds (Stop 10.8)

Drive north from Húsavík on Rte 85. After 7 km, we will cross the Kaldakvisl River. The best  fossil 
outcrops are along the shore between Kaldakvisl and Hallbjarnarstadara. Walking along the upper north 
bank of Kaldakvisl is the easiest way down to the shore (Thorvaldur Thordarsson, pers. comm.). The 
fossils are in the cliffs. 

Ytritunga farm is about  14 km north of Húsavík. Access to the fossil beds is a dirt road just past  the dirt 
road turn-off to Ytritunga farm. It  is marked with a “point of interest” symbol. The fossil deposits are 
along the side of the road in the cliffs, which leads steeply down to the very small fishing port. 

Ytritunga fossil beds to Kaldbaks-Kot Cottages

Drive back ~1.9 km south of Húsavík. The cottages are on the Kaldbakur farm, 48 km from Lake M!vatn. 
The cottages are on the right side of Rte 85 just before you exit the town Húsavík.

10.6
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Alternate Route: M!vatn to Dettifoss (Stop 10.1)

We drive east  from M!vatn on highway 1, c. 45 km. There are only two roads in the park, one on either 
side of the canyon. We will take the eastern approach. Turn left  on the 2WD gravel road just  after crossing 
the Jökulsá River at the town Grímssta"ir onto highway 864. Drive north c. 28 km to Dettifoss waterfall, 
which is in Jökulsárgljúfur National Park. Turn left off the hwy, and park in the west Dettifoss lot. Be sure 
to drive safely on the gravel roads.

Alternate Route: Dettifoss to Hafragilsfoss (Stop 10.2)

Continue driving north on highway 864. The feeder dike is 3.3 km drive distance from Dettifoss. Take the 
left/west  turn for Hafragilsfoss, on the east  bank of the Jökulsá canyon at Randarhólar crater row, and 
park in the lot. I assume we will descend into the lowland near Hafragilsfoss.

The Hafragil lowland

The area in and surrounding Hafragil contains the most  difficult hiking trails in the National Park and 
caution should be exercised. You approach this area from the south via Sanddalur where there is a fixed 
rope to help you down a rocky section. Next  you have to descend a steep and rocky slope and then the 
walk continues past  the majestic waterfall of Hafragilsfoss and through a rocky landslide along a small 
cove under a vertical rock face. The route back up takes you into the Hafragil gorge, following sheep 
tracks up the slope will then take you out of it. Visitors hiking between Dettifoss and Hólmatungur can 
bypass this area by following the western edge of Hafragil instead. The circuit to the Hafragil lowland 
starts at the car park by the turnoff to Hafragilsfoss. It  is 6 km long and takes about 3 hours 
(Jökulsárgljúfur National Park, 2009).

Alternate Route: Hafragilsfoss to Hlí"arger"i farm (Stop 10.3)

Continue north on Rte 864. Turn west/left  on Rte 85. After crossing the gorge, turn left  at  Rte 862. Drive 
7-8 km until you see the former farm Hlí"arger"i, marked with a sign.

The rest of the route is the same. Proceed as in main document driving directions.
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Fig. 10.0f. Road map of the M!vatn-Húsavík-Tjörnes area showing the day’s stops. (modified from Hansen, 2009)
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General Overview

Major tectonic features of North Iceland include the North Volcanic Zone  (NVZ) and the Tjörnes 
Fracture Zone  (TFZ) (Fig. 10.1). The 50 km wide NVZ extends from central Iceland to the north coast 
where it  intersects the TFZ. The NVZ is the on-land expression of the Mid-Atlantic Rift  (MAR), which 
consists of five main volcanic systems (named for their respective volcanoes: Kverkfjöll, Askja, 
Fremrinámar, Krafla and !eistareykir) in a left-stepping, en echelon alignment along the plate boundary. 

Holocene volcanism in the NVZ created lava shields, rifting structures, and eruptive fissures but  has 
displayed relatively low seismic activity in recent years. The five volcanic systems differ remarkably from 
one another. The !eistareykir system (Stop 10.6) has a very strong and well developed fissure swarm but 
no caldera, and silicic rocks are insignificant. The Krafla system (seen on Day 9) has a partly filled silicic 
caldera that is cut by a strong and pervasive fissure swarm. Contribution of silicic magma is considerable 
and the geothermal system is powerful. The Askja system has a long fissure swarm, but  it  is dominated by 
high activity near the central volcano. 

Fig. 10.1.  Major tectonic and volcanic zones in North Iceland: North Volcanic Zone, Tjörnes Fracture Zone, and 
Kolbeinsey Ridge. (Gudmundsson, 2007)
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The activity in the volcanic systems appears to be episodic. An episode of magmatic and tectonic events 
may last  several years or a decade, and be separated from the next episode by centuries or thousands of 
years. Only the Askja (1874-1876, 1921-1929) and Krafla (1724-1746, 1974-1989) systems have had 
episodes involving eruptions in historic times. The !eistareykir system had a rifting episode without 
eruptive activity in 1618. During the Krafla episode from 1974-1989, an 80 km long segment  of the plate 
boundary was activated with cumulative rifting that reached 9 m locally (Einarsson et al., 2008).

The TFZ is a broad zone of seismicity, transform faulting and crustal extension that  coincides with a 
lateral jump in the MAR on the north Icelandic coast, connecting the NVZ with the southern end of the 
submarine Kolbeinsey Ridge  (Fig. 10.1). The transform motion appears to be taken up by a series of 
parallel NW-striking faults or seismic zones with predominantly right-lateral strike-slip motion. The 
northernmost  one, the Grímsey zone, which is entirely offshore, has in recent years been the site of 
frequent  earthquake swarms, especially near its western end. The second zone, the Húsavík-Flatey fault 
zone, is about 40 km south of the first one and is well defined by the seismicity near its western end. Here 
it is also marked by a pronounced negative gravity anomaly. The third, southernmost zone is the Dalvík 
Lineament (Einarsson et al., 2008).

The Jökulsá á Fjöllum river system in NE Iceland (Fig. 10.2) travels northwards from beneath 
Vatnajökull glacier (jökull=glacier, á=river) to Öxarfjör"ur on Iceland’s northern coast. From the source it 
traverses a high plateau of lava flows and palagonite peaks before cascading over the edge of the 
highlands as a number of waterfalls. Debris and water flow associated with the river has carved out 
Jökulsárgljúfur canyon, which is 25 km long, # km wide, and greater than 100 m deep in places 
(Jökulsárgljúfur National Park, 2009). In the upper section of the canyon there are eroded gravel beds 
and sand-carved lava formations. The earth is arid because the average precipitation is only around 400 
mm a year. The canyon walls provide a cross section of various volcanic features such as lava flows, 
columnar jointing, and feeder dikes to surface eruption sites (Einarsson et al., 2008).

Fig. 10.2.  Jökulsá á Fjöllum river system in NE Iceland. Bár!arbunga, Kverkfjöll, and Grímsvötn are several 
volcanoes thought to cause large jökulhlaup on this river system. (Alho et al., 2005)
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Jökulsá á Fjöllum is the site of the largest  known jökulhlaup in Iceland. These floods are caused by 
subglacial eruptions beneath Vatnajökull Northern Volcanic Zone (NVZ). Paleochannel geomorphology 
indicates immense outwash floods just after deglaciation 9000-8000 years before present  and between 
7100 and 2000 years before present. Evidence includes large tracts of scoured topography, bedrock 
gorges, streamlined erosional hills, boulder fields, and large bars. The source for these jökulhlaup is 
thought  to be volcanic eruptions at Kverkfjöll, Grímsvötn, or Bár!arbunga calderas (Fig. 10.2). Peak 
discharge from large pre-historic cataclysmic floods is estimated at 200 thousand to one million cubic 
meters per second. More recent known jökulhlaup between the 15th and 18th centuries are thought  to have 
discharges of 10 thousand cubic meters per second (Alho et al., 2005).

En route to Dettifoss (Stop 10.1)

Ódá!ahraun lava field

We will drive across the plate boundary and cross several fissure swarms and volcanic systems of the 
Northern Volcanic Zone. Look for typical landforms including lava shields, table mountains (tuyas, flat-
topped mountains formed in subglacial eruptions), crater rows, ridges of hyaloclastite (hydrated tuff-like 
breccia rich in black volcanic glass, formed during volcanic eruptions under water or ice), and grabens. 

We cross the Námafjall hyaloclastite ridge with its geothermal activity, observe the impressive row of 
tuyas in the south (Sellandafjall, Bláfjall, and Búrfell). Farther east we cross a graben of the Fremrinámar 
system (Vestribrekka-Austaribrekka) with its associated eruptive fissure Kræ!uborgir.  In the south we see 
the gentle lava shield Ketildyngja and its parasitic shields. We cross the Sveinar graben with  its 
associated crater rows, Sveinar-Rau!uborgir, which represent  another branch of the Fremrinámar volcanic 
system. Shortly thereafter we cross the Sveinagjá graben, a part of the Askja volcanic system, and see the 
northern end of the lava of the Sveinagjá eruptions of 1875. These eruptions occurred on a 20-km long 
segment  of the Sveinagjá fissure swarm and concurrently with eruptive activity in the Askja central 
volcano 40 km to the south. It  is still debated whether the Sveinagjá fissure eruptions were fed laterally 
from the central volcano or vertically from the mantle (Einarsson et al., 2008).

Geologic Overview Jökulsárgljúfur National Park

Jökulsárgljúfur National Park is located in one of the most geologically active areas of the country, the 
Northern Volcanic Zone and palagonite belt. The terrane is geologically recent  with the oldest  surface 
strata dating from the last  interglacial period. The gray basalt  lavas and palagonite mountains (erupted 
beneath glaciers) were erupted during the last Ice Age. Sveinar-Rau!uborgir crater row erupted ~8000 
years ago. The lava from these and other eruptions partially filled the canyon, and today is manifested as 
vertical cliff formations, rock pillars, columnar basalt, and honeycomb weathering patterns. There are 
several isolated high palagonite mountains such as Mount  Eilífur (689m) in the SW corner of the park 
(Jökulsárgljúfur National Park guide).
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Fig. 10.3. Cross section of Jökulsárgljúfur Canyon. (Thordarson and Hoskuldsson, 2002)

Flora of Jökulsárgljúfur National Park

There is an Icelandic joke: “What do you do if you are lost in an Icelandic forest? You stand up!” 

[edited from Jökulsárgljúfur National Park, 2009]:

A wide range of plants grow in the shelter afforded by the rocks and cliffs in the National 
Park and approximately 230 species of vascular plants have been recorded. Brushwood and 
heath are characteristic of the lower section of the canyon. 

The largest woodlands are those of Ásbyrgi and Áshöf!i. The main species are birch, and 
willow and they become unusually high by Icelandic standards. Rowan is common in cliffs 
and scree slopes, especially in Ásbyrgi. Between 1947 and 1977 several species of non-native 
conifers were planted in Ásbyrgi. They were planted in clusters or scattered amongst birch 
trees and some of these have grown to a considerable height. The forest  in Ásbyrgi belongs to 
the Icelandic Forestry Commission, and the forest is farmed. In the late summer the woods 
are often full of mushrooms. 

The heathlands are covered with common species of heather as well as willows and dwarf 
birch. Bearberry and juniper often grow on hummocks thus giving the heathland a greener 
colour in winter. The beaked sedge is the dominant species in wet bogs and often forms reed 
beds around water. Sheltered hollows and slopes display a great variety of flowering plants, 
with wood cranesbill and meadow buttercup being most noticeable. Angelica grows in 
clusters around springs. Ferns and clubmosses are not  widespread, with the exception of the 
brittle bladder fern. Two species mark the boundary of the East Iceland flora: harebell, 
present  in Vesturdalur, and a species of lady's mantle in Ásbyrgi (Jökulsárgljúfur National 
Park guide).
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Fauna of Jökulsárgljúfur National Park
[edited from Jökulsárgljúfur National Park, 2009]:

Jökulsárgljúfur provides a range of habitats for birds – including woods, scrubs, scree slopes, 
well vegetated areas, heathlands, moorlands, cliffs, wetlands. Wrens, plovers, ptarmigans, 
buntings, ravens, gyrfalcons, swans, ducks, and various species of duck all live in the park. 
The Pink-footed Goose breeds around Hafragil. The Arctic Tern and various species of gull 
are seen in the northern part  of the area and the sands by the sea are the only breeding ground 
in northern Iceland of the Great  Skua. Around 1970 the Fulmar (Fulmaris glacialis) began to 
colonise the cliffs in Ásbyrgi and there is now a substantial Fulmar population in the area. 

Arctic Foxes are scarce. Mink began to appear around 1960 and prefer the wetland areas.

Fig. 10.4. Icelandic fulmar near the cliffs at Asbyrgi Canyon.   Photo by Marianne Karplus, from SAP’s 2009 Iceland 
trip.

Stop 10.1: Dettifoss waterfall

Dettifoss (Fig. 10.5) is the largest  water fall in the Jökulsá river at  45 m high and 100 m wide. Dettifoss is 
Europe's greatest  waterfall – volumetrically – with an average 500 cubic metres of water per second 
during normal river conditions (increasing by a factor of 20 to 2000 during jökulhlaup). (Niagara Falls 
averages about 2000 m3/s.) The volume often increases when the weather or volcanic activity prompts 
glacial melting on (or under) the Vatnajökull icecap.

Dettifoss was formed by erosion-induced undercutting and collapse of the lava flows shown in Figure 
10.3 (Thordarson and Hoskuldsson, 2002).

Features to look for

1. Evidence of prehistoric catastrophic floods is found around the present river channel, including small 
valleys containing old river beds where jökulhlaup of the past have thundered through the region. 

2. The color of the river water is almost  always dark with sediment, in contrast  with the white rapids and 
spray, and during floods the river and the falls are often virtually black with sediment and debris.

3. Cliffs rise above Dettifoss on both sides.
4. A fault line and lava dam are responsible for the waterfall’s location.

Bring rain gear if you want to go near the waterfall to protect  against the heavy spray, and use caution as 
there are no safety barriers!
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Fig. 10.5. Dettifoss waterfall.  Photo by Marianne Karplus, from SAP’s 2009 Iceland trip.

Fig. 10.6. Map of the Dettifoss area of Jökulsárgljúfur National Park. (Jökulsárgljúfur National Park, 2009)
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Stop 10.2: Hafragilsfoss & Sveinar feeder dike

Jökulsá river cuts through some of the fissure swarms of the Northern Volcanic Zone and exposes lavas, 
faults and fissures (Fig. 10.7). We will stop at a classic site, where a feeder dike of a fissure eruption is 
exposed in the eastern wall of the Jökulsá gorge. The continuation of the eruptive fissure is on the west 
bank of the river, a part of the Sveinar-Rau!uborgir crater row (Fig. 10.8). West  of the river it follows the 
Holocene Sveinar graben, one of the fissure swarms of the Fremrinámar volcanic system. East of the river 
the eruptive fissure leaves the graben but remains parallel to it (Einarsson et al., 2008). 

At this site, we will clearly see a section of the dike, the crater and the lava (Fig. 10.9). The dike was 
emplaced about 8000 years old and generated 5 m of reverse slip on a nearby fault associated with the 
continuation of the Sveinar graben (Gudmundsson et al., 2008). Understanding the effects of dike-induced 
stress on boundary faults in grabens and the associated fissure swarms could improve our ability to detect 
approaching dike emplacement with geodetic and other surface deformation measurements.

Near the feeder dike, many emerging springs filter into the river. The nearby Hafragilsfoss waterfall 
cascades 27 m into a deep canyon. Some years ago, plans were proposed to harness the hydroelectric 
potential of the canyon, but they were scrapped when the lava strata in the area were found to be too 
porous for a reservoir (Vatnajökull National Park, 2009).

Fig. 10.7. Jökulsá á Fjöllum canyon at Hafragilsfoss, view from the west bank. The Sveinar feeder dike outcrop is 
shown in the black box,  exposed in the east wall of the canyon.   Photo by Marianne Karplus, from SAP’s 2009 
Iceland trip.
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Fig. 10.8.  Left, the location of the Sveinar graben and Sveinar-Randarhólar crater row in the Holocene North 
Volcanic Zone. Inset map shows location of this area within the neovolcanic zone in Iceland. Right, a schematic 
illustration of the location where the Sveinar graben meets the Sveinar-Randarhólar crater row. The location of the 
illustration on the right is shown as a black box in the figure on the left (modified from Gudmundsson et al., 2008).
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Fig. 10.9.  “Photograph and cartoon show western feeder-dike segment of Sveinar-Randarhólar crater row connected 
to one of its spatter cones. View is north across canyon of the river Jökulsá á Fjöllum. At connection labeled Dike, 
the thickness of the dike is 13 m, whereas close to the river, the thickness is 4.5 m (Dike, with arrow).  Also shown is 
the reverse fault (Fault, arrow), with a displacement of 5 m, only 40 m from the center of the dike. Host rock is 
primarily composed of interglacial basaltic lava flows.” (Gudmundsson et al., 2008)
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Optional Stop 10.3: Gjástykki Graben and Hljó!aklettar

“Gjástykki is the best place to observe fractures and faults.” – Thorvaldur Thordarson

West  of Hljó!aklettar, Gjástykki Graben is a surface feature formed during the Holocene Krafla fissure 
swarm (Fig. 10.10). We will see more cracks and rifts later today during our visit to Hlí!arger!i. Fracture 
lengths range from 30 m to 10 km, but  the mean in most swarms is 0.3-0.7 km. Eruptions occurred near 
here during the Krafla eruption 1975-1984.

At Hljó!aklettar (The Echoing/Whispering Rocks) you can view remains of volcanic plugs from the old 
basaltic crater row exposed as variably shaped rock formations. The loose materials from the craters were 
washed away by jökulhlaup. The best formations are found along the river to the northeast of the parking 
area. The lava cave “Kirkjan” is west  of the river in a grassy pit, 15 minutes on foot  from the parking 
area. Look for formations that have cooled in different  ways and listen for the echoes of the river that 
gave this area its name. Be careful to correctly distinguish the crater bodies from ancient trolls who froze 
to stone.

Fig. 10.10. “Segmented boundary fault of the Gjástykki Graben. View northwest,  this normal fault, dissecting a 
thick pahoehoe lava flow, is 3-4 km long, only part of which is seen here. The maximum vertical displacement on 
the fault occurs to left of the overlapping segments and is 32 m. The black lava flow near the bottom of the 
photograph is from the Krafla Eruption.” (Opheim and Gudmundsson, 1989)
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Stop 10.4: Hlí!arger!i farm rift features

Giant cracks, fissures, and grabens up to 7 meters deep can be found near where the Mid-Atlantic Ridge 
enters the Arctic Ocean near low-lying Kelduhverfi. Two fault systems cross Kelduhverfi County, the 
!eistareykir system and the Krafla system. There is visible evidence of spreading with dramatic fissures 
and subsidence, many of which were created during the Krafla eruption of 1975-84. Even though we are 
40 km north of the Krafla caldera, we see rifting caused by various deflation events. At the former farm, 
Hlí"arger"i, rifting was particularly intense during the January 1978 event, which was the second largest 
of the deflation events. Displacements of tens of cm occurred on faults on both sides of the farmhouse, 
and the graben subsided several meters south of the farm. The farmer, who lived alone at the farm, never 
left  during the activity (Einarsson et al., 2008). The Krafla system contains the lava field 
“Kerlingarhólshraun”, which contains the greatest  number of lava caves in the country, among them the 
largest one in the North.

During the winter of 1975-76 this area was hit by several earthquakes, which altered the landscapes and 
caused great structural damage to most  of the houses of the village Kópasker (~33 km north of Ásbyrgi).  
The so-called Earthquake Lake, 9 km#, was created at the time.

En route to Stop 10.5

Crossing Krafla fissure swarm and entering the !eistareykir fissure swarm, normal faults on east side of 
Tjörnes can be seen.

Fig. 10.11. Faults and fractures of the Húsavík fault and !eistareykir fissure swarm on the Tjörnes Peninsula. 
(modified from Gudmundsson et al., 1993)
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Stop 10.5: Ásbyrgi Canyon

Ásbyrgi is a spectacular dry gorge, ringed by steep walls with a central, cliff-bounded island (Fig. 10.12). 
It  is about  3.5 km long, 1 km long, and 100 m deep and formed via the wholesale removal of rock during 
a powerful jökulhlaup about  2500 years ago (Thordarson & Hoskuldsson, 2002). The flood may have 
originated with a subglacial eruption beneath Bár!arbunga central volcano under Vatnajökull. Peak 
discharge may have been about 500,000 cubic meters per second, with about  10 km3 of water transported 
170 km from source to sea. According to Viking mythology, Ásbyrgi was created when Sleipnir (Ó!inn’s 
horse) accidentally put one of his eight legs down on the ground (Thordarson and Hoskuldsson, 2002). 

Fig. 10.12. Ásbyrgi Canyon in Jökulsárgljúfur National Park.  Photo by Marianne Karplus,  from SAP’s 2009 Iceland 
trip.

Fig. 10.13. Map of the Ásbyrgi area of Jökulsárgljúfur National Park. (Jökulsárgljúfur National Park, 2009)
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A Bit of History
[edited from Jökulsárgljúfur National Park, 2009]:

In past centuries Ás in Kelduhverfi was one of the largest  estates in Iceland. It  reached from 
the sea to Dettifoss and west  to the district boundary at Bunguveggur. Living at Ás had many 
advantages such as timber and harvestable meadows in the lowlands. But  Jökulsá floods 
during the 17th and 18th centuries destroyed much of these lowland meadows and the farm 
never recovered. There was a church at Ás until 1816 and the outlines of the graveyard can 
still be seen. Long part  of Ás, the farm of Svínadalur appears to have been a "sel" or summer 
dairy station at  one time. Throughout  the 19th century and up until 1946 it  was an 
independent  farm, but it  is now deserted. The remains of structures from various periods are 
still visible. Ásbyrgi (Byrgi), another tenancy belonging to Ás, has always been farmed. The 
poet  Einar Benediktsson (1864-1940) owned the Ás holdings for a period and wrote some of 
his greatest  poems there. The Icelandic Forestry Commission acquired Ásbyrgi in 1928 and 
shortly afterwards the innermost section of the canyon was fenced off.

Stop 10.6: Junction Húsavík-Flatey Fault with Gu!finnugjá normal fault

Here is the easternmost portion of the Húsavík fault, where the fault  joins the fissure swarm of the 
!eistareykir volcanic system at  Gu"finnugjá at  an angle of 60 degrees (Fig. 10.11). The Húsavík fault 
zone is expressed in the surface geology as a zone of NW-SE transform faulting. A major earthquake 
sequence occurred in this zone in 1872 (M 6 - 6.5), with extensive damage and surface ruptures in 
Húsavík.

The lavas of !eistareykir are dominantly olivine tholeiites erupted from shield volcanoes. !eistareykir is a 
good locality in which to study melt  generation within the mantle because the lava flows are well 
preserved and fresh.

We will take a short hike at the junction of the Húsavík fault with the fissure swarm and observe faulting 
structures at  this rift-transform junction. See Figs. 10.14 through 10.18 for some structures to locate in the 
field.
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Fig. 10.14.  Aerial view of the junction between the Húsavík fault (H) and the Gu!finnugjá normal fault (G).  The 
maximum diplacement (24 m) on Gu!finnugjá occurs at the junction (J).  Several small, normal faults and tension 
fractures occur in the basaltic lava flow east of Gu!finnugjá. (modified from Gudmundsson et al., 1993)

Fig. 10.15.  Collapse structure occurring in a transtensional zone in the Holocene lava flow dissected by the Húsavík 
fault.  View south, the person provides a scale. (Gudmundsson et al., 1993)

10.6
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Fig. 10.16.   Pressure ridge in the Holocene basaltic lava flow near the junction between the Gu!finnugjá normal 
fault and the Húsavík fault  Looking north, the person provides a scale. (Gudmundsson et al., 1993)

Fig. 10.17.   Tension fractures associated with the Húsavík fault curve towards the junction with the Gu!finnugjá 
normal fault.  View west-northwest along the Húsavík fault.  The fracture strike becomes more westerly with 
increasing distance from the junction.  The person in the center of the photograph (indicated by a white arrow) 
provides a scale. (after Gudmundsson et al., 1993)
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Fig. 10.18.  View south along the Gu!finnugjá normal fault from its junction with the Húsavík fault.   The east fault 
wall is vertical,  but the west fault wall is dipping 72-76° to the east, probably due to friction on the fault plane at 
depth.  The total vertical displacement here at the junction is 24 m but it decreases southwards along the 
Gu!finnugjá fault. (Gudmundsson et al., 1993)

En route to Stop 10.6

Drive along the Húsavík fault  system, strike-slip structures and oblique faults. Look for pull-apart basins 
with the lake Höskuldsvatn and then Botnsvatn. Look for en echelon arrangements of fault strands.

Stop 10.6: Botnsvatn Lake, Húsavík Fault

Botnsvatn is a large sag pond formed along the Húsavík fault, just  east of Húsavík town (Fig. 10.19). In 
this location, the Húsavík fault has a strong normal faulting component in addition to right-lateral strike-
slip motion. The mountain rising above Botnsvatn Lake may be a large normal fault scarp formed over 
years of fault motion. 

Offshore, the Húsavík fault  forms a valley 5-10 km wide and 3-4 km deep that trends toward the 
Kolbeinsey Ridge. The fault  comes onshore at Húsavík, forming the good harbor enjoyed by the 
fisherman and whale tours of the town. It  continues on land to Reykjahei!i, where it joins the fissure 
swarm (as we just saw). The Húsavík fault  has been active for 9 million years, with a cumulative 
displacement along the fault  of 60 km (7 mm/yr). The fault  is best viewed from the top of Mt. 
Húsavíkurfjall, above the town (Thordarson and Hoskuldsson, 2002).
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Fig. 10.19.  Botnsvatn Lake, formed as a sag pond due to motion on the Húsavík fault.   Photo by Marianne Karplus, 
from SAP’s 2009 Iceland trip.

Stop 10.7. Ytritunga fossil beds

Tired of basalt? This stop is for you! At Tjörnes is a 1200m-thick near-continuous sedimentary section 
that records about  3 million years of Iceland’s geological history and climate change from the late 
Pliocene (4 Ma) to the Upper Pleistocene (0.7 Ma). This succession features thick sequences of fluvial, 
estuarine, and fossiliferous marine deposits, which are interrupted at times with several series of lava 
flows and some tillite beds (tillite, according to Encyclopaedia Brittannica, is sedimentary rock that 
consists of consolidated masses of unweathered blocks and glacial till in a matrix of rock flour). The three 
main sequences of rock are the Tjörnes, Furuvík, and Brei!avík groups (Fig. 10.22). We will see the 
Tjörnes sequence (4-2.5 Ma) near Ytritunga farm. There is excellent  exposure of this ~500 m package in 
the cliff sections. Beds dip 5-10° to the NW and are broken by faults in a few places. These are mainly 
marine sediments rich in fossilized shells and snails. There are some interspersed fluvial, lacustrine, and 
lignite (brown coal) deposits (Thordarson and Hoskuldsson, 2002).

At the stop, we found at  least seven species of bivalves, rare gastropod shells, and calcite internal molds 
of both bivalves and gastropods.  One bivalve even showed evidence for how it  died - an unfortunate 
victim of drilling predation!   

Rock units and features to look for

Underlying Tertiary basalt – Look in a ravine on the western shore of peninsula for this > 8 Ma eroded 
Tertiary basalt. 

Tapes – Outcrop between Kaldakvísl and Reká streams. Sediment sequence of alternating shell-rich 
marine and lignite beds. Shallow coast and marshy environment. “Tapes” (index fossil) animals today live 
no farther north than North Sea, indicating much warmer seas around Iceland at 4-3.5 Ma.

Mactra – Outcrop between streams Reká and Hallbjarnarstadará. Alternating shell-rich marine and lignite 
seams. Similar environment to Tapas layers. Index fossil, mactra, is an extinct mollusk, but some related 
species live today in much warmer seas (e.g., North Sea to Canary Islands). Lignite seams contain fossil 
pollen showing a coniferous forest surrounding marshy areas with fir, spruce, pine, and broad leaf trees. 
Much warmer climate with mild winters and mean monthly temperatures above 0° C, with waters around 
Iceland at least 5°C warmer than today.
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Serripes – Outcrop in coastal banks between Hallbjarnarsta!ará and Höskuldsvík. These account for 
almost half Tjörnes Group thickness. Almost entirely marine sediments, with a few lignite seams. Lava 
from 2.5 Ma caps this layer. Most  of the warm water mollusks have disappeared and are replaced by 
colder seas mollusks, but sea water was still somewhat warmer than present. These cooler water critters 
originated in the Pacific Ocean, so they are thought to have migrated across the Arctic from the Pacific 
into the Atlantic when the sea flooded the Bering Strait  for the first  time. Shortly after this, the frigid 
winter of the Ice Age arrived (Thordarson and Hoskuldsson, 2002).

Fig. 10.20. Ytritunga fossil beds.  Photo by Marianne Karplus, from SAP’s 2009 Iceland trip.

Fig. 10.21. In the cliffs at Ytritunga, you can find fossil gastropods and bivalves from the Neogene period,  fossilized 
wood and bones of sea mammals like whales and seals, and bivalves filled with calcite. (Zevenberg, 2009)
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10.7

Fig. 10.22. Tjornes sedimentary strata. Inset map shows location of this map on Tjornes Peninsula, north of 
Husavik. (modified from Thordarson and Hoskuldsson, 2002)
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Day 11: Flateyjarskagi Peninsula, Akureyri
Saturday, September 12th, 2009

Written by: Sharmini Pitter and Marianne Karplus

Schedule
7:00 Eat breakfast, pack lunch at Kaldbaks-Kot Cottages.
8:00 + 47 km Depart for Go!afoss.
8:45 Stop 11.1: Go!afoss.
9:15 + 56 km Depart for Flatey Peninsula.
11:15 Stop 11.2: Flatey Peninsula and Húsavík-Flatey Fault zone.
14:30 + 72 km Depart for Akureyri.
17:45 Arrive at Akureyri.  Stop to get gas, dinner for the road.
18:00 + 215 km Depart for Sæberg.
20:45 Arrive at Sæberg Hostel, Hrútafjar!ará.

Costs
Gas 390 km/vehicle
Hostel Lodging 2400 ISK/person/night

Contact Information
Sæberg Hostel: Reykir
 Hrútafjör!ur
 500 Brú
 Phone: +354 451 0015
 Phone: +354 894 5504
 Website: http://hostel.is/extern.asp?cat_id=56
 E-mail: saeberg@hostel.is

Akureyri Museum: A!alstræti 58
 IS-600 Akureyri
 Phone: 462 4162
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Logistical Information
! low tide at Húsavík: 0.53 meters, 09:32
! high tide at Húsavík: 1.14 meters, 15:50
! sunrise: 06:41; sunset: 20:06
! this is a long driving day; it takes ~6.25 hours to drive from the Flatey peninsula to the Sæberg 

Hostel, so getting provisions for a cold dinner to eat on the road (i.e.: sandwiches) is required
! there’s a supermarket in Akureyri, but it closes at 6 PM on Saturdays; we got there only minutes 

before it closed, so if you need provisions, it is advised that you stop there as soon as you get into 
Akureyri

! there’s also a Subway at one of the gas stations; sandwiches for the road can be bought here
! 4-wheel drive vehicles: required
! at the end of the Flatey peninsula, there is a sandy beach; it is STRONGLY RECOMMENDED 

that you DO NOT drive on to the beach; even with 4WD vehicles, we still got stuck!
! also, make sure you have a spare tire, as one of our vehicles got a flat during this drive
! finally, you might want to periodically check that you have all your license plates periodically; 

while fording one of the streams, we lost one of ours!
! internet: not available at Sæberg
! kitchen: available at Sæberg, with some pots/pans available for use
! outdoor hot tub: available at Sæberg, but as you’ll arrive late, it’ll be cold and windy
! other amenities: walking paths along shore and moor (good birding: Eider and Arctic Tern when 

in season, as well as less common ones such as the Great Northern Diver or even the White-tailed 
Eagle), walking distance to local historical museum.

! nearest grocery shops and restaurants are 15 km away from the hostel.

Summary
On day 11 we will drive on highway 1 across most of North Iceland from Húsavík to Akureyri to 
Hrútafjar!ará. Our only official geologic stop is the Flateyjarskagi peninsula, but  we will drive across 
several other key geologic and structural features of North Iceland that  show evidence of the paleo-rift 
axis prior to the last eastward rift  jump. At  Flateyjarskagi we will take another look at  the Húsavík-Flatey 
Fault  (HFF) system, and observe tilted and fractured lava flows and sets of mineral veins of the damage 
zone of the HFF. On the north coast  of the Flateyjarskargi Peninsula we will see excellent  exposures of 
the HFF. We will also drive through Akureyri.  We will stay the night  at Sæberg Hostel, a renovated 
farmhouse by the sea.

Learning Objectives
! understand theory of “ridge-jumping” in North Iceland and when the last jump is thought to have 

occurred
! consider how minor structures associated with the HFF fit in with the overall tectonics of the area 

(North Volcanic Zone and the Tjörnes Fracture Zone)
! understand how dyke and vein orientations illuminate the timing of various faulting events and 

the local stress fields
! identify the HFF fault core and some of its characteristics

Directions
Húsavík to Go!afoss (Stop 11.1)

Head south and west  on highway 85. After ca. 35 km, keep left/east (may appear straight) to get on 
highway 845 (A!aldalsvegur). After 10km, turn right/west  when 845 tees into the ring road, Hringvegur. 
Continue for 10 km, and then turn left onto Go!afossvegur. Continue 300m, and then park in the lot.
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Go!afoss to Flatey Peninsula (Stop 11.2)

After 14km, turn right/north at Fnjóskadalsvegur eystri (835). Proceed ca 20 km, and then turn right/
northeast onto Flateyjardalsvegur (F899). We should arrive at the ocean after ca. 36 km. 
Drive all the way to the coast, ~1.5-1.7 hours from Dalsmynni (the valley with road number 835). Pass by 
the roads/paths to the farms Jökuldalur and Brettingssta!ir (Fig. 11.6), but do not  use them. When we near 
the coast, we will drive through soft sands, so use the 4-wheel drive all the time while there. Drive all the 
way to the shore; the road ends very close to the sea. Park the cars and walk along the coast to the west. 
There is a path up the grassy hills along the tops of the cliffs to the west  from the parking spot, but do not 
drive along it. We can use that path along the top of the cliffs when we walk back to the cars after 
completing our studies along the coastal section.

Note: If you do not  have a very good 4WD, high clearance vehicle, do not attempt to drive in the soft 
sand. Park just  before the road turns to sand, and continue on foot. To see the outcrops on foot  will take 
several extra kilometers of hiking. If you do not  have time, you can wade across a stream to some nearer 
cliffs.

Flatey Peninsula to Akureyri

Drive back south on highway F899. Turn right/NW at Dalsmynni valley onto Fnjóskadalsvegur eystri 
(835). After ca. 10 km, turn left/south onto Grenivíkurvegur (83) to drive along the shore of Eyjafjör!ur. 
Continue south when we reach highway 1. Cross Eyjafjör!ur on highway, and enter Akureyri (Fig 11.0a).

Akureyri to Sæberg

Continue 215 km west  on highway 1. Sæberg Hostel is located just 1 km off highway no. 1 in 
Hrútafjör!ur. There is a sign for the turn-off to the right/west.
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Fig. 11.0a. Map of Akureyri.  North is to the right.

Start

11.1

11.2

End

Fig. 11.0b. Map of the day’s stops. (modified from Hansen, 2009)
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Fig. 11.0c.  Tourist map, focused on the area around M!vatn, Húsavík, and the Flatey peninsula. (modified from 
Hansen, 2009)
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11.2
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General Overview
Tjörnes Fracture Zone

The Tjörnes Fracture Zone (TFZ) is the ocean-ridge discontinuity in North Iceland (Figs. 10.1, 11.1). It  is 
a 120 km long and as much as 70 km wide WNW-trending zone of high seismicity. The TFZ forms as the 
result of the concentration of shear stress between the North Volcanic Zone (NVZ) and the Kolbeinsey 
Ridge (Gudmundsson, 2007). The Dalvík, Grímsey and HFF lineaments make up the three main 
lineaments of the TFZ (Fig. 11.1). The NW-trending dextral strike-slip Húsavík-Flatey Fault (HFF) is 
most likely the oldest  of the three, dating back to about 7-9 Ma. The lineaments are located a few tens of 
kilometers south (Dalvík) and north (Grímsey) of the HFF, and they feature sets of en echelon, NNW-
trending sinistral faults.

In addition to exposure on Tjörnes, the HFF is also observable on land at  the northern coast  of the 
Flateyjarskagi peninsula where it  dissects late Tertiary and early Pleistocene rocks (Gudmundsson et al., 
1993). It  is distinguishable by a 3-5-km wide zone of intense crustal deformation with numerous strike-
slip and normal faults, transform-parallel dykes, dense sets of mineral veins, and subzones of completely 
crushed rocks (i.e., fault  cores). The HFF is neither perpendicular to the nearby mid-Atlantic ridge 
segments nor parallel with the spreading vector. As a result, the NVZ has propagated to the north, and the 
Kolbeinsey Ridge to the south during the past  1 Ma, resulting in the development of the Grímsey and 
Dalvík lineaments (Fig. 11.1; Gudmundsson, 2007).

Fig. 11.1. Schematic model of the evolution of the North Volcanic Zone presently and during the past million years. 
The NVZ is propagating north and the Kolbeinsey Ridge is propagating south. The red shaded areas indicate 
propagation fronts. 1 = Holocene volcanic system, 2 = Tertiary central volcano, 3 = upper Pleistocene and Holocene 
rocks, 4 = upper Pliocene and lower Pleistocene rocks, 5 = Tertiary rocks, 6 = possible future propagation, 7 = 
normal fault. (Gudmundsson, 2007)
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Structural geology and ridge jumping

Structural and geochronological data from North Iceland allow reconstruction of the features associated 
with the last  rift jump across North Iceland. As the North American-Eurasian plate boundary migrates 
westward relative to the Icelandic hot  spot, eastward rift jumps bring the volcanic zones of Iceland back 
to the center of the hot spot. The Northern Volcanic Zone that we drove across yesterday is the current 
active rift. Recent upper Pleistocene-Holocene flows (< 0.8 Ma) line the active rift axis. On our way to 
the Flateyjarskagi peninsula, we will cross into older Plio-Pleistocene flows (0.7-3.1 Ma), and then we 
will drive over the Flateyjarskagi angular unconformity into Tertiary lava flows (> 3.3 Ma) which are the 
dominant age rocks of the Flateyjarskagi peninsula (Garcia et al., 2008).

Different studies have postulated that the last rift  axis (Introduction, Page 0-10) was at the Skagafjör!ur 
paleo-rift  (SPRA in Fig. 11.2) or at  the Húnaflói-Skagi Synform (HSS; Fig. 11.2). Rift  zones in Iceland 
are generally recognized by lava flows dipping in the direction of the rift  axis – forming a synform-like 
structure (see Introduction, page 0-9). The HSS was proposed as the previous rift  axis because it  fits that 
structure, however, recent  studies (e.g., Garcia et al., 2008) have argued that  the SPRA was the last  rift 
axis because it  contains the youngest  volcanic rocks (outside of the present  active rift) in an age-versus-
distance profile that  trends parallel to the divergent  plate motion in Northern Iceland. Garcia et al. (2008) 
suggest  on the basis of geochronology that  the SPRA paleo-rifting initiated at  8-8.5 Ma and ended around 
3 Ma. They argue that these lava flows have been down-bent  under weight of, and in the direction of, the 
younger flows from the NVZ and central Iceland, which explains why the SPRA doesn’t have the 
recognizable synform structure and why the HSS has a synform structure but is not, according to current 
geochron data, a paleo-rift axis.

Fig. 11.2. Lava dips and structures showing main active structures and features resulting from rift jump process. 
Details, numbered in key, are as follows: 1, flexure zone; 2, active volcanic system; 3, upper Pleistocene–Holocene 
lava flows (<0.8 Ma); 4, Plio-Pleistocene lava flows (<3.3 Ma and >0.8 Ma); 5, Tertiary lava flows (>3.3 Ma); 6, dip 
of lava flows; 7, angular unconformity; 8,  axis of antiform-like structure; 9, axis of synform-like structure. 
Abbreviations are as follows: DL, Dalvík lineament; HFF, Húusavík-Flatey Fault; La., Langjökull; Ho., Hofsjökull; 
KR, Kolbeinsey Ridge; NVZ, Northern Volcanic Zone; SnS, Snæfellsnes; SPRA, Skagafjör!ur Paleo-Rift Axis. 
(Garcia et al., 2008)
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En route to Go!afoss (Stop 11.1)

The HFF goes offshore at the Húsavík harbor. Consisting of mostly right-stepping, en echelon, strike-slip 
fault segments, the HFF is often marked by sag ponds, such as lake Botnsvatn and lake Höskuldsvatn, 
which we saw yesterday. The transpression of the HFF led to a general uplift of the Tjörnes  Peninsula by 
as much as 600 m in the past ~1-2 Ma as indicated by exposed marine sediments along the coast of the 
peninsula. Transpression, or the compressional stresses created from failures in the HFF, may play a 
major role in the doming of the Tjörnes, Flateyjarskagi and Tröllaskagi peninsulas and the deformation 
along their northern coasts (Gudmundsson, 2007; Fig. 11.3). Bid farewell to the HFF, knowing you will 
see it again in a few hours from a different  peninsula at  our northernmost  latitude of the trip, ~66.3° 
North!

Fig. 11.3. Locations of transpression when the HFF is loaded to failure: northern Flateyjarskagi and Tröllaskagi 
south of the fault as well as the Tjörnes peninsula north of the fault. (Gudmundsson, 2007)
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Stop 11.1: Go!afoss

Go!afoss is an impressive waterfall in the Skjálfandafljót river, 12 meters high and 30 meters wide. In the 
year 999 or 1000 the Lawspeaker "orgeirr Ljósvetningago!i made Christianity the official religion of 
Iceland. After his conversion a story describes how he returned from Al#ingi, the parliamentary assembly, 
and threw his statues of the Norse gods into the waterfall. 

Fig. 11.4.  Go!afoss.
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En route to Flatey Peninsula (Stop 11.2)

Our driving route may cross the Flateyjarskagi angular unconformity. We will observe the unconformity 
from afar, in the cars. Fig. 11.5 shows a mountainscape featuring the older lava flows of the paleo-rift and 
the younger lava flows of the current rift zone.

Fig. 11.5. Flateyjarskagi angular unconformity and flexure zone.

Stop 11.2: The Húsavík-Flatey Fault at Flateyjarskagi

The main fault damage zone is exposed on land on the north coast of Flateyjarskagi (Fig. 11.1). For 
reference, the fault  core and damage zone of the HFF are much thicker than those of the San Andreas. Our 
hike will take us along the coast  to see many surface expressions of the HFF. The HFF appears on the 
surface as a 3-5-meter wide fault core and a 1-3-km wide damage zone (Gudmundsson, 2007).
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Fig. 11.6. Composite Google satellite image and with map24.uk.com road map for the northern Flatey Peninsula. 
(modified from Navteq Map24, 2009 and Google Maps, 2009)

Fig. 11.7. The beach at the northern end of the Flatey peninsula.  The land in the center that looks like an island is 
actually connected to the mainland; the light-colored rocks on the right side of this piece of land is the location of 
many of the faulted and fractured rocks as described by Gudmundsson (2007).
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The walk along the coast  is easy (if you can drive through the sand and park near the outcrops), and we 
will see most  of the sites described by A. Gudmundsson’s papers. Gudmundsson recommends spending 
some hours walking along the coast north and northwest of Jökulsá (Fig. 11.6). He recommends looking 
at  the cliff, Víkurhöf!i, a little to the east  of the car parking spot, and also going as far west  as we can 
during the time that we have. Depending on how far west we go, walking back to the cars (along the path 
on the top of the cliffs) may take us up to one hour, but  definitely much less time than walking along the 
coast. However, we can only reach the path on the top of the cliffs only at certain localities along the coast 
(one is close to a nice tillite which is beautifully faulted). 

At most  localities along the coast we cannot  (and should not try to) climb up the cliffs. The cliff material 
is very loose, so it  is not wise to stand under the steeper cliffs. See the beginning of this guide for the tide 
schedule, so as not to get trapped when the tide comes in. 

As you look at the outcrops of the HFF, think about  the structures of large oceanic transform faults such 
as this one at  crustal depths of about 1.5 km. Consider the formation and development  of thick fault  cores 
and, much thicker, fault damage zones, their likely mechanical behavior, and the associated fluid transport 
(as seen in the mineral-vein systems).

The structures of the HFF include transform parallel normal faults and dykes, transform parallel fracture-
zone grabens, and oblique tension fractures and normal faults (Gudmundsson, 2007).

Structure and orientations of dykes, veins, and other features

The following excerpt from Gudmundsson (2007) details features of the HFF in North Flateyjarskagi:

The HFF has its main on-land exposure on the north coast  of the Flateyjarskagi Peninsula. 
There the fault is marked by a 3–5-km-wide damage zone of crustal deformation that  is more 
intense than anywhere else at  the surface of Iceland (Fig. 11.8). The damage zone is 
characterised by numerous small-scale strike-slip and dip-slip faults (Fig. 11.9). There are 
also transform-parallel fault cores of completely crushed rock, tilted lava flows (Fig. 11.10), 
extensive sets of mineral veins (Fig. 11.11), and a swarm of transform-parallel dykes (Fig. 
11.8). Elsewhere on the Flateyjarskagi Peninsula the mean attitude of the 10–13 Ma old 
basaltic lava flows is N50"W/10"SW but  within the damage zone N20"E/40"NW, with some 
lava flows dipping as steeply as 44". While local dips of this magnitude occur in some extinct 
central volcanoes, regional dips of this magnitude are unknown elsewhere at  the surface of 
Iceland. In the damage zone tilting of the lava flows in excess of the regional tilting during 
lava accumulation is as much as 35". 
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Fig. 11.8. Main fault damage zone of the HFF exposed on land (shaded) on the north coast of 
Flateyjarskagi Peninsula.  Within this zone, lava flows and dykes have entirely different attitudes from 
those on the southern part of the peninsula. A= dyke strike, B= normal-fault strike,  and C= mineral-
vein strike within the damage zone. D= dyke strike south of the damage zone. (Gudmundsson, 2007)

Fig. 11.9. A normal fault striking N60°W, running parallel to the HFF. This fault is within the HFF 
damage zone. (Gudmundsson, 2007)
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Part  of the intense crustal deformation in the fault-damage zone at the coast of Flateyjarskagi 
is accommodated by numerous minor faults with striated surfaces, that  is, slickensides. 
Displacements on individual minor faults are of the order of centimetres or less. Some of the 
minor faults are strike slip; others are dip slip. In a population of 296 faults, 42% have 
striation plunging 0–30!  so that they are strike-slip, 33% have striations plunging 31–60!  so 
that they are oblique-slip, and 25% have striations plunging 61–90!  so that they are dip-slip. 
About 60% of the strike-slip faults have a sinistral sense of slip; 40% have dextral sense of 
slip. Most of the dip-slip faults are normal faults.

The on-land deformation in the damage zone is also partly accommodated by faults with 
displacements ranging from one metre to several tens of metres. Although most  are normal 
faults, there are also many reverse and strike-slip faults. The faults trend either northeast, in a 
direction perpendicular to the spreading vector, or northwest, parallel with the transform 
fault, and dip mostly 50–90!  (dip slip) or 70–90! (strike slip). Many faults formed later than 
the main tilting of the lavas and the emplacement of the transform-parallel dyke swarm. 

The mineral vein sets in the damage zone (Fig. 11.11) consist mainly of calcite, quartz and 
zeolites in extension fractures (mode I cracks). The veins dissect  the basaltic lava flows and 
also some of the transform-parallel basaltic dykes. For 150 basaltic dykes, the mean thickness 
is 4m, maximum thickness 23 m, mean dip 72!, and mean strike N83!W. The dykes strike 
subparallel with the HFF and the dip-direction of the lava flows and indicate considerable 
crustal extension across the transform fault. For comparison, the general trend of dykes on 
Flateyjarskagi south of the damage zone is N10!E which coincides with the general strike of 
dykes and volcanic systems in North Iceland.

The fault-zone cores are composed of completely crushed rocks (Fig. 11.10). These zones are 
commonly 10m thick and run parallel with the transform fault  and, occasionally, the 
transform-parallel dykes.”

The diversity of dyke orientations on the northern coast  of Flateyjarskagi can be used to 
examine timing of development and the orientations of the stress field in this area. The 
orientations suggest some biaxial (ridge parallel and ridge perpendicular) tension, possibly 
produced by ridge migration (Figs. 11.13, 11.14).
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Fig. 11.10. Crushed rocks of a fault core with steeply dipping lava flows of the HFF damage zone. This 
fault core runs parallel to the HFF.

Fig. 11.11. These mineral veins in a basaltic lava flow occur in the damage zone of the HFF. Due to the 
depth of erosion these outcrops make it possible to view paleogeothermal fields at ~1.5 km depth. 
Approximately 80% of the veins are extension fractures. (Gudmundsson, 2007)
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Fig. 11.12. a) Contour map of Flateyjarskagi.  Contour interval: 300 m. b) Orientation, distribution, 
and age of lava units in Flateyjarskagi.  Note rotation of strike and increase in dip for lavas in the N 
and NW.  Distributed shear zone structures occupy a 11-km wide zone south of the Flatey fault.  FCV, 
NCV: Flateyjardalur and Nattfaravik central volcanoes. (modified from Young et al., 1985)
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Fig. 11.13.  a) Schematic view to SW of rotational normal faulting and horizontally directed 
heterogeneous simple shear at the northern end of Flateyjarskagi.  Stippled bands are lava bedding. 
(modified from Young et al., 1985) b) Model for dyke rotation adjacent to the transform: dyke injection 
into a sigmoidal stress field due to the interaction of sinistral transform and ridge stresses. (modified 
from McLeod and Murton,  1993)  c) Model for dyke rotation adjacent to the transform: dykes injected 
perpendicularly to the transform are rotated by fault drag, oblique-slip faulting and block rotation 
during dextral transform motion. (modified from McLeod and Murton, 1993)

Fig. 11.14. The diagram shows a boundary-element model used to demonstrate the biaxial stress that is 
most likely associated with the HFF. This sort of tension could explain some of the curved structures 
resulting from the HFF as seen by the curved nature of the dashed stress trajectories.  (Gudmundsson, 
2007)
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Features to Look For

! Minor normal and strike-slip faulting
! Fault core, crushed rocks 
! Mineral veins associated with basaltic lava flows 
! Slickensides

Discussion

What  types of structures make it apparent that  we are looking at the HFF damage zone?  What is the 
timing of the minor faults in relation to tilted lavas?  How can you tell?  What  types of minerals seem to 
be present  in the mineral veins of the basalt?  How does the trend-direction of the minor faults relate to 
the TFZ and NVZ?  How do the structures we see here compare to the San Andreas Fault?

En route to Akureyri

We will pass through the valley of Dalsmynni where the Dalvík lineament  appears on the Flateyjarskagi 
Peninsula. The Dalsmynni valley was formed by glacial erosion along crustal weaknesses. The 
propagation of the Kolbeinsey Ridge is most  likely the main reason for the formation of the Dalvík 
lineament (Gudmundsson, 2007). We can also keep our eyes open for evidence of the Náttfaravík Central 
Volcano and for a reversal of lava flow dips across an anticlinal axis (Fig. 11.10).

Akureyri

[edited from Akureyrarstofa, 2009]:
Akureyri is situated in north-east Iceland, in one of the longest fjords in the country and is 
surrounded by mountains reaching 1000-1500 m. The Arctic Circle in only 60 km north of 
Akureyri but  still the climate is mild, with summer temperatures up to 25°C and winter 
temperatures in average around 0˚C.

Akureyri is the second largest urban area after the capital area of Reykjavík, with a 
population of about  17200. Akureyri is the centre of trade and services in northern Iceland. It 
is also a town of culture and education, building on a firm foundation.

Akureyri Museum and Laufás historic village

[edited from Akureyrarstofa, 2009]:
The aim of Akureyri Museum is the collection, preservation and study of objects and records 
relating to cultural history, especially such as may throw light  upon the daily lives of people 
in the Eyjafjör!ur district and their industries. In its exhibitions, the museum should provide 
insight  into the history and culture of the area and it has the obligation to supply instruction 
and education for the public as well as for schools located in the district. In their work, the 
staff of Akureyri Museum make an effort  to improve the knowledge of people in Eyjafjör!ur 
of their history and origin. The museum helps to make the Eyjafjör!ur district  a better option 
for those who might wish to set up their homes here and more attractive to tourists.

The museum’s hours are 10 AM to 5 PM daily from 1 June until 15 September.  The old farmhouse in 
Laufás is open 9 AM to 6 PM daily from 15 May until 15 September.
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Day 12: Borgarnes
Sunday, September 13, 2009

Written by: Emuejevoke Origbo

Schedule
7:40 Breakfast at Sæberg.  Pack lunch.
8:30 + 85 km Depart for Borgarnes.
10:00 Stop 12.1: Settlement Center at Borgarnes.
11:30 + 40 km Depart Borgarnes settlement center for Reykholt.
12:05 Stop 12.2: Snorri Sturluson exhibition at Reykholt.  Lunch.
13:45 + 12 km Depart Reykholt for Hraunfossar.
14:00 Stop 12.3: Hraunfossar.
14:45 + 6 km Depart Hraunfossar for Húsafell.
14:50 Stop 12.4: Workshop of Páll Gu!mundsson at Húsafell.
16:00 + 14 km Depart Húsafell for Hallmundarhraun.
16:30 Stop 12.5: Surtshellir lava tube.
17:30 + 140 km Depart Surtshellir for Reykjavík.
20:00 Arrive Reykjavík city hostel.
20:30 Dinner.

Costs
Gas 297 km/vehicle
Hostel Lodging 3000 ISK/person/night

Contact Information
Reykjavík City Farfuglaheimili! í Reykjavík
Hostel: Sundlaugavegur 34 105 Reykjavík Iceland 
 Phone: +354 553 8110
 Fax: +354 588 9201
 Website: http://www.hostel.is
 E-mail: reykjavikcity@hostel.is

Tour Guide:  Dr. "orsteinn “Thor” "orsteinsson 
 Icelandic Meteorological Office

Bústa!avegi 9, IS-150 Reykjavík, Iceland
 Phone: +354 522 6000
 E-mail: thor@vedur.is

Logistical Information
! headlamps: required for Surtshellir lava tube
! check-in time at the Reykjavík City hostel starts at 14:00
! within walking distance of the hostel are a number of restaurants open till 10 PM serving meals 

with prices ranging from ~$6-20 USD
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Summary
Today, we meet with Thor at  nearby Baula gas station, about  25 km north of Borgarnes, for a day that 
consists mostly of cultural tourism. First stop is at  Borgarnes, for a visit  to the Settlement Centre. There 
are two exhibitions with audio guides running there, one on the settlement  of Iceland, the other on Egils 
saga.  A discount is given for groups and each person can get a ticket to both exhibitions for USD 10.

From Borgarnes we head to Deildartunguhver hot spring, which has a higher discharge than any other hot 
spring in the country, en route to Reykholt. In Reykholt we visit an exhibition on Snorri Sturluson and his 
works. Snorri, who lived in Reykholt  1206-1241, was undoubtedly the greatest of the Icelandic 12th-13th 
century saga writers.  In Reykholt he wrote Egils saga, Heimskringla (a great  chronicle of Norwegian 
kings from antiquity to the 12th century), and Snorra-Edda (the Younger Edda, an invaluable source of 
information on poetry and the Old Nordic religion, Ásatrú). We eat  lunch at  Reykholt  before departing for 
Hraunfossar.       

At Hraunfossar we explore scenic waterfalls emerging from underneath the Hallmundarhraun lava field, 
which dates back to the 9th century. Next stop is the workshop of artist  and natural talent  Páll 
Gu!mundsson, in Húsafell, who may play us some music on his homemade stone harp. 

From Húsafell we head to the Surtshellir lava tube. On our way to Reykjavík, we drive through the 
Kaldidalur highland pass, with views towards the Langjökull ice cap and to several subglacially erupted 
hyaloclastite formations (tuyas):  Eiríksjökull, Geitlandsjökull and "órisjökull.  The road also passes near 
the shield volcanoes Ok and Skjaldbrei!ur. 

At Reykjavík, we check in at the hostel, spend a few minutes freshening up and head out  downtown for 
dinner and a taste of Reykjavík night life!

About our guide

Dr. "orsteinn “Thor” "orsteinsson graduated with a BS in geophysics from the University of Iceland and 
an MS in ice core studies from the University of Copenhagen. He received a PhD in ice core studies from 
Alfred Wegener Institute & University of Bremen 1996. He is a participant  in deep ice core studies in 
Greenland and Antarctica. Currently, he is a glaciologist  at  the Iceland Meteorological Office (IMO), 
responsible for mass balance studies on the Hofsjökull and Drangajökull ice caps in Iceland and the leader 
of a research program focusing on the subglacial lakes beneath the Vatnajökull ice cap.

Learning Objectives
The team will learn about:

! Icelandic sagas
! Geothermal fields in Reykholt and Húsafell
! Geology of Hallmundarhraun lava field and Surtshellir lava tube
! Geography of Kaldidalur highlands and Langjökull ice cap
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Directions

Sæberg Hostel to Borgarnes via Baula Gas Station

Travelling from Sæberg Hostel, Brú, take Route 1, heading south towards Reykjavík. Continue travelling 
to the south over the highland plateau Holtavör!uhei!i, on Route 1, through Baula gas station to reach 
Borgarnes.

Borgarnes to Reykholt

Near Varmaland, turn right  onto Route 50 to reach Deildartunguhver. Continue on Route 50, turn left  onto 
Route 518 to reach Reykholt.

Reykholt to Hraunfossar

Continue on Route 518 to reach Hraunfossar.

Hraunfossar to Húsafell

Continue on Route 518 to Húsafell.

Húsafell to Surtshellir lava tube

From Húsafell get  on Route F35 (Kaldidalur) and turn right  at the farm Kalmanstunga. Follow unpaved 
road up to the lava field Hallmundarhraun and follow the signs for Íshellir, Surtshellir, and Stefánshellir to 
arrive at the lava tube.

Surtshellir lava tube to Reykjavík City Hostel

Turn left  at  the farm Kalmanstunga on to Route F35 (Kaldidalur).  After the Hraunfossar waterfalls (near 
Húsafell) take Route 580 and turn left on to Route 50 to arrive at Borganes. Take Route 1 to Reykjavík.
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Fig. 12.0. Road map showing all stops and road numbers. (modified from Hansen, 2009)
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Stop 12.1. Borgarnes Settlement Center
Borgarnes

[edited from West Iceland Marketing Office, 2009]:

Borgarnes, with a population of 1930, lies in the middle of West Iceland about 75 km from 
Reykjavík. First  mentioned in Egils saga, the town is proud of its heritage and historical sites, 
which are celebrated at the Settlement  Centre of Iceland.  Dramatic recreations of the 
formative years of Icelandic history and sagas are held in the Centre, bringing stories to life 
through exhibitions, theatre and live presentations.

Fig. 12.1. Picture of Borgarnes. (West Iceland Marketing Office, 2009)

Egil’s saga
[edited from Wikipedia, 2009a]:

Egil’s saga is an epic Icelandic saga possibly by Snorri Sturluson (1179-1241 AD), who may 
have written the account between the years 1220 and 1240 AD. It  is an important 
representative of the sagas and has much to say about  the end of the Viking era. The saga is 
centered on the life of Egill Skallagrímsson, an Icelandic farmer, viking, and skald. It  is 
generally referred to as "Egla" by Icelandic scholars.

Fig 12.2. Egil Skallagrímsson in a 17th century manuscript of Egils Saga. (Wikipedia, 2009a)
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The saga covers a long period of time, starting in Norway in 850 AD, with the life of Egil's 
grandfather Úlfr, called Kveldúlfr ("Evening Wolf") and his two sons, !órólfr, a great  warrior 
who had a complicated relationship with King Haraldr of Norway, and Egil's father Skalla-
Grímr Kveldúlfsson. Kveldúlfr is said to be a shape-shifter, and earned his name from the fact 
that he became a wolf after sunset. The genealogy at the opening of the saga states that  the 
family carries some ogre descent, giving a violent temper in later descendants. After !órólfr's 
death, due to his broken allegiance to King Haraldr (although not !órólfr's fault), Skalla-
Grímr and his father Kveldúlfr fled Norway to settle in Iceland. Skalla-Grímr settles in peace 
as a farmer and blacksmith at  Borg, where his sons Egil and !órólfr (named after his uncle) 
grew up.

The story continues with the childhood of Egil, which foreshadows his future rebelliousness. 
His family's peace is again lost as the social order is threatened by Egil's dangerous attitude. 
He stirs up trouble with his first murder with an axe at the age of six. The story goes on to tell 
the tales of Egil's voyages to Scandinavia and England and his personal vendetta against King 
Eric Bloodaxe. There are also vivid descriptions of his other fights and friendships, his 
relationship with his family (highlighted by his jealousy, as well as fondness for his older 
brother !órólfr), his old age, and the fate of his own son !orsteinn (who was baptized once 
Roman Catholicism came to Iceland) and his children who had many children of their own. 
The saga ends around the year 1000 AD and spans many generations.

The saga follows Egil through the various stages of his life, most  of which are surrounded by 
battle, and Egil virtually narrates his own life story with his frequent segments of poetry. 
Before Egil died he allegedly concealed his silver treasure near Mosfellsbær, giving birth to 
the legend of silfur Egils ("Egil's Silver").

The character of Egil is highly ambiguous. His multi-faceted nature reflects the ambivalent 
qualities of his family, a family of men who are either ugly or astoundingly handsome; a 
family with a history of "shapeshifters" who become suddenly mad, violent  and cruel, though 
they may at other times be deliberate and wise; a family which neither submits to the will of 
kings, nor stands in open rebellion. His character is also reflected in the storytelling 
conventions of the text, a highly ambivalent  tale populated by characters with similar or 
identical names, living out various permutations of very similar stories. As a work of 
literature, Egil's Saga is generally considered to be amongst  the best of the Icelandic sagas, 
along with Njáls saga and Laxdæla saga.

Fig 12.3. A view of Borg, where Egil Skallagrímsson spent much of his life. (Wikipedia, 2009a)
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Geology around Borgarfjör!ur
[edited from McDougall et al., 1977]:

All the lavas in the Borgarfjör!ur sequence of western Iceland have suffered burial 
metamorphism to zeolite-facies grade, with temperatures in the deeper parts of the section 
rising to about 150°C. K-Ar ages show that  the sequence formed over a 5 Ma interval from 7 
Ma to 2 Ma. Regression analysis of the ages and aggregate stratigraphic thickness reveals a 
remarkably uniform rate of growth of the lava pile of 730 m/Ma, providing on average an 
eruption rate of one lava every 11 ka. This steady-state growth of the lava pile associated with 
the active spreading center in western Iceland over a 5 Ma time period may suggest  similar 
processes operate at  sea-floor spreading centers. The thickness of sediment  in the section is 
about 15% of the total.

Fig. 12.4. From McDougall et al., 1977.  a) Magnetostratigraphic map of the Borgarfjör!ur region, with 
polarity zones indicated. b) Diagrammatic cross-section of the Borgarfjör!ur region showing 
distribution of zeolite zones.
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Stop 12.2. Snorri Sturluson exhibition

Reykholt
[edited from Wikipedia, 2009b]:

There are two villages with this name in Iceland. The Reykholt we are visiting is situated in 
the valley of the river Reykjadalsá, called Reykholtsdalur. Here lived in the middle Ages one 
of the most important persons in Icelandic history: Snorri Sturluson. He was a famous poet 
and politician whose records of the Old Norse language and mythology of medieval Iceland 
are invaluable to modern scholars. Remains of his farm and a bathroom with hot  pot  and a 
tunnel between the bath and the house can still be visited. Today, the village has 60 
inhabitants, a school centre and a library concentrating on the works of Snorri Sturluson. 
Archeologists are still working there and finding medieval remains. 

Húsafell Geothermal fields in Borgarfjör!ur
[edited from Kristmannsdóttir et al., 2005]:

Several highly active geothermal fields are located in the Borgarfjör!ur region, W Iceland. 
Among them is the largest low-temperature field in Iceland, the Reykholt geothermal field 
yielding over 400l/s of boiling water or at temperatures near boiling. The reservoir 
temperatures at  depths range up to 150°C. However, the adjacent  Húsafell geothermal field is 
cooler, with reservoir temperatures about 80°C.

Fig. 12.5.  Location of the Reykholt and Húsafell geothermal fields. The map shows the main 
geothermal activity in Iceland.
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The Reykholt  geothermal field which is located in western Iceland (Fig. 12.5) is believed to 
be the largest and most active low temperature geothermal field in Iceland covering an area of 
almost 300km2 (Georgsson et al., 1984). Iceland’s biggest  hot  spring, Deildartunguhver, is 
one of the active geothermal manifestations, yielding about 200 l/s of boiling hot  water. The 
area has been studied by several scientists since the beginning of the 19th century 
(Thoroddsen, 1910; Thorkelsson, 1940; Jónsson, 1959; Sæmundsson, 1964; Sigvaldason, 
1965; Sæmundsson et al., 1966; Arnórsson, 1969; Georgsson et al. 1978; 1984; 1985; 
Gunnlaugsson, 1980; Imitiaz, 1997). The geological formations of the area consist of gently 
dipping lavas of late Tertiary age, Quaternary basalt floods, hyaloclastite breccias and tuffs 
(Arnórsson, 1968; Georgsson et al., 1978). The hills between the valleys are covered by 
ground morains. The Reykholtsdalur valley was transgressed by the sea after the last 
glaciation and the sediments in the lowlands are probably a mixture of fresh water and marine 
deposits. The tectonic systems are quite complicated and there has been an extensive 
earthquake activity in recent  times (Einarsson et al., 1974). The western margin of the 
geothermal surface manifestations in Borgarfjör!ur appear to coincide with the Borgarnes 
anticline (Sæmundsson, 1979; Imitias, 1997). 

The hot springs in the Reykholtsdalur valley appear to occur at the intersection of 
northwesterly oriented young faults and northeasterly trending faults or dykes (Georgsson et 
al., 1984). The Húsafell geothermal field is associated with an extinct central volcano 
(Sæmundsson and Noll, 1974; Georgsson et al., 1984) and the thermal manifestations occur 
along a layer of acidic tuff. There appears to be a different  recharge to the two geothermal 
fields Reykholt and Húsafell and a mixing area between with lower temperatures. The 
activity of the geothermal field in Reykholt  varies with time and is believed to depend mostly 
on the tectonic activity and on how recently there has been movement on faults opening up 
the water channels and enhancing circulation and heat  mining of the geothermal systems. No 
long term monitoring of the total yield has been made, but  occasional observations show 
some changes with time (Georgsson et al. 1978; 1984). 

In the nearby Húsafell field, one of our stops, there are no records available of possible 
changes in activity through time. In the late 1970’s there was an enforcement of geothermal 
exploration all over Iceland in the wake of the oil crisis and an increased awareness of the 
need of alternative energy sources for house heating. Geothermal exploration in the 
Borgarfjör!ur area was aimed at  the installation of heating systems in the local towns of 
Akranes and Borgarnes as well as the rural settlements of the region not already heated by 
geothermal power. As a result a decision was made to utilize the hot  spring Deildartunguhver 
for the heating of the two towns Akranes and Borgarnes even though the water had to be 
piped for a distance of almost  70 km. Later, improved exploration techniques revealed 
geothermal fields much closer to those towns, but then the distribution systems had already 
been installed. In the Húsafell field geothermal water from two artesian wells and a hot  spring 
is used for the heating of a holiday resort containing almost one hundred cottages, a 
swimming pool, numerous jacuzzi pools, several farm houses and fish farming plant 
Kristmannsdóttir et al.

All the water utilized in the Reykholt and Húsafell fields is from free flowing springs or 
artesian wells. The development of the fields has thus not induced any drawdown of the water 
level as commonly observed where the water is produced by downhole pumping from wells.
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Fig. 12.6. Hot springs at Deildartunguhver.
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Fig. 12.7. Total dissolved Solids (TDS) plotted against measured temperatures at outflow for 
geothermal and cold water springs in the Borgarfjör!ur area.

Several projects entailing geochemical studies of the geothermal fields in Borgarfjör!ur have 
been carried out  since about 1940. The last  compilation of geochemical data before the 
present  project  was in 1997 when a few of the locations were sampled and analyzed (Imtias, 
1997). In the present study about twenty samples of geothermal water were taken in the area. 
Several cold springs were also sampled for trace element studies in the water. The present 
study is the first comprehensive study of trace elements in geothermal waters from the 
Borgarfjör!ur region and is a part of a project  aimed at the mapping of trace elements in 
Icelandic ground waters (Kristmannsdóttir et al. 2004) and to explain the environmental 
processes governing their concentration and stability in the different natural environments.

Fig. 12.8.  Concentration of selected components in geothermal water at Reykholt farm in the Reykholt 
field. The first 4 samples are from a spring and the later ones from a shallow well at the same site.

The water in the area is nearly all classified as sulfate water with a few samples falling on the 
border line to bicarbonate water. The geothermal water at  Reykholt has high silica 
concentration and calculated silica geothermometer temperatures are about  140°C for the 
chalcedony geothermometer and around 160°C according to the quartz geothermometer. 
Alkali-feldspar geothermometers indicate reservoir temperatures of about 130-140°C. In the 
Húsafell geothermal field silica and alkali geothermometers indicate reservoir temperatures 
of 80-85 °C, which is less than 10 °C higher than obtained by drilling so far.
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Snorri Sturluson
[edited from Wikipedia, 2009c]:

Snorri Sturluson (1178 – September 23, 1241) was an Icelandic historian, poet  and politician. 
He was twice elected lawspeaker at  the Icelandic parliament, the Althing. For stylistic and 
methodological reasons, Snorri is often taken to be the author of Egil’s saga. As a historian 
and mythographer, Snorri is remarkable for proposing the theory (in the Prose Edda) that 
mythological gods begin as human war leaders and kings.  

Fig. 12.9. Statue of Snorri Sturluson by the Norwegian, Gustav Vigeland, 1914.

Snorri Sturluson was born into the wealthy and powerful Sturlungar family, about  1178. By a 
quirk of circumstance he was raised from the age of three (or four) by Jón Loftsson, a relative 
of the Norwegian royal family, in Oddi, Iceland. As Sturla was trying to settle a lawsuit with 
Páll Sölvason, the latter's wife lunged suddenly at him with a knife, intending, she said, to 
make him like his hero Odin (who was one-eyed), but bystanders deflected the blow to the 
cheek. The resulting settlement would have beggared Páll. Loftsson intervened in the Althing 
to mitigate the judgement and, to compensate Sturla, offered to raise and educate Snorri.

Snorri became known as a poet, but was also a successful lawyer. In 1215 he became 
lawspeaker of the Althing, perhaps the highest  position an individual could hold in the 
Icelandic government.  Snorri was mainly interested in history and culture. The Norwegian 
regents, however, cultivated Snorri, made him a skutilsvein, a senior title roughly equivalent 
to knight, and received an oath of loyalty. The king hoped to incorporate Iceland into Norway, 
which he could do by vote of the Althing, of which Snorri had been a key member.

In 1220 Snorri returned to Iceland and by 1222 was back as lawspeaker of the Althing, a 
position which he held until 1232. The basis of his election was entirely his fame as a poet. 
Politically he was the king's spokesman, supporting union with Norway, a platform that 
acquired major enemies for him among the chiefs.  But when Snorri arrived in Norway for 
the second time it  was clear to the king that he was no longer a reliable agent. As the king 
could not predict Snorri's behavior, he denied him permission to return home to Iceland and 
explicitly ordered him to remain in Norway.
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Iceland was an independent nation, the king's orders had no international validity, and Snorri 
chose to disobey them, returning in 1239. Meanwhile, in 1240, Haakon sent  two agents to 
Gissur bearing a secret letter with kill or capture orders concerning Snorri.  Snorri Sturluson 
was assassinated in his house at  Reykholt in autumn of 1241. In 1262 the Althing ratified 
union with Norway and ceased to be a sovereign body. Each member swore an oath of 
personal loyalty to Haakon IV. Haakon IV’s reign ended in 1263, but Iceland was retained by 
the Scandinavian kings and did not become an independent republic again until 1944.

Stop 12.3. Hraunfossar
[edited from Knutsson, 2008]:

Porous aquifers are characterized by storage and circulation of water in pores. The most 
porous ones are the postglacial lavas, with bands of scoria (volcanic slag) and pyroclastic 
rocks of the active volcanic zones in SW Iceland having K-values of 10-2 m/s to 10-0 m/s 
(Sigurdsson, 1986). Almost all net precipitation infiltrates and there is no surface runoff. 
There are around 25 very big springs (>5 m3/s) in Iceland. The largest spring area with a flow 
of 80–90 m3/s is located on the north shore of lake !ingvallavatn. Spring-fed rivers have a 
very even, high discharge and almost  constant temperature with a mean discharge of 100 m3/s 
in Sog (Adalsteinsson et al., 1994). This resource is used for the water supply of a medium-
sized town and several villages and for intense irrigation. 

Very important porous aquifers are found in coarse-grained, unconsolidated deposits of 
Quaternary age, such as sand and gravel deposits of glaciofluvial and fluvial origin. The 
glaciofluvial deposits are of different genetic types. The best aquifers are found in the 
subaquatic type, which were deposited in rather deep water (below the highest  shoreline) at 
the margin of the land-ice, where an esker or a delta was formed (Fig. 12.11). These deposits 
consist  of well-sorted boulders, gravel and sand with K-values of 10-4 to 10-2 m/s. The 
eskers have a thickness of 10–100 m, a width of 500–1000 m and are continuous over long 
distances, 100 km or more, i.e. aquifers of regional size. Some large supraaquatic deposits 
such as the outwash plains in the sandurs in Iceland and the ice-marginal deposits in 
UNESCO, 1982). The steep and narrow eskers, formed supra aquatically above the highest 
shoreline, are not such good aquifers but, the resources are sufficient for the water supply of 
small villages.

Fig. 12.10. Spring discharge from a porous lava on a tight basalt at Hraunfossar, Iceland (photo by 
Knutsson, G., 2005).
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Fig. 12.11. Conceptual figure of the geology and hydrogeology in a valley below the highest shoreline 
with a wave-washed, large esker (green) to the left, littoral sediments (orange) and glacial clay 
(yellow) in the valley and glacial till (light blue) on the slope of hard rock (red) to the right.  Ground 
levels (lines), springs (glasses) and wells (shafts) are marked in different aquifers (from Knutsson, 
2008; by Damberg, A., 2007; after SGU, 1975).
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Stop 12.4. Workshop of Páll Gudmundsson at Húsafell
[edited from Wikipedia, 2009]:

Páll Gu!mundsson (born 1959 in Húsafell in western Iceland, where he still lives) is a 
sculptor and artist. He completed part of his studies at the University of Fine Arts in Cologne, 
Germany. He sculpts faces of people out  of the rock he finds around Húsafell. He has for 
example sculpted the faces of Johann Sebastian Bach, Björk and the Icelandic writer Thor 
Vilhjálmsson.

Páll also works as a musician with a unique idiophone, a large xylophone-like instrument 
made of stones called the Steinharpa. He crafted the instrument  himself using stones found 
around his home. With the instrument he has performed with the Icelandic band Sigur Rós.

Fig. 12.12. Dr. !orsteinn “Thor” !orsteinsson playing Páll Gu"mundsson’s Steinharpa.
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Fig. 12.13. Left, Páll Gudmundsson’s workshop.  Right, one of Gudmundsson’s sculptures.

Fig. 12.14. House (top) and church (bottom) near Páll Gudmundsson’s workshop.
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Stop 12.5. Surtshellir lava tube
[edited from Hroarsson and Jonsson, 1991]:

Hallmundarhraun is the largest  lava flow in the Borgarfjör!ur area of western Iceland, 
originating from craters just  off the flanks of the Langjokull glacier. The area of the flow is 
about 200 square kilometers and the volume has been estimated to be about two to three 
cubic kilometers. Two craters are visible just off the edge of the Langjokull glacier but others 
and a possible eruptive fissure could be covered by the advancing ice of the glacier. A C-14 
dating of peat  from beneath the Hallmundarhraun lava flow area published by Saemundsson 
(1966), giving the age 1190 + or -100 years before present. 

Fig. 12.15. Hallmundarhraun, Western Iceland.

Reinvestigations of the age of the lava flow were published by Johannesson (1989) using 
tephrochronological methods. The lava flow overlies the ‘Settlement  Layer’ formed around 
900 AD. It  is believed that  the eruption forming Hallmundarhraun occurred during the first 
decades of the tenth century. The distance from the distal margin of flow to the craters is 
about 50 kilometers. Near the craters, the flow is about  600 meters above sea level, the 
surface being extremely rough, nearly void of any vegetation, and sandy. Large outwash 
plains exist near the Eiríksjökull glacier. Further downslope the surface type changes form 
from an aa lava to more pahoehoe-like lava. Numerous large collapsed tumuli, shrinkage 
cracks, pressure ridges and other cooling and contracting phenomena are present. 

Altogether 12 lava caves are known in the Hallmundarhraun lava flow, thus earning the lava 
flow a special recognition among Icelandic flows. Of five lava caves exceeding one kilometer 
in total length currently know in Iceland, four are in Hallmundarhraun. Three of the largest 
caves of Hallmundarhraun have been surveyed, and the remaining ones have only been 
explored to some extent. Below is a short description of the lava cave, Surtshellir. 
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The total length of the system is about 3,500 meters. It comprises two lava tubes separated by 
a collapse pit. Although the lava tubes have been given two separate names, it is believed that 
they constitute one major system. The cave drops 18 meters in its whole length. Maximum 
width of the passage is 27 meters, the main passage has an average height of eight meters and 
the maximum height  is ten meters. Ceiling thickness varies from nine meters to zero meters 
with ten areas of complete ceiling collapse providing the entrances to the system (McKain, 
1989). 

Surtshellir is the down-flow segment, with 1,970 meters of passage. The cave’s ceiling is 
extensively collapsed, but original floor can be seen in large parts of the cave and flow 
structures are well preserved on the cave’s walls. In one side of the passage archaeological 
remains consisting of stone benches, fire places, and bone fragments occur. These have 
suggested the theory that inhabitants lived in the cave because of suitable temperature shortly 
after the eruption, contrary to a famous Icelandic legend where outlaws had supposingly built 
and occupied the cave as early as the tenth century. Surtshellir has been known to locals for a 
long time, the first mention of the cave is in old Icelandic Sagas. 

Stefánshellir, the up-flow segment of the system, was rediscovered in early 1950s and near 
the entrance was a small cairn. The cave comprises a maze of passages and the cave’s ceiling 
is not collapsed to any extent, as it  is in Surtshellir. The total length of passages is about 1,520 
meters. The up-flow beginning of the system is a lava seal, the ceiling dropping rapidly to 
meet the last  lava level. The roof rises rapidly and forms a passage 7 meters high and 13 
meters wide. The main passage continues relatively linear for about  300 meters, and then it 
assumes its maze-like pattern. The surface of the floor and walls changes from being glazed 
to more scoriaceous. Less than 35 meters separate the south terminus of Stefánshellir and the 
north terminus of Surtshellir.
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Fig. 12.16. A surface opening of the Surtshellir lava tube.

Fig 12.17. One exit of the Surtshellir lava tube.
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Fig 12.18. Interior of the Surtshellir lava tube.  The striations on the far wall of the lava tube are lava 
benches, indications of the height of the lava as it was flowing through the tube.

Fig 12.19. Close-up of some of the lava benches.
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Day 13: Reykjavík
Monday, September 14, 2009

Written by: Emuejevoke Origbo

Schedule
9:00 Breakfast at Reykjavík City Hostel.
11:00 + 7.5 km Check out of hostel.
11:15 Stop 13.1: National Museum.
12:30 + 3 km Depart National Museum for Perlan Observatory.
12:35 Stop 13.2: Perlan Observatory.  Lunch.
13:45 + 50 km Depart Perlan Observatory for airport.
14:30 Stop 13.3: Keflavík Airport.
17:00 Depart Keflavík. (Icelandair FI681 KEF 17:00-SEA 17:45)

Costs
Hostel Breakfast  1000 ISK/person/day (breakfast is mandatory for groups of 10 or more)
Gas 60.5 km/vehicle
National Museum 1000 ISK/person (500 ISK/student)

Contact Information
Reykjavík City Farfuglaheimili! í Reykjavík
Hostel: Sundlaugavegur 34 105 Reykjavík Iceland 
 Phone: +354 553 8110
 Fax: +354 588 9201
 Website: http://www.hostel.is
 E-mail: reykjavikcity@hostel.is

National Museum: "jó!minjasafn Íslands, Su!urgötu 41, 101 Reykjavík
 Phone: +354 530 2200
 Fax: +354 530 2201
 Website: http://www.natmus.is

Perlan Observatory: Öskjuhlí! Hill, Reykjavík, Höfu!borgarsvæ!i IS-105 Reykjavík
 Phone: +354 562 0200
 Fax: +354 562 0207
 Website: http://www.perlan.is

Laugardalslaug: Laugardalur
IS-104 Reykjavik
Phone: + 354 553 4039

The Culture House: Hverfisgata 15
IS-101 Reykjavik
Phone: + 354 545 1400
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Logistical Information
! the National Museum and the cafe are open daily from 10 AM to 5 PM
! there is free parking at the National Museum
! the Perlan Observatory is open daily from 10 AM to 11:30 PM
! admission to the Perlan Observatory is free
! the café at the Perlan Observatory is open from 11:30 AM to 10 PM
! there is also free parking at the Perlan Observatory
! bring a jacket with you up the observatory, it gets really windy at the top!

Summary
Being the last  day of the trip, we have mostly sightseeing activities. We will learn more about  the rich 
cultural heritage of the Icelandic people at the National Museum.  Then, we head to the Perlan 
Observatory, a silvery glass dome that is heated by 4,000 liters of hot water beneath it. It  is said to hold a 
great  view of the city and is Reykjavík’s most  recognizable landmark. We will be having lunch at the 
Perlan Observatory. And its home sweet home as we head to the airport!

Learning Objectives
The team will learn about:

! Icelandic history, culture and art forms
! Man-made structures in Iceland utilizing its most abundant resource, geothermal energy.

Driving Directions
Reykjavík City Hostel to National Museum

! Turn right out of the parking lot of the Reykjavík City Hostel.  You are now on Sundlaugavegur.
! Drive for ~0.8 km on Sundlaugavegur, then turn left onto Kringlum#rarbraut.
! Drive for ~1.6 km on Kringlum#rarbraut, then turn right onto Miklabraut.
! Continue on Miklabraut.  After ~1.3 km, you will cross Bústa!avegur.  Miklabraut will turn into 

Hringbraut.
! Continue along Hringbraut  for ~1.3 km.  You will approach a roundabout, but  ~0.2 km before the 

roundabout, you will turn left  onto Sæmundargata.  (Note: if you pass the turnoff for 
Sæmundargata, you can turn left  at  the roundabout onto Su!urgata, but you will then need to 
make a U-turn on Su!urgata to be able to turn into the parking lot of the National Museum.)

! Proceed for ~75 m, and turn right.  Proceed for another ~125 m.  The parking lot  for the National 
Museum is on your right. (Fig. 13.0a)

National Museum to Perlan Observatory

! Turn right out of the National Museum parking lot onto Su!urgata, and then right again onto 
Hringbraut.

! Proceed for 1.3 km on Hringbraut, then turn right onto Bústa!avegur
! Continue on Bústa!avegur for 0.52 km.
! Turn right onto Su!urhlí! and continue for 0.1 km.
! Turn right onto Varmahlí! and continue for 0.37 km to arrive at  the Perlan Observatory. (Fig. 

13.0b)

Perlan Observatory to Keflavik International Airport

! Return to Bústa!avegur via Varmahlí! and Su!urhlí!.  Proceed on Bústa!avegur for 0.3 km.
! Turn right onto Kringlum#rarbraut (40).  Proceed on Kringlum#rarbraut for 5.5 km.
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! Turn left onto Fjar!arhraun (40).  Proceed for 1.1 km.  Fjar!arhraun will turn into Reykjanesbraut 
(41).

! Proceed on Reykjanesbraut towards Keflavík for ~38 km.  The airport  will be on your left. (Fig. 
13.0c)

Fig 13.0a. Road map from Reykjavík City Hostel to National Museum. (modified from Navteq Map24, 2009)
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Fig 13.0b. Road map from the National Museum to the Perlan Observatory. (modified from Navteq Map24, 2009)

Fig 13.0c. Overview map of the day. (modified from Hansen, 2009)

End

Start13.1

13.2
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Stop 13.1. National Museum
[edited from !jó"minjasafn Íslands, 2009]:

In 2004 the National Museum of Iceland reopened its doors after extensive refurbishment 
with a new, dynamic exhibition housing the nation’s treasures. The National Museum was 
established on February 24th, 1863. Icelandic museum pieces up until that  time had been kept 
in Danish collections.  During the first decades it  was housed in several attics in Reykjavík - 
in the Cathedral, House of Corrections, Parliament  and National Bank - and finally the attic 
of the National Library building on Hverfisgata (now the Culture House) for four decades. 
When the Republic was formed in 1944, Parliament decided to give the nation a museum at 
Su!urgata, into which the collections were moved in 1950. Until 2001, when the 
Archaeological Heritage Agency was formed, the Museum held the administrative 
responsibility for archaeological sites in Iceland. All archaeological finds belong to the state, 
according to law, and are supposed to be delivered to the National Museum for conservation 
and keeping.

In recent years many important  archaeological projects have been carried out, including large 
rescue excavations on sites such as Stóraborg farm mound, on the south coast  of Iceland, 
Bessasta!ir farm mound at the presidential residence, Hofssta!ir in Gar!abær and at  Keldur 
at  Rangárvellir. Also research excavations have been conducted at Eiríkssta!ir in Haukadalur, 
as well as a large multidiciplinary research project  in Reykholt in Borgarfjör!ur. The National 
Museum also carries out extensive research on its heritage collections. These collections are 
made up of a wide array of objects that shed light  on Iceland’s cultural history; archaeological 
artifacts, church paraphernalia, art  objects, practical everyday objects, historic buildings, 
objects related to economy and productions, photographs, audio recordings and written 
sources that relate to cultural practices. The National Museum’s experts supervise houses and 
other buildings in the ownership and keeping of the National Museum of Iceland. The 
museum began its campaign for the preservation of old buildings in the early 20th century; 
the first  building to be listed, in 1930, was the chapel at Núpssta!ur, south Iceland, which had 
been used for some years as a storage shed.

The Historic Buildings Collection comprises over forty different edifices. They include all of 
Iceland’s principal turf houses and all the turf churches preserved in their original form, three 
in the north and two in Skaftafellss#sla in the south-east. Iceland has few buildings 
constructed of stone that date back more than a century; four of these are in the Historic 
Buildings Collection, three in the east, and one, Nesstofa (1761-63), in Seltjarnarnes adjacent 
to Reykjavík. The collection also includes a range of timber buildings, and wooden churches 
of several different  types, along with Iceland’s oldest  belfry, at  Mö!ruvellir in Eyjafjör!ur in 
the north. The collection also includes the only extant windmill in Iceland, on the island of 
Vigur in the West Fjords. Iceland’s largest  public collection of images is preserved by the 
National Museum. The pictures are of many kinds: drawings, watercolors, prints, graphic 
prints and paintings, but  principally a total of about 1.6 million photographs in various forms. 
Research on Icelandic folk customs is carried out at the National Museum. Initially the focus 
was on gathering information on different  aspects of the old agrarian society, such as working 
methods and the use of various traditional tools and utensils. In the early 1980s work began 
on gathering information on urban life, and since then modern customs have also been 
studied.
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Fig. 13.1. The National Museum.

Stop 13.2.  Perlan (The Pearl)
[edited from Perlan, 2009]:

Perlan is a modern glass building with wonderful views across the city and out to sea. It 
became one of the city’s iconic buildings when it  opened in 1991 and art  exhibitions, expos 
and concerts are regularly held here. The fourth floor has a small café with particularly good 
ice cream and a viewing deck. From here you can see out  to the President’s home of 
Bessasta!ir as well as a volcanic ridge and the city airport. The fifth floor has an exceptional 
restaurant with a revolving floor that  takes two hours to make a full circuit  of the city, and 
there is also a bar on the sixth floor. 

Inside the Pearl on the ground floor is a museum, charting the early history of the country 
through the stories of the sagas. It is colorful, bloodthirsty and full of feuding Vikings, not to 
mention witches burned at  the stake, and offers an insight into Iceland’s history and literature. 
Admission is 8 USD.

Fig. 13.1. The Perlan Observatory.
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Other Optional Stops
Laugardalslaug

There are 4 pools, an outside pool (50 m long) and 3 other pools, 3 hot tubs, steambaths, a water slide (86 
m), an infant slide, sun benches, massage, and water massage. There is a cafeteria that serves warm and 
cold drinks, cakes, and sandwiches. The pool is open on weekdays from 6:50 to 22:00, and Saturdays and 
Sundays from 8:00 to 20:00. It takes less than 5 minutes to walk to the pool from the Reykjavik City 
Hostel. Admission is 4 USD.

The Culture House

The Culture House is open daily from 11am to 5pm. On the ground floor a permanent collection of 
medieval manuscripts, including many of the oldest copies of the Icelandic Sagas. The top floor has 
hosted various exhibits through the years; at the time of our visit, it was an exhibition on the volcanic 
island of Surtsey – a fully interactive introduction to the geological hot spot that is Iceland.  Admission 
fee is 2 USD. The Culture House is close to the National Museum.
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